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PART I

AN INTELLECTUAL BIOGRAPHY





INTRODUCTION

When Gurgi Zaidan was born in Beirut on December 14, 1861
Lebanon had just emerged from twenty years of severe internal strife.
The unrest had stemmed partially from social tensions between peasants
and feudal landlords but soon assumed a denominational character which
reflected the changing relations between the Druze and the Christian
communities in Lebanon. Gurgi Zaidan's family belonged to the Greek
Orthodox community and, although the family apparently was not
particularly religious, the awareness of its religious affiliation must have
been heightened during this period. The conflict had been mainly one
between the Druze and the Christian communities, but it had obtained
some Muslim overtones which climaxed in the pogrom of Damascus
in July 1860 in which some 5,500 Christians were killed by their Muslim
neighbours. 1 These experiences loomed large in the mind of the Christian
Arabs for many years and made it necessary to re-think and to re¬
formulate their relations with the non-Christian environment.

The unrest in Lebanon was not merely an internal affair. It had
been intensified by European interference in support of one or other
religious community. The French supported the Christian, especially
the Maronite community, while the British sided with the Druze com¬
munity. French troops had landed in 1860 in Lebanon following the
massacre in Damascus. The major European powers had then taken an
active part in establishing a new political order for Lebanon. Just a few
months before Gurgi Zaidan's birth this new political arrangement for
Lebanon as an autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire had been
adopted and guaranteed by the European powers.

The introduction of a new order in Lebanon was not limited to the
political sphere. With the expansion of European economy and trade,
Beirut began to change its face. It developed into a major port in the

1. S alibi 107.
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Eastern Mediterranean. Western merchandise began to be widely dis¬
tributed and Western skills were in demand. Europeans flocked to the city.
The old order of society and life began to disintegrate. Gurgi Zaidan's
autobiography is an eloquent description of a society in transition.!

Already before the European economic impact had gathered any
strength in Lebanon, the presence of the West had made itself felt in a
very different way: since the beginning of the nineteenth century French
Catholic and American and British Protestant missionaries had, often in
competition with each other, established schools all over Lebanon in an
attempt to attract possible converts from the various religious communi¬
ties. By and large the missionaries failed in their original purpose -
conversion, but in the process of their missionary attempts they laid the
foundation for modern education and provided a stimulus for the local
communities to establish similar educational institutions. When Gurgl
Zaidan was a boy Lebanon had already an extensive number of elemen¬
tary schools and high schools for boys and girls, and Beirut could boast of
at least two very good colleges, the Syrian Protestant College of the
American Missionaries and the University St. Joseph of the French Jesuits.
The development of a new educated class is most dramatically portrayed
in Zaidan's autobiography. Education was certainly that aspect of
change which had the greatest importance for the forming of Zaidan's
own personality.

Change under the shadow of the Western presence was not restricted
to Beirut. The whole of the Middle East had come to face the same
challenge.

The two foci of the contact between the Arab East and Europe during
the 19th century were Syria and Egypt. The encounter with the West in
the two countries was different in its character and quality. In Egypt
the military and political aspects dominated the contact in accordance
with her strategic position in relation to Europe for passage to India
and access to Africa. Technological progress in the military and economic
spheres, centralized and more efficient administration, and political
self-awareness were thus the issues of greatest importance to Egypt. In
Syria, on the other hand, the Western impact expressed itself mainly in
the activities of European and American missionaries who made educa¬
tion and training of the native, and mostly the Christian Arabs, their
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concern. The various schools and institutions of the missionaries, soon
to be supplemented by local attempts to organize education, raised a
group of educated people who were interested in the sciences, the literary
and cultural products of secular Europe and who did basic scholarly work
concerning their own language and literature.

From the forties of the nineteenth century a new factor was added
to the military and intellectual ones: the economic role of Europe in
the whole of the Middle East began to increase. European economic pene¬
tration had obtained its first legal sanction with the Treaty of Capitu¬
lations between France and the Ottoman Empire in 1740. But European
economic expansionism began in earnest only after the beginning of
industrialization. Perhaps the most significant formal recognition of
this new economic expansion was the Commercial Convention between
Great Britain and the Ottoman Empire. Other European nations soon
followed suit with similar treaties. The increasing European domination
of the Middle Eastern economy and markets had various social results.
On the one hand whole groups of traditional producers disappeared,
because they could not compete with the industrial products imported
from the West. On the other hand a new social class developed, consisting
of people who had frequently been on the margins of the society but now
benefitted from European economic and legal protection and were
able to take part in the new economic system. The more intensive the
knowledge of Europe and its civilization became, the clearer became
the idea that a mere adoption of its technical achievements would not be
sufficient in order to preserve the status quo of Arab society or to contain
the European impact and its dominating position in the Middle East;
neither would it be sufficient to restrict to a group of educated specialists
whatever changes had to be introduced. The whole society had to par¬
ticipate in the process of Westernization and the adoption of European
ideas and institutions. The Middle East, earlier than other non-Western
areas, was left with the paradoxical need of having to imitate, and adapt
to, Western civilization in order to preserve its own social and cultural
identity. « De toute Evidence, elles (les societes orientales) devront pour
dchapper kl'Occident, se mettre a son ecole. Leur faudra-t-il done, pour
survivre, se renoncer? ». 2

2. B erque 24.

2
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At the beginning of the century only isolated products of European
technology had been adopted by the Near Eastern society. Even the in¬
creasing use of European forms and systems in administration, juris¬
diction, agriculture, etc., did not immediately make the society or its
rulers aware that the European impact would entail profound changes
in the society as a whole. At mid-century the question was still whether
the traditional, religiously oriented society could and should accept the
concepts and ideas of the modern civilization. Soon, however, there
could be no doubt that there was no longer any option to reject or to
ignore the Western impact, and the question shifted to whether it would
be possible to maintain portions of the traditional society while living
in the modern world. 3

In particular, educated people became conscious of the fact that the
whole society was moving towards a new and different phase, increasingly
distant from its own past and becoming more closely related to modern
Western civilization. This movement was conceived of in "national"
terms within the dimension of an increasingly "nationalistic" history,
and it became known as the Arab Awakening, al-nahda al- arablya. 1

Derived from the root n-h-d in the classical language, the word

nahda had the general meaning of "a single act of rising, a motion or

movement ... also power, ability, strength". 5 In a contemporary dic¬
tionary published in 1870, the term nahda still lacked any abstract
meaning of a social, cultural or national awakening. 6 When Ibrahim al-
Yazigl 7 addressed himself in 1868 to the Arabs in an ode, he did not use

3. A. Hourani speaks in particular about the Muslim and his faith when he says
of Muhammad 'Abduh' 'He was not concerned as Khayr al-Din had been in a previous
generation to ask whether devout Muslims could accept the institutions and ideas of
the modern world; they had come to stay and so much the worse for anyone who did

not accept them. He asked the opposite question: whether someone who lived in the
modern world could still be a devout Muslim"; Hourani 139. It seems to us that this

change of the question held true for the society in the Middle East also with regard
to the other not strictly religious but still traditional aspects of life.

4. This expression has to be used with caution because the national aspect, too,
was part of the general movement and evolved only with it and through it towards
a valid concept of its own.

5. See Lane VIII 2080.

6. See al-Bustan!, B. II 2137.

7. Ibrahim al-Yazigl (1847-1906) son of Naslf Y. Like his father he was a scholar

of Arab history and language, published and wrote in various magazines, supervised
the Arabic translation of the Old Testament for the Jesuits; Dagir , II 759.
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the root n-h-d but said tanabbahu wa-stafiqu ayyuha al-arab , "Arise ye
Arabs and awake". 8 During the next twenty years, however, the word

nahda must have become accepted with its particular abstract meaning
of a socio-cultural awakening. In 1888 we find it used for the first time
in the magazine "al-Muqtataf" in an article about the development of
Arab medicine; 9 and since the expression is not further explained, we
have to assume that it was already familiar to the reader as an estab¬
lished term. In 1892 an article about "The Latest Egyptian Nahda"
appears in the first year of "al-Hilal". 10 The term in its modern abstract
meaning is usually translated as "renaissance". The Arabs themselves
came to designate the European Renaissance with the same term. But one
should take notice that the original meaning of the word did not include
any notion of a repeated occurrence of a given act or the return to a
former situation. Its meaning contained only a change from an inactive
position towards a dynamic situation. The abstract term nahda primarily
meant this: a change from lethargy to a dynamic situation of change
and progress. This meaning seems to have been the predominant one
for the Arab intellectuals at the end of the 19th century. A translation
of nahda as "awakening" or "rise" is, therefore, more appropriate than
the usually accepted translations such as "revival", "rebirth" or "renais¬
sance". Only gradually with the development of a historical consciousness
towards the past was reference made to the regaining of earlier heights
of Arab civilization and culture. Even then it remained questionable
whether the actual re-establishment of former institutions and ideas,
reaching a similar level of culture but by different intellectual and social
means, was intended. Here we find a differentiation between a secular
and a religious use of the word. For the Muslim reformer the return to the
original institutions and concepts of Islam was the key problem, while
for the secular reformer the content of the Nahda was a more or less
camouflaged adaptation of new concepts rather than the revival of old
ones. But in either case the use of the term nahda implies an awareness
of the fundamental process of change which the Arab world was under¬
going.

8. Antonius 54.

9. Al-Muqtataf XII 735.
10. I 123.
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In particular, for the secular reformer of Christian background,
the quest for a new definition of his own position in society and for the
formulation of a cultural identity obtained a pressing urgency. Not only
must he try to emancipate himself from his own religious communal back¬
ground and to determine his position vis a vis Europe, but he also had to
re-define his relations with the Muslim Arab environment. Increasingly
a new basis for the relations between Christian and Muslim Arabs was
found in terms of an Arab cultural and national identity, as a possibility
to establish equality between and common identity for all Arabs regard¬
less of their religious background. It is, therefore, not surprising that
many of the educated Christian Arabs were in the avant garde of those
who gave the Arab Nahda a national character.

The economic prosperity and greater personal freedom in Egypt on
the one side, the increasing limitation of free expression under the
oppressive Abdiilhamidian regime in Syria on the other during the last
third of the century, and especially after the British occupation of Egypt
in 1882, caused a migration of many members of the new Syrian in¬
telligentsia to Egypt. In addition, the Syrian Protestant College, one
of the most important factors in the creation of a Westernized, educated
class in Syria, shifted in the 1880s from Arabic to English as a teaching
language and became thus less attractive for the young Arab intellectuals.
All these factors led to the development of Egypt at the end of the century
as the main centre of Arab Nahda and of Arab intellectual life in all its
different aspects.

The Syrian immigrants, most of them originating from Christian
Arab families, constituted a major impetus for the Arab Nahda in Egypt.
They developed and very much monopolized the press in Egypt, the most
important instrument for intellectual, educational and political dis¬
cussion. Such reputable daily newspapers as "al-Ahram" and "al-
Muqattam" had been founded and were run by Syrians, and among
weekly or monthly publications such popular magazines as "al-Muqta-
taf" and "al-Hilal" were in the hands of the Syrians. Thanks to their
greater familiarity with European literature, they introduced new
literary forms in prose and poetry. Through their literary and journalistic
activities the Syrians became instrumental in familiarizing the Arab world
with Western concepts and modern sciences.
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They also engaged themselves in community activities in Egypt such
as the foundation of philanthropic societies and the building of hospitals.
Their knowledge of languages and their family relations with emigrants to
other countries enabled them to play an important role in Egyptian
economy and trade. Having experienced Ottoman despotism, they usually
were more inclined than the Egyptians to accept the British rule in
Egypt. Relations between Egyptians and Syrians were not always free
from resentment and prejudices, but on the whole the Syrians proved to be
a very fertile element for the Arab Nahda in Egypt.

GurgI Zaidan was a typical and important member of this group of
Syrian emigrants. Born into a poor Greek Orthodox Arab family he
enjoyed very little formal education. His unquenchable thirst for know¬
ledge and learning, however, caused him to use any opportunity to
increase his knowledge and to further his education. Very much a self-
made man, he did not hesitate to undertake such different activities as
founding one of the most important publishing houses in the Middle East,
editing and writing his own monthly journal, composing novels and doing
research in history, language and philology as well as passing short
spells as a military dragoman, a newspaper editor and a schoolteacher.
As diverse as these activities and occupations may have been, they all
originated from, and were related to, Zaidan's awareness of the Arab
Nahda in which he participated consciously and to the development of
which he wanted to contribute.

His influence in the intellectual development of the Arab world
was considerable, perhaps not so much as an original and creative thinker
but rather as a popularizer of certain ideas and concepts. His magazine
and his novels enjoyed great popularity and are even today widely read.
His scholarly works set new patterns for historical research and helped
develop a new historical and national consciousness amongst the Arabs.
Yet, for reasons that we shall discuss later, his role has never been fully
recognized and appreciated in the Arab world. It shall be the purpose
of this study to analyze and evaluate Zaidan's intellectual contributions
to the Arab Nahda as they were determined by his social background, by
the various trends of culture and thought he was exposed to, and by his
own life experience.





GURGl ZAIDAN. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

We are very fortunate to possess so much detailed information about
the early life of Zaidan. Indeed, no other source gives us such a complete
and in general factually correct, description of the young Zaidan as his
own autobiography. We have no intention of repeating here the indi¬
vidual events of his childhood and youth, since the translation of the
autobiography is part of this study. We would only do injustice to Zaidan's
own narrative by paraphrasing it here. Nevertheless, there exist several
issues which appear in the autobiography and which demand a closer
investigation and more general comment.

Gurgi Zaidan was born in Beirut on December 14, 1861. His family
belonged to the Greek Orthodox community, though the religious
affiliation does not seem to have played an important role in the daily
life of the family. Zaidan described his family as living in "average
circumstances", mutawassit al-hal. 1 But from the reading one gains the
impression that it was a life lived always on the brink of poverty. Put in a
nutshell — the boy Zaidan grew up in poor economic conditions; he
received only some haphazard elementary schooling, and was put to
work early by his father who considered any education beyond simple
reading and writing skills a waste. Yet when the boy reached the age of
nineteen he passed the entrance examination for the Syrian Protestant
College and enrolled as a student of medicine. If we look beyond the
period covered in the autobiography we find the mature Zaidan to be a
respected well-established member of the bourgeoisie. This brief summary
contains one of the motifs of the autobiography and, indeed, of Zaidan's
whole life and thought: the motif of the self-made man, the motif of the
poor-boy-made-good. The autobiography abounds with terms as "hard
work", "perseverance", "awareness of time", "discipline", etc. The key

1. See 135.
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event for the youngster Zaidan is his encounter with the book Sirr an-
nagah , an Arabic translation by Ya'qub Sarruf 2 of S. Smiles' Self Help*
Zaidan tells us in his autobiography how reading "about the life of men
who reached the top through their own effort and struggle and reliance
upon themselves alone" excited him so much, that he was never able to
read the whole book through. 4 He felt that the stories in this book
reflected exactly his own situation but also, and here the reason for
Zaidan's excitement, described ways to escape one's own ignominious
circumstances.

S. Smiles formulated in his book just two years before the appear¬
ance of C. Darwin's On the Origin of Species... some of the concepts that
were typical of the laissez faire liberalism of the Victorian society at
mid-century. Any individual could improve his position in society if
he had the talent and the disciplined willpower to use this talent. It
was the kind of individualistic social mobility which stood, of course, in
complete contradiction to any idea of improvement of whole social
classes or class struggle — socialist and marxist concepts which
Zaidan was to reject throughout his life as "unnatural".

Smiles' book gave the young Zaidan hope and confirmed the life
experience of the mature Zaidan later. It is to books like Self Help that
one has to turn to find the origin of the social values that Zaidan believed
to be of importance. Another book that appealed extremely to Zaidan

2. Ya'qub Sarruf (1852-1927) born in Lebanon. 1870 he belonged to the first
group of graduates from the Syrian Protestant College. He taught in various schools
of the American Missionaries and from 1873-1884 was an instructor at the SPC. Here

he established close ties with Faris Nimr and Sahin Makariyus. They all joined the
Freemasons, and Sarruf and Nimr began to publish their later famous magazine al-
Muqtataf. Inspired by their mentor, Cornelius van Dyck, they were drawn to sciences

and scientific theories, and supported the evolutionary theory of Darwin. As natives
and believers of questionable faithfulness —• even though they had become protes-
tants — they eventually had to resign from the SPC faculty. Sarruf and Nimr then
transferred their journalistic enterprise to Cairo, where they later also founded a daily,
al-Muqattam. Sarruf believed that education and scientific thought would open the
way for reform and progress of the traditional society; besides many articles dealing
with these topics, Sarruf also published various novels and studies: Dagir II 540;
di TarrazS IV 124-129; Farag 74.

3. First published in London, 1856. It went through innumerable editions over
the next hundred years. The Arabic translation was published in 1880; Dagir II
542. The translation was characteristically financed by a ' 'Syrian Improvement Com¬
mittee"; Tibawi 203.

4. See 164.
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was E. Demolin's A quoi tient la superiorite des Anglo-Saxonswhich was
published almost forty years after Smiles' book had made its first ap¬
pearance. Demolin's book was written in the same "popular sciences"
manner as Smiles' book, arguing a similar point: the superiority of the
value system of British middle class liberalism and entrepreneurship.
This time, however, the focus was not upon class differences within one
society, but upon explaining the colonial predominance of the British in
the world. The book met with the same popular success as did Smiles'.
It was translated into Arabic by Fathi Zaglul, 5 one year after its first
appearance.

The appeal of such books that seemingly give conclusive scientific
explanation to the ingredients of success is always, and everywhere, tre¬
mendous. Demolin's book had the additional attraction for the Arab
reader of showing that not only the Arab world was in need of new values
in order to rise again, but that as highly civilized a nation as France
found herself in a situation in which it apparently would pay to imitate
and learn from the British. Many years after its first publication Zaidan
would still refer to the book as an authority on what values should be
taught to the young generation in Egypt.

Only weeks after the publication of Demolin's book in France Zaidan
wrote an article in "al-Hilal" called "The Eastern Youth", as-sabab

as-sarqi. 6 Following closely Demolin's main argument of the difference
between the French fonctionnaire and the British entrepreneur as well as
the superiority of the latter, Zaidan discouraged the Arab youth from
seeking positions within the government bureaucracy: they were insecure
(an argument which had more to do, however, with the Syrians'
position in Egypt than with bureaucratic positions per se); they
hampered private initiative, and offered no possibility for expansion.
What was needed to strengthen the country was a concentration of the
youth on agriculture, trade and industry. Dedicated, hard work would

5. Ahmad FathI Zaglul (1863-1914), born in Egypt, brother of Sa'd Zaglul. He
studied law in France, 1884-1887, and worked upon his return to Egypt as a lawyer

and judge. He was closely allied with the group of modernists and reformers in
Egypt. He became especially famous for his translations of Le Bon's and Demolin's
works. The translation of Demolin's book appeared in 1898; Dagir II 412 and
VII 605.

6. VI 333, a somewhat similar argument can be found already in I 271-275.
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compensate for the initial lack of money, if a young man wanted to start
a career in those fields. These admonitions of the self-made man and the
liberal entrepreneur took on a nationalistic quality when Zaidan added
that only if the foreigners were eliminated from their dominant positions
in these branches of economy would Egypt benefit from its own wealth. 7

The British middle class laissez-faire ideology, later enriched by
Spencerian social Darwinism, had found in the Middle East especially
receptive ears amongst the Syrian Christians. They recognized in it
some of their experience and values and realized that unlimited entre-
preneurship would give them the competitive edge over their Muslim
compatriots. 8 They, therefore, adopted this ideology wholeheartedly.
Zaidan formulated this ideology quite precisely in the introduction to
the biography of a compatriot of his, Salim Sldnawi. 9 When explaining
the purpose of writing this and similar biographies Zaidan observed:

"There are biographies of people like Disraeli, Rothschild and other
men of action and hard work who were born poor and achieved
wealth or knowledge or a profession through their efforts and
activity. The purpose of such biographies is not so much the immor¬
talization of their memory but rather the emulation of their deeds.
The closer their vitae are to the needs of the reader, the greater the
benefit in publishing their biographies. The biographies of poli¬
ticians, administrators and soldiers are of no use in our hope for
success in our own work. As far as scholars, merchants or professionals
who achieved their wealth or greatness through their own efforts
and faith are concerned, their biographies set a good example for
the young generation — an ounce of example is better than a pound
of instruction.
Our writers have this habit of restricting themselves to biographies
of scholars, soldiers or politicians, yet we are in greater need of
biographies of merchants who are self-made men and who became
rich by lawful means befitting the conditions of success. Trade is the
most important source of income in our country. Yet it is part of the

7. We find a very similar demand for the avoidance of service in the government
bureaucracy and for involvement in agriculture, trade and industry in Mustafa Kamil's
thought; S teppat 321.

8. Cf. R eid, Rags to Riches 359.

9. Salim Sldnawi (1856-1908) born in Damascus, sent by his father to learn
European tailoring. 1879 he went to Egypt, where he started his tremendously successful
career as a business man; Z aidan Taragim I, 302-309.
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popular phantasies that wealth is not (to be) attained in a legitimate,
halal, manner; that the true believer lives in poverty and dies a needy-
man; so that only liars, cunning people and sly men get rich... is
the excuse of those who fail in their efforts". 10

The above quotation is taken from Zaidan's book Taragim masahir
as-sarq fi'l-qarn at-tasi' 'asar. There existed a long tradition in Islamic
Arabic literature to compile biographies of selected groups of important
people. But judging from much of the content of this book, Zaidan's
immediate model had been Smiles' Self-Help rather than the traditional
biographical literature. He wanted to show with examples that also
in the East it was possible to rise from "rags to riches". It was this desire
for self-improvement which Zaidan believed to be most essential for his
own society.

In a way his own autobiography was such an example of how a
poor boy could rise to fame, if not to wealth. This is perhaps the major
qualification the reader of the autobiography should keep in mind.
Even though Zaidan was not planning to publish his autobiography just
then, he was aware, while writing it, that it contained "many lessons
beneficial for the youth". 11 In other words Zaidan projected his belief
in self-improvement with all its concomitant values of perseverance,
hard work, discipline, etc., into the narration of his early life. Naturally,
no autobiography is an account of "objective truth" but the story of a
life filtered through the interpretative memory of the author. This does
not diminish the value of the autobiography as long as the reader is
aware of the tendency and directions of the author's own views and
concepts.

Zaidan's autobiography contains many descriptions of the beginnings
of Westernization of Beirut in the second half of the century. Zaidan
discussed extensively the impact of Western education, the social changes
and changes in dress and mores. One particular aspect, though, should
be noted here which seems somewhat neglected in the autobiography:
the penetration of European economic forces into the Middle East and
their importance as a major agent of change and Westernization. This
.aspect bears especially upon the ideology of the self-made man and the

10. Ibid.
11. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Oct. 24, 1908.
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entrepreneur, a new socio-economic function which obtained considerable
importance amongst the Christian Syrian Arabs in the second half of the
nineteenth century. For the Christian Syrian Arab the European
economic system with its free competition and profit making offered the
first possibility of emancipation from the restricted environment of
the religious minority and of obtaining status and influence within
society in general. The Christian Syrians were especially favoured
by circumstances. Because of their religious background their access
to Europeans was easier and often special legal protection could be
obtained for them. The positive attitude towards commerce and business
which became typical for the Syrian Christian Arabs is well stated in
the above-quoted comment of Zaidan about the life of Salim Sldnawl "we
are in greater need of biographies of merchants who are self-made men
and who became rich by lawful means befitting the conditions of success".
In this context it is noteworthy that the young Zaidan, when he was to
learn a craft, was put in a workshop, where European shoes were made.
The owners of the shop had been financially very successful with this
new trade. 12 When the parents of Zaidan thought seriously of a career
for their son, they decided upon the career of an accountant. This was a
new profession and it promised entry to the world of business even for
the man without means. Even later, when Zaidan reflected about the
kind of subject he should study at the Syrian Protestant College, he was^
guided in his choice by the financial rewards that the career of a physician-
seemed to guarantee.

From the autobiography the image emerges of Zaidan the self-made
man who had learned already at a tender age that "sitting around without.
anything to do meant great disgrace", who in spite of his other work,
clung with great perseverance to his aim of an education for himself and,
who finally entered the Syrian Protestant College against the declared,
wishes of his father. But this image of the self-assertive strong willed
youth is somewhat counterbalanced by the description of another
characteristic of Zaidan's personality. Zaidan was a timid boy who
did not dare to attract the wrath of the teacher and who never partici¬
pated in the games of the other boys. In the company of the young.

12. See 140.
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toughs of the city he felt inferior and believed himself to be a total failure.
He did not dare to speak out in the company of others and even in the
College he was tormented by his insecurity and felt ill at ease with his
classmates. This shyness or timidity never seems to have left him complete¬
ly: "I like to avoid the cause of enmity — from my childhood I noticed
this natural disposition in me —- therefore, I would avoid anything that
would infuriate the teacher or would cause him to rebuke me or beat
me". 13 The fear to expose himself and his shyness with people are a
factor which we should keep in mind when we try to find the reasons
for Iris hesitation in later years to participate actively in political
life and for his preference for the role of the writer to that of the
teacher.

In the fall of 1881 Zaidan succeeded — thanks to his own intel¬
lectual perceptiveness and the help of a friend who prepared him for
the entrance examinations —- to fulfil his boyhood dream and enroll as a
student of the medical school of the Syrian Protestant College. He
succeeded greatly during his first year of studies. He was the best in
his class and ended his course work by receiving awards for distinction
as a student in chemistry and Latin during the commencement festivities.
During this period Zaidan participated in quite a number of social
activities. He had long walks with friends through the parks and at the
shore of Beirut, he frequented literary salons, he attended gatherings with
friends and classmates. But he always seemed to have been rather shy and
introverted, moderate and balanced in his opinions. 14 After Zaidan's
first year at the Syrian Protestant College had passed peacefully enough,
the College exploded at the beginning of the next year into a deep crisis.
Zaidan dedicated a large part of his autobiography to a detailed des¬
cription of the events of this crisis, which eventually forced him to leave
the College. The background, the actual events and implication of this
crisis have been competently described and analyzed in other places. 15
Here we shall restrict the discussion, therefore, to the meaning this
event had for Zaidan himself.

13. See 137.

14. D ak 36, 42.
15. Gf. for instance T ibawi "History of the SPG" 279 ff, F aris . A very lucid

interpretation of the events can be found in F arag.
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The Syrian Protestant College had been founded in 1866 in Beirut by-
American missionaries. 16 It quickly became a centre for the intellectual
life just starting to develop in Syria. Faris Nimr, 17 Ya'qub Sarruf and
Sibil Sumayyil 18 belonged to the earliest graduates of the College.
Butrus al-Bustanl's 19 al-Madrasa al-wataniya, the patriotic school, served
as a preparatory school for the college. Even "the first organized effort
in the Arab national movement" has been traced to a group whose
members had all been educated in the Syrian Protestant College.

Soon after the foundation of the College a discussion had begun about
the introduction of English as the language of instruction. By 1879-80
English was introduced throughout the College with the exception of the
Medical School. The faculty was divided over the question of the
language of instruction into a liberal and a conservative camp, the latter
demanding the elimination of Arabic as a teaching language. But the
divisions between liberals and conservatives were not restricted to the
language problem alone. It included also the more basic question as to the
role Protestant Christian doctrines should play in the education provided
by the College. This discussion came to a head over the issue of the validity
and admissibility of Darwin's recently formulated theory of evolution.
The liberal camp centred around Cornelius van Dyck, 20 his son,

16. For history of missionary education activities in Syria see especially Tibawi.

17. Faris Nimr (1857-1951) born in Lebanon, was educated in missionary schools

and taught at the SPG. Together with his fried Ya'qub Sarruf he not only ventured
into journalism but initiated various scientific and literary societies first in Beirut and
later in Cairo. He is best known for his journalistic activities but was also famous for

his translations of European books and his own literary attempts; Dagir III 1352;
di Tarrazi IV 138-142. Gf. also supra, ftnte 2.

18. Sibil Summayyil (1860-1917) born in Lebanon had studied medicine in the
SPC and became one of the first and most outspoken protagonists of Darwinism in the
Arab world. In 1885 he settled in Egypt where he continued his work as a physician
and writer; Dagir II 497; Reid " Syrian Christians ..." 183-185.

19. Butrus al-Bustanl (1819-1883) born in Lebanon. Scholar of Arabic language
and literature. Collaborated with Eli Smith in the translation of the Bible into Arabic.
After the turmoil in 1860 between the Christian and the Druze communities he founded

in 1863 his al-Madrasa al-wataniya , which was one of the first attempts to provide se¬
cular national education. He wrote the first modern Arab dictionary, Muhit al-muhit,

and began an encyclopaedia, Da'irat al ma'arif. He founded also several shortlived
magazines; Dagir II 180, GAL II 495; Suppl. II 767; Suppl. Ill 390.

20. Cornelius van Dyck (1818-1895) born in the U.S.A. had come to Beirut in
1840 after finishing his medical studies. He was the only non-theologian among the
American missionaries in Syria. Besides his work as a physician, he helped to establish
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William, 21 Edwin R. Lewis, 22 their colleague in the Medical School, and
Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf, who were both at the time teaching in
the Syrian Protestant College and had been publishing for five years
their magazine "al-Muqtataf".

In 1882 E. Lewis gave the commencement speech in which he mildly
praised Darwin and his theory. This provided the occasion for the
conservative camp to take action against the liberals amongst the faculty.
E. Lewis was dismissed. Students who went on strike in response to his
dismissal were locked out from the campus. Eventually C. van Dyck and
some liberal colleagues resigned. After a lengthy exchange of letters,,
protests and declarations, most of the expelled students refused to return
to the College and tried to finish their studies independently.

It is noteworthy that during the whole dispute between faculty
and students the real issues were hardly ever mentioned; the theory of
biological evolution and closely connected with it in this case the problem
of freedom of speech and thought at the College. Only once the students
explicity denied that E. Lewis was a protagonist of Darwinism. Their
whole argument for the re-employment of E. Lewis did not touch upon
the validity of the evolutionary theory or of E. Lewis's right to discuss
this theory, but was based on a legalistic point, namely that the students
joined the school and paid their fees with the understanding that Lewis
should be their teacher in chemistry, a contract, so to say, which the school
had broken by dismissing E. Lewis. In the same manner the faculty never
argued that E. Lewis did an objectionable thing by speaking favourably
about Darwinism. It was simply claimed that the students had no right
whatsoever to interfere with hiring and firing policies of the faculty.

Unequivocal proof can be found that the real issue was Darwinism
and the attempt to suppress the teaching of evolutionary thought

village schools, collaborated in the translation of the Bible into Arabic, wrote Arabic
textbooks for his students, etc., 1867 he joined the faculty of the SPC as a teacher of
medicine; Z aidan Taragim II 40-53; cf. also H ur I .

21. William van Dyck, third son of Cornelius van Dyck, joined the faculty of the
SPC in 1880. He held evolutionary views and brought Darwin's books with him to
Beirut; F arag 75. Her spelling van Dyke is erroneous.

22. Edwin R. Lewis (d. 1907), ordained minister and physician, he taught in
various missionary schools and from 1881-1882 in the SPC, from where he was forced
to resign because of his commencement speech; T ibawi 244.
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at the College, if one reads in the Annual Report of Syrian Protestant
College, 23 that since January 1883 the Board of Trustees required
each teacher appointed to the Syrian Protestant College to sign a
Declaration of Principles. This declaration was a manifesto of Protestant
religious dogma which implied the incompatibility of supporting any
part of the theory of evolution with teaching at this Protestant institution.
In 1884 the appointments of Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf after E.
Lewis, the most outspoken protagonists of Darwinism, were terminated. 21
With this last step, the Syrian Protestant College finally lost its role as a
centre for the rapidly developing indigenous intelligentsia of the Arab
World at the end of the 19th century.

For Zaidan this crisis at the College was of crucial importance.
For him it meant a total change in his planned career, the premature
termination of his medical studies, and eventually his leaving Beirut
for Cairo. But it was not only for personal reasons that he gave this crisis
so much space in his autobiography. He saw in it a more general im¬
portance. He called it, obviously quite proudly, though not correctly —
since student unrest had already been a typical feature even in the
traditional education institutions — "the first time in the East that
students united to demand their rights".

Concerning his own participation in this strike, Zaidan wrote
that Iskandar al-Barudi 25 was one of the main leaders in the protest
action and that "perhaps I was more devoted to Iskandar al-Barudi
during these events than anyone else because I believed him, just like any
student believes his teacher". 26 It is more than doubtful that his personal
devotion to his former teacher was the sole reason for his active partici¬
pation in this conflict. In the first meeting of the protesting students he was

23. Annual Reports 80.

24. Penrose 69 tries to explain the dismissal' 'to have been based on well-founded
suspicion that the two young men were playing too active a part in dangerous politics.

There is no question that they both were leaders in a secret Arab society ..." If that
were the case they should never have been appointed teachers in the first place,
cf. Antonius 81; not to mention the proposal made in July 1882 to raise their salary and
make them eventually adjunct professors; Tibawi "History of the SPC" 283.

25. Iskandar al-Barudi (1856-1921) born in Sidon, obtained M.D. degree from
SPG in 1882, worked as a physician and writer. 1894-1914 editor of the magazine,
at-Tabib, contributed many articles to al-Hilal and al-Muqtataf; Dagir II 157.

26. See 181.
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made chairman of the meeting. However, Zaidan hastened to explain
this was only for one meeting and the only reason why he was chosen
was that he was on friendly terms with all students, thanks to his concilia¬
tory nature. This was certainly partially true, but it implies somewhat
of an understatement of his own role. He was strongly enough involved
as to emerge as one of two students of his class that never gave in to the
demands of the faculty and left the Syrian Protestant College for good.

As much as Zaidan discussed the problems of freedom of thought
and equality before the law, he remained rather silent about the issue
that constituted the test case for the application of freedom of thought
in the Syrian Protestant College and which created the crisis in the
school. True, he mentioned that Lewis gave a lecture on Darwinism,
adding that Lewis did not oppose in any way the Christian religion but
that theologians saw in it a threat to the foundation of Christianity.
But this rather non-committal mentioning of Darwinism does not do
justice to the importance the theory had for Zaidan's contemporaries and
indeed Zaidan himself. The role of Darwinism in modern Arab thought
has yet to be investigated adequately. Darwinism was more than just
one particular scientific theory. It promised the key to a scientific ex¬
planation and analysis not only of nature but of human society and its
historical development as well. The importance of science in general
and Darwinism in particular for the Arab intelligentsia was that it
seemed to provide a secular rational answer to tradition and to religion:
"... the religion of science was a declaration of war on older religions". 27
Sibil Sumayyil, an early graduate of the medical school of the Syrian
Protestant College was to become one of the main protagonists of the
evolutionary theory in the Arab World. Ya'qub Sarruf and Faris Nimr
had published in their magazine "al-Muqtataf" articles about Darwin
and the theory of evolution already before the speech of E. Lewis which
triggered the crisis at the College. "Al-Muqtataf" also later dealt with
the concepts of evolutionary theory. The autobiography does not tell
us whether Zaidan at the time had already become an adherent of the
evolutionary theory. Zaidan himself actually claimed that his partici¬
pation in the strike was caused by his loyalty to his former teacher.

27. Hourani 250.

3
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Judging from his close contact with Cornelius van Dyck, E. Lewis,
Ya'qub Sarruf and Faris Nimr, not only at the College but also at such
places as Sams al-birr 2B and the Freemason Lodges, we may assume
that at that time he was not only already familiar with Darwinism but
also sympathetic towards it. 29 In his very first book which appeared in
1886, Zaidan applied the evolutionary theory to the phenomena of
language. Over the years Darwinism attained an increasingly important
position in his thinking. We shall deal with this development when
discussing Zaidan's approach to history and his concepts of society. 30
The origins of this trend in his thought are to be found in the period
of his affiliation with the Syrian Protestant College.

The same belief in science and rationality that led the Arab secular
intelligentsia to adopt Darwinism with such enthusiasm caused a great
number of them to join the organizations of the Freemasons. Here, as in
the case of Darwinism, we are still lacking any serious evaluation of the
role of the Freemasons in the Middle East. 31 In the Middle East even
more than in Europe their organization represented the belief in an
enlightened universal rationality by which the Freemasons tried to
replace the irrational dogma of specific religions. This rationality was
to unite man beyond the petty limits of his own religious background.
The importance of Middle Eastern Freemasonry was its aim to provide a
framework in which members of various religious communities could meet
and co-operate in the same rational spirit. 32 The Masons are comparable
in this function to the early scientific and literary societies which flourished

28. Sams al-birr founded 1869 as a branch of the British YMCA by Faris Nimr and

Sahln Makariyus. Many of the students from the SPG were its members. Zaidan, too,
became a member; Zaidan Ta'rih dddb IV 70.

29. Cf. the speech he gave according to 1Oak 72 ff in which Zaidan developed,
however, a more Lamarckian argument: if women were given the opportunity to
use their brain more, it would develop to the same size as that of man.

30. See 55 ff.

31. The works of Sahln Makariyus, Zaidan, the anti-Mason writings of Cheikho
and lately such somewhat confused works as those of Abl Rasid can be considered
in the best case as a primary source of information.

32. This idea is already expressed by one of the earliest active Freemasons, Ya'qub
Sarruf: "There was nothing in it [Masonry] that contradicted the Christian religion...
but it unites the hearts of the Christians and the Muslims"; letter Ya'qub Sarruf to

Louis Cheikho, Cairo, June 14, 1911, also amongst the unpublished papers of Zaidan,
Collection AUB.
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in the nineteenth century in Beirut, Cairo and other cities. "Freemasonry
and free thinking seem to have been closely linked at that time in the
Middle East. To be a Freemason was to show one's dislike of orthodox
traditional religion, the power it gave to the ecclesiastics and the hatred
and division it promoted and perpetuated in society". 33 The first Free¬
mason Lodges had been founded in Beirut in 1862 and 1869. 34 In Egypt
the first one existed already in 1832. 35 Zaidan mentioned in connection
with the student strike that many of the students belonged to the Free¬
masons. But he remained silent with regard to his own membership.
Nablh Faris assumed that Zaidan was associated with one of the Lodges
in Beirut which also helped him to make his way later in Cairo. 36 But
there is no unequivocal proof for this assumption. Faris Nimr, Ya'qub
Sarruf and Sahin Makariyus 37 belonged to a Lodge in Beirut. It can be
considered likely that Zaidan, too, had joined one of the Lodges. In
Cairo Zaidan belonged definitely to the Freemasons Organization. In
1888 he was made Secretary of one of the Lodges that belonged to the
organization of the Grand Patriotic Lodge of Egypt. 38 At the time
Zaidan felt so strongly committed to the cause of the Freemasons that
he composed an apologetic book about the history of the Freemasons.
Zaidan's active interest in the Freemasons seems to have coincided
more or less with the period in which he co-operated most closely with
Faris Nimr, Ya'qub Sarruf and Sahin Makariyus. Soon, however, he
lost interest in the Freemasons. In his later works one finds hardly
any reference to the Masons and in his private life his membership
in the Freemasons' Lodge seems not to have played any important
role. 39

33. Keddourie 20.

34. Steppat "Eine Bewegung unter den Notabeln Syriens" 644.
35. Rasid 174.

36. Faris 349.

37. Sahin Makariyus (1853-1910) founded together with Faris Nimr Sams al-
birr in 1870. He was the first editor of al-Muqtataf and in 1882 he became editor of
at-Tablb. A close friend of Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf, he went together with them
in 1884 to Egypt and continued to participate in their journalistic enterprises as well
as editing his own newspaper. He also wrote a history of the Freemasons; Dagir III
1271, Zaijura 417.

38. Documented in collection of unpublished papers of Zaidan.

39. Cf. comment by his daughter Asma, quoted in Ware 78.
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After the strike at the Syrian Protestant College had come to its
unfortunate conclusion, Zaidan refused to accept the conditions the
College had set up for the re-entry of the striking students and pre¬
ferred to look elsewhere for an opportunity to continue his studies. The
Medical School of 'Ain sams in Cairo seemed to offer this opportunity.
Equipped with letters of recommendation Zaidan arrived in Egypt in
1883. He soon was discouraged from continuing his medical studies. The
decision was probably not only motivated by his lack of financial
resources but also by his decreasing interest in medicine itself which
made him less willing to invest additional years in medical studies.

In Cairo he soon took over the editorship of "az-Zaman", a daily
newspaper. 40 He remained its editor until 1884. The reasons for leaving
this job are not evident. Neither are his motives clear as to why with his
friend Gabr Dumit 41 he joined Wolsely and his expeditionary corps
that was to relieve Gordon in Khartoum. Zaidan was attached to this
army as a dragoman, and guide. We may catch a glimpse of his life
with the British Army in the description by Nasib 'Abdallah Sibil al-
Lubnanl: 41a tension developed between the British Officers and the
Syrian dragomans. An English officer tried to command Zaidan to do
some menial servant work which Zaidan refused with the answer

"Know then that we have the position of dragomans not that
of servants, and if you thought that any one of us would give in to
your tyrannical orders, you should know that we are Ottoman
Syrians and Syrian blood flows in our veins. We will never submit
without law to any human being even if he came straight from
heaven." 42

40. Az-Zaman founded 1882 by the Armenian 'Alksan Sarafyan. It appeared
twice weekly. It was closed down when it criticized the al-'Urabl government. Re¬

opened after the British occupation it supported the British presence in Egypt as a
contribution to the progress and modernization of that country. Some years later
— probably 1888 — it was closed down again by the Hidlw because of anti-Ottoman
statements; d! TarrazI III 22, Zaidan Ta'rih. adab IV 58.

41. Gabr Dumit (1859-1930) born in Lebanon, attended SPG 1872-1874. 1884

he went to Egypt joining his friend, Zaidan. After his return to Beirut he was made pro¬
fessor for Arabic Language and Literature at the SPC in 1889; Dagir II 553. Dumit
remained a very close friend of Zaidan even after their ways had parted and they had
settled in Beirut and Cairo respectively.

41a. See 240, n. 11.

42. Dak 164.
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It came to blows between the officer and Zaidan until a high-
ranking officer and friend of Zaidan re-established order. As with
other events Nasib Sibil reported, we have no way of establishing the
veracity of the story, but as an anecdote it illuminates the characteris¬
tics of a certain situation, namely the overbearing manner of the British
officers and the sensitivity of a Syrian like Zaidan who already in his
student years in the Syrian Protestant College experienced some doubt
whether the Westerners would be willing to relate to the people of the
East with the same justice as to their own.

After the Wolseley expedition, sent too late, had been unable to
save Gordon, it returned to Egypt. Zaidan took his leave of the army
and returned in 1885 together with Gabr Dumit to Beirut, where they
both started studying languages, especially Hebrew and Syrian. 43 Here
Zaidan was made a member of al-Magma' al-ilmi as-sarqi, 44 a scientific
society whose leading members were G. van Dyck, Ya'qub Sarruf,
Faris Nimr, Butrus and Salim al-Bustanl 45 and Ibrahim al-Yazigl.
Zaidan's language studies were brought to fruition in his first book

43. D agir II 554.
44. The history and relations of the various scientific societies at that time in

Beirut is somewhat confused. The oldest societies seem to have been al-Gam'iya al-
'ilmiya founded in 1847 by Butrus al-Bustanl, Naslf al-Yazigl, Eli Smith and Corne¬

lius van Dyck; and al-Gam'iya as-sarqiya founded in 1850 by the Jesuits. Membership
was restricted to local and foreign Christians; Antonius 51-54. Zaidan gives the former

society under the name al-Gam'iya as-suriya ; Ta'rih adab IV 68. Out of these two societies
was formed the al-Gam'iya al-ilmiya as-suriya, which included also Muslims and
Druze (e.g. Muhammad Arslan, Husain Baihum); Ta'rih adab IV 69. According to
Di TarrazI II 172 this society was already founded in 1852 by Butrus al-Bustani,

Nasif al-Yazigl and Salim Naufal. Antonius 53 gives 1857 as the founding date of this
society. He attributes to it a definite national political character and credits it as the
cradle of the Arab national movement. For an opposing interpretation see Haim « The
Arab awakening; a source for the historian?". The Magma' al-'ilmi as-sarqi was a suc¬

cessor organization to the by then defunct Gam'iya al-ilmiya as-suriya, according to
Ta'rih adab IV 73 it was founded in 1882. The membership lists supplied for both
societies in the latter source indicate one important difference between them: in con¬

trast to its predecessor the Magma' included also American and European, i.e. non-
Arab members. The character of this organization is, therefore, not quite clear. In
both places Zaidan indicates his own membership without, however, giving a date.
If 1885 is correct, cf Hasan 11, he was only for a very short while a member since
this society dissolved when Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf left for Egypt.

45. Salim al-Bustanl (1848-1884), son of Butrus al-Bustanl. One of the first to
attempt to write novels and historical novels in Arabic. He collaborated on many of

his father's projects; Dagir II 186.
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•al-Alfaz al-arablya wa'l-falsafa al-lugawiya. On the merits of this work
Zaidan was made a member of the Royal Asian Society of Italy.

In the summer of 1886 he travelled to London, again accompanied
by his friend Gabr Dumit, and Zaidan spent most of his time in the
reading rooms of the British Museum. It was there that he first became
-familiar with the works of the European orientalists. It seems that he
and his friend were planning originally on a long stay but with the
approaching winter Zaidan's health became very poor and he left London
to go back to Cairo which became his permanent residence. Faris Nimr
:and Ya'qub Sarruf offered him a job as administrative manager and
assistant editor of "al-Muqtataf". His contract shows that he was to be
responsible for every aspect of administration: finances, organization
of subscriber lists, mailing, the library of "al-Muqtataf", personnel, etc.
As far as these tasks would permit, he was also to participate in editorial
work. 46 During the next fifteen months he worked for "al-Muqtataf",
in spite of the strong disapproval of his father who suggested that he
should return to Beirut and learn a "decent" profession such as physician
■or lawyer. 47 The arrangement with "al-Muqtataf" did not please
Zaidan in the end. Perhaps he was disappointed with his small say in
■editorial policies; 48 perhaps he felt he needed more time to concentrate
upon his own writings. He left " al-Muqtataf " perhaps dissatisfied, but
certainly richer for the valuable experience of managing the publication
of a magazine. This experience came in conveniently when he later
•started his own magazine. With Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf, however,
he remained on the best of terms.

His independent work as a writer produced the historical study of
Freemasonry and a book about the history of Egypt, Ta'rih misr al-hadit,
published in 1889. But his work as an author evidently did not suffice
to support him financially. It was probably for this reason that in 1889
lie accepted an offer of the Greek Orthodox School, al-Madrasa al-

*ubaidiya al-kubra , 49 to be its head teacher for the Arabic language.

46. The contract of Zaidan's employment is amongst the unpublished papers
in the AUB collection.

47. Letters, Zaidan to his father, Cairo, August 28, 1887.
48. Ware 67.

49. Al-Madrasa al-ubaidiya al-kubra was founded 1860 by Raphael and Ananias
Abet, two naturalized Greeks who originated either from Syria or Egypt. Teaching
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His main interest, however, remained history and the next book he
published, in 1890, was a history of the world, at-Ta'rih al-'amm, with
the equally presumptuous sub-title "From Creation Till Today". In fact
it was a rather thin collection of historical facts and events of Asia and
Africa, dealing mainly with the Middle East.

In 1891 Zaidan expanded his activities to the more practical aspects
of publishing when he founded, together with Nagib Mitri 50 a printing
press which they called Matba'at at-ta'lif. It was a small affair in a few
rooms with a hand-driven press and a few boxes of letters and their joint
enterprise came to an early end a year later. While Zaidan kept the
Matba'at at-ta'lif, which he re-named in 1896 Dar al-hilal, Nagib Mitri
opened a new publishing house which he called Dar al-ma'arif.

Sometime during the year 1891 Zaidan came out with his first
historical novel, al-Mamluk as-sarid, which met with so much success
that he felt encouraged to quit his job as a teacher. 51 From that time on
he remained an independent writer, working as a journalist, novelist,
linguist and historian, but always on his own.

With his resignation from teaching, the establishment of a publishing
house and the publication of his first historical novel, the year 1891 con¬
stituted a turning point in his professional life. His personal life also took
on a new dimension when he married, in early 1891, Maryam Matar from
Beirut. Maryam had grown up as an orphan. According to one source,
she had been educated in a convent school. 62 But her daughter Asma

language was Greek and French. Since 1866 a special section in Arabic was attached
to the school; for the history of the school see Po litis I 442-448. Achille Sekaly,
Les Syriens Orthodoxes en Egypte. La question de I'Ecole Ebeid, Cairo 1920, p. 53 et passim
makes it a point to prove that the founders were Greek Orthodox of Syrian origin.
He traces the family back to the grandfather of the two founding brothers, a certain
Ya'qub 'Ubaid, who supposedly had immigrated with his father at the beginning of
the 18th century to Cairo from Baalbek. Since Sekaly's whole pamphlet is a bitter
attack on the predominant national Greek influence on the affairs of the Greek Orthodox
community in Egypt, his claim of Syrian origin for the founders may not be totally
reliable. Zahura 457, indicates 1889 as the year Zaidan began to teach there, Ma'luf
470 indicates 1888.

50. Nagib Mitri born 1865 in Lebanon, went to Egypt in 1884 where he worked
in various printing presses. In 1891 he founded, together with Zaidan, Matba'at at-
ta'lif. One year later he left Zaidan to found his own printing house, Matba'at al-ma'arif;
Sabat 248, the same source 237 also gives 1889 as the founding of Matba'at-ta'lif which
seems less likely.

51. Zahura 457.

52. Ma'luf 473.
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asserts that she had attended the American School for Girls in Beirut. 53
Maryam had come to Cairo in 1887 in order to find a teaching job at one
of the American missionary schools. Zaidan and Maryam met the same
year. Their decision to marry met with violent opposition from Zaidan's
parents who did not think the girl proper and wealthy enough for their
son. A drawn out and bitter correspondence between Zaidan in Cairo
and his father in Beirut began. Friends interceded on both sides, but
finally consent for the marriage was obtained. Some of Zaidan's expe¬
rience during this difficult time found fictional expression later in the
only non-historical novel he wrote, Gihad al-muhibbin. 5i

Maryam and Zaidan had four children: Farid, Emile, Asma and
Sukri, born in 1891, 1893, 1895 and 1900 respectively. The first-born died
at the age of two, while the other three are still alive — Emile and Asma
living in Cairo, Sukri in Beirut. From Zaidan's letters to his son, Emile,
and from the reminiscences of Zaidan's surviving children, expressed in
many conversations with this author, one gathers the impression that
the family must have been very close and loving.

The change in Zaidan's professional and personal life in the early
nineties meant that he had now definitely settled in Cairo where he was to
stay until his death. It is impossible to obtain a clear picture of his
economic situation during these years. For his major enterprise, the
Dar al-hilal and the publications that appeared there we have no financial
records, with the exception of some very fragmentary notes in his private
papers. It seems Zaidan never owned a house in Cairo and, in fact, was
worried about rent increases. 55 On the other hand, he could afford to
send his son to college in Beirut and he himself travelled, especially in
the later years, extensively during the summer months. He frequently
went to Beirut. Shortly after the Young Turks' Revolution, he visited
Istanbul in 1909. Three years later he made an extensive journey
to Europe and the following year he visited Palestine. One source 56

53. Ware 68.

54. For a very detailed description of the affair of Zaidan's engagement and mar¬
riage see Ware 68-77. According to Ware the parents of Zaidan gave their consent
already in 1888. He does not explain why it then took another three years before the
marriage actually took place.

55. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, March 20, 1909.
56. Am In 129.
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emphasizes the financial success of Zai dan's enterprises. Perhaps what
is meant there is the simple fact that he could support his family with
his writings and/or his publishing house. He certainly never lived in
great wealth.

After Zaidan had established himself permanently in Cairo he began
to bring his parents, brothers and his sister to Cairo. Two of his brothers,
Mitri and Ibrahim 57 worked with him in the Dar al-hilal.

Work, indeed, must have become the keynote of Zaidan's life.
Since his early childhood it had been impressed upon him that one never
should waste one's time. Zaidan's capacity for work remained astounding.
In 1892 he started his single most important project, the publication of
his magazine "al-Hilal". A large part of his time must have been con¬
sumed by this magazine, for which he was for a long time not only the sole
author but also manager, editor, sales agent all in one. With great
regularity, starting in 1891, he also wrote one historical novel each year.
After a certain routine had established itself and after he had delegated
much of the administrative work to his two brothers, Zaidan found
enough time and energy left to write scholarly works. From 1899 until
his death he wrote a volume almost every year, dealing usually with
topics from Arab history and literature.

What time was left from his work Zaidan spent with his family and
friends, of whom he had many in Cairo. Salama Musa describes him
during this time as an "extrovert, stout, jocular man with a great many
friends". 58 In the letters Zaidan wrote to Emile between 1908 and 1912
one finds the names of a stream of friends and visitors who came regularly
to his house. Once a week, on Tuesdays, a soiree was given at the Zaidans',
attended by people from the cultural elite of Cairene society: journa¬
lists, writers, historians and sometimes even a teacher from al-Azhar.
European orientalists visiting Cairo would join. Zaidan did lead a rather

57. Mitri (born approximately 1870) and Ibrahim (born 1879) grew up in
Lebanon. Ibrahim attended there the school' 'Les Trois Docteurs" (see 138 n. 26). Both
came around 1896 to Egypt and worked for their brother in the printing press Dar
al-hilal. Mitri became its director and remained so after Zaidan's death. Ibrahim was
made a member of the St. George Society of the Greek Orthodox Syrians in Egypt
and remained active in Syrian community affairs in Egypt; ZahOra As-Siinyun 327,
349.

58. Musa , translation, 154.
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active social life in Cairo. Most of his friends, however, belonged to the
circle of Syrian emigrants in Egypt.

It suited Zaidan's temperament to work as a private writer. He
shied away from active participation in political organizations and from
public appearances. For a while he had been an active member of the
Freemasons. He belonged also to a short-lived literary and scientific
society, Gam'iyat al-i'tidal, which had been founded in 1886 by Ya'qub
Sarruf, Faris Nimr and other emigrants from Syria. 59 Zaidan became
an enthusiastic supporter of the Young Turks' regime in Istanbul. Yet
when friends asked him to run as a candidate in the elections for
the new Ottoman parliament, he refused claiming others were better
suited. 60

The one time he was prepared to accept a more public task was when
he was offered in 1910 a position at the newly founded Egyptian Universi¬
ty to teach a course about Islamic history. 61 He hesitated to accept the
offer, apparently, because he was aware of possible Muslim opposition to
his appointment. Still the offer was flattering because it was the first
official recognition of his scholarly merits in Egypt. Having been one of
the first to demand the establishment of a university in Egypt his appoint¬
ment also seemed to be a confirmation of his own educational ideas.
Finally, Zaidan accepted the offer but the affair ended in disaster. Before
he had even begun to teach, he was unceremoniously dismissed by the
university, which found itself under pressure from Muslim quarters to
cancel his appointment. 62

This humiliating experience confirmed what Zaidan must have felt
before: he had never been accepted by the educated Muslim as a quali¬
fied scholar of Islamic and Arabic history. He had never succeeded in
breaking down the barrier of religious prejudice. 63 The affair of his
aborted university appointment cast a shadow over the last four year of
his life. "The incident left a stain of bitterness in his heart and he (Zaidan)

59. Ta'rih dddb IV 83.

60. Letters , Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Dec. 23, 1908.

61. See also 66, 67 for a detailed discussion of this affair.

62. XIX 178-181 and Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Oct. 12, 1910. For translation
of this letter see 210-214.

63. For Muslim opposition to Zaidan and his work see 62-65.
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always mentioned it with grief" 64 . Zaidan spoke about this incident
lengthily in his letters to Emile. When two years later Rasid Rida 65
published some vitriolic attacks against his works, Zaidan's bitterness
increased. He felt misunderstood and ungratefully treated by his con¬
temporaries. In a somewhat emotionally loaded letter he wrote to Emile
"... it was I who revived Arab literature by what I wrote and by the
influence my books had upon the feelings of envy of (other) writers,
inducing them to compete... Today they begin to write in a reflective
and explanatory manner. All this they got from my works". 86 The lack
of recognition embittered him and he hinted in the letter that he would
turn his interests away from this nation, umma, to totally different and
Syrian topics. 67

In spite of the great success of his novels and the popularity of

"al-Hilal" he had failed to eliminate the objections of religious prejudice
and had not been acknowledged by the educated Muslims of his time. It
is significant that he should have taken a new interest in "Syrian topics".
It is the same mood that caused him, during the last four years of his life,
to take such a lively interest in the Ottoman Empire of the Young Turks
and give it his full support. His letters to his son, Emile, who studied at
the time in Beirut, are full of longing for his son and his hometown.
When he began to write his autobiography in 1908, he was certainly
stimulated by the thought of Emile studying at the same institution that
he himself had attended some thirty years earlier. But the preoccupation
with his own childhood and his hometown, Beirut, also shows that he felt
more clearly than ever that he had not succeeded in becoming a fully
accepted member of the society in which he had chosen to live. When

64. Musa , translation, 154.
65. Rasid Rida (1865-1935),born in Syria, he went to Egypt to attach himself

to the Muslim reformer Muhammad 'Abduh. He followed the latter in his modernist

approach to Islam, but inclined later to a more fundamentalist approach to Islam. His
revivalist interpretation of a purist Islam brought him eventually close to the WahhabI
Movement. Since 1898 he published the magazine al-Manar which remained until

his death the main platform for his ideas. He also wrote an extensive biography of
Muhammad 'Abduh; D agir II 396; for his political and reformist ideas see K err
153 ff; for his role in Arab nationalism see Haim 19, ff.

66. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, March 28, 1912, for translation see 219.

67. Ibid.
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he died totally unexpectedly in Cairo on July 21, 1914, he had already

become established as one of the most prolific and most widely read

contemporary Arab authors. But, despite this, he had felt isolated. He

was disappointed and bitter about the reaction of his Muslim compatriots

to his work and apparently willing to give up his preoccupation with

the Islamic Arab past and culture.



THE EDUCATION OF SOCIETY

The close contact between modern Western civilization and non-
Western people resulted in profound challenges to the traditional patterns
of society everywhere. The traditional societies had to attempt to adapt
to an increasing degree to Western patterns of life and systems of thought.
In order to participate in the modern civilization it was necessary to
acquire new skills, knowledge and attitudes. Education became essential
on the path towards modernization. People who acquired Western skills
and knowledge came to occupy key functions within the transitional
society. A new class of intelligentsia with a secular education developed.
There were no inherent reasons that a secular education should be re¬
stricted to any particular social strata. The intelligentsia was recruited
from various parts of society and secular education tended to become
universal.

Education appeared to Zaidan as the most important factor for the
progress and development of a people and especially if the people had not
yet fully participated in the modern civilization of Europe. He was
aware of the fact that the Arab people were in the midst of an awakening,

.striving towards new levels of development and progress. These goals
could be reached in Zaidan's opinion only by internal reform of society
and modernization of all its aspects. He was critical of political activists
like Ahmad 'Urabx 1 and Mustafa Kamil. 2 The best he could say for

1. Ahmad al-'Urabi (1841-1911) born in Egypt. He became one of the first native
Egyptians to join the officer corps of the Egyptian Army. Under his leadership the

army together with the constitutionalists took over actual power in Egypt, defying
European financial and power interests. The revolt led eventually to the British occu¬

pation of Egypt in 1882; Cromer I part 2; Blunt ; Taragim 1211 (al-'Urabl's memoirs).

2. Mustafa Kamil (1874-1908) born in Egypt. Egyptian nationalist and politician.
He studied law in Egypt and France. On his return to Egypt he concentrated upon
journalistic and political activities aimed at a national unity between Muslim and Coptic
Egyptians and the complete independence of Egypt from Britain; Steppat 241-341;
Taragim I 289; Dagir II, 649.
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them was that their actions and programmes were premature. Inner
reform had to precede political independence. Far more frequently we
find in his works references to such people as Gamal ad-Din al-Afganl 3
and Cornelius van Dyck. Zaidan opposed thoroughly al-Afganl's political
Pan-Islam, but, nevertheless, appreciated him for having introduced,
especially in Egypt, a number of people to modernist trends of thought
and attempts to reform society. Zaidan often compared the role of al-
Afgani in the Arab Nahda to that of Cornelius van Dyck. Zaidan was
most impressed by the educator Cornelius van Dyck. When he as a young
student met C. van Dyck for the first time in the Syrian Protestant
College, van Dyck had spent already some forty years in Syria. During
this time he had been engaged in establishing schools, teaching, translat¬
ing and working as a physician. He had himself composed many textbooks
in Arabic on chemistry, internal medicine, trigonometry, astronomy, etc.
C. van Dyck let his scientific work never be influenced by his religious
beliefs. He had become the personal friend and mentor of many of the
young Arab intellectuals in Beirut. He had encouraged them in their
work, helped for instance Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf to publish their
magazine "al-Muqtataf" and defended the cause of the students in the
Syrian Protestant College. For Zaidan C. van Dyck remained the edu¬
cator par excellence who, by his teaching, writing and personal example,
gave guidance to many of the new educated class. Zaidan conceived also
of his own role in the Arab Nahda as that of the educator and reformer.
In his eyes this was the task of the moment, more important than political,
agitation or military action.

Education had been the key to Zaidan's own success and had
shaped his life more than any other factor. One should not forget,
however, that he had enjoyed only very little formal training; some
years in traditional elementary schools and hardly two years in the

3. Gamal ad-Din al-Afgani (1838-1898) born in Persia. He insisted that a re¬
formed and purified Islam offered to the Muslim people a genuine alternative to Wes¬
tern civilization. His main aim was political Pan-Islam, i.e. the creation of political
unity between all Muslim countries; a unity which he believed could stave off the
European encroachement upon the Muslim world. Promoting this idea he collaborated
at times with constitutionalists and modernists in the Muslim world such as Muhammad
'Abduh in Egypt but also frequently with absolute rulers such as the Sah of Persia,
and the Sultan of the Ottoman Empire; Taragim II 55 ff; D agir II 126; K edourie;.
Keddie ; et al.
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Syrian Protestant College. Most of his knowledge was self-taught.
According to his own statement Zaidan had been aware of the need for
education already as a boy. 4

Although Zaidan saw himself very much in the role of the educator,
he spent a suprisingly short period of time as an actual teacher in a school.
We are not sure of the reasons that motivated him to accept such a
position in the first place, but when we regard the multitude of subjects
that attracted his interest, his prolific production as a writer, journalist
and scholar, and the wide range of people who came into contact with
his writings, we can imagine that it must have been extremely unsatisfying
for Zaidan to spend his time teaching Arabic to a small number of high
school students. He never denied the great importance of the role of the
school teacher, but he must have felt that he, personally, could be more
efficient and successful as an independent writer.

All his works, beginning with his first attempt to develop a "philoso¬
phy of language" in 1886, had the explicit purpose of informing, en¬
lightening and educating. He criticized the traditional writers who wrote
about topics that could be of interest for a small audience only, and
who used a style more suited to show off their own linguistic abilities
than to facilitate the understanding of the subject matter. A different
type of writer was necessary, one who would write for a general audience,

al-katib al-amm,

"He is the servant of the community, umma, and he is in charge of its
guidance. It is his duty to exert himself for its welfare. He should
have no doubt about three stipulations for his writing: (1) he should
choose a subject for which he sees the nation has a need; (2) he should
cast it into a form that can easily be comprehended; (3) he should
display truth and frankness without inclining towards any affiliation
or party". 5

This definition of the writer and his task has a strong educational
colouring. Usefulness for the community, umma, easy comprehensibility,
objectivity and truth are demanded from him and his work. The writer
is the educator of the umma. It is disputable whether Zaidan referred her

4. See 160.
5. Ta'rlh dddb II 5.
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to umma in a national sense 6 but he certainly meant society as a whole,
not only its elite.

The question of who was actually addressed in Zaidan's writings
bears some closer scrutiny. Frequently Zaidan himself stated in the
prefaces to his books what audience he had in mind.

According to Zaidan himself the whole project of his historical novels
was guided by the idea of familiarizing the common people, al-amma,
with their own past in an easily comprehensible and entertaining manner.
Already in his first book, al-Alfaz. al-arabiya wa'l-falsafa al-lugawiya,
Zaidan had emphasized that this book should be of use to the general
public, maslahat al-amma. He justified the efforts to write his book Ta'rih
misr al-gadid. , by pointing to the absence of any history book about
Egypt which was "close to the understanding of common people and yet
pleasing to the elite". 7 Zaidan's castigation of writers who write only
for their own entertainment or that of a small esoteric group bears out
his intention to spread education as widely as possible within the society.

We should, however, be extremely careful with this term 'amma,
common people or masses, which Zaidan used so frequently and, one gets
the impression, loosely. Zaidan's ultimate aim seems to have been the
education of the common people. In 1898 he declared:

"The teaching of the elite alone, which is the situation with most
nations, is not enough. The aim is the teaching, educating and
training of the common people, because they constitute the public
of the nation. No nation will succeed in its plans as long as its
common people are ignorant." 8

This enlightened belief in the universality of education and know¬
ledge remained a strong feature in Zaidan's thinking and connected
later with his support for constitutional government. Yet this trend
never did become exclusive or totally convincing in his thought. We
must, therefore, differentiate between his declared educational intentions
towards the common people and the social group he actually addressed
and could possibly attract with his writings. One should bear in mind that

6. For a discussion of Zaidan's usage of this and other terms see 86.
7. Ta'rih misr introduction.
8. VII 10.
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at Zaidan's time 10% of the men and 0.5% of the women in Egypt were
literate. 9 Even if we take into account that a literate person would
read aloud in the family circle or in a cafe to those who could not read
themselves, the people who came into actual contact with Zaidan's works
could have constituted only a very small sector of society. The use of the
expression lamma then is certainly misleading if we think in terms of the
masses of society as a whole. Zaidan's educational efforts were clearly
limited to that small section of the population that was literate.

The traditional education had put a strong emphasis on religious
learning and on such subjects as were directly relevant to religion.
The style and terminology of the scholarly language was highly specialized
and esoteric and not accessible to one who had a command of the spoken
Arabic only. Towards the end of the nineteenth century a new group of
educated people had developed next to the traditional educated class. The
process of modernization had demanded new skills and different types
of knowledge. Recently established secular schools and, to a certain
extent, Western missionary schools had produced people whose training
and education responded more to the new needs of society. The members of
this new intelligentsia, as this group is often called, usually had had
as children some elementary training in the traditional subjects of
learning without, however, becoming educated men in the traditional
sense. Because of their Western training neither the form nor the content of
traditional learning and education could satisfy their intellectual interests.

It appears then that it was Zaidan's purpose to break out of the
esoteric terminology and language of the traditional Muslim scholar
and to extend the range of knowledge beyond that of traditional learning.
He intended to supply this new intelligentsia with secular and contem¬
porary information which he deemed essential for a modern education.

"Al-Hilal" perhaps best indicates that Zaidan wanted to appeal
with his writings especially to this intelligentsia, the nucleus of a newly
developing bourgoisie in the Arab society. The wide variety of subjects
in "al-Hilal" dealt with any aspect of civilization relevant to the educat¬
ed bourgoisie. Its own past and Western contemporary civilization were
the two sources from which the new class tried to forge its own identity and

9. L utfi al- S ayyid, 159.

4
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norms. "Al-Hilal" provided almost encyclopaedic information about
the own history and culture and about the new Western civilization.
It did not specialize in a professional manner in any particular subject,
and whatever subject it dealt with, it did so in a fashion intended for the
comprehension of the layman. With its special section about health and
the hygiene of the family, it addressed itself explicitly to the emancipated
woman who, in Zaidan's time, was only to be found, if at all, in the more
secular Westernized bourgoisie.

Zaidan's frequent use of the terms "common people" and "elite",
his reiteration that the masses need a lighter literary diet, and phrases
such as "the spreading of knowledge among the people in accordance with
the difference of their comprehension and variety of knowledge" 10 leads
one to assume that Zaidan indeed was differentiating between various
parts of society. u

A different light is shed on Zaidan's use of the terms "elite" and
"common people" when we relate them to a time dimension of which
Zaidan himself was conscious. He realized that the intellectual Nahda
was only at its beginning, that the indigenous writers were still very
weak. 12 The historical novels were not written because a sociologically
static ' amma wanted to be entertained. They were written to arouse in
the ignorant reader an interest in history and to enable him to read
eventually more serious works in history. After having serialized his
historic novels for a decade in "al-Hilal" he began to publish scholarly
works about history as annual supplements to the magazine for its sub¬
scribers. That is to say, the same readers who were provided with the
historical novels were now also exposed to more scholarly works about
the same subjects. This does not imply that these readers advanced
suddenly from a social' amma position to that of a hassa but that in Zaidan's
opinion the very same public which he always had addressed, the predo¬
minantly secular bourgoisie had improved with regard to its education
and intellectual perception. In the introduction to the TcHrlh at-tamaddun
al-islami Zaidan spoke about the need of such history books for the Arab,
reader and continued:

10. VII 491.
11. IX 149-151.
12. XIX 19.
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"We stated to prepare the mind of the readers — in accordance
with the different levels, variety of knowledge and perception —
to read such history with the help of the Islamic historical novels,
which we published in serialized form in "al-Hilal" since the reading
of sheer history is difficult for the literate public, gumhUr al-qurra\
especially in our country where learning is still in its infancy." 13

We can say, therefore, Zaidan addressed himself in fact over the
years to one and the same audience, the developing bourgoisie.

It is almost impossible to make any estimates about the actual
number of people who read the works of Zaidan. In order to obtain at
least some idea about the size of his audience it seems most fruitful to
turn for a moment to "al-Hilal" and the historical novels which were
both explicitly designed to appeal to the largest possible reading public.

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century the press had become
for the Arab Nahda the most important instrument of expression. Almost
everyone of the new intelligentsia in the Arab world was at some time
in his life involved in editing, publishing, or writing for a magazine
or newspaper. When Zaidan began the publication of his magazine,
some 170 magazines and newspapers had been published in Egypt. 14

Zaidan's work as an administrator and part-time editor for "al-
Muqtataf" had given him the practical experience for producing his own
magazine later. The example that "al-Muqtataf" set for Zaidan's own
magazine is undeniable, not only in the general layout and its divisions
into sections, but also in the abstaining from any direct political involve¬
ment, and its secular interest in anything concerning culture and mo¬
dern civilization. Not without reason did "al-Hilal" declare itself a
"scientific, historical and literary magazine", while "al-Muqtataf" was
sub-titled a magazine for science, craft and agriculture. "Al-Muqtataf"
was far more oriented towards the sciences and technology than "al-
Hilal" which emphasised historical, literary and social questions. This
rather general statement and the fact that almost all the main articles
had a cultural or historical character should not mislead us about the
vast variety of topics offered in every issue of "al-Hilal".

13. Ta'rih at-tamaddun I 12. / |,j
14. al-Kitab ad-dahabl 154. ,, y
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The emphasis was clearly on historical, cultural and social issues,
but the scope remained, nevertheless, almost encyclopaedic. This, indeed,
was one of the roles of "al-Hilal" as well as "al-Muqtataf" with different
emphasis: to give the Arab reader information about anything and
everything pertaining to modern secular civilization and its origins.

The success of the magazine was great. Seven years after its beginn¬
ing, Zaidan had to reprint the first volume, so strong was the demand for
it. 15 Reprints of certain volumes occurred also later on. 16 The magazine
spread quickly not only over Egypt and Syria but over the whole world.
In 1897 it could be found already in Syria, Iraq, Persia, India, Japan,
the Maghreb, West Africa, Zanzibar, Transvaal, Australia, New Zealand,
the West Indies and South and North America. 17

In the conclusion of the volume XX, Zaidan claimed that the number
of readers had doubled every year. Apparently he did not deem it
necessary to make any records of the sales of his magazine. At least
no such records could be traced. It is, therefore, difficult, if not impossible,
to estimate the actual number of readers of the monthly circulation of
"al-Hilal". One source 18 estimates the number of readers for 1897 to
be around 10,000 without, however, giving any indication on what this
estimate is based. In the same year Zaidan claimed to receive every
month about one hundred letters to the editor. 19 This also does not help
us since we have no way of knowing what percentage of readers would
respond to the magazine by writing. In 1902 Zaidan stated that "al-Hilal"
is "of all Arab journals the most widely spread in the civilized countries,
and tens of thousands of people read it". 20 This seems to be a very rough
estimate, and it is not clear upon what evidence Zaidan based this judge¬
ment. All this, however, again says very little about the actual number
of copies printed. The fact that it was "widely spread" may well mean that
a few copies reached each country and were accessible in the social
center of the Arab immigrant community. In the "Letters to the Editor"

15. VIII 512.

16. XVII 561.

17. At-TanahI 148.

18. Zahura 457.

19. V 23.

20. X 8.
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people refer sometimes to articles which were printed a year or even
longer before. This means that each copy of the magazine went through
many hands. Certainly the actual circulation must have been much
smaller than any estimated number of readers.

The same lack of records leaves us absolutely in the dark as to
the financial aspects of this enterprise. Whether the magazine was
self-supporting, whether other printing jobs done in the Dar al-hilal,
the publishing house of Zaidan, helped to finance the magazine or
whether even outside financial support was involved, we do not know.

Aside from the question of the exact number of readers and the
financial aspect, we still can say that "al-Hilal" was a great success in
terms of a growing and responsive audience. It appealed to all those
who searched for new answers in the secularized civilization of the West,
encouraged to do so by the simultaneous assurance of their own civilizing
and cultural achievements. It appealed alike to the Muslims and the
Christians who had already felt the impact of the modern civilization.
It is interesting in this context that people would subscribe to "al-Hilal"
as well as to "al-Muqtataf", apparently feeling that they were comple¬
menting each other. Its success and impact upon the Arab reader can
certainly also be felt in the foundation of magazines that appeared in
similar form, such as "al-Masriq" of the Jesuit Louis Cheikho 21 in
Beirut and "al-Manar" of Rasld Rida. "Al-Masriq" was founded in
1898 and Cheikho emphasised in his introduction the need of the Catholic
reader for such a magazine. If one adds the frequency with which "al-
Masriq" attacked both "al-Hilal" and "al-Muqtataf", especially on
religious and philosophical issues, one can feel the threat the Jesuits
saw in the impact of these secular magazines.

Zaidan himself saw the main reason for the success of his magazine
in the close contact it kept with its readers. The audience grew in size,
in knowledge and in sophistication thanks to the impact of modernism
and the Nahda movement, which created a whole new stratum of educated
people. Together with them, "al-Hilal" grew. Zaidan's fine journalistic

21. Louis Cheikho (1859-1928) lived in Beirut where he joined the Jesuit Order.
He was a teacher, philologist, historian. He wrote various works about Arab Christian
and Muslim history. A history of Arab literature in the nineteenth century of his re¬
mains until today an important source of information. In 1898 Cheikho founded his;
magazine al-Masriq; D agir II 515.
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sense and his close contact with the readers allowed him to make the
magazine attractive by balancing historical matters with contemporary-
subjects and offering a change of pace in items like notes on health and
hygiene. He offered also mildly sensational topics like "The Wonders of
Creation".

One of Zaidan's ideas to make the magazine more attractive was
the introduction of serialized historical novels. Repeatedly, too, he gave
credit to these novels for the popularity of his magazine. 22

Zaidan's immediate precursor as author of historical novels in Arab
literature was Sallm al-BustanL He published his first novel Zenobia
in 1871. Al-Bustani's aim was to write for the education and edification
of the reader and to familiarize him with his own social and political
ideas, aiming mainly at a Syrian-Arab nation. Written in a simple Arabic
style plot, historical background and message of al-Bustanl are more
often than not integrated. The romantic story, the invented intrigue take
the predominant place in al-Bustani's novels; the historical account is
secondary and the historical accuracy suffers somewhat from this. 23

Zaidan struck a more successful balance between the fictitious
narrative and the historical elements in his novels. But he himself had
declared that the fictional element of his novels was only of secondary
importance for him, indeed so much so that he was willing to change
the plot according to the demands of the readers. 24

22. V 9; VI 936. Throughout Muslim Arab literary history there existed a certain

genre of historical tale or epic dealing either with early Muslim conquests, called
al-futuh or with biographies of historical heroes, called as-siyar. This genre was not
really accepted as part of the classic literature and was, because of its simple style and
frequent use of local dialect, popular with the lower classes. Since the end of the Middle
Ages no more historical tales were created but a passive interest in them remained alive;
cf. F. Rosenthal 165-167. It seems, however, that the writing of historical novels in
Arabic, which started at the end of the nineteenth century, was directly stimulated
by European examples, rather than the traditional historical tales. The artistic form,
the attempt to deal with historical material in a scholarly fashion and the stylistic means
speak for such a European impetus. But the fact that the historical novel should take

such a large place in the general novel writing in Arabic at the time is probably related
to the still existing popularity of the traditional historical fiction of al-futuh and as-siyar.
Zaidan himself was familiar with these tales from his childhood.

23. Na6m 140-156.

24. In Zaidan's first historical novel. al-Mamluk as-sarid, a devoted servant finds

a cruel end when he is killed by his own master who does not recognize him under the
particular circumstances of their encounter. When Zaidan was criticized for this by

his readers, he answered, « «I do not conceal from the distinguished readers that I
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The function of the fictional narrative was to attract the reader and
to give Zaidan an opportunity to familiarize him with history and with his
own past. According to his own remarks, Zaidan was familiar with the
works of Scott and Dumas. His realism places him closer to the French
than to the English writer. 25 But Zaidan also criticized Dumas sharply.
He attacked him for his willingness to bend history for the sake of
the story and to use history only as a dressing, which in Zaidan's opinion
was harmful and without educational value for the reader.

Zaidan's novels can be placed somewhere between the historical
novel proper and the "Professorenroman". They rarely succeed in drama¬
tizing historical processes in the life of individual characters. The novels
consist on the one hand of a rather stereotyped fictional story of love and
adventure and on the other of some introductory historical remarks and
lengthy paragraphs of elaborate accounts of historical places, costumes
and inventory in general. The connection between the historical facts and
the narrative tends to remain artificial and forced. The action and
thought of the persons in the story rarely reflect the historical background.
Zaidan's historical interests and educational purposes are usually too
strong and his narrative talent too weak to make his novels a well balanced
and integrated combination of historical knowledge and artistic imagina¬
tion.

We find ourselves very much in agreement with Arasili when he
says that in order to do justice to Zaidan's novels and to understand
their success in spite of their artistic mediocracy, one has to compare
them to the existing entertaining literature which consisted of the siyar
and the futuh. In comparison to them Zaidan's novels appeared to be
full of realistic action and life. 26 Perhaps more important is the fact

tried several times to revive this servant, but I was afraid of what befell Sir Walter

Scott when he resurrected a nobleman from his grave upon the demand of his publishers
and exposed himself to criticism and disapproval. When I saw myself exposed to rebuke
at any rate, I chose the lesser evil and contradicted the printing press not nature, muha-
lafatan at-tabla muhalafatan at-tabi'a. But if the distinguished readers prefer his resur¬
rection, then I will resurrect bim for them in the second edition, if God wills";

al-Muqtataf XVI 404. Indeed we find in the following edition a rather incoherently
added chapter in which the servant appears in good health.25. K rachkovsky 51-87.

26. Arasili 14.
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that Zaidan had made historical fiction in the form of historical novels
a literary genre acceptable also to the educated class.

The novels were educational and informative, yet at the same
time, entertaining. They offered suspense and intrigue together with
the moral edification of the victorious fight of good against evil, and
information about a past which was becoming increasingly important to a
public whose search for its own identity was growing. Taha Husain may
serve here as a witness to the attraction these novels held:

"I shall not forget that in the days of my youth I used to start
reading one of the historical novels of Gurgi Zaidan; I would hardly
have proceeded with the reading when I was enthralled by it and it
would keep me from my al-Azhar lessons until I had finished it;
and it would be still on my mind a long time after finishing it. The
critics may say what they want, but about one thing here there is no
doubt: the historical novels that Zaidan published were of the most
important impact which enabled this Nahda to bear the novelistic
fruit still enjoyed by readers of Arabic today." 27

Zaidan found an eager and responsive audience. For instance,
after having let his novel Al-Abbasa uht ar-Rasid come to unhappy end,
his readers reacted strongly and protested. They not only wrote him
but even sent telegrams from Syria almost immediately after the last part
of the novel had been published. 28

A more objective criterion for the success and popularity of his
novels is the fact that by the time of his death almost all of them were
in their second, third or even fourth printing. 29 Even though we have
no way of establishing the numbers of copies involved in each printing,
the fact remains that the increasing demand made it worthwhile reprint¬
ing each novel time and again.

Zaidan's success was also reflected in the fact that he was imitated.
'Abd al-Masih Antald Bey, 30 for instance, editor of the newspaper

27. T. H usain "Atar al-hilal" 133.
28. VII 18.
29. The latest editions of the novels appeared in the 1960's in Cairo and Beirut.
30. 'Abd al-Masih Antaki Bey (1875-1922) born in Aleppo of Greek-Orthodox

religious background. He became a writer, journalist, novelist. He made several at¬
tempts at publishing magazines and newspapers in Aleppo and Egypt. He was especially
interested in the Christian communities of Syria and Lebanon. With his historical
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al-'Umran, published in 1903 the first novel of what was supposed to
become a series about Christian history. 31 It also seems that Rasid
Rida intended since 1905 to publish a series of historical novels about
Muslim history, an intention which Zaidan felt was an attempt to imitate
his own work. 32

Another aspect of the success and attraction of his novels was
their almost immediate translation into Persian, Turkish, Urdu, Azerbai¬
jani, sometimes even into Malay and Kurdish. 33

Zaidan's favourite medium of education was the written word.
This preference, however, did not imply that he overlooked the impor¬
tance of schools and higher educational institutions. "Al-Hilal" reported
consistently about schools in Egypt and Beirut. It was over the issue of
education that Zaidan uttered his only open and direct criticism against
the British rule in Egypt. On the one hand, the British were not willing to
develop the educational system in Egypt; on the other, they claimed the
Egyptians were not yet prepared for self-government. How, Zaidan
asked rightly, can they be prepared if they are not provided with the
proper education. 34

There was no doubt in Zaidan's mind that the British occupation
brought many benefits to Egypt, but the school system, definitely de¬
teriorated in comparison to the pre-'Urabi time. Schools were not free
any more, the use of Arabic as a teaching language was limited severely
and the general level of teaching deteriorated. 35

Zaidan felt he could not really blame Cromer 36 for serving the

novel Sahid al-galgala , Cairo 1905, he planned to begin a series of historical novels
about the most important Christian personalities; Dagir III 145.

31. Krachkovsky 75.
32. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, March 28, 1912.
33. XIII 38; XIV 135, 182; Krachkovsky 76. Attempts were made to publish

the novels also in European languages. A certain C.N. Tabet from Beirut not only
translated some of the novels but also got in touch with French and American pu¬
blishers; Letters, Tabet to Zaidan, Boston, April 15, 1904. But most of these projects
failed. In the end only two novels were ever translated into European languages, one
into German, one into French, without however raising any great response; see biblio¬
graphy.

34. XV 451.
35. XV 393.
36. Evelyn Baring 1st Lord Cromer, as the Consul-General of Britain in occupied

Egypt, he practically ruled that country in an autocratic way from 1883 to 1907;
Marlowe; Lutfi al-Sayyid ; see also Cromer's Modem Egypt, et al.
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interests of his own nation, but he believed that it was the responsibility
of the Egyptians to establish their own educational system. He appealed
especially to the rich to donate money and to institute schools on their
own. Zaidan lauded those few Egyptians who donated land for building
schools. 37 In the same manner as he had used statistics on education
to prove that only after education has spread could political aims be
pursued successfully, he used statistics from various countries to show
that investment in education was correlated to progress and pointed out
how little Egyptians were actually investing in education. 38 Schools
should be free for everyone and, of course, the teaching language should
be Arabic, so that all could benefit from education. Zaidan's emphasis
on a school system being established by private initiative and not by
government agencies was certainly to a great extent due to his liberalism.
But just as Mustafa Kamil, 39 Zaidan, too, realized that leaving con¬
struction and management of a school system in the hands of the govern¬
ment meant leaving it under the control of the British whose attitude,
in his opinion, was extremely detrimental to Egyptian education be it on
the elementary, high school or university level.

Zaidan's special interest was focused on the establishment of a
college or university. 40 He claimed repeatedly that he was the first,
in February 1900, to demand in an article the establishment of an
Egyptian college, while the Egyptians themselves really started to think
about it only after the incident of Dinsawai. 41 The British were not in
favour of such a plan because "they feared that a university would be

37. VII 540, 610; VIII 378.
38. XVI 201; XXI 36.
39. Steppat 318

40. VIII 264, XII 18, XIV 18, XV 67, XVI 512, XVII 272, XXII 563.

41. XVII 337, XXII 563. Dinsawai is a village in Egypt in which in 1906 a
hunting party of British officers entered into an altercation with villagers. One of
the officers died later, possibly as a result of the beating. In any case the British autho¬
rities chose to consider this to be the case and they punished the villagers by executing
several of them publicly. This overreaction of the British created for the first time a
widely spread nationalist protest of the Egyptians, the demand for national indepen¬
dence became now popular with all classes of society. Zaidan's claim to have been the
first demanding an Egyptian university seems doubtful. Apparently Mustafa Ka.mil
came out publicly with a demand for a university practically at the same time as
Zaidan did; Steppat 318.
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just another form of nationalist sentiment and a threat to British
rule". 42

The British supported the project of a multitude of elementary
schools that would instruct the people in some elementary skills without
creating any native intelligentsia. Zaidan's concern with education in
terms of values and qualities of character caused him to criticize severely
any such project. In his eyes it was useless to transmit merely information,
ta'lim, unless a whole style and new attitude towards life and society
went with it. It was essential that, together with the subject matter taught,
an example was given by the teacher to induce the student to strive for
his personal freedom, independence of thought, love for the fatherland,
progress and other noble traits. More important than many small schools
were a few exceptional teachers who would set an example by their own
personal qualities. To produce such teachers, however, it was necessary
to send qualified people to a higher institution of learning where factual
knowledge was taught as well as the new values. Only a university or
college could achieve this. After a sufficient number of teachers had been
trained and motivated in such a fashion, it would be useful to set up a
large system of elementary schools. 43

Again we see that generally and somewhat vaguely Zaidan displayed
an interest in general education. But the main issues for him were the
educational needs of the bourgeoisie. The establishment of a local univer¬
sity would answer the needs of the Egyptian bourgeoisie, which was
forced otherwise to send its children to Beirut or Europe for a higher
education. The masses certainly could not derive any direct benefit
from such an institution in the near future.

Discussing the various forms and means of education we have
mentioned so far Zaidan's use of the journal, his purposes when writing
historical novels and his concepts about educational institutions. By
far the most important vehicle of education, however, was the Arabic
language itself. The regeneration of the Arabic language was an intrinsic
part of the Nahda movement. In the Lebanon it was especially under the
influence of the Protestant missionaries that people like Butrus al-Bustanl
..searched for a new style in Arabic. The translation of the Bible by the

42. T ignor 337.
43. XIV 18 ff.
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missionaries and, even more, the translation of Western textbooks for
schools made the need for a renewal of the language even more evident.
Zaidan's close intercourse with van Dyck and the early members of the

Nahda in Beirut must have made him aware of the problem of the regene¬
ration of the Arabic language. At the time that Zaidan attended the
Syrian Protestant College, all the subjects in the Medical School were
taught in Arabic. An Arabic style, sober and easy to comprehend,
modernized enough to discuss Western scientific subjects, had already
advanced in its development. Zaidan himself never had enjoyed any
profound education in the Arabic language and literature. In spite of
this lack, or perhaps just because of it, he realized the need for moderniza¬
tion and change in the language if it was to be used as a tool for modern
education.

Language was the subject of Zaidan's first work. His main thesis
was that language developed according to the laws of natural evolution.
He rejected the idea of a "classic" stage of language, which would remain
the only pattern worth imitating in later generations. With the proposition
of continuous development and change of language, he achieved several
things: he established that Arabic was a living language; he freed it from
the suffocating obligation to follow a given set of "classical" patterns;
and he legitimized changes in its style and vocabulary as a natural
permanent phenomenon. In fact, demanding changes in it according
to the needs of modern civilization seemed only to follow the very laws
of its own development.

In order to translate and integrate Western knowledge into Arabic
it was necessary to develop new expressions and terms. Zaidan appreciated
every attempt in this direction, suggested obligatory use of new Arabic
terms in magazines and other publications, 44 and eventually demanded
the establishment of a language academy. 45 At the same time, he was not:
a fanatical purist who tried to arabize par force every Western expression
but pointed out that already in the Koran and in pre-Islamic times words
from other languages had penetrated the Arabic language. 46 In fact, he
criticized the concept of purity of a culture or language because it is-

44. I 221-228.

45. XXI 101.

46. I 306-316.
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always influenced by and mixed with elements of neighbouring cultures.
He, himself, however, rarely made use of direct transliteration of Euro¬
pean terms. Sometimes when he felt that particular European concepts,
such as "communism" and "socialism" had not yet found an equivalent
Arabic term, he would add the English or the French word in brackets
after the Arabic term. 47

On many occasions Zaidan stressed the need for simplicity and
clarity of style. They were essential for his intention to spread education
as far as possible within society. The content had to be clearly understood
and was certainly more important than stylistic elaborations and niceties,
"since we see the nation in greater need of facts and truth than of ela¬
borate expressions". 48

In his plea for simplicity of style, Zaidan argues — as he always
did when discussing education purposes — that in order to be effective
and useful the language must be within the "comprehension of the com¬
mon people". There cannot be any doubt that he meant the somewhat
educated "common people" because in the discussion about the merits
of the high Arabic, al-luga al-fusha, and the spoken Arabic, al-luga al-

'amma , he rejected any attempt to elevate the spoken language to a
medium of literature and education.

It seems that the permanent discussion about the merits of the
literary and the spoken language arose periodically to a special intensity,
often stimulated by some remark of a European official in the administra¬
tion whose own inability to master the literary Arabic language con¬
vinced him of the impracticality of adhering to a "dead" language, which
in any case nobody actually used in conversation. Such was the case with
an Englishman William Wilcox, a high ranking irrigation engineer, and
ten years later with Wilmoor, one of the British judges. In both cases
Zaidan's answer was based on similar arguments, the national-cultural
aspect of which we will discuss in more detail later. He claimed that
only the literary language had the wealth and linguistic capability
to create and adapt all the expressions and words which had become

47. Gf. for instance XVI 265, where Zaidan tried to establish the term igtima'iya
for socialism and istirakiya for communism. For a discussion of these terms see Reid
"The Syrian Christians 190.

48. Ta'rlh addb II 7; XX 530.
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indispensable with the growing participation of the Arab world in
modern civilization. Zaidan hastened to add that if one wanted to
maintain literary Arabic as an instrument of thought and culture, one
would have to introduce to it greater simplicity and clarity. 49

Zaidan's attitude towards the Arabic language is, therefore, clearly
circumscribed. On the one hand he belonged to the modernists who did
not shy away from any effort to free the language from its traditional
rule and stifling patterns and to adapt it to the needs of the new civili¬
zation. On the other, he never attempted to elevate the spoken language
to the level of a literary language. He never even used it for the dialogues
in his historical novels, something that some Egyptian authors such as
'Abdallah an-Nadim 50 and James Sanu' 51 tried occasionally. When
Zaidan published in "al-Hilal" a letter in which 'Isa Iskandar al-Ma'luf
defended the proposition to use the spoken language exclusively, Zaidan
did this only with the pointed comment that this was a very rare and
unusual position among Easterners, ahl as-sarq. 52

National-cultural and socio-educational arguments were also
intertwined in Zaidan's approach to the use of Arabic as a teaching
language. After the British occupation

"the British were naturally inclined to foster the study of English...
As English became the dominant foreign language of the bureauc¬
racy, educated Egyptians were increasingly interested in having their
sons learn English in the government schools... The British were
not reluctant to relegate Arabic to a secondary position, as many of
the British officials regarded Arabic with ill-concealed contempt...
Neither was Arabic considered a language of science; it was felt to
be imprecise and lacking in the necessary vocabularly. If Western

49. I 176-180; X 279 ff.
50. 'Abdallah an-Nadim (1844-1896), journalist, nationalist, active in the al-

'Urabi movement. He went underground after the British occupation, emerged
in 1891 when he was caught and exiled. He wrote one of the earliest plays in Arabic,
called "al-Watan" ; H ourani 196; Taragim II, 94.

51. James Sanu' (1839-1912), born in Egypt of Jewish religious background.
Author of theatre pieces, published various magazines and was active in the nationalist
movement. He belonged to the group around Gamal ad-Din al-Afganl and Muhammad
'Abduh and opposed the policies of the Hidiw Isma'U. He introduced the political
satire to Arabic literature; D agir II, 554, G endzier , M oosa.

52. X, 373.
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science was to be taken up it should be done in European languages.
the British argued." 83

English and French were used to an increasing degree as teaching
languages in the Egyptian schools. Zaidan saw the obstacles which the
use of Arabic as a teaching language might entail: insufficient numbers-
of textbooks, 54 difficulty of keeping up with translations from Western
languages, shortcomings of the Arabic language as far as technical terms-
were concerned, etc. All these appeared to him as minor difficulties
which he was willing to endure rather than let the Arabic language die
as a literary and cultural language, and restricting education ot a small
elite able to acquire the knowledge of foreign languages. Even those
Arabs who did receive a modern education would be disqualified to pass-
on this education and knowledge to their compatriots, because they would
be unable to do so in any other language than the one in which they
received their education. 55 For this reason he repeatedly deplored the
introduction of English as the language of instruction in the Syrian
Protestant College. 56 He believed that with this act the Syrian Protestant
College had renounced voluntarily its role as a center of and main
stimulant for the Arabic Nahda. Neither did Zaidan miss any opportunity
to attack the Egyptian government for letting English and French take
over as teaching languages in the Egyptian schools. 57 For all his criticisms-
of al-Azhar as a traditional institution, Zaidan nevertheless praised it
because it was the only institution throughout the centuries of decay
that kept the literary Arabic language alive. 58

Education was useless even if its standards were comparatively
high unless given in Arabic. Only the use of Arabic as a teaching language
would guarantee that the whole society would benefit from education
which otherwise would remain restricted to a small elite. Zaidan con¬
ceived here of education as a universal process extending eventually to-

53. T IGNOR 325-326.
54. A problem which Zaidan himself tried to tackle with such books as at-Ta'rik

al-amm and Ta'rih misr al-had.it.
55. XV 393 ff.
56. XII 18.
57. I 270, VII 610, XV 393.
58. XV 131.
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the whole society. The use of Arabic as a teaching language was essential
for such a concept of education.

Zaidan saw his own task as that of the educator and he considered
education as the key factor for the progress of society and the advance¬
ment of the individual within society. Zaidan had often spoken of the
necessity to educate the "common people" and occasionally he made it
quite clear that the whole society or nation had to be the object of educa¬
tion. His concern with universal education was most pronounced in his
insistence that Arabic should be the medium of teaching and learning.
Only through the use of a simplified and modernized Arabic could the
whole Arab society participate in the process of modernization, which
would eventually lead the Arab people to take its place as an equal
amongst the other advanced nations. Here the question of education bears
already strong national overtones. We shall discuss in another place 59
at length the importance which Zaidan attributed to language as the
source of national identity. Obviously, though, when education becomes
^'national education", the object of it must be the whole society.

The notion of universality of education and knowledge, however,
was not really borne out by the sum total of Zaidan's educational efforts.
We have observed that his intention to simplify and dramatize historical
material in order to familiarize the "common people" with it, found its
definite limitations through the very question of literacy. "Common
people" who could read at all were few. Zaidan's concern when writing
historical novels or his journal had not been with all members of society
but with the reading audience of the new bourgeoisie. This point is
driven home even more forcefully in Zaidan's discussion of educational
institutions. He had very little to say about elementary education but
spent much effort to promote the establishment of a university, an
institution which clearly served foremost the educational needs of the
new elite. 60

The concept of universal education essential for the progress of
the nation as a whole was counterbalanced in Zaidan's thinking by his
ideas about the origins of the elite, the new bourgeoisie. These ideas
were the result of Zaidan's own experience as a self-made man and his

59. See 97-99, 103.
60. See Ware 104 ff to which the last part of the above discussion is indebted.
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adoption of social Darwinism as an explanation for social structure.
Anybody could become a member of the bourgeoisie but he had to do so
through his own efforts in self-improvement. Education should be
universally available^ but certainly nobody should be forced to learn
(nowhere did Zaidan promote the idea of obligatory education). The
individual had to show by his own motivation and intellectual capability
that he himself was ablejto acquire education and that by this he proved
to have been selected by nature to be part of the new elite, the bourgeoisie.

5





RELIGION AND POLITICS IN SOCIETY

Zaidan was born shortly after the critical clashes in the Lebanon
between the Maronites and Druzes in 1860. He grew up in a climate of
relative political stability. His attention was drawn towards modern
sciences and theories, and he was willing to risk his educational career in
the fight over the acceptability of a particular scientific theory. In Beirut
he belonged to circles that saw as their main purpose the spread of en¬
lightened education and culture, but we never read of any political
association that Zaidan might have joined or of any political opinion
that he nurtured as a young student. For him the key to progress and
emancipation was education of the individual and knowledge of the
sciences, not the political activism to attain collective rights.

When he came to Egypt in 1884, he still could see the traces of the
'Urabi revolution, but he never experienced the tension of that period
itself. In the wake of the collapse of the 'Urabi movement and the British
occupation, a mood of political exhaustion and apathy had settled over
Egypt which only started to change towards the end of the century when
a younger generation, for which the failure of the 'Urabi movement was
history and not personal experience, began to question the justification
for the British occupation. Zaidan belonged to an in-between generation
for which the participation in active politics seemed no longer possible or
not yet promising of success. In Zaidan's opinion it was necessary to lay
the scientific and educational foundations before one engaged again in
political action.

It was not only his emphasis upon education and his reliance upon
the rationality of science which kept him from participating actively in
politics. The second political awakening in Egypt was centred primarily
around the question of Anglo-Egyptian relations and Egyptian indepen¬
dence and, secondarily, on a more general level, around the quest for a
more inclusive political identity, which very often had clearly Muslim
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overtones. On both counts the Christian Syrian Zaidan had to remain
an outsider. As was the case for most of his Christian compatriots, Zaidan's
motivation and opportunity for political action were restricted. His
interest in political thought and theory, therefore, remained for a long
time rather secondary. But dealing, as he did, with Islamic history, with
modern civilization, and with the role of modern science in it, he could
not avoid but take a position with regard to religion and its various
functions in society.

Zaidan's attitude towards religion was formed by the contact
with religion at home and at school, by his own increasing tendency to
see at the basis of the modern secular civilization scientific principles,
and last but not least, by the awareness of his own marginal position as
a Christian in a predominantly Muslim society.

In the autobiographical description of Zaidan's childhood and
youth the religious aspect in daily life and education is notably lacking.
The family was Greek Orthodox, but it seems that Zaidan's parents rarely
went to church, either because they had to work Sundays and holidays in
order to make a living 1 or because they did not feel the need to parti¬
cipate in a religious community life. Nor do we read of any religious
life at home, such as praying or the display of religious objects. The only
contact Zaidan seems to have had during his childhood with the Greek
Orthodox Church was during the first two years as a schoolboy when
he had to learn the hymn book by heart under the supervision of a
rather uneducated priest.

His first and only intensive confrontation with religion happened
in the Syrian Protestant College. Here conformity with a strict Protestant
ritual was demanded from the students, and the teaching of the Protestant
tenets was part of the course work of every student. The teachers, however,
to whom he felt most strongly drawn — Cornelius van Dyck, E. Lewis,
Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf — were rather liberal in their views and
more interested in their scientific work than in theological discussion and
the display of religiosity. Perhaps the time Zaidan spent in the Syrian
Protestant College had been too short to evoke from him a definitive
reaction formulating his own position towards religion. Neither did he

1. See 135.
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convert to Protestantism like Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf (their
professional alliance with the College might have made such a con¬
version desirable), nor did he turn violently anti-clerical and atheistic
like Sibil Samayyil, one of the earliest graduates of the College. He
remained Greek Orthodox, but we never hear that membership in his
community was of-importance for his personal life.

Interpretations of history based on traditional religious thought
play a varying and over the years decreasing role in Zaidan's works. His
very first book al-Aljaz, al-arabiya wa'l-falsafa al-lugawlya dealt already
with the development of language in strictly evolutionary term. But
when he discussed some years later in his book at-Tdrih. al-amm the
creation of the World, Zaidan adhered completely to the Biblical story.
However, the problem of the origin of man presented itself again and
again to Zaidan. Gradually he moved away from the Biblical story of
creation to an evolutionist interpretation of the origin of man. The change
of his approach can be well traced in various of his articles in "al-Hilal". 2
From the claim that the Biblical story must be closest to the truth because
it is the oldest written evidence, he shifted soon to the assertion that man
existed already long before the time which the Bible indicates as the time
of creation. In a further step Zaidan explained the method of determining
the age of the earth by geology and other sciences and expounded the
Darwinist theory about the development of living beings without, however
committing himself explicitly to this theory. In his book Tabaqat al-
umam which appeared in 1912, he finally dealt with the question of the
origin of man solely according to the theory of evolution. The congruence
with the Scripture is established by reinterpretation of the text, e.g.
each day of creation should be understood as a period of many thousand
years. But questions such as whether a common ancestor existed for all
human beings were answered with the results of bone finds in Java not
with Biblical statements. Zaidan's emancipation from the Bible had
become complete and he tried to give a totally scientific and secular
interpretation to man's history.

Even on the rather rare occasions at which Zaidan entered such
theological discussions as the proof for the existence of God or the veracity

2. cf. XI 72; XV 308; XX 309, 538.
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■of the prophetic revelation, we find him to an increasing degree discussing
the metaphysical world in terms of ratio rather than of revelation, of
law rather than of divine will. In a similar spirit of secularism, Zaidan
solved the problem of the relation between science and religion. By
sciences Zaidan meant the systematical knowledge based upon data
collected from observation and controlled experimentations which when
repeated always render the same results. In order to differentiate sciences
in this modern senses from 'ilm, learning in general, he often used the
term al-ulum al-haqlqiya "the true sciences".

He was cautious in his statements and did not openly construct a
hierarchy establishing sciences above religion. This would have opened
him too easily to attacks from the Muslim as well as the Christian side.
When he credited every religion with containing some scientific (and,
therefore, relevant) truth, this might appear as a rather tolerant attitude
that prefers no religion over the other. But Louis Cheikho, for instance,
recognized very correctly that the equal ranking of religions by Zaidan
had not so much to do with tolerance as with a totally a-religious
attitude. 3

Indeed, it becomes obvious that for Zaidan science was the decisive
criterion, not religion. The development of modern society is based in his
opinion upon the scientific insights into the law of nature and its evolution.
The compatibility between any particular religion and modern society
was to be achieved according to Zaidan, by the re-interpretation and
one-sided adaptation of religion to the requirements of civilization.
He mentioned in this context Qasim Amln and Muhammad 'Abduh
who recognized the "duty" to interpret the Koran in such a fashion as
to bring it into agreement with modern science". 4

Especially in the latter he saw the foremost representative of a trend
to re-interpret the Muslim faith in the light of that scientific knowledge
which forms the basis of modern society. He praised him and believed
his task as a reformer of religion at least as important, if not more so,
than that of the founder of a religion. Muhammad 'Abduh's method
of teaching and slow reform at the spiritual centre of Islam, al-Azhar,

3. Cheikho in al-Masriq XV (1912) 714.
4. XVI 432.
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was the only way that would promise success to a Muslim Nahda. The
only possible way in which Zaidan could foresee such a revival of Islam
was an adaptation of Islam to the secular civilization in which govern¬
ment is separated from religion. A re-interpreted Islam may provide
the individual with an emotional and intellectual basis from which he
can participate in modern civilization, but one gains the impression that
"re-interpretation" remained for Zaidan mainly a throwing off of the
traditional shackles of religion, rather than the reconstruction of a positive
religious identity.

As we saw, Zaidan himself adopted this very attitude towards the
Bible. It was the ultimate subjection of religion to science when Zaidan
predicted that religion, even though it would always exist, would develop
along the lines of natural evolution. He foresaw "a change of its aspects,
ramification of denominations, of which some will overcome others in
line with the general evolution". 5 If religion can be understood and
explained in terms supplied by the natural sciences, it is clear that
religion cannot be sufficient any more as a basis for a value system of
society.

Zaidan's treatment of religion was also determined by the awareness
that he was living in a society in which religious affiliation was still of
utmost importance and in which his position as a Christian writing about
Islamic topics was, to say the least, precarious.

It is not accidental that from the beginning he felt free to discuss
the history of language in evolutionary terms. This approach may have
hurt some traditional Muslim Arab sentiments which considered pre-
Islamic poetry together with the language of the Koran, the absolute
and inimitable apex of Arabic language. But it did not directly contradict
any tenet of the Muslim let alone Christian creed. As we saw, Zaidan
was far more cautious to apply the concept of evolution to the creation of
man. Here the veracity of the Bible and the Koran were directly put into
question.

Very often Zaidan would try to avoid sensitive religious issues
altogether. In his four volumes of TcCrih adab al-luga al-arabiya in which
he discussed extensively the pre-Islamic and ancient periods he dedicated

5. XVI 310.
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only a total of twelve pages to the description of the origin and develop¬
ment of Islam before the Umayyad period, thus preventing any profound
discussion of the person of the Prophet, of the revelation, etc. 6

When Zaidan dealt with the particular relationship between Islam
and Christianity he tried persistently to play down any historical tensions
between the two. He emphasized that throughout most of the history
of the Islamic Empire, the Christians lived in harmony with their Muslim
compatriots and that in the golden age of the Abbasid Empire religious
tolerance was greatest. This harmonious symbiosis was only rarely dis¬
turbed by rulers such as al-Mutawakkil (842-847 a.d .) and al-Hakim
(996-1021 a.d .), but such rulers were not typical and their persecution
of the Christians was motivated by personal reasons. The blame for this
kind of persecution could not be put upon the dynasty or the nation to
which those rulers belonged. 7

It is remarkable that in the voluminous Ta'rih at-tamaddun al-islami
hardly a paragraph deals with the Crusades. 8 Zaidan considered this
time the darkest period of European civilization, a period of religious
fanaticism. Its outcome, the Crusades, "history is ashamed to remem¬
ber". 9 Even in his novel Salah ad-din, which takes place at the height
of the conflict, the Crusaders play only a very peripheral role. Zaidan's
sympathies were on the side of the Muslim hero, 10 and it is the intrusion
of the European Christians which carries the blame for the disruption of
the good relations between Muslims and Christians in the Islamic world:

"...after the Crusades, which did much to stir up fanaticism on both
sides. The Christians recollected how the Muslims had been preferred
to themselves, and how their rulers had persecuted the Christian
religion; and the Muslims' irritation against their Christian subjects
was increased by the secret support which the latter gave the
Franks." 11

6. This lack of balance was already perceived and criticized by Husain Haikal.
He is aware of Zaidan's inhibitions which he feels are unjustified, because also the

thinking Muslims recognize the role of the Koran in the development of Arab language
and literature; Haikal 234 ff.

7. Ta'rih at-tamaddun IV 172.

8. Ibid., 282 ff.
9. Ta'rih al-'amm 141.

10. II 610; XXI 641.

11. Ta'rih at-tamaddun IV 172.
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But in spite of all his caution and effort not to occupy too exposed
a position in his writings, and despite his emphasis upon the desirability
of religious tolerance, it was unavoidable that his essentially secular
approach should create him enemies amongst the Christians as well as
the Muslims. Zaidan was well aware of this animosity. Speaking about
the reaction of the reading public to his Ta'rih at-tamaddun al-islami,
he wrote:

"... Secondly, we expected the Muslim scholars and the Arab in¬
telligentsia, hassat kuttab al-arablya, to look into this book with great
interest and to examine its topics because it is an investigation of
the exploits of their ancestors. Thirdly, (we expected) that the masses
would think ill of us because we are aware of differences in denomi¬
nations and schools of thought, especially since we, as a Christian,
write about the history of Islam..."
"Our third expectation, however, was confirmed two-fold. Both the
Christians and the Muslims loathe us, only because we strove for
the truth as it is, disregarding personal interests and likings. This
truth is burdensome for those who hear it. It is unavoidable that
Islamic civilization should have good and bad aspects. If a Muslim
reads it, he will disregard what good aspects of Islam we mention
and be only conscious of the negative aspects and accuse us, the
author, of fanaticism. If a Christian reads it, he only sees the good
aspects and accuses the author of disloyalty towards Christianity.
But neither the one nor the other affect us. We strive for the truth
and our aim is evident in every line and word of our works. We are
not, God forbid, claiming infallibility. Mistakes have penetrated
many of our works. Therefore, we would like to read the opinions
of scholars in order to correct our works as far as possible." 12

F*i Amongst Christian groups people who were otherwise on rather
friendly terms with Zaidan criticized him for his secularism. Father A.
Karmeli, 13 who in general reviewed Zaidan's works most favorably
regretted Zaidan's claim that mankind needed millions of years for its
evolution. This claim was misleading, he explained, since Zaidan did

12. XIII 48-49.
13. Anastas Marl al-Karmali (1866-1947) born in Bagdad of Lebanese origin,

educated in Bagdad and France, joined the Carmelites. He was a scholar of the Arab
language and history. His magazine Lugat al-'arab appeared in Bagdad 1911-1914
and 1927-1931; Dagir II 664.
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not add that this was the materialistic concept of history which differed
widley from the "correct" historical concept. 14

His main critic and antagonist in this respect was Louis Cheikho,
the Jesuit scholar in Beirut and founder of "al-Masriq". He was suspicious
of Zaidan's attitude towards religion and attacked him for his secularism
and Darwinian approach. 15 For Cheikho the Protestants and the
members of the Syrian Protestant College were a natural object of wrath.
He was perhaps even more antagonized by the secularism displayed by
the Freemasons who mainly recruited themselves from the ranks of the
Protestants and members of the Syrian Protestant College. His writings
attacking the Freemasons, speak for themselves, and both "al-Hilal"
and "al-Muqtataf" were the objects of much the same antagonism dis¬
played by Cheikho in "al-Masriq". 16

The first attack from the Muslim side came after the publication of
Zaidan's Ta'rih misr al-had.lt in 1889. A certain Amln al-Hulwani al-
Madani published in 1890 a pamphlet 17 in which he accused Zaidan
of 101 mistakes in his book. The essence of his attack was the attempt to
disqualify the Christian Zaidan as a writer about Islamic history. Al-
Hulwani claimed that Zaidan was a teacher in a Jesuit school in Cairo
and accused Zaidan of being part of a Christian Syrian conspiracy aimed
at controlling — with the help of the Europeans — the Egyptian nation.
In his own published answer, 18 Zaidan stated that the main purpose of
this attack against his book had been to belittle the Syrians and praise
the Egyptians. Conscious of the real tensions existing between the two
communities in Egypt he hastened to point out that the pamphlet of
al-Hulwani was published in India because, as Zaidan believed, no
Egyptian publishing house was willing to print this drivel. It was
the only time that Zaidan ventured to answer publicly such criticism.
He was just beginning his career as a writer and probably felt the

14. Lugat al-'arab II (1912) 582-595.

15. al-Masriq XV (1912) 714.

16. cf. his al-Hulasa al-masuniya.

17. Amln al-Hulwani al-Madanl (d. 1898) came from Cairo to Bombay where

he worked as a teacher and writer. Zirkil ! I 357 in Cairo 1954 edition. Title of the pam¬
phlet is Nabs al-hadayan min ta'rih gurgi zaidan, Bombay 1890.

18. Radd rannan 'aid nabs al-hadayan.
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need to defend himself because his own reputation was not yet firmly
established. 19

This mixture of anti-Christian sentiments and some not yet elaborat¬
ed nationalist feelings became typical of the later Muslim criticism of
Zaidan's works. The sharpest criticism appeared in 1912 in "al-Manar"
authored by the Indian ' alim Saih Sibil an-Nu'mani. 20 The criticism
was limited by the religious views of its author and attacked the personal
integrity of Zaidan. 21 Si bil an-Nu'mani accused Zaidan of a consistent
effort to belittle the Arabs and to abuse them. He tried to demonstrate
that Zaidan had expressed himself about the Umayyads solely in a
negative manner because they were a fully Arabic dynasty and govern¬
ment and that he related only positive aspects about the Abbasids
because he, Zaidan, considered them non-Arabs. Zaidan did not dare,
an-Nu'mani claimed, to attack openly the Four Righteous Caliphs and
the Prophet since he was interested in marketing his book profitably.
It is certainly true that Zaidan did not hesitate to depict negative aspects
in Arab Muslim history as well, and perhaps he had inherited a certain
bias against the Umayyads from early European scholarship, which in
turn had been influenced by the works of the historians of the Abbasid
period. It is also true that Zaidan allocated extremely little space to
dealing with the period of the Prophet and the Four Righteous Caliphs,
feeling obviously uneasy about discussing, as a Christian, the period so
decisive for the forming of Islam. But it is an outright fabrication of
Sibil an-Nu'mani to claim that Zaidan considered the Abbasid Empire
as non-Arabic and that he had only positive things to report about it.

The basic issue of contention between Zaidan and Sibli an-Nu'mani
is the following: Zaidan, the Christian Arab, was mainly interested in
the cultural and literary achievements of the Arabs at this time and was,
therefore, especially concerned with the period of the Abbasid Empire

19. For a discussion of al-Hulwani's pamphlet see Ware 196-198.

20. Saih Sibil an-Nu'mani (1869-1914). Member of the Salafiya movement in
India. He belonged to a Brahmin family which had converted to Islam. He studied
at Aligarh University in India, was a collaborator of Ahmad Han and followed Gamal

ad-Din al-Afgani's trend of thought concerning the rejuvenation of Islam. He founded
in 1898 the Nadwat al-'ulama' al-hindiya, a learned society in Lucknow, and was one of
the first to write in Urdu; D agir III 1503. al- G und ! 137-145.

21. al-Manar XV (1912) 58 ff.
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when, in close co-operation with educated people of various creeds,
Arab-Muslim culture reached its peak. Sibil an-Nu'mani, the Muslim
from India, was mainly concerned with the reputation of the Arabs as
good Muslims. When Zaidan, for instance, observed that the Arabs,
especially during the rule of the Umayyads, considered themselves better
Musb'ms than the non-Arab Muslims, an-Nu'mani countered that the
Prophet himself had said that there was no difference between Arabs and
non-Arabs — therefore, Zaidan's claim must be wrong. This point
exemplifies well Nu'mani's traditional paradigmatic way of argument
which he sometimes used against Zaidan's secular historical approach.
Often, however, he applied his considerable scholarly knowledge to
show that Zaidan had used sources in highly selective fashion and often
falsified them.

Zaidan had considered Saih Sibil an-Nu'mani for twenty years
as a friendly colleague. 22 We have found no indications for the motives
that caused an-Nu'mani to furnish his criticism with such a personal
attack upon Zaidan, insinuating cowardice and commercial purpose
as Zaidan's guidelines for writing. Looking at the criticism itself it
appears as if the accusations of Saih Sibil an-Nu'mani concentrated on
the anti-Arab attitude that he believed to perceive in Zaidan's work.
It is, however, difficult to see what stake the Indian Muslim scholar
would have in nationalist defense of the Arabs 23 or why he should take
such pains at all to show that Zaidan was led by anti-Arab feelings,
when it must have been clear to him that on the whole Zaidan identified
very strongly with Arab history and its achievements -— in spite of critical
remarks about the Umayyads. Sibil an-Nu'mani's preoccupation with
the Umayyads' attitude towards Islam and his repeated attempt to
provide evidence for the piety of the Umayyads and their abidance by
the religious law, seems to point not so much to a nationalist pro-Arab
interest as to the concern of the Muslim scholar over the secular inter¬
pretation of early Islamic history by a non-Muslim.

But perhaps the role of Sibil an-Nu'mani and his criticism is not as
important as that of Rasid Rida. After all, he had published Sibil

22. Letters , Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, March 28, 1912.

23. Ende suggests cautiously the possibility of a relation between Indian Muslim
enthusiasm for Muslim Spain and a general pro-Umayyad attitude; Ende 41.
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an-Nu'mani's criticism in "al-Manar" and he deemed it necessary in the
same year to reprint the Saik's article in a booklet together with some
other reviews of Zaidan's works. 24 In the contribution of Ahmad 'Umar
al-Iskandari 25 to this book the main line of argument was Zaidan's lack
of qualification to write about Islamic history since he never had studied
the Muslim sciences. Rasld Rida had succeeded in giving his booklet a
wider basis by including a review article by the Jesuit, Louis Cheikho.
The latter took issue •—- as he usually did — with Zaidan's secular
interpretation of history and Darwinian approach in analyzing the
development of society, language and religion.

In the introduction to this collection of criticism Rasld Rida ex¬
plained his reasons for publishing it. The reasoning reflects well his
identification with Islam increasingly interwoven with pro-Arab national
sentiments; a mixture that was typical for Rasld Rida's thinking. 26
In his opinion Zaidan was not qualified to write about Islamic history
because as a Christian he never studied the Muslim sciences and was
therefore, intellectually not equipped to understand the meaning of
Islamic history. To this religious argument, repeated by Ahmad 'Umar
al-Iskandari in his article, Rasld Rida added a different one, namely he
admitted to being concerned that the translation of Ta'rik at-tamaddun
al-islaml into Turkish might add fuel to the fire of Young Turkish chauvi¬
nism: The weaknesses of this book and the falsifications and fabrications
that appear in this book had, therefore, to be pointed out and criticized.

Indeed, if one looks at the timing of the publication of Rasld Rida's
booklet, it appears that for him this second reason was the most important

•one: the last volume Ta'rik at-tamaddun al-islaml had been published in
Arabic in 1906. But it was only six years later when the work had been
translated into Turkish that Rasid Rida saw fit to come out with a
major effort to criticize Zaidan's work. 27

24. Kitab intiqad ta'rik at-tamaddun al-islaml Cairo, 1912.
25. Ahmad 'Umar al-Iskandari (1875-1938) studied at al-Azhar and Dar al-'ulum,

where he also taught. 1933 he was made professor of Arab Literature at the Egyptian
University. He also worked for the Ministry of Education in Cairo; D agir II 121.

D agir gives as his name Ahmad 'All al-Iskandari, cf. Ware 200.
26. See for instance H aim 20 fF.
27. See P iiilipp 331, E nde 37.
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Rasid Rida had been concerned that the Turkish translation might
be misused for chauvinistic purposes against the Arabs. This notion was,
in a fashion, promptly borne out, as can be seen from some letters to
Zaidan from Magamiz 28 who was responsible for the Turkish translation
of Ta'rih. at-tamaddun al-islami. He complained to Zaidan that the illustra¬
tions in the book showed too much superiority of Arab civilization.
With regard to the history of the transfer of the Caliphate to the Ottomans,
he wrote that he had changed Zaidan's description in such a manner as to
leave no room for any possible claim of the Arabs to the Caliphate. It
sounds almost sarcastic when he adds "because our aim is history, not
politics". 29 It is an irony of the two conflicting national ideologies that
Magamiz should have seen too positive a description of the Arabs where
Rasid Rida feared too negative a picture.

If Zaidan had been in need of any solid proof of the antagonism he
had aroused against himself in Muslim religious circles, he had received
it already in 1910 when he was unceremoniously dismissed from his
position as professor of Islamic history in the recently founded Egyptian
University in Cairo — before he had even begun to teach there. In June
1910 he had beeninvited to teach a course in Islamic history in the coming
academic year. Zaidan hesitated to accept the offer, not only because of
his own workload, but also because of the difficulties that might arise if a
Christian taught this subject. Such an arrangement might have been
feasible in Abbasid times when, he believed, religious tolerance prevailed
"but we know from much evidence that their situation is not ours". 30
He finally was convinced by the appointment committee that no
difficulties would arise since he would not be teaching the religion of
Islam. In spite of his hesitations Zaidan must have been flattered by this
appointment which confirmed his position as a scholar. However, five
months later, in October 1910, Zaidan had to learn from a notice in the
Islamic daily newspaper "al-Mu'ayyad" 31 that the university had

28. Magamiz, there seems to be little information available about this somewhat
strange personality. A Christian Arab from Aleppo he developed strong anti-Arab
feelings. He went to Istanbul where he worked for 18 years as editor of various pan-
Islamic publications.

29. Letters, Magamiz to Zaidan, no date, no place.
30. XIX 177.
31. Al-Mu'ayyad was founded 1889 by 'All Yusuf as a daily newspaper repre—
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cancelled his appointment. Only a day later he was informed officially
that the university "intended to change its first decision in consideration
of the sentiments of the nation". 32 A university delegation sent to him
explained that "in view of the sentiments of the uneducated Muslim
masses, the university thought it proper to turn to a Muslim professor to
lecture about the history of Islam". 33 Zaidan suspected that here, too,
Rasld Rida had a hand in opposing his appointment. 34

The attacks from Muslim and Christian religious quarters never
caused Zaidan to waver in his own pronounced secularism. But also
because of this very experience, he did not fail to recognize the impor¬
tance of the social and political functions religion had in the past and
still had in the present.

Frequently Zaidan's ideas about society resembled those of the
mediaeval Muslim philosophers: society was divided basically into two
groups, the elite, al-hassa, and the common people, al-amma, and one
should not expect too much intelligence and reason amongst the common
people. Therefore, the truth that is accessible to the educated, thanks
to their intelligence, has to be presented to the masses in the form of
revelation and belief. Throughout the years Zaidan's emphasis on the
special dependence of the common people upon religion, remained
the same. 35 Of course, such a concept of society also made any political
system inadmissible that would let the masses participate in the political
power. Nay, the ruler had to be vested not only with political but also
with religious authority in order to exert control over the masses. Drawing
mainly on his knowledge of Islamic history, Zaidan believed to see a
close relation between the successful connection between religion and
political power on the one hand and the longevity of a dynasty on the
other hand. Religion gained here a very important role as the basis of
stability and solidarity within society.

senting a pro-Islamic pro-Arab point of view. It was founded partially in response to
the daily al-Muqattam which was founded in the same year by Faris Nimr and Sahln
Makariyus and which usually took a pro-British stand.

32. XIX 180. For Zaidan's account of this controversy see XIX 178-181 and
Letters , Zaidan to Emilc, Cairo, Oct. 12, 1910.

33. Letters ibid.
34. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, March 28, 1912.
35 cf. XII 222, XVI 310, XIX 241.
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The "pessimism about the masses" of the mediaeval philosophers
had found a strong echo in Zaidan's time in the thought of Gamal ad-Din
al-Afganl who insisted on the need of religion for the common people. 36
Whether Zaidan was directly influenced by Gamal ad-Din al-Afgani's
writings cannot be determined with certainty. He did praise Gamal
ad-Din al-Afgani, though, for re-introducing the thought of the Muslim
philosophers into the contemporary intellectual development of the
Middle East, 37 and called him "the philosopher of Islam in our time."

The traditional simplistic division of society into elite and common
people is a pattern which Zaidan frequently used. Often, however, we
find this concept presented in an up-dated form using for its description
the terminology of social Darwinism. The ruler or the elite still retained
the same position and powers, but now thanks to the survival of the
fittest and the rule of the strong over the weak. In this context Zaidan's
interpretation of the role of religion obtains a somewhat different con¬
notation. He argued that especially the weak will cling to religion because
it promises to the weak for the next world what he cannot achieve in this
world. Therefore, the common people are, in Zaidan's opinion, more
susceptible to the religious appeal. Zaidan approved of this role of
religion because it seemed to constitute a kind of safety valve for social
frustration.

One profound change, however, occurred in Zaidan's analysis of
society when he used the social Darwinist terminology. He introduced
the factor of social mobility. The survival of the fittest meant for him as
it did for the social Darwinists, that any individual regardless of his
original social position, could rise in the social hierarchy by hard work,
self-discipline and perseverance. Zaidan, himself, made the point ex¬
plicitly when writing in his autobiography about the impression the book
Self Help had made upon him. 38 The same belief in the self-made man
and his required qualities is a recurring theme in his letters to his son,
Emile. 39 A number of the biographies Zaidan wrote for his Taragim
masahir as-sarq fi'l-qarn at-tasi' 'asar read as if they were taken from

36. Keddie An Islamic Response 46.

37. Taragim II 61.

38. See 12, 164.

39. cf. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Nov. 12, 1908, 207.
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S. Smiles' Self Help. The belief in this kind of social mobility certainly
was strengthened by the fact that his own life was one of the best
examples for the career of a self-made man.

The attempt to apply the laws of Darwinism to human society
encounters the inherent difficulty of determining what exactly con¬
stitutes the basic unit that is fighting for its survival. Zaidan saw on
different occasions either the individual or the whole society as the basic
unit fighting against similar units for its own survival. However, he never
saw this struggle taking place between the various classes of society. Any
kind of socialist or communist concept envisioning an egalitarian society
after a final class struggle contradicted what Zaidan believed to be
natural, i.e. hierarchical order of human society, and provoked his
sharpest criticism. 40

With the exception of the concept of social mobility, Zaidan's
application of Darwinism did not essentially contradict the mediaeval
political and social thought in the way he made use of it. The implica¬
tions were in each case almost the same for him. Society had to be hierar¬
chically organized and would be controlled by the elite in the traditional
understanding or the fittest in a Darwinistic terminology. Political power
rested always with a restricted group, while in both cases religion was
mainly of importance with regard to the masses.

A third approach to society, which Zaidan used increasingly in his
later years, contradicted, however, clearly the above-mentioned ones.
It originated from the assumption that modern society was based upon
rationality and the insights obtained from sciences. In truly enlightened
fashion Zaidan believed that education and the spreading of scientific
knowledge amongst all members of society would guarantee the progress
of society and the betterment of its members. In due time all members
of society could be educated and improved. The condition for this was,
of course, that any irrational, unscientific principle was refused as the
guideline for the modern society. It is this enlightened attitude which
caused Zaidan to consider Gamal ad-Din al-Afgani's proposition of a
political Pan-Islam useless because it did not help the Muslim to adapt
to modern civilization, but rather excluded him from it. 41 Zaidan's

40. IX 425 ff, XVI 276, XIX 195 ff.
41. XV 405-406.

6
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opposition to any political Muslim movement, however, was not motivat¬
ed by reason and logic alone but also by the emotionally unacceptable
implication that a political community based on Islam — and Islam
would have to be the religious basis in the Middle East —- would carry
with it the perpetuation sine die of Christian minority status in the Muslim
world. Or perhaps one has to turn around the logical sequence of Zaidan's
thought. An emphasis on the religious aspects in society would have
automatically stamped Zaidan as a member of a less privileged religious
minority. Therefore, he preferred a theoretical approach to society which
gave religion only secondary importance as compared with the sciences
and a general secular outlook which Zaidan could fully share.

The universality of education and knowledge, politically expressed in
a constitutional system guaranteeing equal rights and political participa¬
tion to all, contradicted directly Zaidan's earlier political concepts,
which had emphasized the role of the ruler and the necessity for obedience
Of the common people. Nevertheless, we can observe that after the Young
Turk Revolution, Zaidan spoke more and more in favour of a consti¬
tutional political system which implied for him a secular society based on
modern sciences and universal education — not of religion.

One of his first discussions of constitutionalism appeared in con¬
nection with the Russo-Japanese War when he pointed to the progres-
siveness of the Japanese who had a constitutional government. 42 Later
Zaidan considered it a positive result of this war that Russia adopted a
constitutional government. 43 The Russo-Japanese War attracted the
attention of the Middle Easterners not only because for the first time a
non-European power defeated a European power, but also because the
outcome of the war seemed to prove the superiority of a constitutional
political system over absolute rule. It may well be that this event first
drew Zaidan's attention to contemporary political thought.

In October 1906, the first full-length article about constitutional
government appeared in "al-Hilal" and referred especially to the Persian
constitution granted two months earlier by the Sah Muzaffar ad-Din
(1896-1906). It was not until the Young Turk Revolution that Zaidan
took a lively interest in problems of government and its various forms.

42. XII 338.
43. XIV 8.
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For the following six years until his death, Zaidan published many essays
regarding questions of constitutional government. Zaidan supported the
new government implicitly by showing the advantages of constitutional
government in general. The advantages were obviously the greater
participation of the people in the government and the equality of all,
regardless of religion or nationality, before the law.

But even when discussing constitutional rule, Zaidan showed a
strong inclination towards authority; absolute authority, which in the last
analysis could not be harmonized with constitutional concepts and an
enlightened belief in the effect of universal education. In his first article
concerning constitutionalism in 1906 when he compared monarchy,
aristocracy and democracy, he already claimed that monarchy was the
original form of government — the most natural one — because it
developed from the patriarchalism in the family. 44 But modern civilization
especially as exemplified in English society, showed that constitutional
government was superior. Looking at the map of the world and seeing
where monarchies were concentrated, Zaidan assumed that the Easterners
had perhaps a natural inclination towards monarchical rulership, a
notion he quickly denied after the Young Turk Revolution. 45 At the
same time, he insisted that a constitutional government headed by a
king, whose position is hereditary within the family, was preferable to a
republican government. 46 This proposition Zaidan might have put
forward out of respect for the Ottoman dynasty (and the Hidiw's as
well). It appears from later eassys that the argument is more profoundly
based than on mere sympathy for the Ottomans. Zaidan discussed the
difference between a republic and a constitutional monarchy. This
difference was so important because for him the monarch bound by a
constitution was not yet a mere figurehead without any political im¬
portance and influence. It seems that Zaidan invested him with powers
similar to that of the American President, for example, who is controlled
and guided by a constitution but on whom this very constitution confers
decisive political power. Therefore, the question whether republicanism,
gumhuriya, is preferable to constitutional monarchy, al-hukuma al-malakiya

44. XV 18.
45. XVII 41.
46. XVII 321.
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ad-dusturiya, is of importance. Zaidan conceded that both forms are good
because in each case a constitution and parliament control the action of
the ruler, i.e. the president or the king. Nevertheless, he explained why
he thought the constitutional monarchy preferable:

1. This form is closer to the natural form of rule — the patriarchalism
in the family.

2. Republicanism worked only in small societies like Athens or Rome,
but with the expansion of the society people preferred a monarch.
Zaidan relied here solely upon the example of Rome.

3. The king is interested in his throne and country over a longer
period of time, while the president is interested in the country only
for the specific time that he is in office. He is interested in short
range success without considering the possible long-range implica¬
tions.

4. "The elections for the president of the republican government are a
great burden which demand great expenditure. Dissent and corrup¬
tion are involved in the competition between the parties for the
nomination of that president, whom they believe to be in agreement
with their desires, but their desires are not congruent with the
welfare of the nation, umma. In the constitutional monarchy there
is no need to spend this kind of money and no need for the nation
to go through the suffering during this time of elections". 47

If elections are such an unnecessary burden and a waste of money,
and if monarchy is so much closer to the natural form of government,
one is slightly at a loss to explain in which way the whole society is
participating and why it should participate in the government. In fact,
Zaidan never believed 48 that the whole society is participating in
rulership:

"The supporters of republicanism desire that every single individuals
of the nation participate in legislation and in the election for the
president. But this is a futile phantasy because the rule lies, in any
case, in the hands of the elite, consisting of the politicians, the
nobility or the wealthy people. These people just as in ancient
Athens are today the masters of power and influence, and with
their influence in newspapers and speeches direct the movement of

47. XIX 83.

48. XXI 94-95, where he spoke about the masses in Europe.
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the elections among the masses. The wretched masses only imagine
that they do what they want. The truth is they do what their elite
wants them to do, and they elect who this elite desires to be president
or deputy or whatever else. The elite consists of parties, each of
which has its own goal. The individual considers it, or the associa¬
tion, but not the whole nation as the ultimate orientation". 49

Three years earlier in an article about the history of political parties,
Zaidan made the following two statements:

"When modern civilization came to shine in the light of science,
when schools were founded for the popularizing of teaching among
the masses and the elite, and when the government exerted itself
to awaken an interest for science in the people and almost forced
them towards it, then the democratic principles reappeared; and
this time they established themselves firmly and grew because
they were based on true sciences. The masses attained a voice that
was heard and an opinion that was of consequence. The reins of
government returned to their hands...

Three pages later, however, he wrote:

"We do not deny that even in the most civilized nations the people
lean towards a party without knowing a tiling about it, and they
support an aim towards which they strive by example, dedication
and imitation without understanding it. They do this supported by
the opinions of men they trust whom they made their representative
in their elections, and they feel that he is responsible to help them
and guide them materially and spiritually. The representative, on
the other hand, feels responsible for the welfare of those who made
him their representative and for considering their feelings". 50

Zaidan displayed here on the one hand a firm belief in biological
laws: all men are born different, the strong will rule the weak, and the
elite will, therefore, always rule the masses whatever the political system
of government. Even under a democrate system the ruling elite will do as
it pleases, and the common people will only have the illusion of partici¬
pating in the government.

On the other hand, Zaidan saw a clear difference between earlier
civilizations and modern civilization because of the changed role of

49. XIX 84.
50. XVI 145, 148.
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the masses in the latter. For the first time a civilization was based on
scientific knowledge, and with the increased spread of knowledge and
education, more and more people would be able to participate in the
government of the nation.

An attempt to solve the contradiction was the introduction of the
time factor between innate inequality and the equalizing tendency of
education, which is not really a solution to the problem but rather an
avoidance of it because a decision whether the lower classes are mature
enough at any particular point in their history to participate equally
and fully in society does not have to be made, since more education can
always be postulated, and the decision postponed into the distant future.

Zaidan demanded a long period of preparation, isti'dad, for every
social or political change so as to adapt the people to new circumstances
and demands. When comparing the French and the English constitu¬
tional development, he pointed out how many centuries it had taken in
England to establish a stable constitutional government, while in France
the abruptness of the change 51 resulted in much bloodshed which,
however, failed to establish the new order firmly. 52 The preparation
of the people had not been sufficient. This idea of preparation achieved
great importance in Zaidan's thinking. A gradual evolutionary prepara¬
tion was necessary for any change. A sudden change in the form of a
revolution could not be of much use because it lacked a basis among the
population. Preparation meant for Zaidan education, which implies
not only the transmission of scientific knowledge but also the forming
of the people into responsible modern citizens.

Zaidan refrained from any public political stand. Since for him
preparation was the conditio sine qua non for political action towards the
achievement of a constitution or of independence, the education demand¬
ed by Zaidan received itself a certain political connotation. Zaidan was
a-political in the sense that he avoided direct participation in contempo¬
rary political life and transferred political issues to a cultural level of
education and knowledge. The implication in this attitude was the

51. Zaidan used the term inqilab for the French as well as for the English case.

The term had not yet attained here the specific meaning of revolution but simply-
meant change.

52. XXI 526.
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acceptance of present political circumstances and, for an undetermined
point in the future, the expectation of political change and reform, thanks
to the gradual preparation of the people. Possible pressure that might
develop by a total submission to the present political situation, could
find an outlet in the expectation for the future.

We never hear just how much preparation would be necessary or
how long political activity should be restricted to education and the
spread of knowledge, and whether all strata of society, including the
masses, needed the same amount of preparation. Perhaps it is just this
very vagueness which makes the idea of preparation a key concept for
Zaidan's analysis of the political history of various modern nations.
Thus, the lack of preparation of the population was a major cause in
foiling 'Urabi's attempt to establish a constitutional government in
Egypt. 53 Shortly after the Young Turk Revolution, Zaidan was, post

factum , convinced that the new regime would be successful because a long

time was spent in preparing the population before the takeover. Years
later, after the attempted counter-revolution, interference of foreign
powers and increasing centrifugal tendencies within the Ottoman Empire,
Zaidan believed that the government of the Ottoman Empire should
retain some absolute powers because the people were not yet familiar
with the meaning of a constitution. The constitution itself was good, but
it was given all of a sudden to the people when they were not prepared
for it. 51

Perhaps it is in the discussion of national independence that this
concept of preparation played the most important role. In 1897 Zaidan
reported about the risings in India which started in June of the same
year in the Tochi Valley. His analysis of the reason for the failure of
this revolt outlined already the basic argument Zaidan would use in all
future discussions of the independence issue:

"The Indians did not gain anything but trouble from this revolution
because they have not yet reached that stage of civilization which
would permit their independence. Not its rage and not its efforts
towards independence will be of any use to the oppressed nation

53. XV 18.
54. XXI 526.
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if it has not attained a sufficient knowledge of science and admini¬
stration in order to teach the common people their duties and rights
and the meaning of independence and unity. When the nation has
reached that point, it is easier for it to decide whether it is preferable
to remain in the same situation or to risk the status quo by de¬
manding independence. No importance can be given to the great
numbers (of people), since the mind overcomes the body. But if it
has not reached this stage, its situation is like that of a child not yet
of age, who does not know what is good and what is bad for him.
Obedience and submission are the first demands". 55

Two years later Zaidan felt that the increasing demand for in¬
dependence in Egypt necessitated a contribution of a more general
nature to this discussion. He insisted that it was futile to turn to another
nation for help. If a stronger nation had occupied a weaker one, the
weaker nation, wanting to regain its independence should not ask a third
nation to liberate it — such would only imply a change of masters, not
the achievement of true independence. Without mentioning any names,
Zaidan here obviously attacked Mustafa Kamil and all those who
believed at that time — the entente cordiale between England and France
had not yet been forged —- that France would deliver Egypt from the
hands of the British. In order to achieve true independence, Zaidan
continued, one had to start from within:

"We declare that today we are more in need of an intellectual,
adabi, independence than of a political independence, which means
we need an education towards the independence of thought." 56

On the eve of the Young Turk Revolution, and after the granting
of a constitution in Persia, Zaidan dedicated a great many articles in
"al-Hilal" to the issues of constitution and independence. Taking as an
example the fight for independence of the American colonies, Zaidan
again made his point that this war only was successful after the Americans
were sufficiently prepared for it. To prove their preparedness, he des¬
cribed in detail the educational system and the number of colleges
existing in the colonies before the war of independence. 57 However

55. VI 109.
56. VII 298.
57. XVI 5.
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he added that Britain, too, matured considerably and that today she
would not go to war over the issue of independence of one of her colonies
if this colony had advanced to a level of education comparable to that of
the British and if she was satisfied with regard to preferential trade
conditions. Australia was for Zaidan the example of such maturity of
the British. 58

In the case of India the demand for independence failed because the
Indians refused to accept the new culture and education and to learn
from the British.

"It is not enough that we imitate the civilized nations and demand
independence. It is our first duty to imitate them in their quest
for science because this is the basis of true civilization, the source
of administration and politics, and the foundation of society." 59

In another essay written in the same year, Zaidan addressed the
Egyptians directly. He criticized the many discussions about indepen¬
dence, constitution and personal freedom, and the discussions about
the means and methods by which to achieve these things. He suggested
that it would be better to concentrate all efforts and energy upon edu¬
cation. The masses first had to understand what the meaning of "free¬
dom" and "fatherland" was before genuine constitutional government
could be introduced. The Persian constitution, for instance, rested on
very weak foundations because only the elite participated in it. Once the
general level of knowledge and education had been raised, it would be¬
come evident whether political independence was really necessary and,
if so, whether it should be achieved by the force of arms or by other
means. 60

From the preceding discussion it becomes evident that over the years
Zaidan advanced a variety of ideas and concepts concerning political
theory. At least four different trends of thought can be identified:

a. The traditional concept of Muslim political theory which differen¬
tiated between the common people, al-amma , and the elite, al-
hassa, postulating the obedience of the common people to the ruleof the elite.

58. XVI 67.
59. ibid.
60. XVI 24.
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b. The interpretation of social and political structure in terms of social
Darwinism, by which natural differences would establish a hierarchy
of the strong over the weak. The concept of the "survival of the
fittest" permitted social mobility of the individual. The rule of the
"fittest" had, however, in Zaidan's opinion to be acknowledged by
the weaker members of society.

c. The complete rejection of any socialist or communist form for
society because total equalizing and levelling would "contradict
the natural laws of society."

d. The enlightened trust in rationality and the belief in the universality
of education and knowledge. This would enable every member of
society to participate in political rule through the constitutional
channels of elections, representations and parliamentary control
fo the government.

The contradictions created by these various concepts are obvious.
Perhaps it is still possible to understand Zaidan's application of social
Darwinism as an attempt to update the mediaeval political theory. In
both cases political authority remained permanently vested in a small
elite which could either by divine or natural law demand the obedience
of the masses. In the same vein Zaidan's opposition to socialism and
communism can be explained by his defence of stable social hierarchies
with clearly defined and exclusive political authority. But the concept
of a constitutional government giving equal rights to everybody and
general participation in the political decision-making could not be
brought into harmony with the above-mentioned view of permanent
social hierarchies and exclusive political theory. Zaidan's feeble attempt
to bridge the gap by the concept of "preparation" only begged the
question. Its very vagueness avoided the problem rather than solving it.

Zaidan's inability to find a solution to the questions of the functions,
extent of, and participation in, authority demands some explanation.
L. Ware has made a valuable point by bringing the psychological
dimension into the discussion of authority. There can be no denying the
usefulness of the psychological approach for the better understanding
of the acts and behaviour of a person. But there are some definite limi¬
tations to this method which are determined by the amount of relevant
information available about the person. This factor becomes especially
serious in the case of people who lived in the past. In the case of Zaidan
we are fortunate to have an autobiography —- a report biased by his own
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motivation for writing it — and a collection of letters written to his son.
It is the kind of material that can yield a great amount of information
for a psychological interpretation.

L. Ware writes: "In personal terms, this problem (i.e. authority)
had been posed during Zaydan's childhood and had never been success¬
fully resolved. The demands that Hablb Zaydan made on Jurji •— and
which Jurji would make on Emile — concerning life choices did not
produce a spirit of rebellion but increased sublimation of conflict, almost
a denial of conflict with authority". 61 Without doubt Zaidan, the boy,
had serious conflicts with his father. Even later when he was already
living in Cairo his father tried to interfere with his professional ambitions
and marriage plans. 62 At the same time, however, we learn from the
memoirs — the sole source at our disposal — that Zaidan did defy his
father when he went to study at the Syrian Protestant College. His
father's reaction seems to have been one of resignation. 63 After having
participated in the student strike against the faculty of the SPC, Zaidan
preferred to leave the school rather than knuckle under the authority of
the professors. Later he married the girl he was determined to marry and
followed a professional career which was distasteful to his father. In
other words we would maintain that Zaidan had had his clashes with
authority and had fought them out. It remains doubtful, to say the very
least, whether his childhood experience formed his later concepts of
political authority.

What can be said, though, is that his total life experience, especially
his professional success as a self-made man and his social ascendance to
respected membership in the bourgeoisie — developments that for him
occurred within the existing order made him inclined to accept
established hierarchies and authority.

Two other factors contributed in our opinion far more to the con¬
tradictions in Zaidan's political and social thought — the general in¬
tellectual climate in the Middle East of the time and the actual political
events. The people in the Middle East were caught in the middle of a most

61. Ware 149.
62. Letters, Zaidan to his father, Cairo, August 28, 1887.
63. See.
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profound transformation under the shadow of the dominating presence of
Europe. It would not be sufficient to describe this transformation as a
change from "old" to "new" or from "religious" to "secular" or Eastern
to Western patterns of life. In short it was not a transition from one well
defined situation into another. One's own past could perhaps still be
perceived as one wholesome entity. But Europe did not offer a unified
picture. Its own identity was torn by internal contradictions. The frag¬
mentized image of Europe seemed to offer different and often contradict¬
ing answers. A Sibil Sumayyil could turn from Darwinism to socialism,
a Mustafa Kamil could promote Egyptian nationalism, a Nimr, Sarruf
or Zaidan could believe in the powers of rationality, knowledge and
education, Lutfl as-Sayyid could agree with Muhammad 'Abduh on the
need for internal reform, though they disagreed on the objects of the
reform, or one could seek to develop Islamic political powers in order to
resist European imperialism as Carnal ad-Din al-Afgani attempted to do.
Under the overpowering presence of Europe, even the view of one's own
past began to lose its homogenous character. One could conceive of
the past in religious terms of a purified Islam or in national terms of a
cultural identity or a geographical belonging; one.could find in the past
democratic and constitutional experiences of the early Caliphs or absolute
rulership of later rulers; one could see examples of wordly activism or
pious withdrawal from this world. The possibilities were numerous and
their combinations almost unlimited.

Zaidan's thought, like that of many of his contemporaries reflected
this diversity and Zerrissenheit in the often unsuccessful attempt of an.
eclectic synthesis. His eclecticism certainly had been enhanced by his
own heterogeneous educational experience which had known only
fragments of formal education —- traditional as well as modern — and
had consisted mainly of autodidactic efforts.

Finally, the political events of Zaidan's time made themselves felt:
in the development of his thought. There exists, for instance, an obvious
correlation between the triumphs of constitutionalism in the non-
European world — beginning with the Russo-Japanese War — and
Zaidan's preoccupation with the subject of constitutionalism and the
inherent questions of rationality and universality of education and.
knowledge.
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Zaidan's unwavering support of the Young Turk regime, however,
cannot solely be explained by his belief in the constitutional system,
a belief which, as we saw, had never been totally convincing. In order to
explain his adherence to the Young Turk cause, we have to look beyond
his political theories and social thought into the problems of Zaidan's
minority background, cultural identity and nationalism.





CULTURAL AND NATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS*

Zaidan's concept of the internal structure of society had originally-
been guided by a mixture of traditional social thought and social Dar¬
winism. A concept, that put great emphasis on the authority of the "most
deserving" according to religious law or the "fittest" according to the law
of nature. Later he had turned more to an enlightened concept in which
all members of society could be equal because of universally accessible
education, and in which all members of society could participate in
authority. Yet this left unanswered the question as to what criteria
identified individuals as members belonging to a specific group or society
and by what means a group coherence could be created.

In Zaidan's opinion the formation of a group and the means by
which it unified its members could change according to needs. Any
acquired or inherited characteristic could be used as a means to create
solidarity if it promised to be useful to the members of the group. Not only
does each society, in the opinion of Zaidan, have a choice of means of
solidarity in the course of time, but there exists the availability of various
means of solidarity at the same time. The Egyptians, for instance, could
belong to and promote an Arab cultural identity while political usefulness
would create also a feeling of solidarity with the Ottoman Empire as a
whole.

The relative value of the means of solidarity and identification, such
as fatherland, kinship, religion and language and the relative value of
any moral ethic system, respectively, is one of the most remarkable
features in Zaidan's thinking. It is necessary to keep this in mind in
order to understand his own attempts to forge an identity for his society.

* Some of the observations and ideas expressed in this chapter have been

adapted from two earlier articles by the author "Language, History and Arab National
Consciousness in the Thought ofjurji Zaidan", IJMES IV (1973) 3-22; "Approaches
to History in the Work ofjurji Zaydan", Asian and African Studies IX (1973) 63-85.
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He rejected all absolute values, assuming only the individual's insistence
on the usefulness of the group to him. The meaning of this usefulness
beyond the fulfilment of the basic existential needs again could change
with human desires. This concept of the relativity of all values made
him a far more radical modernist than, for instance, Mustafa Kamil who
replaced the absolute values established by religion with the absolute
value of the fatherland, or Sibil Sumayyil who promoted a universal
"socialist" patriotism as an absolute value, from which all other values
would be derived. That Zaidan attributed only relative value to the
various means of solidarity certainly had much to do with his own life
experience. He had grown up in Lebanon but lived most of his life in
Egypt. He belonged by religion to a minority. He lived in Egypt
at a time when it was theoretically a part of the Ottoman Empire, but
was for all practical purposes under British control, and when it had
even started to develop demands for its own independence. Zaidan's
education had been a mixture of traditional primary education and
modern college education combined with a good deal of self-educational
effort.

But the belief in the relativity of values does not mean that Zaidan
was lacking a definite opinion as to which values could provide his con¬
temporary society with the most useful, i.e. effective solidarity and
coherence. For him the most important fundaments of group solidarity
throughout history were kinship relations, common religious identifica¬
tion and national identity. The basis of kinship had become obsolete in
Zaidan's opinion because it could not unify effectively groups larger
than the tribal association.

Zaidan's approach to religion has been discussed in the preceding
chapter. He did not underestimate the appeal it had had in the past as a
sentiment for solidarity. But at the same time he de-emphasized its
importance in the contemporary context. This approach had been deter¬
mined by his own ambivalent position as a Christian living in a Muslim
society. Clearly an emphasis of religious identity would have meant the
emphasis of a Muslim identity and would have threatened the marginal
position of the Christian Zaidan. Zaidan shared the awareness of this
marginality with a large group of Syrian Christian Arabs. It is charac¬
teristic for their position that they should be among the earliest and most
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outspoken protagonists of an Arab national identity. But their secularism
and search for a new identity was not only a reaction to the felt danger
of Muslim domination. It was also an attempt to emancipate themselves
from the social and intellectual narrowness of the life in their own Chris¬
tian minorities.

With the expansion of European economy and the eventual economic
domination of the Middle East by Europe, the first avenue that opened
itself for such emancipation from the minority status had been a career
in business. Many of the Syrian Christians, often protected and privileged
by one or other of the European powers, availed themselves of this
opportunity. But the security and status which material wealth and
economic success could provide were in the best case precarious. A more
profound attempt of emancipation aimed at the change of the very
basis upon which the differentiation between the Christian minority and
the Muslim majority rested. This implied not only the rejection of a
Muslim identity but also the negation of the power that the Church
wielded over the members of the Christian minorities. We find, therefore,
the attacks of a Sibil Sumayyil or a Farah An tun 1 as often directed
against the Christian clergy as against the Muslim religious establishment.

From Zaidan's memoirs one obtains the impression that the mem¬
bership in the Greek Orthodox Church never played a dominant role
in the life of his family. Nevertheless, Zaidan's criticism of the spiritual
and intellectual narrowness of the community is apparent when he speaks
about the family priest or his first school years. 2 Later he refused to bend
to the religious dogmatism of the Syrian Protestant College. Unlike
other Syrian Christian writers Zaidan avoided any outright attack
against the Greek Orthodox community or against its clergy, just as he
had always been extremely cautious not to attack directly Islam and its
institutions. But he was quite aware that his secularism and reliance on
scientific truth had created for him enemies amongst the Muslims as well
as the Christians. The insistence upon his secularism was not only a
defence against Muslim religious encroachment, but also a sign that the

1. Farah Antun (1874-1922) born in Lebanon of Greek Orthodox religious back¬
ground. He settled in 1897 in Egypt. He wrote several books dealing with secularism
in society and the separation of religion from government; Dagir II 147, Hourani
253 ff, Reid " Syrian Christians " 180-183.

2. See 136.

7
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framework of the Christian religious identity had become meaningless
for him. In his search for a new and more inclusive identity he became
more and more involved in the prevailing tendency of his time to forge a
new identity for society on a national basis. The most obvious criteria
for a secular national identity were the sharing in a common history,
language and territory.

It is perhaps best to introduce the analysis of Zaidan's ideas about
national consciousness and identity with a discussion of the Arabic terms
he used to describe a national entity or society in general. For contempo¬
raries of Zaidan the attempt has been made to define the meanings that
they attributed to certain terms. 3 A similar analysis of the usage of terms
in Zaidan's works leads only to limited results. He used umam and su'ub
alternately for describing the various people that became part of the
Islamic Empire and spoke at the same time of one al-umma al-islamiya. 4
Umma also might occasionally mean the people in the separate Arab
territories such as Syria, Iraq and Egypt. 5 The term umma when used to
describe the Arab or the Egyptian nation seems to have lost its traditional
religious connotation and attained a national colouring, but then again
Zaidan also used the term in connection with the Ottoman Empire and
spoke of al-umma al-utmaniya ; 6 and the term is also used in the widest
possible sense of "people". The Egyptian nation, al-umma al-misriya,
constitutes a national association, gami'a qaumiya, an expression for
which he sometimes substituted garni 1a ginsiya. 7 Ahl al-watan, al-umma,
as-sa'b, gami'at al-muwatimn may all describe the inhabitants of Egypt,
in addition to such expressions as al-bilad al-misriya describing the Egyp¬
tian nation. 8 On the other hand, the term umma is used in connections as
al-umma al-islamiya, al-umma al-misriya, al-umma al-arabiya or al-umma

3. Cf. Wendell for the concept of umma in Lutfl as-Sayyid's thought; also Zo-
londek for the term as-sa'b-, Steppat 256 comes to negative results as far as Mustafa
Kamil is concerned: "uberall sonst verwendet er umma, sa'b und dazu gelegentlich

noch qaum also austauschbare Synonyma, die er abwechselnd als 'peuple' und 'nation'
iibersetzt".

4. Ta'rik at-tamaddun III 51.

5. X 279.

6. VII 9.

7. XV 405.

8. VII 11.
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■al-'utmaniya designating a religious, territorial, ethno-cultural and
political entity respectively.

The terms watan and wataniya, fatherland and patriotism, however,
need a closer examination — watan designated originally only the dwell¬
ing place. With the penetration of European ideas and concepts into the
Arabic language, watan was used to translate the concept of fatherland,
a defined territory to which the individual was related in a way that
determined his social, political and moral behaviour. 9 Zaidan used the
term watan very often in the second, the modern, meaning. Thus, he
spoke of the Hidiw Taufiq as

loving the Egyptian fatherland {watan), intending to further the
cause of its inhabitants, because he strengthened the patriotic
(;watani ) education which was unspoiled by any foreign spirit. 10

Often Zaidan would speak of a patriotic education which is
demanded in order to teach the youth dedication to the fatherland.
Then again he gave to the term watan the traditional meaning when
he, for example, discussed the solidarity that is generated among
people who share a common territory:.

For instance, the inhabitants of Cairo are united by Cairo, but they
unite with those of Alexandria against the non-Egyptians and with
the people of the East against the people of the West. 11

In each case he spoke of al-asabiya al-wataniya. Here again we find an
example of the relativity of values, this time the territorial solidarity which
is an attitude defined only in relation to other factors and changing
according to the varying of these factors.

Indeed Zaidan never delineated exactly the territory that constitute
a particular watan. He mentioned the Egyptian and Syrian fatherlands.
On several occasions he explained that usually each particular fatherland
is defined by the language common to all its inhabitants, and he cited

9. It seems, however, that the term was first used in Turkish in a modern meaning.
Handjieri translates vatan as 'patrie' cf. L ewis 329. M ardin 326 claims that the term
vatati had already been established in its modern meaning in Turkish at the beginning
of the nineteenth century.

10. V 42.
11. XV 13.
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the European countries as an example. 12 But we never find him using
the concept of an "Arab fatherland." If he spoke of the love for the
fatherland, hubb al-watan, he would usually enumerate various Arab areas
such as Iraq, Syria, Egypt and the Arab Peninsula. Asked what the
meaning of the love for one's fatherland is, Zaidan answered that the
fatherland is the place where one grows up. One longs for it even as a
grown-up because one is most deeply impressed by one's surroundings as a
child. The relation to one's fatherland is also determined by how much
positive and negative experience one absorbed there. He continued:

The reasons for the love of one's fatherland are habit and familiarity,
and we do not think that the love is natural in the sense that man
loves the country in which he was born even if he does not live
there. If one was born in a city and then was taken somewhere else
still as a little baby when one cannot yet comprehend one's visible
surroundings, one does not long for it and does not love it and in
reality this is not one's fatherland, because one does not live there. 13

A later definition of watan indicates clearly the social and moral
implications that the modern meaning of the term carries:

The fatherland is the country in which people establish their in¬
terests in a collective fashion and establish mutual laws. 14

On the whole Zaidan's concept of a territorial entity constituting a

watan remained vague, and for him it was certainly not the most essential

foundation on which to base a modern society.
This much was certain for him: Egypt and Syria belong to the East,

as-sarq, different and separated from the West, namely Europe. 15 The
Mediterranean constitutes a dividing fine rather than a unifying element
as it did later, for instance, for Taha Husain 16 who, being more assured

12. XV 292.

13. Ill 504.

14. XIII 17.

15. I 46; XXII 403.

16. Taha Husain (1889-1974) born in Egypt studied 10 years at Al-Azhar, belonged
to the group around Lutfl as-Sayyid. 1915-1919 he studied in France. Upon his return
to Egypt he became a teacher and administrator of educational institutions. He wrote
a variety of novels, articles and scholarly studies, in which he promoted the idea of a
westernized secular culture in a liberal society for Egypt which he wanted to reconstitute
as a part of the Western World; Hourani 324-240; Cachia.
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in his secular approach, claimed a common legacy of classical antiquity
for all areas bordering the Mediterranean. What does as-sarq comprise,
and who are the ahl as-sarq, the people of the East whom Zaidan men¬
tioned so frequently? In his at-Ta'rik al-amm, written in 1890, Zaidan
had intended to set forth a history of the whole World and had started
with the history of the East, namely Asia and Africa. However, the
history of these two continents was narrated only insofar as its Biblical
and Islamic parts were concerned.

In the magazine "al-Hilal" Zaidan frequently included in the News
Section reports about China and Japan, but this did not imply a particular
interest in "the East", since he wrote with the same regularity about
countries in other continents. However, when he established a section
in the magazine about "the kings and the rulers of the East", he did
appeal to a vague identification with the East.

We are in the midst of an Eastern awakening participated in by the
Easterners in India, Persia, Afghanistan and Turkistan, in addition
to Iraq, Syria, Egypt, the Arab countries. The means for these
countries to learn about each other, their different regions, people
and creeds, is the Arabic language, and the Arabic press is the
instrument for their contact with each other. 17

He meant here all Arabic countries and those Muslim states in which
Arabic plays a role as the religious language. It seems that he over¬
estimated its role as the means of communication for the secular in¬
telligentsia of these countries. Certainly Annam, which he includes ift
this series, is beyond the realm of either the Arabic language or the
Muslim creed. With the beginning of the Russo-Japanese War this
section in "al-Hilal" was interrupted by several articles about Russia
and Japan, and also Korea and Tibet. This, however, was done more
because of the importance of current events in that area than a particular
identification with it since, as Zaidan put it, "but the Chinese, Japanese
and the rest of the people of the Far East are separated from the people
of the Near East by great distance in religion and language". 18

A similar concept of the East is found in his Taragim masahlr as-Sarq
fil-qarn at-tasi' 'asar published in 1907. The large majority of personalities

17. XI 98.
18. XII 537.
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whose lives are described here are Arabs or at least Arabic speaking.
Some Persian and Turkish personalities are included. All these people
belong to that area which Zaidan sees united by either language or
religion. The Emperor of Abyssinia, the Empress of China, the Prime
Minister of Japan are people beyond the unifying realm of one language
or religion. Nevertheless, Zaidan included them as "Easterners". One
could argue here the case for a vague feeling of identity with all non-
Westerners.

Three years later, in 1910, Zaidan proposed to subdivide world
history into an Eastern and a Western portion, which would make
possible an independent periodization of the history of each part. Thus,
Zaidan suggested an "Eastern Antiquity" terminated with the period of
Alexander the Great, an "Eastern Middle Ages" which was transformed
into the "Modern Age of the East" with the rise of Islam. 19

Zaidan achieved several things with this separation between
Eastern and Western history:

a. A periodization which should be more adequate for the history
of the East. It should be noted, however, that Zaidan was guilty of
the same "culture-centric" misconception for which he reproached
the conventional partition of history which spoke of World history
and meant European history. He spoke of history of the East but
meant only the Near East. Chinese and Japanese, not to mention
sub-Sahara African, history had no place in his scheme.

b. An emphasis upon the greater age of Eastern history which starts
before the corresponding period of Western history.

c. Islamic history gains a new role: in spite of the division of history
into Eastern and Western, Zaidan did not give up the concept of their
close interrelation and he emphasized in the same article again the
mediating role of Islamic civilization between antiquity and modern
Western civilization which was of vital importance for the shaping
of the modern civilization. This interpretation meant the main¬
taining of Zaidan's original partition of history into antiquity,
Islamic and modern Western civilization.

At the same time, however, the division into Eastern and Western
history enabled Zaidan to depict Islamic civilization also as a modern

19. Misr al-utmaniya 4 ff.
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civilization which still has not come to its termination, an idea which
could be sensed already when he said "history of Islam is tantamount
to the modern history of the East."

As long as Zaidan had talked about only one World History with
its three stages of antiquity, Islamic and modern civilization, the role
of Islamic civilization in history had been an honourable and important
but also a definitely terminated one. Confusion arises, however, when he
now ascribed to Islamic civilization the two-fold role of being the mediat¬
ing force between antiquity and modern Western civilization and also
of constituting the modern period of a separate Eastern historical develop¬
ment maintaining its own vitality. Zaidan attempted a periodizing of
Islamic history itself, which shows an ambiguity in the use of historical
concepts perhaps reflecting Zaidan's undecidedness as to whether Islamic
civilization had yet fulfilled its functions in the evolution of history. He
divided the Islamic period, the modern phase of the Eastern history as
follows:

a. Period of formation and growth, takawwun, numu\ starting with the
appearance of the Prophet and including the fall of the Umayyads.

b. Period of maturity, bulug, which consists of the Abbasid period
until the Turks gain control of the Empire in the middle of the 9th
Century.

c. Period of ramification and diversification, tasa"ub, tafarru which
ends with the fall of Baghdad in 1258.

d. Period of the Islamic Middle Ages, al-qurun al-islamiya al-wusta.
e. The latest Nahda, which begins with the invasion of Egypt by

Napoleon.

The first three terms — formation, growth, maturity — remind
one strongly of the comparison with the biological development of the
living organism. Taken together with the next two terms —- ramifi¬
cation and diversification — they could describe one circle of evolu¬
tionary development. Then, however, Zaidan saw the need to protract
the life of Islamic civilization in order to explain the Nahda as a part of it.
He, therefore, had to add after the period of ramification and diversifi¬
cation, which actually should lead to new and different evolutionary
developments, a "Middle Ages" connecting the original Islamic civiliza¬
tion with the modern development of the Nahda. The latter two categories
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have nothing to do with the concept of evolution but substitute for it a
rather formalistic periodization of "old" (or "classic"), "middle" and
"new" in a fashion similar to the division of the histories of the East and
the West. He achieved with this rather incoherent and forced periodi¬
zation a continuation of Islamic civilization in World history until this
day.

The ambivalence about the continuity of Islamic civilization appears
to grow if we read his comment about the Nahda: "It is borrowed,

muqtabasa, from the modern Western civilization". 20 Perhaps it is, how¬

ever, possible to reduce this confusion somewhat when we realize that
with the term "Islamic civilization" Zaidan actually meant the history
of the Arabs since the appearance of Islam. His whole division of the
Islamic history suggests that he had Arab history in mind and not that
of any other Islamic people let alone that of all the other "Eastern"
people. When he for instance, terminated the period of highest maturity
with the gaining of control by the Turks in the Abbasid period, he
disregarded totally later contributions of the Turkish or Iranian people
to the Islamic civilization. As far as the Arab period of Islamic civiliza¬
tion is concerned, it indeed came to an end in the middle of the 9th
Century. For the Arabs then follow "Middle Ages", a term which for
Zaidan always has a highly negative connotation of lacking civilization
and culture. The Nahda, again, he allowed to begin with an event more
meaningful for Egypt than for the whole Ottoman Empire. Zaidan's
unclear use of the term "Islamic civilization" leads to confusion here.
But if we understand that actually he spoke of Arab history, we realize
that for him "Islamic civilization" in its conventional meaning had come
to an end, while the Arabs were now beginning a new development
within a new and different civilization.

The terms "East" and "Easterner" then do not imply a systematic
incorporation of the whole non-Western world. Zaidan did not even
mean always the whole Muslim world because Muslim states in India,
East Africa and Persia remained rather marginal in his thinking. Most
frequently "East" stands for all those areas that are inhabited by an
Arabic-speaking population. The historical perspective of Zaidan also'

20. XIX 157.
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included all people who previously inhabited these areas, such as Jews,
Phoenicians and ancient Egyptians. 21

Zaidan must have remained closely attached emotionally to Syria
(he rarely differentiated in his terminology between a particular Lebanon
and an inclusive Syria). He spent many a summer in Lebanon where he
met old friends and members of his family. Krachkovsky reports that
Zaidan actually had tears in his eyes when he, Krachkovsky, addressed
him in his own Sana dialect. 22 Zaidan wrote once, rather naively, that
Syrian emigrants actually have a stronger longing for their home country
than other emigrants, and he pondered occasionally about the greatness
Syria could achieve if all her emigrants were able to return. 23

In a time of more pronounced national attitudes in Egypt, the
Syrian emigrant Zaidan felt somewhat defensive about his own relation
to Syria. He explained that emigration has actually been one of the
national characteristics of the Syrians ever since the time of the Phoeni¬
cians. 24 He meant in particular the Christian Syrian emigrants, whom
he defended against accusations of lacking patriotism and national
feelings. They are not given, he claimed, a real part in the Ottoman
entity, al-gami'a al-'utmamya. They do not fight in the Ottoman army
and they do not speak the language; the Syrian fatherland, in its poverty,
does not need them. They are forced to emigrate in order to make a
living. He asserted that from the ethnic point of view the Syrians are
not Arabs but a mixture of many different peoples. As far as their culture
and language are concerned, however, they are fully Arab. 25 This
identity they should try to preserve when emigrating to non-Arab
countries. Zaidan, true to his own concept that values and solidarities
were interchangeable and without any absolute value of their own,
realized, however, that the North American culture had an overwhelming
impact upon immigrants and that a Syrian identity could not persist
in this milieu. 26

21. XXII 403.

22. Krachkovsky, Manuscrits Arabes 19.

23. XIII 14.

24. I 275; XIII 14.

25. XVII 425.

26. XIII 13.
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Zaidan continued that there is more to the national character of
the Syrians than emigration and trade. Throughout history they played
the role of the transmitter of knowledge and learning; they were the link
between one culture and another. 27 Zaidan traced this role back to the
Phoenicians, recognized it also in the activity of the translators of Greek
philosophy and learning into Arabic at the time of the Abbasides, and
believed that this role has not changed even in modern times. Clearly
Zaidan identified his own work here with the historical function that he
ascribed to the Syrians as a national characteristic. Zaidan put the
blame for the backwardness of Syria, which existed in spite of the many
positive qualities of the Syrians, upon the religious strife and dissent in the
country first incited, as he believed, by the European interference and
later cultivated by the regime of Abdiilhamid in order to safeguard its
own interests in the area. The result is that now the political order is
"built upon religious divisions, and this is not in harmony with the spirit
of this age". 28

If emigration was a national characteristic of the Syrians, immigra¬
tion was the distinguishing characteristic of the Egyptian society. In
order to prove this theory Zaidan used examples from the Egyptian
history starting from Pharaonic times: wave after wave of immigrants
came to Egypt and it was always only a question of time until they were
considered Egyptians. 29 One. cannot help but notice how neatly Zaidan
and the other Syrians living in Egypt combined both the national charac¬
teristics of the Syrians and the Egyptians thanks to this definition. In
spite of this apparently flawless definition which more than justified the
presence of Syrians in Egypt in national terms, Zaidan felt a certain
uneasiness about his own position:

In modern times there are some people who consider immigrants
Egyptians if they belong to the state religion, but not Christians or
Jews. This conclusion is strange and does not fit the principles of
civilization, since it is clear that nationality, wataniya, and religion
are two different things. 30

27. XII 14; Ta'rlh tamaddun III 14.
28. XXI 273.
29. XIII 349; XVI 15.
30. XIII 351.
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The notion that the Syrian immigrants (and most of them were
Christians) were actually a detrimental force in the Egyptian nation
had been made popular especially by Mustafa Kamil who coined for them
the derogative term duh.ala', intruders. The pro-British position taken by
many Syrians who preferred a British occupation to the Ottoman regime
was suspect to the Egyptian nationalist, Mustafa Kamil. Perhaps also his
professional ambitions, which brought him into direct competition with
the Syrian journalism in Egypt, made him antagonistic to the Syrians. 31

Once Zaidan took the trouble to answer the accusations made against
the "intruders" from Syria. He argued that (a) Egypt had always been a
melting pot for various ethnic groups: (b) Syria and Egypt are really
one country, balad wakid, since no natural boundaries such as mountains,
deserts or seas separate them (!); (c) the Europeans consider them one
nation calling them Arabs or Easterners; (d) economically politically and
culturally they more often than not constituted one unit in the course of
history and they were closely interrelated at all times. Zaidan strongly
idealized here the relations between Egypt and Syria in order to create
an image of unity. It says something about the general impact of
European thinking in Zaidan's time that he would use as proof for the
unity between the two countries also the argument that the Europeans
tended to see them as one country. However forced the argument of
unity and close co-operation between the two countries may be, it
proved to Zaidan's own satisfaction that their welfare was closely
connected and that, therefore, every Syrian was by necessity also
interested in the welfare of Egypt.

Insisting upon the near unity between Syria and Egypt, Zaidan
did not restrict himself to Islamic history in looking for proofs. Pharaonic
expansionist politics, Phoenician trade relations, all helped his argument.
More so than with Syria, Zaidan conceived of Egypt as a historical entity
reaching back in its history far beyond the Islamic conquest. Speaking
about learning and education, he observed that Egypt was the source
of learning until the Roman conquest 32 and indeed the cradle of all
civilization. The usual apologetic argument is that the Europeans

31. S teppat 358.
32. I 123.
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learned everything from the Islamic World and that all knowledge was
already existent in its original form in the Near East. Zaidan made use of
the same argument, eliminating, however, its Islamic-religious connota¬
tion, yet adding historical weight to it by taking his example from the
time of the Pharaohs, when "scholars from contemporary nations in
Phoenicia, Greece and Rome came (to Egypt) to obtain knowledge". 33

Zaidan was aware of the pre-Islamic history of Egypt and Syria.
He recognized the historical continuity between the Islamic and pre-
Islamic history of these countries, but he never used pre-Islamic history
to argue that either possessed independent cultural and political identity.
Having left Syria, his horizon had grown beyond a local identification
with Syria, but being an immigrant in Egypt he could not identify him¬
self with a specific Egyptian entity, as did many Egyptian contemporaries
of his. Neither "Pharaonism" nor "Phoenicianism" could appeal to him.
He searched for an identity that would include the two countries in one
entity. It is with the Arab-Muslim conquest that the history of these
countries becomes relevant to him. He explains,

In view of the fact that Egypt's history after the Muslim conquest
is of closer connection with its present state than its history before
that, it is more profitable and more necessary to record it. This is
what we call the modern history of Egypt. 34

It is the Arab people whom he is interested in and whom he considers
the historical entity with which he can most successfully identify. This
entity includes both Syria and Egypt; if Zaidan mentioned other Arab
areas only en passant, he did so mainly because either they were not con¬
fronted yet with modern civilization so intensely as Syria and Egypt or
such confrontation had not yet led to an awareness of a general intellectual
development beyond local boundaries. In Zaidan's consciousness the
other countries remained, therefore, rather marginal. In theory they
would all be included in his concept of the Arab entity. Occasionally
he would enumerate some of them, usually adding Iraq and the Arab
Peninsula to Egypt and Syria. Trying to define the Arabs of today he
spoke of "the inhabitants, sukkan , of the Arab Peninsula, Iraq, Syria,

33. XV 131.
34. Ta'rlh misr 4.
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Egypt, the Sudan and the Maghreb". 35 It remains remarkable that for
Zaidan Egypt and, marginally, the Maghreb constitute definitely in¬
tegral parts of the Arab entity and Arab identity, when even for the
Pan-Arabists of one generation later it was by no means taken for granted
that Egypt was part of the Arab nation. 36

Yet the fatherland had no strong attraction, at least not in the narrow
sense of Egypt and Syria, for the immigrant who could not claim an
innate identity with the fatherland. The one force that could create a
solidarity between Muslims and Christians, Syrians and Egyptians, was
the Arabic language which as we will see was closely tied to a common
Arab history. There is hardly an opportunity Zaidan missed to point out
the importance of language as the most important criterion to define a
society and the most decisive factor for a common identity. 37

The Arabs introduced Arabic in Iraq, Syria and Egypt with the
result that all feel today as Arabs. It is the greatest mistake of the
Turks not to have done this with their own language. It is, therefore,
the greatest weakness of the Ottoman Empire today. 38

That is to say that sharing a common language overrules all other forces
of identification, be they ethnic, religious or of any other kind. He who
speaks Arabic considers himself Arab. The Persians clung to their own
language in spite of the Arab-Muslim conquest and regained, therefore,
their own identity and nationality. 39 On the other hand, the national
element would be weakened and eventually would perish if one's own
language was not guarded and used. Therefore, it was so important for
Zaidan to prove that Arabic was a living language, capable of being
adapted to modern needs. 40

Zaidan provided the proof for the vitality of the Arab language in
a modern surrounding with the help of the theory of evolution. Changes
and innovations in the Arab language were for him not symptoms of
decadence and deviation from one obligatory classical standard of

35. Al-Arab qabla 'l-islam 38.
36. HAIM 45-47.
37. XV 393; XXI 454.
38. XXI 451.
39. XV 396.
40. Al-Luga al-arabiya ka'in haii 23; Ta'rik adab II 6.
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language, but evidence for a language that is alive and responds to the
intellectual needs of a changing society. His repeated demand for the
re-introduction of Arabic as a teaching language was not only based on
the desire to spread education to those layers of society which did not
master any other language but Arabic, but also on the fear that the
Arabic language and literature if not used would decline and that with
this the Arab national community, al-ginsiya al-arabiya, would be
weakened. 41 National identity and the existence of a living language
became almost synonymous for Zaidan. Whatever other factors might
influence the shaping of a nation — and he did admit a certain role of the
fatherland — the language remained the most essential factor. In 1913
Zaidan travelled through Palestine and visited the Hebrew secondary
school in Tel Aviv. He was deeply impressed by the fact that the teaching
language was Hebrew and came to the conclusion that Zionism constitut¬
ed a genuine national movement. 42

This emphasis upon language as a different source of national
consciousness Zaidan shares with many other Arab nationalists. Its im¬
portance resulted from the threefold function it could fulfil: (a) it cons¬
tituted that aspect of Arab culture that was most easily secularized and
adapted to the dynamism of change; (b) it was the instrument of educa¬
tion and, therefore, decisive for the emancipation and modernization
of the Arab society; (c) it served as a symbol as well as the means for Arab
solidarity and identity.

41. XV 405. Discussing the importance of foreign languages in contemporary
Egypt, Zaidan declared:«... and if the Egyptians want to disregard the national entity,
al-gami'a al-qaumiya, then there is no need for them to demand the revivification of
Arabic. But people are keen for their national identity, danin al-ginsiya, and desirous of
their nationality, haris al-qaumlya , however weak and feeble its state of affairs. How

much more the Arabs, whose history is so glorious and demands pride from everyone

who is related to its founders. The disappearance of the language means indisputably
the disappearance of the national identity, al-ginsiya. If the Egyptian nation, al-umma
al-misriya, would continue and [make], for instance, English its language, its conse¬
quences would be of no harm after many generations because they [the Egyptians]
would have forgotten their old national identity and not know anything but the new
one. But for the immediately following generations the loss of what they possessed would

be unbearable: the symbol of their independence. Even if they do not see any path open
towards their independence [now], they hope, nevertheless, that they will be granted
what [those] nations, umam, were granted that guarded their language in spite of their
subjection to other nations and succeeded in [attaining] their full or spiritual inde¬

pendence ».
42. XXII 603.
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Participating in the general discussion concerning the feasability
and desirability of converting various local Arabic dialects into literary
language Zaidan had always demanded adherence to the literary Arabic
because only the literary and not the spoken language was developed
enough to cope with the problem of incorporating modern sciences and
knowledge into it. Perhaps even more important for him was that only
the literary Arabic constituted the link between all Arab regions and
provided a shared cultural historical background. The language is the
only factor that still unites "the Easterners", ahl as-sarq, 43 "and by God,
are you not going to keep it alive ?" Upon the fate of the literary language
depends the fate of the Arab national entity:

Whosoever says that each of these nations, umam, should acquire
its own language — the Syrians writing the dialect of Syria and the
Egyptians the Egyptian dialect, .... — believes in the dissolution of
the Arab world, al-alam al-arabi, and the dispersion of the union,
saml, of those who speak Arabic, since the exclusive use by each
nation umma, of its dialect would sever what literary and religious
relations there exist between it and the other nations... The literary
language is the only guardian of the Arab union, rabita, between
those who speak this language. The merit for guarding it goes to the
sublime Koran. 44

Zaidan's remark that the Koran guarded the literary language and
other remarks about al-Azhar having kept the Arabic language alive
during the centuries of decay, 45 or even his observation that with the
prevalence of local dialects the reading of the Koran would become
difficult, 46 should not be understood as an attempt on the part of
Zaidan to promote Islam by reviving the Arabic language. He explicitly
defended himself against any such suggestion:

Some might think that the purpose of the Arab union, gami'a, is an
Islamic union, parallel to what existed during the apex of Islamic
civilization and that the aim of reviving the language is the streng¬
thening of the Islamic element and the re-establishment of the

43. This is a good example of Zaidan's use of the term ahl as-sarq meaning

essentially the Arabs.
44. X 279.

45. XV 131.

46. I 77; X 279.
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Islamic Empire. Perhaps some believe this, relying upon the state¬
ments of some extremists in the political newspapers, but this is sheer
fantasy. The Arabic union has become something different from
what it used to be. It comprises today all those who speak Arabic,
regardless of their different denominations and religions. The
Christians, for instance, occupy themselves more with the spreading
of this language than the Muslims. It was the Syrian Christians who
translated the sciences into this language at the time of the Abbasids,
and they are spreading it today to the farthest corner of the World
by founding newspapers and schools, especially in the New World ...
Consider how many Syrians work for its revival in Egypt and in
Syria... Add to this the fact that the work for the revival of Arabic
as a service for the Islamic element, ' unsur, would not agree with
the purpose of our Nahda and not befit the spirit of the present
civilization, which is the foundation of this Nahda. The goal at
which we are aiming must be limited to the revival of the language
disregarding denominations. If anything else is intended, we will
regress to the darkness of the Middle Ages.... 47

Zaidan's Arabism is defined first and foremost by language, vaguely
and without theoretical implications by territory, but never by religion.
His concept of an Arab identity is totally secular. It seems surprising,
therefore, and even contradictory that he should have dedicated so much
of his efforts to write about the history of Islamic civilization and to
writing novels dealing with Mamie history. The surprise seems twofold:
first, that in spite of his dedicated secularism he should conceive of his¬
torical periods according to their religious circumstances and, secondly,
that in spite of his Christian background, he should be interested in
Muslim history in particular. W.C. Smith explains his phenomenon as
the result of an identification between Arabism and Islam:

An Arab need not be pious or spiritually concerned in order to be
proud of Islam's historical achievements. Indeed he need not even
be a Muslim. Christian Arabs have taken a share in that pride.

For the same reason he argues Arab Islam "is uninterested in and vir¬
tually unaware of Islamic greatness after the Arab downfall". 48

47. XV 405-406.

48. Smith 99.
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Indeed the most cursory glance at Zaidan's works tells us that his
interest was restricted to only that period of Islamic civilization in which
the Arabs constituted the main historical force. The "sharing in the pride"
of Arab-Muslim history might have been a sufficient explanation for a
precursor of Zaidan in this field, the Christian Lebanese Gamil Mudaw-
war 49 and his work about the Abbasid court in Baghdad. For Zaidan
more was involved. He, too, certainly was proud of this period of Arabic
history, but it was his main purpose to make this history a common
property of all Arabs, regardless of their religion, a shared experience
which would strengthen the cohesion of the Arab entity, by assuring also
the non-Muslim Arab a place and role in it. This he could achieve only
by a secular approach to the history of this period. He was not interested
in the religious history of Islam, its tenets and theology, but in the cultural
achievements of the Arabs unified by a common national identity and
culture which, admittedly, was based at that time on a religious ex¬
perience. The Koran, for instance, is not important to Zaidan for its
revelations but for its role in shaping and guarding the literary Arabic
language. He used the term "Islamic civilization" and meant in reality
a secular civilization created by the Arabs who at that time were guided
by the religious experience of Islam.

Zaidan made every effort to approach the history of this period in a
scientific, analytical way in which he was strongly influenced by the
results of early European research and study of the Near East.. He
emphasized often that he was writing about the history of Islamic civi¬
lization, i.e. about the social structure, administrative hierarchy, economy
and literary production. He was not interested in a history of Islam and
certainly not in a paradigmatic religious history of Islam. Even though
Zaidan was careful to avoid any outright attack on the tenets of the
religion of Islam, it could not escape the intelligent Muslim reader that
Zaidan's secular historical approach to the phenomenon of Islam was an
assault on the foundations of this religion; he did not take the authority
of the hadit for granted, he did not ascribe to the Koran any ultimate
position as far as its historical information was concerned, and he used

49. Gamil Mudawwar (1862-1907) born in Lebanon, went later to Egypt where
he worked as a historian, writer and journalist and worked eventually as an editor for

al-Mu'ayyad; Dagir III 1170; Kocher.
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sources other than the traditional Muslim sources. Ultimately he regarded
the development of religion, of any religion, as being embedded in and
dependent upon the general evolution of man's history on earth. This
secularism provoked sharp criticism and attacks from Muslim as well as
Christian religious quarters.

Even the accusation of anti-Arab feelings had carried at Zaidan's
own time very strong religious overtones. Today we find an occasional
writer who will accuse Zaidan of lacking pro-Arab sentiments on more
nationalistic ground. T^ha Badr, for instance, tries to prove an anti-Arab
attitude of Zaidan by claiming that all the heroes in Zaidan's novels
are members of other nationalities or — and here the religious aspect of
the criticism against Zaidan surges up again — members of denominations
other than Sunni Islam. 50 It is true that Zaidan did not hesitate to be
critical of the Arabs in his works. He was able to do this because his secular
attitudes and belief in rationality did not permit him to substitute chauvi¬
nism for absolute religious values which had just been overcome; second,
he did not feel himself so alienated and threatened in his own independent
identity by the West as to seek refuge in preaching national supremacy.
The success of his novels with other Muslim readers bears witness that he
never did display an offensive Arab chauvinism. It would be utterly
wrong to deduce from his criticisms of the Arabs that his attitudes were
guided by anti-Arab sentiments. His life-long pre-occupation with Arab
history and culture prove the opposite, and his frequent statements about
the heights Arab culture attained during its history leave no doubt about
his positive identification with the Arabs.

Originally he focused his interest upon the Islamic part of Arab
history. He wanted to show that the Islamic experience in the beginning
was an exclusive Arab experience uniting all the Arabs. 51 At the same
time he repeatedly made the point that Christian and Muslim Arabs
fought together against the Persians and Byzantines because the "Arabic
element", al-unsur al-arabi, was stronger than religion 52 and that in
general the symbiosis between Christian and Muslim Arabs was, with a
few regrettable exceptions, most harmonious. This leaves us with a

50. B ADR 102.
51. Ta'rth at-tamaddun II 37, IV 39.
52. ibid. IV 31.
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contradiction: either it was religion that unified all the Arabs, or it was an
"Arabic element" which apparently superseded religious cohesion. This
confusion is augmented when Zaidan speaks of the Arabs as having been
unified only in small kinship group during the Gahiliya; then being
united by religion and eventually inclining, with the establishment of the
Arab Empire, towards a division according to geographical solidarities.
This description is very much in accord with Zaidan's concept of the
relativity and interchangeability of the values and means of cohesiveness
in a society. But if the Arabs were once organized in small separate
kinship groups, then unified (and that, too, with obvious exceptions) by
religion, then divided again by geographical identity and still are recog¬
nizable in all of these stages as Arabs, the question arises as to what was
the distinguishing "Arab element" that identified them throughout all
the historical periods as Arabs. The answer is clear for Zaidan: the
factor that creates a common identity and cohesiveness beyond these
particular solidarities is the language. Does this imply, then, that Zaidan
did construe after all an absolute value that could serve as an object of
secularized belief and would limit the concept of the relativity of all
values ? Zaidan certainly claimed that language in general is the strongest
factor of cohesion for any society. This, however, does not imply that any
particular language has a special value. Languages can be more or less
developed, and Zaidan did not stop repeating that Arabic is one of
the most developed languages, but they all may under certain circum¬
stances disappear without constituting and irreplaceable loss. He could
even imagine the disappearance of Arabic and its replacement by Turkish
which would strengthen the Ottoman Empire, or by English which would
be, in his opinion, of no harm for later generations, except, of course,
the loss of their Arabic cultural identity. 53

In practice, however, the Arabic language was of greatest importance
to Zaidan because Christian and Muslim Arabs shared it in common and
both could benefit from or participate in the creation of its literary
products. It is with this motivation that Zaidan wrote his Ta'rih adab
al-luga al-arabiya, and it is for this reason that Zaidan was particularly
interested in the secular, cultural and civilizing aspects of Arab history

53. cf. footnote 41.
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•during its manifestation in Islam because these aspects could easily be
shared by all Arabs, regardless of their religion.

If, however, one takes language as the main factor for social cohesion
and national identity, there seems to be no inherent reason why one
should restrict one's interest exclusively to the history of the Arabs after
the appearance of Islam. Indeed we find that Zaidan's interest shifted
slowly to the pre-Islamic history of the Arabs. It is significant that after
having dealt with that part of Islamic civilization which is characterized
by the predominance of the Arabs, he concentrated his research not upon
the other periods of Islamic history but upon (a) literary and scholarly
products in the Arabic language, and (b) the history of the Arabs before
Islam. Both subjects were suitable to prove the cultural-historical unity
of the Arab people beyond the boundaries of religion.

It seems that initially Zaidan did not have a very high opinion of
pre-Islamic Arabic civilization. 54 But already in 1902 we read that even
though the climate did not permit a development of civilization in the
Arab Peninsula, the Arabs were "prepared" for culture and higher
civilization. Four years later he wrote a lengthy article criticizing severely
W. Robertson Smith's Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia in which the
author attempted to prove the existence of totemism in pre-Islamic Arab
society. Disregarding here the merits of Smith's theory, it seems that
Zaidan's main irritation with such a theory was that in his eyes totemism
was a phenomen connected only with extremely primitive societies such
as the Australian aborigines and the Indians of North America. It is the
implication of the primitiveness of the Arab society which motivated his
attempt to disprove Smith's theory:

One should not close one's eyes to the fact that it is incorrect to
compare the Arabs with respect to their conditions and relations
with those primitive people who believe in totemism such as the
Indians [sic] of Australia and North America and the Negroes in
Africa, because the Arabs belong to the most advanced peoples as
far as their intelligence and their spirit are concerned. They are the
bearers of an ancient civilization similar to the civilization of the
most developed ancient people... Some scholars who did research
on the ancient sites in Yemen and the Hadramaut claim that the

54. I 310; VII 591.
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ancient Arab civilization was the source of the ancient Egyptian

civilization, i.e. that the Pharaohs took their civilization from the

Yemen. Whatever the degree of truth in this claim may be, it proves

that the Arabs were steeped in civilization for their language, its

syntax and idioms, bears witness to the development of the intelli¬

gence of its speakers from earliest historical time and even before

that. Would it be reasonable to expect that they would take plants

and animals for their forefathers as do the oldest primitive people

today ? 55

Two years later when Zaidan published al-Arab qabla 'l-islam,

he was even more self-assured about the age and range of the Arab

civilization. He emphasized strongly the history of the South Arabic

civilization in Yemen and dealt in great detail with it. But he went far

beyond that when he tried to prove that Hammurabi and the Baby¬

lonians were Arabs. The proof, Zaidan believed, was to be found in a

similarity of structure in the language and in etymological connections

with the Arabic of today. Making allowances for differences that

developed during twenty-four centuries, Zaidan nevertheless believed

that the Babylonians were not just a Semitic nation but that they were

the "Arabs of their time". 66 On a similarly shaky basis he identified

the Hyksos in Egypt as Arabs. 57 The meaning he attributed to the

establishment of such historical continuity became evident when he

commented on his claim that Hammurabi was an Arab:

It is obvious what honour, fahr , the establishment of this fact would

mean for the Arabs because if it is correct, the Arabs were the first

of all people to have established laws and enacted an order and

promoted the affairs of society. 58

Zaidan created an Arabic past which could give a common identity

to the Arab people of his day. This past was characterized by a common

language, culture(s) and history. It transcended the Islamic experience

by being extended not only to the time which is usually called the Gahiliya

or pre-Islamic period, but also to Babylonian and ancient Egyptian

55. XIV 400-401; XIX 227.

56. al -Arab qabla 'l-islam 64.

57. On another occasion he even claims the Book of Job as a piece of Arabic litera¬
ture; XIX 227.

58. V 527; Ta'rih ddab IV 14-15. . i
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history. By incorporating the Babylonians and the Hyksos into an Arab
identity, Zaidan created a national history, the aim of which was to show
that the Arabs were the first to build a civilization and that in fact they
built several civilizations, implying that the Islamic civilization is not
the only, indeed not even necessarily the best, manifestation of Arab
civilizing powers and that the Arabs in modern times are again capable
of building a civilization, different from the last one they constructed.

To our knowledge Zaidan was the first to project a national identity
of all Arabs into the distant past —- somewhat comparable to the attempts
of Pharaonism and Phoenicianism with regard to an Egyptian and
Lebanese identity respectively.

After having ascertained the identity of the Arabs throughout
history and their capability to develop various civilizations to high cul¬
tural levels, Zaidan could admit without hesitation that the modern
civilization differed profoundly from Islamic civilization and that the
Arab Nahda had been influenced and stimulated by the modern European
civilization. The historically proven identity of the Arabs was not
threatened by a changing content of civilization. Zaidan's commitment
to an Arab national identity was deep. But his own position was a more
complex one. His own identification with the Arab nation was not quite
as assured as one might believe. An indication for this remaining am¬
biguity is his enthusiastic support of the Young Turks and their regime
after the revolution of 1908. This turn seems surprising in the light of
Zaidan's continuing scholarly and literary preoccupation with the Arab
cultural and national identity. Indeed it was only after the Young Turk
Revolution that he wrote his major work about Arab language and
culture, the four volumes of Ta'rih al-luga al-arablya. Yet his positive
interest in the Revolution is undeniable. What great importance Zaidan
attributed to the event can be easily seen from the sheer amount of articles
in "al-Hilal" supporting the Young Turks in particular and the consti¬
tutional system in general. Zaidan deemed it even necessary to interrupt
his continuous series of novels about Islamic history in order to write
a novel about the Young Turkish Revolution.

Even now, Zaidan did not overcome his personal shyness and his
social inhibitions as a Christian Syrian in Muslim Egypt and refused to
participate actively in politics. He declined the proposition of friends
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to run as a candidate in the elections for the new Ottoman Constituent
Assembly in 1908 and remained also otherwise withdrawn from public
political life.

A marked change occurred, though, in his attitude as a writer. Until
1908 he had made it the policy of "al-Hilal" to stay aloof from any ex¬
plicit participation in politics. But after the Young Turks ascendancy
to power, he became a politically engage who staunchly supported the
cause of the Young Turks. From Zaidan's articles the following picture
of his position towards the Ottoman Empire under Young Turkish rule
emerges. 59

The tyrannical rule of Abdiilhamid had forced the various nations
of the Ottoman Empire to seek independence. This played into the hands
of the European who, under the pretext of demanding constitutional
rights for the subjects of the Sultan, enlarged their own sphere of influence
in the Ottoman Empire. Once a constitution was established, this pretext
for European designs was eliminated. Those nations that had earlier
demanded their independence, in order to free themselves from despotic
rule, could and would now remain part of the Ottoman Empire and
participate in its government economy and military, thanks to the con¬
stitutional rule. Zaidan believed that only political mismanagement was
responsible for driving the Balkan nations, for instance, towards political
independence, a trend that could be reversed with the introduction of
constitutional rule in the Empire. In the same manner he tried to explain
all mistrust and tension between the Arabs and the Turks as the result
of the activities of the Abdulhamidian regime. Zaidan dismissed the
claim that the Arabs wanted to return the Caliphate to themselves as an
"old hoax", udhiika qadima, invented by the Abdulhamidian secret police
in order to spread discord between the Turks and Arabs. 60 In his effort
to create harmonious relations between the Arabs and the Turks, the two
main elements of the Ottoman Empire, he seemed to be prepared to make

59. See, for instance: al-Inqilab as-siyasi al-'utmdni, XVII 13 ff; al-Arab wa 'l-

turk, XVII 408 ff; al-Ustdna al-'ulyd XVIII 131 ff; al-Mas'ala as-sarqlya XX 105 ff.
Mention should also be made of Zaidan's historical novel al-Inqilab al-utmani, which

he uses as a vehicle to vent the same ideas; cf. in particular the "letter" of Midhat
Pasa addressed to the following generation of revolutionaries, ibid. 248-253.

60. XVIII 156.
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light of any serious differences in aspirations as inventions of the former
regime.

The Young Turk Revolution had been successful because it was
based, as Zaidan believed in the beginning, on a wider participation of
the masses. Yet the counter-revolution in 1909 showed that the new
regime was still weak and relied only on the educated and the army. But
there could be no doubt for Zaidan that constitutional rule was the only
possible basis upon which the Ottoman Empire could continue to exist.
In his concern for the safeguarding of the constitution against the reac¬
tionaries and its misuse by the as yet uneducated masses, he went so
far as to demand the application of martial law and the temporary estab¬
lishment of an extra-constitutional regime until society was prepared for
constitutional rule. 61 The irony of this demand escaped him in his
urgent desire to see the unity of the Ottoman Empire preserved.

Zaidan assumed that the Young Turks were most keenly interested
in the preservation of the Empire and that they believed, as Zaidan
believed, that constitutional rule was the only way to achieve this goal.
He was, therefore, not worried by the fact that the Turkish element
continued to dominate all government agencies and all official positions
in spite of the fact that constitutional rule should actually give more room
to the participation of the other religious and national elements of the
Ottoman Empire. He denied that there existed any international policy
of the Committee of Union and Progress to "Turkify" the political and
administrative organization of the Empire. He went to great lengths to
justify the rule of the Young Turks and their dominance over the other
elements in the Ottoman Empire. Zaidan was in particular concerned
with the relation between Arabs and Turks. He made every attempt to
discourage the Arabs from demanding more political rights. Zaidan
opposed the Decentralization Party and any Arab attempt to form in¬
dependent organizations.

It is interesting to compare the development of positions that Zaidan
and Rasld Rida took respectively towards the Ottoman Empire. Rasid
Rida had conceived of a certain superiority of the Arabs over the Turks
in terms of religion, but he felt nevertheless a strong loyalty towards the

61. XVII 408; XVIII 131.
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Caliph, even though the latter was a Turk. After the Young Turk's
secularism became more and more evident Rida felt fewer ties binding
him to the Empire. He helped to found the Decentralization Party in
Cairo. 62

Zaidan, on the other hand, had never felt a strong loyalty towards
the Abdiilhamidian regime, but when the Young Turks gained control
and introduced a secular constitution, he became one of the staunchest
supporters of the idea of an Ottoman union; so much so that Rasid Rida
observed about him bitingly that he granted the Turks rights that he
refused to the Arabs. 63 The reaction among at least part of Zaidan's
readers must have been negative. He was accused of helping the "Turks
and the despots" and of betraying his own kin. 64 Zaidan carried on with
his support for the centralistic rule even after the short outburst of
brotherly feelings between Turks and Arabs had withered away with the
increasing realization that the Turks were not willing to share in the
rule of the Empire. In the summer of 1909 Zaidan visited Istanbul and
reported about his journey later in "al-Hilal". 65 He obviously had many
personal talks with Young Turks and more than ever was willing to
defend their political programme.

The intensity of Zaidan's political support for the Young Turks
seems somewhat surprising and contradicts his professed concern and
interest for things Arabic. The thought might occur whether he did not
receive some kind of financial reward from the Young Turks for lending
them political support in his magazine. We have no evidence that
would point in this direction. This in itself is, of course, no proof since
our general knowledge about Zaidan's financial situation is almost nil.
Yet the notion of material benefits for adopting a favourable position
towards the Young Turks must be discarded when one reads Zaidan's
personal letters to his son, which were written after the occurrence of the
Young Turk Revolution. He suggested there to his son to learn Turkish
— as he himself was doing at the time — since "it is the language of

62. H AIM 25.

63. Al-Manar IV (1914) 636.

64. Letters, anonymous to Zaidan, no date, no place.
65. XVIII 131 ff.
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the government and it will become of great importance for all subjects". 66
He emphasized that Emile was foremost an Ottoman: "You are an
Ottoman by nature, bi-t-tab', because your parents are Ottomans and
because all Egyptians are Ottomans. Even if not all Ottomans are Egyp¬
tians, you are also a Syrian Ottoman". 67 It is unlikely that Zaidan
would have displayed in his private letters to Emile such pro-Ottoman
loyalty, if the latter had not sprung from his own conviction.

Why, then, did Zaidan demand a political loyalty to the consti¬
tutional government of the Ottoman Empire when, at the same time, he
insisted on an Arab historical and cultural identity ? With the knowledge
of hindsight, we can say that these two concepts were bound to clash with
each other. But even Zaidan, when scolding his compatriots for anti-
Ottoman aspirations, must have already been aware of the possible con¬
flict between the two trends. That he, nevertheless, tried to combine them
shows the complexity of his own position.

Zaidan's life's work had been dedicated to establishing the achie¬
vements of the Arabs throughout history, which he himself had extended
far beyond the Islamic period. He never ceased to emphasize their
cultural and historical identity. Yet, he still questioned the ability of the
Arabs of his day to rule themselves. He doubted their "preparedness"
for political independence. He had denied that the time had come to
demand Egyptian national independence. For Syria he saw the advent
even of "administrative independence" a necessity only "at the time
suitable for it, i.e. after the Ottoman people have progressed and have
learned what their rights and duties are". 68 Once he even went so far as
to participate actively in the collection of signatures protesting against
the statements of a certain Syrian by the name of Rasld Mutran who had
demanded political independence for Syria. 69

Behind this denial of political maturity to the Arabs linger, we
believe, his own feelings of marginality as a Christian Arab and his
doubts whether an independent Arab state with a large Muslim majority

66. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Nov. 3, 1908. One should take note though

that at the same time Zaidan took great pains in his letters to correct Emile's Arabic.

67. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Nov. 10 1908.

68. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Jan. 7, 1909.

69. XV 131, see 209 n. 5.
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would be secular enough to guarantee to its minority members equal
rights and status.

These doubts, however, did not lead Zaidan to consider it a desirable
solution for the Christian minorities to hope for the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire and to seek outright European protection. Many of his
Syrian contemporaries wished for exactly such a development. In the
highly readable memoirs of the Protestant Syrian Edward Atiyah one
finds the following comment on the war of Italy against the Ottoman
Empire over Tripoli and Cyrenaica in 1911/12: "The sympathies of the
Christian Syrians were entirely on the Italian side. I was then just old
enough to take notice of such an event, and from what I heard came to
take a keen interest in it. Our detested sovereign Turkey was at war with
a Christian power and, naturally, I wanted the Christian power to win. I
would sit and listen to the war news being discussed in privacy (for no
one dared to discuss in public) by my grandfather and his friends, and
exult over the defeats of the Turks". 70 Zaidan's feelings at the time were
of quite a different kind. In a letter to Emile he described the impression
the war made upon him and the family: "If you could only see how your
brother Sukri is a loyal supporter of the Ottoman cause... If he reads any
news of Ottoman victories he will sing for joy. He begins to praise the
courage of the Arabs and to proclaim that the Europeans, al-ifrang,
despise the Arabs, but that they should come and see the Arabs or read
about their history and contributions to civilization etc. Frequently
meetings are organized in school to discuss which side is victorious: The
Arabs or the Italians. I am truly happy about his support of the Ottomans.
This is what his patriotic duties demand. I wish to God that the Ottoman
government emerges triumphant from this war..." 71 On the occasion of
the outbreak of World War One Atiyah writes: "For us Syrian Christians,
the victory of England and her allies would realize a dream we had
dreamt for many long years, the dream of a Syria free from the Turkish
yoke and from the fear of the Muslims and placed directly under the
protection of a European power". 72

70. Atiyah 19.

71. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Nov. 11 1911. Without wanting to over-inter¬
pret the source, it seems to us that a certain difference of identity can be observed:
the father speaks about the Ottomans, the son praises the Arabs.

72. Atiyah 40.
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Zaidan had his own hesitations about the Muslims' willingness
to accept their Christian compatriots as equals. But he deplored the
distrust between the two sides and wanted to overcome this situation.
This he thought was possible within the framework of the Ottoman state.
He denounced Ottoman Christians who had put their hope in the pro¬
tection by the European powers and who did not believe that the Muslims
"have torn out of their hearts the hatred against them..." 73 The direct
protection of the Christian minorities by European powers would only
have deepened the differences between the Christian and Muslim Arabs;
it would have eternalized and strengthened the traditional religious
forces in the life of the minorities and prevented the emancipation of
their members towards a new and more inclusive secular identification
with the Arab nation. Zaidan certainly was not anti-Western and had
often said that the East had to learn and accept the features of modern
civilization from the West. But he saw that direct political interference
by the Europeans would only further the traditional forces in the Middle
East. The Ottoman state seemed to be the only force able to resist such
direct political interference.

Yet, Zaidan resented the Abdulhamidian regime, the unenlightened
despotism of which he blamed for the backwardness and disintegration of
the Ottoman Empire. The constitutional revolution of the Young Turks
promised, in Zaidan's opinion, a viable way out of the dilemma: the
constitution would guarantee justice and equal rights to all people of'
the Empire. This would eliminate their dissatisfaction with the central
government and their leaning towards the various European powers.
Through the constitution the unity of the Empire would be preserved.
Zaidan was foremost concerned with this unity, because he foresaw that
the collapse of the Empire would not bring about the political inde¬
pendence of the Arab people — as many of his Muslim Arab contem¬
poraries assumed — but the intensification of European control over
the area. 74 The secular character of the constitution would also give
protection and rights to the members of the minority religions. The
Muslim Arabs would not be able to dominate the Christian Arabs,
because all would be subject to the rule of the central governments

73. I 123.

74. XIII 131.
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Neither, of course, would the Christian Arabs be able to obtain a position
of control through European support. The constitutional government of
the unified Ottoman Empire would be able to prevent such outside
interference.

In the light of all these considerations Zaidan's strong support for
the Young Turks becomes more understandable. But at the same time we
feel that it demonstrates some serious shortcomings in Zaidan's own
perception and analysis of the situation. One weakness is a certain naivete
in his expectations from the powers of the constitutional system and the
immediacy of its efficacy. He assumed, that once a constitutional govern¬
ment had been proclaimed, every individual subject and national or
religious grouping within the Empire would accept the constitutional
principle and discard its own political ambitions. But perhaps this naiveU
was quite a forgivable weakness. It was the hope and enlightened belief,
which was shared by many contemporaries and which was not yet
seriously questioned by actual experience.

More serious seems to us the fact that, in spite of his own work and
lifelong preoccupation, Zaidan apparently had not yet grasped the full
force of nationalism. It surprises us to read that the centrifugal develop¬
ments on the Balkan were only the result of Abdiilhamidian misgovern-
ment exploited by European power interests; a development that could,
Zaidan believed, be reverted by a just, i.e. constitutional rule. Certainly,
misgovernment had been abundant and without doubt did various Eu¬
ropean powers exploit the situation to enhance their own position on
the Balkan. But did Zaidan not realize that the Balkan nations had also
become conscious of their own language, their own cultural identity in
the past — issues that were of such utter importance for him with regard
to the Arabs ? Did he believe that the insistence of these nations to safe¬
guard their identity was exclusively a Machiavellian device of European
power politics ?

The question must be repeated with even greater emphasis when
we look at Zaidan's relation to his own nation. His preoccupation with
Arab history and culture and his largely successful attempt to establish
an Arab cultural identity in the past, which included Arabs of different
religious and geographic regions, is beyond doubt. And yet, Zaidan's
labour to establish the existence throughout history of an Arab entity
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defined by a common language and culture never lead him to the for¬
mulation of a political programme for this nation. We can understand
from Zaidan's own psychological structure and from his socio-political
position why he never became himself active in politics. This certainly
goes a long way to explain also his lack of interest in the political
aspects of nationalism. But it remains remarkable that in all his writings
he did not even theoretically came to terms with the political impli¬
cations of nationalism.

It seems not possible to deny a certain lack of creative intellectual
imagination or at least consistency of thinking on the part of Zaidan,
which would have enabled him to envision a political future for the
Arabs as an independent nation.

This absence of any political nationalism in Zaidan is probably
the reason why later generations of Arab nationalists easily overlooked
the actual merits Zaidan had for Arab nationalism. He had succeeded
in his work to establish a secular Arab identity in the past. Through
his novels, magazine and even his more scholarly works, he had made a
large part of his contemporaries aware of this identity, which they, too,
could share. With that Zaidan had contributed considerably to es¬
tablishing the intellectual and emotional basis for all later political Arab
nationalism.



CONCLUSIONS

Zaidan was a self-made man in two meanings of the word: socially
he had risen from lower class origin to a well-established bourgeoisie;
intellectually he had attained most of his knowledge and education
by his own reading and effort without much systematic guidance. He not
only fitted the description of a self-made man, but he knew that he was
one ever since he had read Sarruf's translation of Self-Help. The mid-
century liberalism and an anticipation of social Darwinism which find
their expression in this book made an everlasting impression on Zaidan.
This is not to say that his intellectual development can be reduced to and
exclusively explained by an indebtedness to European liberalism and
social Darwinism. In an electic manner typical of his period and circums¬
tances, his thinking was influenced and formed by fragments from various
systems of thought. Zaidan shared fully the intellectual confusion and
vagueness of his contemporaries. We saw, for instance, how sometimes
concepts of mediaeval Muslim philosophy, of 18th century enlightenment
and, again, of social Darwinism prevailed in his approach to politics
and religion in society.

Two concepts clash basically in his thought, and their conflict is
never resolved. In his demand for the spread of education, its improve¬
ment and modernization, in his insistence on abstaining from all political
action until a sufficiently high level of learning and knowledge had been
achieved, and his belief that the foreign ruler would relinquish voluntarily
his control over the nation once this nation had matured in character and
education, Zaidan showed great reliance upon the powers of the rationality
of the human mind when supplied with adequate learning and knowledge.
Rationality, learning and knowledge are universal qualities and not
inherently restricted to any class or section of society. Zaidan, therefore,
at least in theory made the whole society the object of his educational
efforts. This egalitarian notion was counterbalanced in his social and
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political thought by a strong inclination towards elitist concepts often
couched in Darwinism terminology, yet as often seemingly based on
mediaeval philosophical thought.

It was Zaidan's conviction that the Arab Nahda was inspired by
Western civilization and that if the Nahda was to be successful it was
imperative to familiarize the Arab with European civilization and to
educate him towards participation in it. "Al-Hilal" bears witness to his
indefatigable efforts to introduce the Arab readers to every aspect of
modern civilization. It is perhaps his greatest merit — a merit he shares
with the editors of "al-Muqtataf", Faris Nimr and Ya'qub Sarruf — to
have popularized knowledge about the West and about the learning and
scientific achievements that were the product of this modern civilization.
"Al-Hilal" constituted an almost encyclopaedic source of information
about Western civilization. From constitutionalism to street cars and
the discoveries of Pasteur, everything was significant enough to be
reported about and explained to the reader.

Zaidan's conviction about the importance of Western civilization
should not lead us to put him into the clich<5 category of the "Eastern
Christian who identifies totally with Europe". Quite to the contrary,
he felt a strong identity as a non-European in general and an Arab in
particular. As much as he deemed necessary the adoption of modern
Western civilization, so he sincerely believed an Arab cultural entity
could be and should be the mould into which this civilization was to be
cast.

If Zaidan had made it his task to introduce the reader to modern
civilization, he thought it at least as important to demonstrate to him
that Arab society was a viable cultural entity. Zaidan made use of two
approaches in order to provide the proof: he investigated the history of
the Arabs in order to show that in the past they had been able to build
great civilizations. Initially, he followed the traditional Muslim view of
history, even though his analysis was different, locating the height of
Arab history in the early stages of Islam and disregarding to a large degree
the history of the Arabs before Islam. Zaidan's perspective widened as his
research progressed. He came to conceive not only of the Arabs of the

. Gahiliya as carriers of culture and civilization, but incorporated the history
•of the Babylonians and the Hyksos as part of Arab history, thus creating
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an Arab history that consisted of a sequence of civilizations. Zaidan did
more than create an awareness of the Arab past and imbue in the reader
the pride of a glorious history; he was not even interested in relating
solely the glory of the past. Zaidan intended to describe the dynamic
movement in Arab history to give his readers the confidence that a new
dynamic upsurge was possible.

The second approach he used to prove the viability of an Arab
cultural entity was the linguistic one. We saw that language played
an extremely important role in Zaidan's thinking. Its importance re¬
sulted from the threefold function it could fulfil: (a) it constituted that
aspect of Arab culture that was most easily secularized and adapted to
the dynamism of change: (b) it was the instrument of education and
therefore decisive for the modernization of Arab society; (c) it served as a
symbol, as well as a means, to establish Arab solidarity and identity.

Zaidan conceived of his own role as that of the educator of society
towards a modern way of life and thought. In his opinion effective change
could only be achieved in a gradual process through education and ex¬
cluded any radical revolutionary notion.

Zaidan was a man of the pen. Hardworking, he spent his time either
at his desk studying and writing or in the Dar al-hilal taking care of the
technical aspects of printing and publishing. He did not have too much
time left for social life and shied away from any participation in organiza¬
tions or political activities. Conscious of his marginal position as a Chris¬
tian and Syrian in Muslim Egypt, but also following his own taste
temperament, Zaidan refrained from any public political activity, so
much so that he avoided mentioning daily political news in his magazine.

His was a glamourless life compared with that of contemporary
political and social activists. In the political correspondence of the British
authorities in Egypt, Zaidan was not mentioned — he was not a public
figure in the political sense.

His success with the Arab reader, however, became established
beyond any doubt. His conscious effort to appeal to as wide an audience
as possible, his desire to inform and teach through his writings soon
yielded fruits. Until today some of his works enjoy great popularity. But
in spite of the popularity of his writings, he never achieved final recog¬
nition as a scholar. He stood too much under the influence of European

9
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scholarship yet made use of its methods only in an elective manner
which suited his didactic purposes. Addressing specifically the Arab
reader of his time his works did not contribute to European scholarship.
European orientalists related to him in a kind but slightly patronizing
fashion showing "more interest in procuring books from Zaydan than
offering real constructive criticism of his work". 1 While Western scholars
withheld recognition of Zaidan's academic merits on the ground of his
questionable scholarly qualifications — and perhaps also out of a certain
feeling of superiority vis a vis the "native" student of Arab history,
Zaidan's educated compatriots frequently disqualified him as a scholar
of the Arab Muslim past on religious grounds. As a Christian, they
claimed, he lacked the necessary training in religious matters to write
about Islamic history. The lack of recognition as a scholar, especially
by his learned Muslim contemporaries, embittered him towards the end
of his life to the point where he seriously considered to turn away from
the study of the Arab Muslim past.

It would indeed be difficult to claim much scholarly merit for Zaidan's
work. His works — in particular those dealing with the history of the Arab

Nahda — provide valuable factual information about the time, but in
thoroughness and analysis they rarely reached and never excelled the
level of European scholarship of his own age. Even though he liked to
think of himself as a scholar, it is not in scholarship that we should look
for his achievments. Zaidan's decisive role was that of a vulgarizer of
knowledge and a popularizer of new methods and trends of thought.
He wrote in a didactic manner successfully attempting to familiarize the
Arab reader with everything worth knowing about the Western civiliza¬
tion, and to make him at the same time aware of his own national past
from a secular point of view.

Of greater importance than the lack of scholarly recognition is the
fact that the Arab nationalist movement has ignored by and large
Zaidan's role and contribution to the development of an Arab national
consciousness. The reasons for this he partially in the history of this
movement itself and partially in the contradictions and also limitations
of Zaidan's own thought.

1. Ware 205.
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As has been, pointed out, Zaidan lived in Egypt a life withdrawn from
active politics. He could not readily be identified with any of the political
groups and he was even somewhat critical of people like Mustafa Kamil
and Ahmad 'Urabi whose nationalist activism seemed too radical for
Zaidan's taste. After having abstained from politics for most of his life
he eventually supported the Young Turk Revolution and its political
programme of increasingly centralized Ottoman Rule. He went as far as
to actually deny the Arabs the right to their own political expressions
and action or at least postponing such rights into a vague future. The
reasons that led him to take this position were twofold. Firstly, he foresaw
that the collapse of the Ottoman Empire would lead to greater European
penetration of the Middle East rather than to the independence of the
Arab territories — a prediction that was to be proven correct only too
soon. Secondly, he was convinced of the forces of rationality, politically
expressed in the constitution, which would make everyone, regardless
of his ethnic, religious or Ungual background, a fully participating
citizen in this political entity. Not only did he believe that a rational
constitution would provide the legal framework for equal participation,
but he also assumed that all people would be equally motivated by their
own rational thinking to participate actively in such a constitutional
framework. He did not perceive that people who were just then preoccupi¬
ed with forging their own national identity would resent any multi¬
national political structure, regardless of what enlightened rational
constitution it called its own. In other words, Zaidan never realized the
link between a national cultural identity, which he himself had helped
to develop and the resulting national political ambitions. He lacked the
imagination to translate his concern with the national cultural identity
of the Arabs into a nationalist political programme. However, he should
not be judged too harshly because here, too, he was rather typical for the
intellectual and political mood of his time. Even the most pronounced
political activists amongst the Arabs spoke at the eve of World War I
only of a constitutional decentralization of the Ottoman Empire and
denied explicitly any ambition for political independence — as is
made evident in the proceedings of the First Arab Congress in Paris
in 1913. Zaidan did not live to witness the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire and the resulting rise of the political ambitions of the Arab
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countries who in the post-war period were increasingly frustrated by
the new role of European political domination. Since that time the Arab
national movement has been preoccupied with the formulation and
execution of a political programme for national independence, to which
Zaidan's writing could contribute very little in explicit form.

But one would not do justice to Zaidan's work in dismissing it only
because it did not yet provide a political programme for Arab nationalism.
His work helped to provide the intellectual tools and framework which
were the pre-requisites for political-national consciousness and action.
His investigation into the Arab language and history, which found
expression in his scholarly works and perhaps more importantly in his
magazine and his historical novels, made the Arab reader intensely aware
of his own history and heritage. Zaidan was the first who defined the
Arab entity not only by the language, but also by a historical perspective
that was apt to demonstrate the vitality of this entity which would prove
itself again in a new symbiosis with Western civilization.

With his definition of the Arab entity by a common language and a
common history reaching far beyond the Islamic period, Zaidan laid
the secular foundation for a specific brand of Arab nationalism, that
Pan-Arabism which would reach its full development one generation
after his death.



PART II

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF GURGI ZAIBAN





INTRODUCTION TO THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY

This autobiography is remarkable for various reasons. First of all it is
one of the best independent sources for the history of the Syrian Protestant
College, especially regarding the crisis of 1882. Secondly, the autobiog¬
raphy contains a wealth of information about contemporary Beirut and
the life of its inhabitants. Social structure, traditional mores, the beginning
of Westernization, the economic impact of Europe and the development
of a westernized social class — all these are topics about which informa¬
tion can be gathered from the autobiography. Thirdly, the autobiography
gives us insight into the private life of Zaidan's family and, perhaps most
important, into the psychological and intellectual development of the
young Zaidan. In other words it is a genuine autobiography in which the
development of the personality of the author provides the centrepiece
of the narration. It is not a vita in which particular stations in the life of
the subject are described in an exemplary or almost symbolistic fashion
and it is not a form of memoirs, in which the person of the author serves
only to connect between various political events or to introduce the
description of important contemporaries of the author. Zaidan's auto¬
biography was unique at his time and it was only a generation later when
the first autobiographies were published in Arabic literature. 1

Twenty years before Zaidan's autobiography was written 'All

1. It is noteworthy that until today no technical term has itself been firmly estab¬
lished in Arabic for the literary genre of the autobiography. Zaidan himself referred
to his autobiography as sirat hayati; Letters , Zaidan to Emile, Cairo Oct. 24, 1908.
S. Munaggid added to his edition of the autobiography the title mudakkirat which is
frequently used today but usually means memoirs, for which genre it is indeed an
appropriate term. None of the older dictionaries gives a technical term for autobio¬
graphy and even the recent Schregle gives for "Autobiographic" only an explanation
rather than a specific term: targamat (sirat) katibin linafsihl. It seems, however, that
in most recent usage the term sua datiya is becoming accepted as the technical term
for autobiography in Arabic.
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Mubarak wrote a summary of his own life, targama as he called it. 2 'All
Mubarak was a man of the new age, a man with a Western technological
education who himself helped to introduce the modern times to his
society. But his targama does not yet reflect this modernity. It is a very
detailed report which begins with the historical background of his family
and then records 'All Mubarak's education from the age of six onwards.
The first half of the narration is focussed upon the person of the author
himself. The second half of the targama becomes increasingly a general
report about reforms and educational innovations in Sa'id Paso's (1856-
1863) and Hidiw Isma'il's (1883-1879) Egypt, though 'All Mubarak
does not fail to note carefully all official functions he occupied and —
somewhat pedantically — all the orders and medals he was awarded.
But in spite of the large amount of information about the reformer and
author 'All Mubarak we learn very little about the person 'All Mubarak,
his private life and his feelings. About his (second) wife we only hear in
connection with some unpleasant struggle over inheritance and property.
We never read, for instance, what made the author write al-Hitat
at-taufiqiija al-gadida, the encyclopaedical work about Egypt which
contains this targama. When all is said and done 'All Mubarak's
targama remains a traditional curriculum vitae providing information about
the formal education and professional career of the author. Al-Hitat
at-taufiqiya al-gadida are organized alphabetically — with the exception
of Cairo and Alexandria —■ according to names of places. Under each
entry 'All Mubarak reports about history and landmarks of the place
and records the biographies of famous people born there. It is typical
for the traditional concept of the targama that the author's own targama
should appear under the entry of "Birinbal", his own place of birth.
'All Mubarak did not intend to write an autobiography but wanted only
to supply all the information relevant to the place of his birth. His targama
still belongs to that category which F. Rosenthal describes as follows:
"Keine der Autobiographien ist aus dem BewuBtsein eines Eigenwertes
des einmalig Personlichen entstanden, sondern alle... verfolgen sachliche

2. cAli Pasa Mubarak (1823-1892) was born and lived in Egypt, where he as a
trained doctor and engineer became deeply involved in modernization programmes.
His special attention was drawn to education reform. For his vita see his famous work
on Egypt, al-Hitat IX 37-61.
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Zwecke, die demgesamten ubrigen ScliafFen des Verfassers weitestgehend
kongruent sind". 3

Of greater autobiographical character are Muhammad 'Abduh's
autobiographical fragments. 4 In them some mention is made — even
though marginal —- of the author's relationship to his family and parents.
But again the only personal narration relates to his education. Here,
too, the description of his early dislike for reading and studying and his
sudden conversion to education and learning is close to a cliche-like
symbol rather than a personal record.

Modern Arab literature abounds with political or other memoirs.
The genuine autobiography in which the development of the personality
is the continuing subject of the narration is rarer. The first autobio¬
graphical work to be published was Taha Husain's autobiographical
novel Ayyam. It is a work of great literary quality, which displays a pro¬
found understanding of and psychological insight into the growing-up
of the boy Taha in his rural and traditional environment. His emotional
and intellectual development is complicated by the fact that he lost his
eyesight early in life. The result is a very tender and intimate record of
Taha Husain's own childhood.

When twenty years later Salama Musa publishes his autobiography, 5
he is already fully aware of the problems that the writing of an autobio¬
graphy pose, the subjectivity of the author, his inhibitions and prejudices,
his own understanding of his time and society, etc. Salama Musa delin¬
eates his task in the following way: "Thus, my first aim is to give my
life story, while to history proper I give a second place". 6 Clearly,
Salama Musa is aware of the "Eigenwert des einmalig Personlichen".
Since his and Taha Husain's autobiography before him have been

3. F. Rosenthal "Die Arabische Autobiographic" 40. To this category would
also belong Rustum Baz' (d. 1902) Mudakkirat rustum baz. Here we really have to do
with a political history of Lebanon in the first half of the 19th century. At the most we

can speak here of political memoirs but not of an autobiography.

4. Rida passim in the first part of the book.

5. Salama Musa (1888-1858) born in Egypt of Coptic origin, studied before World
War I in Paris and London. In his articles and books he insisted on reform and moder¬

nization of Egypt. Close to the European liberal tradition he inclined towards moderate

Fabian socialism. His autobiography Tarbiyat salama musa was first published in 1947;
Gibb & Landau 219-221.

6. Schuman transl. 4.
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published, the number of autobiographies in Arab literature has increased
considerably. One of the recent and outstanding examples of the autobio¬
graphy proper is Miha'il Nu'aima's Sab'un. 7

To this category of the autobiography proper belongs also the
autobiography of Gurgi Zaidan. Parts of it were published in 1952 in
al-Hilal and in 1967 by Nablh A. Faris in al-Abhat. In 1968 all of the
autobiography was published by Salah ad-Din al-Munaggid. 8 Thus the
autobiography, which was probably the very first to be written in modern
Arabic was published only some sixty years later. Like Taha Husain,
Salama Musa and others after them Zaidan, too, made the emotional
intellectual development of the author the centrepiece of the narration.
But the historical and social setting (Beirut 1860-1883) belongs to a
period considerably earlier — and geographically different — from that
of the above-mentioned autobiographies.

Zaidan began to write the autobiography in October 1908 apparently
fulfilling a promise to his son, Emile. 9 Obviously he was stimulated to
write it by his son's departure for Beirut, where Emile like his father
before him was to study at the American University. The autobiography
is broken off in the middle, covering only the period from 1861
to 1883, when Zaidan left Beirut for Cairo. Quite clearly he had intended
to complete the autobiography. We do not know what kept him from
continuing to write it, whether more urgent work had to be attended to or
whether he lost interest in it.

The translation is based on the manuscript of Zaidan's autobiography
and has been closely compared with the edition of Salah ad-Din al-
Munaggid and the partial edition by Nabih Amin Faris. The title "The
Autobiography of Gurgi Zaidan" is our addition. The manuscript itself
is not titled at all. The division of the autobiography into two parts,
the second part being sub-titled "The College" follows Zaidan's own
arrangement of the manuscript.

7. Miha'Il Nu'aima born 1889 in Lebanon, received his first education in Nazereth

in the seminary of the Russian Orthodox Mission. From there he was sent to Russia
for further education. 1911 he went to Paris from where he emigrated to the U.S.

He began there his literary career. Social criticism and social reform and literary cri¬
ticism were the main themes of his work; Gibb & Landau 279-282. His autobiography
was published in Beirut 1962-1966. See also Gabrieli.

8. See XXXIII 271-275, 373-376, 516-520, 637-640.

9. Letters, Zaidan to Emile, Cairo, Oct. 24 and Nov. 3, 1908.
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In the translation ( ) has been used to indicate Zaidan's own use
of parenthesis. Square brackets [ ] have been used for additions made
by us.

A general comment seems to be necessary for the various currencies
and denominations that are mentioned in the autobiography. After the
monetary reform of Sultan Abdiilmegid in 1844 the smallest monetary
unit in the Ottoman Empire was the para, a copper coin. 40 para equalled
one girs (pi. gurus), a silver coin of 1.2 gram silver content. This coin was
also known, especially amongst the Europeans, as piaster. 20 gurus or
piaster equalled one megidi, a silver coin. 100 gurus equalled one lira, a gold
coin. In 1885 a gird misri, an Egyptian guinea was introduced in Egypt,
equalling one Ottoman lira. Zaidan probably meant the latter when he
referred, anachronistically, to the former. 10 The riyal was an Ottoman
silver coin with a 3.097 gram silver content, but was in the 19th century
also a common name for the Maria Theresia Taler. After the establish¬
ment of Lebanon as an autonomous province of the Ottoman Empire
apparently also the French currency began to play a role in Beirut.
Approximately five gurus equalled one franc. Occasionally Zaidan also
used the term dirhem, a silver coin which disappeared from circulation in
the 15th century and is used in this context as a general term for money. 11

10. See 154 ff.
11. See EI 1 Dirham, Ghrush, Para, Riyal and Schaendlinger, 55, 56, 65 and infra.
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When I was a boy my father told me about the origins of our family:
our grandfather was called Zaidan Matar (or Zaidan Yusuf Matar), he
was a supervisor for the Lady Hubus, the mother of Amir Mustafa Arslan. 12
She ruled over 'Ain 'Anub and the areas attached to it at the beginning of
the century. My grandfather worked as an overseer for her, i.e. he was
an inspector over her possessions and business enterprises. When Ibrahim
Pasa attacked Syria, conquered Acre and planned to take possession of
Mount Lebanon, Lady Hubus was one of those who opposed him and
feared his power. Her feelings told her that she should flee from him.
Once she had made up her mind she demanded that my grandfather
accompany her on her flight. He refused to do so, since he saw clearly
the inevitable superiority of the Egyptian power. Besides, he had children
and a family and he did not have the heart to abandon them or to take
them along as refugees. She implored him to accompany her, but he
excused himself with the above-mentioned reasons until she was infuriated
with him and departed. Ibrahim occupied Mount Lebanon with the
help of the Amir Baslr in 1832. The Lady Hubus remained in hiding until
Ibrahim's cause lost out.

The aforementioned Lady returned to her town 'Ain 'Anub. Full
of resentment against Zaidan she confiscated his possessions and money:
in other words she intended his humiliation. This grieved him and
affected his health so that he died prematurely leaving behind him his
wife, two daughters and two sons. The eldest son was my father, who was
not yet ten and already the head of the family. His mother did not
cherish the idea of staying in 'Ain 'Anub and moved down to Beirut

12. Lady Hubus al-Arslam (1768-1826) was married to the Amir 'Abbas Ibn
Fahr ad-DIn al-Arslanl (d. 1809). They had four sons: Mansur, Haidar, Ahmad and
Amin. Zaidan must mean here either Amm or the son of Amln, Mustafa; F.A.
al- B ustan !, I 163.
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with her children, my father being their sole support. In those days Beirut
was small. The only way of making a living was by trade or production of
the necessities of daily life such as food, cloth and the like, or government
services in an office or the military. 13

But my father was illiterate. The Latin 14 missionary schools were
still few and he did not have the luck to be taken to them by somebody.
Even if he had been given this opportunity he could not have taken it
because he was needed to support his mother, his brother and his sisters.
He did not have any skills and his will to work was his only capital. His
mother found a way in which she could help him: she began to bake bread
and he would carry it on a flat board, making the rounds amongst the
people in the markets to sell it at five or ten para per loaf. In this way he
earned enough to still the hunger of the family.

My father continued, "Ikept doing this for a time until I grew some¬
what older. Then, however, I found out that there was a bakery or
something of that sort in the city which baked the bread for the army.
I entered this service, since I knew very well how to knead; that is to say
they would put a hundred or two hundred oqqa 15 at one time into the
kneading through — I was then in the bloom of my youth — and then I
would knead it very well in spite of the size of the lump of dough. I took
home a handsome salary and would boast in front of my fellow dough
kneaders."

His two sisters were older than he, and when they grew up they
married. He remained with his brother Miha'Il but the main burden
of work was on him, since his brother was inclined towards amusement

13. Zaidan is mistaken here. The Arslans and other Druze feudal families had

supported the Amir Baslr II as-Sihabi (1788-1840) for a long time in action and with
money. When the Amir succeeded in establishing his exclusive power in Lebanon they
turned against him. Lady Hubus, too, became his active enemy. Lady Hubus died
in 1826 or, more likely, was killed in connection with the rebellion of Baslr Ganbalat
against the Amir Baslr II. She had left her estates and fled to Besamun where she found

her end long before Ibrahim Pasa invaded Syria. According to Zaidan (see p. 130) his
father was born in 1833, left 'Ain 'Anub around 1843 and married at the age of 27.
It appears, therefore, that the Zaidans had fled to Beirut as a result of the crisis between

the Druze and the Christian communities in Lebanon in the early forties and not under
the pressure of the Lady Hubus who had died before Zaidan's father was born. F.A.
al -B ustan !, I 163 ff, K. al -B ustani , 106-117, S alibi 9 ff.

14. I.e. Roman Catholic.

15. Ottoman weight. According to H inz one oqqa is equivalent to 1.2828 kilo.

-It would seem that Zaidan's father was exaggerating considerably.
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and distraction. Eventually my father advanced from the baker's trade
to that of a restaurateur. At that time trade had been attracted to Beirut
and the number of foreigners coming there had increased. It occurred
to him to open a restaurant and so he did. He made a profit on it and his
general circumstances improved. He then considered marriage — at that
time he was twenty seven — and proposed to my mother. She came from
the family al-Ha'ik whose origin is 16 . My mother had a number of
sisters, but no brothers. They married in 1860.

During that year the well-known disturbances occurred and the
people of Beirut feared a general upheaval like that which had taken
place in Lebanon and Damascus. 17 They began to make preparations
for flight. Grandmother said to my father, "We find ourselves in great
distress and the city is in danger. So, either you marry the girl and take
care of her or you dissolve the engagement and we take her with us". He
preferred marriage and they were wed in the same year.

The disturbances ceased and Beirut did not suffer any damage worth
mentioning. People returned to their work. My father worked his little
inn close to al-Burg al-kassaf, and his profits grew. Children were born to
him. I, being the first, was born at the end of 1861, but I did not know
the exact date of my birth since neither my father nor my mother knew
how to write. I was told, though, that I was born during at-tisrin, 18 -
that is to say in the autumn, and perhaps people mentioned a specifically
known feast in this connection, but I do not remember it.

After I grew up I wanted to find out the date of my birth. I was
already living in Egypt when I decided that on my visit to Beirut the
first thing would be to check the date of my baptism in the church register,.

16. Sic in ms. Family originated most likely from Bismizzine.

17. Since the early forties of the 19th century, the Lebanon was shaken by inter-
confessional strife. In 1858, the Maronite peasants of the North revolted against their
Maronite feudal lords. In the South Lebanon, where the feudal lords and part of the
peasantry were Druze, this revolt attained immediately the character of religious rather
than social strife. The Druze made a last attempt to assert their vanishing ascendency
in the Lebanon. The disturbances came to a peak in 1860. For a while, the safety of
the Christian population of Beirut seemed to be in question. Many of the Christians
left for the Maronite North or overseas for Egypt and Greece. When the Muslims of
Damascus committed in July 1860 a massacre amongst their Christian neighbours,,
killing about 5,500 of them, the French government decided to send a French military
contingent to Beirut and the Lebanon. Salibi 53-110.

18. See also Barthelemy 85.
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assuming that the church would register by date the baptism of its
members. Once I found the record of my baptism perhaps I would see
entered with it the date of my birth. When I travelled to Beirut in 1891,
the year I married, I asked our old priest al-Huri Musa —a simple man,
living out a long life. His flock loved him for his sincerity. When he came
to greet me I enquired about the book in which the above-mentioned
records are kept. He answered me: "We do not have any records and
registry, my son, because we used not to baptize". I was disappointed and
showed my astonishment. My father, who was present, asked me what
I wanted and I told him. "I enquired with the Father about the baptism
registry and he tells me that they do not have any". My father wanted
to know what I needed them for and I explained that I intended to find
out the date of my birth. He laughed: "Ask me and I will tell you because
nobody could miss your birthday. You were born on the day the King of
England (he meant the husband of the Queen, Prince Albert) died."
"And how did you know this?" I enquired. "I knew it because I re¬
member very well that during the night you were born —- and we both
were awake — we heard a gun shot from the sea from the British cruisers
anchored off shore. We asked the reason for this and were told that
the King of England had died." So I learned that, assuming those were
the circumstances, I was born on December 14, 1861, which is the day
Prince Albert (the husband of the Queen of England) died.

As far as the origin of our family is concerned, there are no records.
My father left his father's house with the rest of the family like a refugee.
He was an ignorant child, and we are not aware of any family records in
'Ain 'Anub. He himself grew up in Beirut, a poor illiterate fellow,
preoccupied with the support of his family and not interested in searching
for the roots of our family tree. When I became a youth I wanted to
enquire about it and wrote to several people 'Ain 'Anub asking them if
they knew of the family Matar there and its origin. I received an answer
from an old man of the people there who remembered that some of
the family Matar came to 'Ain 'Anub -—• strange and stern people,
and that one of them, Zaidan, advanced in the services of the Lady
Hubus. I heard from another man, through my brother Yusuf, that
from the family of my father from 'Ain 'Anub some successive off¬
spring followed, the last of which was my father. Concerning the first
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who settled here, some of the family Matar claim that the cAin 'Anub
or Suf branch is one of three branches which originate from Tripolis or
Ihdin and that there were three brothers who fled the oppression of the
local ruler almost two hundred years ago: one of them reached the Suf,
one went to Hasbayya and the last to Matan. But all claims of this kind
are conjectures upon which one cannot rely.

I think it likely that the origin of our family is the same as that of the
majority of the Greek Orthodox families in the Suf, namely Hauran.
In view of the wretchedness and poverty by which they were stricken,
the Arabs of this country settled in the mountain as is the habit with
Bedouins who settle in cities and villages in order to .... 19 Often the
Christian Arabs from Hauran took refuge in the Lebanon fleeing from
the Muslim oppression there. The most famous of these repressions and
riots occurred in the Hauran four hundred years ago, and similar ones
followed it. I am inclined to believe that most of the Greek Orthodox
people in South Lebanon are Arabs from the Hauran. Perhaps they are
Ghassanids. It could be that amongst the Arabs in Hauran there was a
clan or portion called Banu Matar. Amongst the Hasbaniya family of
Matar there was a group that was called the Banu Matar al-Hawarina.
Perhaps our grandfather was one of them. But all this is guesswork and
surmise and, as far as I am concerned, nothing has been substantiated
except what my father told me as I have related above.

My father told me one day after he had settled in Beirut and had
become a young man, the revenue officer for the harag 20 in the mountain
came to him and asked him to claim his title to some land that belonged
to him in £Ain 'Anub. But he, [my father,] did not take care of this and
did not pay the harag, and when he repeatedly refused to do so, his title to
the land lapsed. This stuck in my mind and I took the first opportunity
during my summer vacation in Lebanon in 1896 to tell some of the
government people from 'Ain 'Anub about what was known in this
matter. They promised me to examine the government records. Even¬
tually they came back to me and informed me that in the mentioned
village there still was some land which appeared under the name "Matar

19. Illegible in manuscript.

20. In classical Islamic times, harag was the land tax. The correct technical term
in the Ottoman Empire was, however, miri, which Zaidan must have had in mind here.
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Cliff" meaning the foot of a mountain that was now government land.
I knew then that this was the plot for which my father abandoned pay¬
ment of the harag and the title to it reverted to the government.

I was born in Beirut in a house belonging to Ilyas as-Suwairi. On
its location stands today the school of the Jesuit Fathers. 21 It had two
floors. The lower consisted of three large rooms and a hall. Then we
moved to a second house, then to another one. In twenty-two years we
moved to about sixteen houses. They were in the following order 1) Bait
as-Subi, 2) al-Fairnaini, 3) 'Araman in the Jewish Quarter, 4) next to
the workshop of Dahdah, 5) Bait as-Sawabi (second time), 6) 'Isa Surur,
7) al-Huri Musa, 8) Karkar, 9) al-Qassis, 10) as-Suwairi (third time), 22
Ra'd, 15) Bait at-Tayyan, 16) Bait al-Hayik.

This list of names shows that we were not house owners. The tenant
carries his house on his back. Most of these houses were in the East 23
and the North of the city and most of them consisted of two rooms: one
bedroom, a salon to receive people, and a hall to sit and to eat in. Some
houses had three rooms. There was no urgent need for many rooms since
people did not use any beds. In the same room one could receive guests in
the daytime and sleep at night. When getting up one would fold the bed
rolls and pile them one on top of the other on a chest on the ground, which
was used for utensils. One would arrange the bedding on top of it and fit
in front of it a curtain. This place was called a niche, al-yuk. Thus, the
bedding was not visible to anybody. There was usually a beautifully
arranged and very clean place to sit in the room. The people of Beirut
are famous for their cleanliness, especially those of the Greek Orthodox
community. Some of them exaggerated it to the point where cleanliness
became an idee fixe. Most famous for that was the Bait Fayyad and the
Bait Trad; some would soap the clothesline, some would soap the marble
of the house and the doors every day. If they saw a visitor touch any
utensil, they would soap it; some would wash the firewood when they
carried it into the house. Nothing was left but to soap the soap.

The dwelling of a family, consisting of a man, a woman and several
children, had two rooms. This would indicate average circumstances —

21. Not clear which one is meant.

22. The spelling varies in the ms., as-Suwairi is most likely the correct one.

23. I.e. in the Christian quarter of the town.

10
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not poverty. This family might even live in one room; yet they would
not appear to live in misery and ignominy. Because whenever you
would enter that room you would find it clean. White curtains of
calico cleanly washed would drop over the bedding [al-yuk). On
the chair you would find a similar cover clean and proper. The
mats would be wiped clean and everything in that room would
be put into best order. You would smell the smell of cleanliness from
everything. I do not mean a smell of delicate fragrance or perfume. It is a
smell for which there is no other description but the smell of cleanliness,
which one can smell if one sniffs a cloth that comes from the hands of an
experienced washerwoman. Perhaps the smell of soap prevails in it.
Once you enter this room — and you would enter it only after taking
off your shoes — you would long to sit on the bench or on a mat and drink
the coffee which the lady of the house serves you herself, since those
people rarely hire servants. You would observe the housewife, when she
cooks, cleans or washes; with rolled up sleeves does she sweep or rinse
something, launder and spread things, cook and knead; and health and
liveliness is visible in each of her movements. When she finishes her
work she arranges her things in the most simple manner, and puts on an
unpretentious clean dress. She starts to receive her guests or visitors,
prepares coffee for them and serves it. If she has a daughter able to serve
it, she will do it instead of her mother.

In spite of all this she does not neglect for a moment the education
of her children. She instructs them as to what to wear and to eat, she
teaches them cleanliness and accustoms them to activeness. The majority
of women at the time could neither write nor read, and had not been to
school. Nevertheless, they possessed with their acumen and their willpower
the best means to educate their children to activeness, work and punc¬
tuality, muhafa^a 'ala 'l-waqt ; they made them hate cowardice and
laziness; they made them eager and aroused courage and initiative in
them. My mother was one of them. She had a strong constitution, a
sound mind and fine feelings. She was discreet, taciturn and hard work¬
ing; neither day nor night would she cease to supply the necessities for
the house — especially since my father did not return home and see his
children before they were asleep. His work kept him in the restaurant
every day from very early in the morning till almost midnight. For him
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there was no Sunday, no holiday. He could, therefore, not help my mother
with the raising of the children. Perhaps most people of average means,
mutawassitu 'l-hal, in those times lived under similar circumstances. If I
used to find my mother to be the most active and hardest working of
them all, the reason was that her family consisted of seven or eight
people and she alone provided everything that the family would need
in terms of food, clothing, protection and education. Yet, my mother
still found time to conduct some business at home: she saw for instance
that my father bought the bread for his restaurant from the bakers. She
knew, of course, that they were making a profit on their work. So she
suggested to him that she would bake the bread and sell it to him at the
rate of these two bakers. This she did for several years and saved in this
way some money with which she paid for necessities. In her free time
she would occasionally busy herself with embroidering skull caps, cleans¬
ing silk or similar activities, without finding it tiresome or disgraceful.

So I grew up seeing my father leaving for his restaurant in the
morning and returning only about midnight, and observing my mother
never standing still from dawn to dusk. She herself ignored visits, fes¬
tivities, social and even religious gatherings. Only rarely did she go to
church to pray. She was more interested in conducting her household
and educating her children. Thus, I grew up and became accustomed
to this way of life. It ingrained itself on my mind, that, in contrast to
those youngsters who looked wide-eyed at their parents spending most
of their days amusing themselves and strolling around, man was created
to work and that sitting around without work was a great disgrace. Their
only concern is their food and their drinks. Once they have finished their
meals they proceed to gamble or do similar things. They kill time this
way. They venture to work only when forced and consider work a disgrace
and drudgery. If they should decide to work, some illness or weakness
would provide timely protection from it. No wonder that youngsters
who grow up with such parents become indolent young people and tend
towards distractions and vices.

My father was illiterate but he felt the need of writing and reading
when he opened his eating place. He had patrons who would settle their
accounts with him on a monthly or weekly basis. The number of his
current accounts increased. In the beginning, he would put them down
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in his own hand with numerals that he had learned, leaving the name of
the debtor to memory. Later he entrusted with the bookkeeping whom¬
soever he employed in his restaurant. Writing became a necessity for
him and it caused him to initiate my learning to read at an early age.
When I was four years old he sent me to school to a teacher with the name
Ilyas (or Girgis), a brother of our family's priest al-Hurl Musa. At
that time, knowledge was still the monopoly of the clergy and people
associated with them. The thought would not have occurred to anybody
that the teacher Ilyas was a learned philosopher: even the gospel he
could hardly read properly. His school consisted of a wide vaulted cellar
room in the building of Ya'qub Tabit in the neighbourhood of the Jesuit
school of today. Later on this vaulted cellar was converted into a baking
oven. It resembled more a cattle pen than a school. There the children
of the neighbourhood between the ages of four to ten — boys and girls —-
would convene and sit on the mat or mats unrolled on the ground. The
teacher would sit in front of the room on a hassock, in front of him a small
box, bastahteh 24 upon which he put his book, his inkwell and his pens.
At Ixis right he had assembled a number of sticks varying in length and
thickness. He would use each of them appropriately, according to age
and sex of the child and according to his closeness or distance to him.
I remember that I learned from him the reading of the psalms, which
served as the first reader in those days after learning the alphabet. We
used to memorize a psalm, because we repeated reading it — but we
never understood it. The principle was, that we would declaim it to him
in a loud voice. This is what is called "reciting", tasmV. We would declaim
it, perhaps two or three together, while the teacher was sitting crosslegged
behind his box, his head sinking on his chest in sleep. His snoring would
blend with our voices and the louder the noise became the deeper he
sank into his sleep. When his neck got tired from bending down he would
lean his head against the wall and put his feet on the box, so that his soles
would face us. We did not pay any attention to him. When he was about
to take a nap or if something happened that woke him up, he would open
his eyes and shout coldly, "Shut up kids!" If they did not do so he would
go into motion and reach for one of the sticks and hit the boy closest to

24. From Persian putahteh, Wahrmund.
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him, even if he was not guilty of anything. He would scream and the
rest laughed about him. Then he would grab a longer stick and beat
somebody else. He might even rise when absolutely necessary, seize the
rebel amongst the children and throw him to be ground. He would call
the servant for help, or a strong boy in order to put the falaq on the
rebellious child's feet or the feet into the falaq. Then he would hit him on
his feet ten or twenty times; more or less according to what he thought
appropriate. Th e falaq is an instrument for punishment which we have
to describe nowadays because it has vanished from the civilized cities:
it consists of a thick stick to which a rope is fastened. Its ends are connected
with the ends of the stick, while its middle remains loose. The feet of the
boy are put between the rope and the stick. Two persons rotate the stick
and whatever remains of the rope is wound around it. The legs are
confined and the two lift them up and the boy comes to lie on his back.
One of those present seizes the ends of the falaq and the teacher begins
to beat the soles of the feet with his stick.

I do not remember that I sampled a taste of this instrument in
school, not because of any innate virtue but because of my great timidity
and strong fear of punishment. I like to avoid the causes of enmity—-
from my childhood I noticed this natural disposition in me — therefore,
I avoided anything that would infuriate the teacher or would cause him
to rebuke me or beat me.

I spent, I believe, two years in this school until the teacher told my
father, "Gurgi has finished his studies. He has begun to spell words!"
My father was extremely happy. Concluding the reading exercises meant
I could read the psalms well, and it is true that I read them well, but I did
not understand a word I read.

This did not satisfy the ambitions of my father for my education
since I had not yet learned writing and arithmetic and I was not able to
make a note of a name and put next to it what was owed. He transferred
me from this so splendid a school to a school that had been newly opened
in Beirut known by the name of Madrasat as-suwam, referring to the people
of Damascus. Those who had established the school were a group of
educated people from Damascus, from where they had emigrated to
Beirut after the massacre of 1860. In this school I learned some principles
of arithmetic, grammar and penmanship. I began to gain understanding
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and insight and my eyes were opened. Our teachers had a great interest
in teaching. The school was known for its education, especially because
of the strictness of its rules. There was no law but the will of the supervisor
or principal. In those days the principal was Zahir Hairallah as-
Suwairi. 25 He used violent language and commanded great respect.
Originally he was a mason. He possessed intelligence and taught and
educated himself until he became a teacher of high rank. The students
used to be scared of him and fear his voice. He used to teach arithmetic
and grammar, fields in which he was a great expert. There was another
grammar teacher with the name Ilyas al-Hurl who later on became
judge in al-Kura. Then there was a teacher from the family Naufal
who was called Gurg Ragiha, and another one from the family 'Asi,
whose name I don't remember. The school had a good name, but did not
continue for very long. I do not know the reason, but I remember that
it was closed, when I was about nine years old (1870). The people reg¬
retted its closure since its educational system was good.

When I left this school I had a basic knowledge of grammar inflection,
penmanship, arithmetic and some very scanty knowledge of French.
The teachers of the school advised the fathers at the time to send their
children to the Greek Orthodox school, "The Three Doctors". 26 Zahir
had been appointed there as principal or as a teacher. His fame helped
to transfer most students of the Madrasat as-suwam there. It was not long
before he founded a private school of his own to which I transferred.
Zahir was extremely interested in teaching the students, maintaining the
fame of his school and striving for its good progress. Language, arithmetic
and French were taught there. I spent about two years in this school
and had begun to take great pleasure in knowledge and its understanding.
Nothing but learning interested me. I differed from the other students
with regard to playing, because I had absolutely no inclination towards

25. Ilyas Zahir Hairallah as-Suwairi (1834-1916) born in Suwair. Greek Ortho¬
dox. Taught in various schools in Beirut and Damascus; wrote for al-Muqtataf, al-
Atar, etc. D agir III 406.

26. In Arabic: al-Aqmar at-talata, the three moons. Meant are the three Church-
fathers Basil and Gregory of Nazianzus and John Chrysostomos. The school was founded

in 1833 by the Greek Orthodox community in Suq al -Garb. 1866 it was transferred
to Beirut, became one of the major schools of the Greek Orthodox community. It
exists until today as the College de Trois Docteurs. H anf 71, Z aidan Ta'rlh adab IV 38.
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amusement and distraction. I used to consider this a defect in myself:
only rarely I flew kites, played ball (al-kura) and with marbles (ballieh).
I might stand and watch or accompany the pupils when they went out to
fly a huge kite around which the children of the neighbourhood would
gather and I would follow them marvelling at their courage and expertise
in constructing a kite and flying it.

At the end of the two years, when I was eleven years old and my
knowledge still faulty, my father needed me in his restaurant to render
him temporary help in writing down the names and payments of cus¬
tomers until he would succeed in substituting another waiter for the one
who had just left him. He had had this servant for the tables — from Bait
Sabab but raised in our house — whom he entrusted with bookkeeping
and cooking, etc. He was fed up with him for I don't know what reason.
The boy left for his village and did not return. My father did not insist
on his coming back because he thought that his son Gurgi had come
to know bookkeeping and could give him a hand with the cooking and
other work even if it was only temporary until this boy would return in
spite of his anger. He told me, "Gurgi, come assist me for seven or eight
days until I find someone to replace you!" I went there full of disgust
because I enjoyed my studies very much. I obeyed him, but still cherished
the hope of returning to the school. These seven days stretched into seven
or eight years. I spent them in the markets of Beirut amongst their
crowds and was forced to associate with the lowliest groups amongst
them, because our eating place — or restaurant — was in the areas of the
al-Burg square. It was moved from one location to another but never was
far off this square. The al-Burg square was in those days the meeting
point for the crooks, the rowdies and the idle — amongst them drunkards,
gamblers, pimps and quarrelsome people. I used to keep away from their
company for I had no free time for idle amusements. Most of the regular
customers whom I was obliged to associate with were strangers coming to
Beirut for trade or other purposes. If there was one of the townspeople
amongst them, it was likely that he avoided his father's house in order
to execute some mischief which he had planned for that night. The people
of Beirut would eat only during the day in a restaurant, and only if
somebody was in his store and his home was far away. But in the evening
everybody would repair to his house to take his dinner together with his
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children and wife and parents. Most of our customers came at night for
dinner. From the townspeople only the vagrants and their like would
come. Thus, most of our clientele consisted of drunks, vagrants or
strangers.

After one and more years had passed by, while I was working in
the restaurant, my mother feared that my situation would protract itself
and my future would be ruined. She hated restaurants. Ever since my
father had demanded that I help him she had beseeched him not to
extend my job there and he had given her his word. When the first year
had thus passed, she insisted that he take me out from there and return me
to school. But he told her, "He has already finished his studies and there
is no use in too much study — be it then that you want to make him
into a scribe or a teacher. It is better not to exaggerate with education
which would only make him into some westernized dandy, mutafarnig,
who eats only with fork and knife — and perhaps it will occur to him to
wear Frankish clothes". (Those clothes were rare at the time and no
Syrian would wear them with the exception of high officials in consulates
and similar places. To eat with fork and knife was still counted as one of
the elegant habits of westernization, tafarnug.) My father did not say this
because of his distaste for civilization but because he liked to guard the
Eastern habits and hated the artificiality or pretention of Europeanized
appearance. My mother was convinced by his answers, but she still
disliked me remaining in this trade, and asked him, "Let him enter
another trade than this one. I dislike this work, the smell of greasy food
and his sticking around the eating place day and night without a holiday
or Sunday." He yielded to her objection. After contemplating the matter,
they decided that I should learn the trade of European shoemaker, which
was still a novelty in Beirut. The argument for their choice was that
Girgis as-Suwairi and his brother Nahleh, the sons of 27 had taken
up this craft and succeeded in it until they had opened a shop for selling
hides. They had already bought some real estate and built a house. Thus,
they made up their minds that I should learn this trade. They arranged
a place for me with the Mssr. Suwairi. I was then twelve years old. I
spent there a year as an apprentice, then transferred to another place
that belonged to two brothers from Damascus of the family ad-Duhayyik

27. Illegible in ms.
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or ad-Dahhak. Their shop was on the Baihum market. With them I spent
another half year. At as-Suwairl my salary had been half a Franc per
week; at the two ad-Dahhak brothers I was promoted to one Franc,
because I was still counted amongst the apprentices in the trade, even
though I had learnt most of it. I spent about two years in the shoemaker
trade before I was obliged to quit because sitting all day on a chair to
work was not agreeable to my health. Having been stout and energetic in
the restaurant, my health began to fail after a year in the shoemaker's
trade. Such weakness struck my stomach that they worried about me
and decided on my giving up this trade and returning temporarily to the
restaurant until they would think of another craft. I myself did not yet at
that time understand the meaning of future, selfreliance, al-i'timad "aid
'n-nafs, and quest for higher levels, talab al-ula.

I said, I was struck by weakness during my work as a shoemaker,
and they attributed this to the long hours of sitting and the lack of move¬
ment. I do not deny the impact of these two factors on health. But there
was another important reason, a secret one, which every boy or youngster
encounters. I got into this habit before I worked in the shoemaker's
trade. I did not take any particular pleasure in it because I was too young.
My desire for it was increased by my association with the other working
children, as well as by my long hours sitting quiet.

All these factors together weakened me. I remember, however,
one benefit that my working in the shop ad-Duhayyik had, a benefit that
had a great influence on my future, because through it I understood the
extent of damage resulting from this habit. I understood it by incident,
and it made a deep impression upon me: a son of one of the dignitaries
of Beirut came frequently to the shop of the ad-Duhayyik. He was a
friend of the two brothers, joked with them a lot and discussed many
questions sincerely with them. He was not cautious lest the little artisans
should hear him, because he was a frivolous person. Once he came and
complained of exhaustion and weakness. When he left the shop one
brother said to the other, "poor chap, our friend. Do you know the reason
for his weakness?" He replied in the negative. "The reason is," the other
continued, "that he plays with his hand." It was the first time I had heard
this expression for this harmful habit, but I understood it. I decided then
to suppress it, and so I did. I felt a general improvement in my health.
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I had gone back to the restaurant and this change, too, helped the
progress of my health.

During the first years of this period ignominiousness took hold of
me. I played what my peers played, not knowing the meaning of initiative
and of taking care of my leisure time or of enterprise. However, I did
not have much leisure time that would permit me to play, since the
restaurant was usually open from the morning till the third or fourth
hour of the Arabic evening, that is till ten or eleven o'clock. 28 But I used
to seize the opportunity and enjoy some of the entertainment that took
place close to our place when it was situated on the street of the Damascus
coaches. Next to it there was a cafe in the fashion of the Beiruti cafes of
those days; a big courtyard covered with rooftiles in which coffee would
be served and a waterpipe to those who desired it. During the day its
customers would play checkers, backgammon, cards or knuckle bones.
When the sun had set, plays and shows would be staged. The most
important were sword games and the performances of Karagoz (the
shadow play), jugglery and storytelling. These entertainments would
alternate and change according to the seasons or other circumstances.
Our restaurant looked upon the cafe from the rear door, from where
one could observe everything. I would sit on a chair there and with
all this entertainment it was my greatest passion to listen to stories.
When I saw the storyteller walking up and down reciting the story of
'Antar 29 or az-Zir 30 or the like of it, while the people sat bent forward
listening to him, and enacting the scenes of the tale with his gestures and
voice — then I would forget my circumstances and would be totally
absorbed in listening. The narrator related, usually during the course
of the year, the four stories that were in those days the most famous ones:
Firuz Sah, 31 'Antar, az-Zir and 'All Zaibaq. 32 When the year came to

28. The hours of the day are counted from sunset in Arabic.
29. Sirat 'antar, popular romantic epic, which centres around the idealized person

of the pre-Islamic poet 'Antar (a), author of a qaslda dealing with Arab tribal warfare.EI1, Nicholson.

30. Sirat az-ztr, popular epic of the exploits of al-Muhalhil Ibn ar-Rabi'a, a pre-
Islamic poet and warrior. See Sirat az-ztr abi laila al-muhalhil, Beirut, 1866, and N ichol¬
son.

31. Sirat firuz sah, popular epic based on the historical figure of Firuz Sah (1307-
1388) who ruled as Sultan over the Panjab, Dehli, etc., since 1351. EI 2.

32. Sirat 'ali zaibaq B urton VII 172-209.
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its end, he came back to the first one again. I heard them many times.
I had no objection to listening to them and I do not complain about the
time that I wasted doing so.

Karagdz — that is what the Egyptians called "shadow play" —
was very much in demand during that time. Today I wonder how people,
would be prepared to attend this performance, since it was obscene,
thoroughly loathsome, and indecent. No wonder, though, since it reflected
the mores of the lowest classes in Beirut, and of those who were known
in the usage of the townspeople as the "crooks of 'Assur" ('ala's-sur)
square — and spread to al-Burg square —- whose only occupation was
pimping, stealing and provoking the passers-by; they would run around
almost naked, and would sleep on the streets; perhaps they were the rest
of the 'Ayyarun 33 of the Islamic empires. In any case, they were the lowest
stage mankind could reach in terms of appearance and speech. Most
of the spectators of the Karagdz were from their ranks. But I also used to
see elegantly dressed people willing to attend this performance; I was
not obliged to sit with all these people on the wooden benches of the cafe
in order to see the performance, it was enough that I would look from
the door of our restaurant and see most confortably everything they saw.
I found the obscene words that I heard and the shameless acting that I
witnessed repulsive; I felt embarrassed about it, regarding this feeling,
however, as weakness in myself. I would see the rest of those present
delighted, clapping ther hands and asking for more; their speech con¬
tained not less baseness and obscenity than what they heard. This is not
surprising since they were all of one kind.

The sword game, or the hakm (a game with sticks instead of swords),
dominated the stage only during the Ramadan nights in this cafe or in the
one opposite to it. Both I could observe from one of the doors of our
restaurant. I used to love to watch the sword game because it ignited
and stirred up action and enthusiasm. Because of my young age, I felt
shy sitting with the spectators and contented myself with surreptitious
watching. At that time, the sword dancers constituted a troupe, the head

33. ' ayyar , lit. vagabond, rascal, tramp. In the 9th-12th century with decreasing
■central authority groups of ' mjyarun developed, whose role was partially religious

as fighters for Islam, partially social by terrorizing rich people and re-distributing
•their wealth to the poor, and partially simply criminal. EI 2.
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of which was known as Qaddur Dugan, a Muslim. The rest of the dancers
were also Muslims. But all the communities would watch the game.
Prestige and rule belonged to the Muslims. Martial law prevailed in those
days and, therefore, the military commander, dabit, of the city did what
pleased him. There occurred an accident which almost led to his [Qaddur
Dugan's] killing and caused the government to abolish the sword games.
This came about in the following fashion: there was a young Christian
boy by the name of Yusuf Sa'b in the crowd which observed the game.
He was muscular and agile in spite of his corpulence, and expert in
the sword game. While the Dugan troupe was performing and the sword
passed from one to the other the eyes of the spectators were glazed, trying
to spot the winner in order to praise him and applaud him. It so hap¬
pened during this night that Qaddur approached Yusuf Sa'b and passed
him the sword and the shield, inviting him to fence. Yusuf excused himself,
realizing the friction between the communities that might result from
this. But they were very civil and polite in inviting him, so he stood up and
played one round, which filled the onlookers with awe. I was in their
midst and my heart beat every time I saw him leaping from one position
into another, taking the strokes with agility and expertise. I saw sparks
flying between the swords and the shields. Eventually, people feared that
the issue would turn from a conciliatory gesture or a joke into a disaster.
The game was stopped, but people had the impression that Yusuf was
the winner. This aroused bitter feelings in some of the Muslim spectators
and they planned to take vengeance the next day. When the news about
their decision against him reached Yusuf the next morning he preferred
to remove the cause of friction. He did not agree to come down until
al-Hagg Qaddur Dugan alluded to those who made light of Yusuf; he
said that in his own opinion Yusuf surpassed even himself, [Dugan], and
that he, [Yusuf], should present himself to the challenge. In spite of his
being a Muslim, he thus proclaimed that victory belonged to Yusuf.
Perhaps he did this only to induce the people to attend ( reklam ). Yusuf,
for one, could not remain silent any more. He got up, reached for a
sword and stepped forward to fight with somebody who was one of the
relatives of the military commander of the city during this time (Sa'id
Aga). The game between the two became heated until their eyes were
red with anger, and a serious feud was on the verge of breaking out,.
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at which point the police intervened. The government, fearing the
consequences, forbade the sword game in popular cafes from this time on.

Such were the amusements in the milieu I lived in. My companions,
however, were not less of a danger to decency and propriety. Most of
them — for reasons that I mentioned already — were idle people. With
those customers who had work to do or belonged to respectable families,
my contact was restricted to business dealings and the accounts. They
would eat, pay their due and leave again. There remained for company
only the idle people who had no work that they enjoyed. These people
would gather in my place; some would spend their leisure time during
work between morning and evening here. Their talk differed from the
talk of the crooks only in form and expression: one would boast how he
committed adultery taking possession of so-and-so, the wife of the
honourable such-and-such, and the next would pride himself in a trick
he played on the wife or the mother, or in his expertise as a swindler.
Another would show off with his abilities in fornication. Amongst them
was a young hunchback whom I heard saying that his hunch was the
result of immoderation.

Listening to their talk I felt sad deep inside that I was not able to
understand a thing of what they were bragging about. I told myself time
and again that I was going to do just like them. I felt my own inhibition
and I regretted my weakness. Occasionally, I would cover up my shame
with a story which I decided happened to me and which contained the
things they were boasting about. Such were the mores of the masses of
Beirut.

During this period of my life, I was enraptured by stories that made
the rounds in another circle of bums. Their gatherings were restricted to
boasting about their prowess. One would claim that he faced a whole
group and defeated them, or how he entered a dark place and saw there
demons which he chased away with a " basmala " 34 and other fairy tales
and curiosities of the like. These stories gave me great pleasure and
awakened in me the zeal to imitate the heroes and courageous men. In
Beirut there was a number of youths who were famous for their courage
and who were the talk of boys whenever they gathered. Amongst the

34. Utterance of bismV llahi 'r-rahmani 'r-rahim, ' 'In the name of God the Beneficent,
the Merciful".
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Christians there was Nahle Baull and his brothers — they worked in
European tailoring, their family being Greek; their youngest was Qusta
Bauli, 35 who was killed through treachery. They were all brave and
generous. Al-Hagg Faris was agile in defending himself with the knife.
As'ad Baideh, from the inhabitants of Mazra'a, was deadly, quick in his
movements, an expert in striking with a rod and in the stick game. His is a
long story and he had some encounters with me. Maybe they will be
mentioned later on. Amongst the Christians there was also a Maronite
youth with the name Iskandar al-Abras. He slaughtered pigs and sold
their meat; he had extremely strong forearms. From among the Muslim
youth there were Ibrahim Abd al-'Al and his brother 'Utman and the
children of as-Sarduk and al-Cazzawi and others, who distinguished
themselves by their courage. Each community used to exaggerate in the
proofs of bravery and strength that were told about its heroes.

There were still other social gatherings which brought together the
young toughs and libertines, rigal al-futuwa wa-abna' al-kawa; 3S I mean
the drinking bouts. They occurred very frequently and would be
attended by the wise man and the ignorant, because the Beirutis have for a
long time believed Araq to be of benefit before the meal and wine with
the meal. Rare the person who did not drink on one or both of the two
occasions. These drinking rounds are only important in our context insofar
as their participants were decent people who — once the alcohol went to
their heads — became boisterous, shouted and boasted. Amongst all the

35. About him Edward Attiyah had the following to say in his own reminiscences
about Beirut: "In the days just before I was born, the leader of the Christians' cham¬

pions was a man called Osta Bawli — a corruption of his original Greek name, Costi
Paoli. He was a redoubtable champion, loved and admired by the Christians, dreaded
by the Moslems. Every Christian in difficulty with the Moslems or with the Turkish
government was his protege; every Christian murdered was sure to be avenged by
him or by his lieutenants; Christians in danger of being arrested sought refuge with
him. He concealed them, gave them money, helped them to flee to America... At last

the Moslems got him. He was stabbed in the back one night and died. By the next
morning the staggering news had spread throughout the Christian community of the
town. Osta Bawli dead! Osta Bawli murdered! His funeral was the occasion of a fervent

demonstration by the Christians; it might have been that of a great captain or statesman.

For once the Greek Orthodox and Protestant, Maronite and Roman Catholic forgot
their differences — forgot even their fear of the Moslems and Abdulhamid, and turned
out to a man, to pay their last tribute, in warlike fashion, to a fallen hero." Atiyah
11 ff.

36. It is not exactly clear whom Zaidan meant with these terms.
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people I associated with during this period, there was also a group of
those. I used not to sit down with them to drink, but I would observe
them while they were drinking in the taverns; one of them would pretend
friendship and I would respect him for his sagacity or his courage or his
distinction in one thing or the other, and I would enjoy sitting with them.
But I was not able to drink. If I was made to drink a glass, I did not see
myself reaching their high spirits full of pride and conceit. Usually three
or four would sit together to get drunk. One of them would order a
hamsiniya 37 and it would be served to him. It would be poured for him
and his friends until it was empty. Then another one would order a
second, and so on until none owed the others anything. Sometimes one
of them would insist on paying everything if he was a man of eminence or
merit. But rarely would they acknowledge the right of someone to do so.
Sometimes hell would break loose against whoever acted as the first in
this. When the wine went to their heads, one would start singing a
Bagdadi mawwal™ They would listen well to his song and would in¬
terpret from it something that he wanted from them, be it by way of
praise and laudation or criticism and negative comments. It would then
behove him or one of his friends or his companions to answer to the
mawwal. Provided the singing was done with good humour, the party
would take a turn for the better. But if it consisted of criticism and in¬
sinuations, it would lead to quarrelling and eventually to the drawing
of knives and unsheathing of sticks.

I used to envy these young people for their quickmindedness in their
answers when I was present at their parties, and I used to feel unable
to keep up with their enthusiasm and clamour when singing; since I had
experienced only this milieu, I believed it to be a virtue to triumph over
people in things like this.

Those were the mores of the Beirut lower class, 'amma, which was
uneducated because of the few schools available for it. Obscene expres¬
sions and indecent talk prevailed in their speech. But obscene language
was not restricted to the poor and the masses, 'amma, but was used also

37. A fiftieth of a bottle of wine or oil. Exact measurement not clear. Barthelemy :
hamsin.

38. Mawwal or mawaliya is a kind of popular song making use of alliterations and
being composed in the vernacular. EI 1.
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by the rich people. At that time the people of Beirut consisted of two
classes, tabaqatan : the lower class, al-'amma, which means the riff-raff,
the artisans, all the other people with menial occupations, and the small
merchants. The people of the government and the rich constituted the
upper class, al-hassa. But the social norms were basically one and the
same as far as family life, manners of speech, eating and drinking were
concerned. Food and living style differed only very little. Obscene
expressions were predominant in the speech of the rich as well as in that
of the poor. Regard in the same way the consumption of alcoholic be¬
verages and the like, keeping in mind, however, the difference in means
and resources.

During that period, i.e. after the unrest of the sixties, there developed
a third class amongst the people of Beirut educated in the Christian
missionary schools, especially the American, English, and German ones.
Following the French occupation of Beirut, a result of the clashes of the
year sixty, missions flocked to the city. They founded schools in order to
spread the knowledge and culture of modern civilized Europe. 39 Out of
this grew a group of educated girls who graduated from the school of the
English Lady, Mrs. Mott 40 of the English School, and a group of young
men, consisting of graduates of the Syrian Evening School, 41 the School
of the Jesuits, 42 or the Patriarchal School, 43 etc. This third social group
was determined to change the social norms from what they were to
what they became, so that the contemporary morals of Beirut became

39. Zaidan is not quite correct here. Educational efforts of local communities
began in the second half of the 18th century. In the twenties and thirties of the 19th
century, Jesuits, Lazarists, British and American missionaries had started and intensive
drive for education in Lebanon. The civil war of the early sixties only saw a temporary
reduction of these activities. H anf 62.

40. M una 66 id 28 has here erroneously Mrs. Sut. Mrs. Mott was the wife of an
English missionary who had come to Beirut in 1861. She took over the English missio¬
nary girls' schools in Lebanon after the death of the founder, Mrs. Thompson, her
sister-in-law, in 1870. R ichter 203.

41. Could not be identified.
42. Jesuits returned to Lebanon in 1831 and established a first day school in

Beirut in 1842. T ibawi 182. The College de Jamhour was founded in Beirut in 1874.
Since that year there existed also the Universite de St. Joseph which developed out of
the Jesuit School in Gazir, transferred to Beirut in 1874. Hanf 164. Not evident which
school Zaidan meant.

43. Founded 1864 as a secondary school by the Greek Catholic Patriarch. Today
it is the College Patriarcal.
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comparable with the most advanced habits and customs of the Europeans,
as far as good manners in talking or sitting, etc., were concerned.

Yet this group grew gradually. When it first appeared, the common
people of Beirut considered it a sinful breach with tradition, manifesting
effeminateness and licentiousness. Especially after these students began
to dress in Western clothes, they faced the contempt of many. I myself
regarded these students with contempt because they did not quarrel or
beat each other and did not drink.

This opinion, however, did not prevail for very long in my mind,
as I did not see myself capable of keeping up with the young toughs
and since I never made any real friends amongst those who condemned
these Westernizing movements. Eventually, I had occasion to keep
company with an educated young fellow, who had an impact upon the
course of my future life, even though this had not been his intention. I
will come to speak of him shortly.

I realized how incapable I was of comparing myself with these
youngsters in boasting about beating, killing and drinking, while at the
same time I was a boy like any other boy in his early youth who loves
high distinction and seeks fame. I regarded my place amongst these
people as that of a strange bird. I spent about three or four years in this
situation, during which time I did not read a book nor learn a word,
until I forgot what I had learned in the school. I forgot even my desire
to learn and my love for knowledge. It so happened that I met, as I have
already hinted, this young man with the name Halll Sawul. He was
originally from Dair al-Qamar. He was a year older than I and he worked
repairing watches in the al-Aguri store in Suq at-tawila. I became ac¬
quainted with him by accident, meeting him at one of our neighbours
from the Maronite community who ironed tarbushes. When we met we
liked each other very much. I was very fond of him and regarded him
with respect for the sagacity, pride and gentleness that I perceived in
him, and he made me his friend.

He had a number of friends who revered him and respected him.
Most felt that he was intellectually their superior. When we got ac¬
quainted, we began to arrange walks outside every Sunday sometime in
the afternoon. We went out to the al-Asrafhja Heights or the Karantma
or other places for promenades. We took none of the devices of pleasure

ii
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with us. Some of us would bring a small flask with Araq, but nobody
would touch a sip of it. Amongst the group was a boy by the name of
As'ad Mus'ad whose soft voice delighted all of us when he sang. We had
not been acquainted with each other for long before I felt a special
effection for HalJl and he felt the same for me. When we went out for a
walk —- fifteen or twenty of us —- we began, he and I, to separate ourselves
most often from the rest and immerse ourselves in deep conversation. It
was of great benefit to me that he used to memorize much poetry and
assumed that I knew some myself. He would recite one of the verses of
al-Mutanabbl 44 or of [Ibn] al-Farid. 45 He admired it and imagined
that I understood its meaning. For me, all this was new. It was enjoyable
to contemplate the meaning of the poems. I began to read them and to
interpret them. My desire to read poems grew daily. The understanding
of their meanings increased my wish to exchange opinions about them.
But none of our companions took pleasure in such an exchange. They
would more likely dismiss us and keep busy with drinking and singing
while we would investigate the meaning of a verse and carry on a dispute
about the purpose of the poet.

Initially, he stirred up my interest in reading poetry. I purchased
the books of al-Mutanabbl and [Ibn] al-Farid, who.... in Beirut. 46
I began to read those two and to study closely the meaning of what I
was reading. It pleased me when I succeeded in understanding one of the
obscure verses, just as if I had conquered a country or hit upon a treasure.
This encouraged me in my reading, and strengthened my affection for
Halll. Eventually, our group broke up and our friends scattered; only
Halll and I remained as if we were one. To him goes the credit of having
awakened my interest in reading which meant the opening of a new
future for me.

Halll had friends amongst the students. Some of them, whom I met
through him, were from the College. 47 From them I heard, for the first

44. Al-Mutanabbl (905-965). His Diwan first time printed in Beirut in 1860 before
that several prints in India since 1814; GAL I 86 ff. Suppl. I 138 ff.

45. 'Ulnar Ibn al-Farid (1182-1235). His Diwan lithographed 1872 in Aleppo,
first printed in Beirut 1882; GAL Suppl. I 463.

46. Illegible in ms.

47. Here and in the following College refers to the Syrian Protestant College.
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time, a rebuke of the ability to shout, drink, and draw knives, things to
which I had lent myself; so much so that I wanted to get used to drinks,
as other people did. I suggested to a neighbour of ours, by the name of
Istifan al-Gammal, who used to buy tobacco and Araq from us, that he
should cool a hamsiniija for me — hidden from my father — so I could
drink it slowly during my work from around sunset to the time of the
evening prayer. He cooled it for me and I went out the first time and
took a glass of it. Soon I went and had a second glass. I had hardly taken
a third drink when I threw up everything in my stomach. Dizziness over¬
came me. But I suffered through it quietly so that my father would not
sense what I had done. In my innermost self I was sad, that I was indeed
not one of these manly young people. You should have seen how much
I was relieved when I heard these friends denouncing the habit of drink¬
ing and other deeds of those youngsters. They made wisdom, calmness,
and conciliation desirable and I felt as if a veil had been pulled away
from my eyes. I realized that I was on the right path, but had tried to
delude myself. I continued to hold on to those friends and I began to
make my own mind judge each issue, even though I had little knowledge
and experience.

During this period of friendship with Halxl and my newly developed
desire to learn it happened once that the teacher Su'ud at-TawIl from
as-Siyah in the neighbourhood of Beirut, one of our customers, sat in
our restaurant —just being sociable in an hour of leisure. He mentioned
that he had opened a school to teach boys English during the evening
hours. The term "English language" was strange for theBeirutis to hear
because the only characteristic of the English they knew was contained in
the expression "English drunkenness". Frequently they used to observe
drunken members of the English navy in the streets of the city. Some of
the English cruisers, which used to patrol in the Mediterranean, would
from time to time anchor in the port of Beirut and their crews would
come ashore on leave after being for weeks and months isolated on their
tours. They would roam around the city, eat, drink and most would be
overpowered by drunkenness. When they were drunk they would quarrel
boisterously in a language nobody understood. So the expression "English
drunkenness" was on everybody's Hps in Beirut, implying excessive
drinking. Few understood, indeed, the English language, amongst them
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dragomans who made friends with the sailors while those were roaming
through the markets. They would mediate between the sailors and the
merchants — dividing the profits or receiving a commission for what¬
ever was sold.

I don't know what aroused my interest to learn this language,
when the teacher Su'ud mentioned the school. I don't remember that
I did this out of ambition for the future or desire to translate for who¬
ever of the English navy came to us to eat. I was far too timid to do
something like that. But I know that I asked Su'ud how much the fee
was. He told me thirty Beiruti girs (i.e. less than six francs) per month.
The teacher Su'ud used to eat in our place and I told him that he ate for
much more money than this and that we should cut the fee off his food
bill and I would not notice the payments at all. I informed my father
that I wanted to learn the English language. He did not object, but
wondered how I would be able to do this, when I was busy all day and
part of the night in the restaurant. I was then fifteen years old. I began to
visit the teacher frequently at home. There were about fifteen students
who learned together, both young and old. Some were dragomans for
tourists, and their language was poor; some were servants who wanted
to advance to the class of dragomans. But very soon they found the
learning of this language difficult and began to leave the teacher. Before
two months had passed, only I and one friend by the name of Darwis
Sufair remained together. He is today an expert accountant in Egypt.
Only he and I remained, and the teacher used to prefer to turn us away,
since taking sixty girs from us per hour each night [sic] was not sufficient
for him. When we finished the fourth month and began the fifth the
teacher told me: "You know now as much English as I do". I believed
him because man is misled in his youth and in his mature age as well by
the praise of people attributing to him an achievement which he did not
accomplish or in which he has no merit, especially at the age of immaturity.
I was reaffirmed in my misbelief because I began to translate easily
from the book the Third Reader. The teacher confirmed that I had got to
know the English language very well. I ceased to go to him and tried
my hand at reading a book of Captain Cook's voyages to the ocean
islands. I realized that I was much weaker than I had thought myself
to be and I began to study on my own.
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What helped me to accomplish in reading and the like by myself
as much as I did was my strong determination, qawiy al-azlma , my sturdy
physique and my perserverance in work, sabur 'ala 'l-amal. Take for
instance the learning of English. I have told you already that I was busy
in our restaurant all day and some hours of the night. My father needed
me every moment because the accounts and the dealings were in my
hands. Only at night after returning home did I have time for myself. I
would light a lamp which I had put on the window sill next to my bed
and spend the hours in learning and reading. Once my father knocked
at the door of my room while I was sitting on my bed reading and writing.
I rose and opened the door to him assuming that he was still awake and
had come to admonish me to sleep, as was his habit. But when I opened
the door I saw that the dawn had already begun to show. He asked me,
"How come that I see you got up early this morning?" I answered him,
"I haven't slept yet!" He got angry and advised me to take care of my
health and asked how did I stay awake until the rise of the day? I
apologized but I reverted to similar sessions quite unintentionally.

My effort to learn this language affected my work. I usually cooked
in the morning. Cooking for us meant to put ten pots on the stoves all
at once: one for the rice, one for beans and so on — I would take care of
all of them. Then I would open my English book to study and to translate.
When I was needed during my readings for moving a pot or cutting meat,
I would put the book face down on the writing table, bastahteh , and do
the work; then I would return to it.

During this time I had the idea of compiling an English-Arabic
dictionary. The dictionary of Abkariyus 48 had not yet appeared. I
acquired the Douglas dictionary, which was only in English. The Jesuits
had a French-Arabic dictionary. I used these two dictionaries and
linguistic connections and whatever expressions I knew to compile my
Enghsh-Arabic dictionary. I reached he letter E before I became weary
of it. No wonder I gave up, since I had very little language knowledge.
I was extremely sad when I discontinued this work, since it spontaneously
came to my mind that I was by nature weak-willed and of little ambition.

48. Yuhana Abkariyus (d. 1889) brother of the poet Iskandar A. Born in Beirut
of Armenian origin. Besides some other books by him he wrote and published in Beirut

an English-Arabic dictionary ; Zaidan Ta'rih adab IV 260.
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I regarded it as an evil omen that I did not do the work and did not
persevere in it to the end. I was then sixteen years old.

But this did not dissuade me from studying. I began to read Arabic
books of poetry and literature, and the Kitab magma' al-bahrain^ 9 The
latter had a great impact upon me since it helped me to learn linguistic
terms with the knowledge of which I boasted in front of my companions.
The reading of poetry led me to try composition myself. I would compose
a verse or two without knowing their meter or desinential inflection.

The story of the acquisition of the magma' al-bahrain is not without
interest and is worth mentioning for its humour. When my inquisitiveness
began to grow, I had heard about Kitab magma' al-bahrain and I wanted
to buy it. But I found it to be too expensive because its price was, I believe,
four or five francs. When I was sitting one day in the restaurant a boy
passed by with a used copy in his hand, which he offered to sell. I bought
it from him for nine Beiruti girs, i.e. less than half the price. I was very
happy with it. But when my father came back from his promenade
towards evening — he went out every afternoon to relax together with a
friend by the name of Hanna az-Zaila' who originally had been his
partner — when he came back towards evening he saw the book and
asked me about it. I told him, "I bought it for nine girs." He, however
had no idea of its worth, since he could not read. He thought somebody
had cheated me and he, therefore, was annoyed. He took it in his hand
and enquired, "Did you pay nine girs for this book and exchange money
just for paper?" I in turn got angry, which was visible on my face, and
preferred not to answer him. He remained convinced that I had made a
mistake. When we returned home in the evening my mother had already
prepared dinner, but I pretended not to feel like eating and went to the
bedroom, expecting that they would call me and would not let me go to
sleep hungry. I heard my mother scolding my father for having irritated
me to the point that I would go to sleep without eating. But he insisted on
his opinion. It so happened that one of our neighbours, Amin Fayyad,
one of the dignitaries of Beirut, came over to see us that night for an
evening visit. He used to show some affection for me. Asking about me
he was answered that I had gone to sleep. My mother seized this oppor-

49. Nasif al- Yazigi, Kitab magma 1 al-bahrain,Beirut 1856. Collection of essays
written in the style of the maqamat of al-Harlrl in rhymed prose; GAL Suppl. I 765.
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tunity and complained to him about the obstinacy of my father. Asked
about the reason for his anger, he replied, "He spends money to buy
useless paper!" Amin Fayyad answered, "Thank God, Abu Gurgi, that
your son uses the money for buying books and not for drinking and the
like — indeed this is a blessing for which you ought to thank God". I had
heard his words very well, even though I pretended to be asleep. Im¬
mediately, my mother gained the upper hand, she woke me up, sat me
at the table and put my mind at rest, so did my father. This story is still
before my eyes and it was of benefit to me.

During this time "al-Muqtataf" 50 appeared. It was, I believe,
in its second year of publication when some of the school teachers, who
came often to us, pointed out to me an article about the lunar eclipse in
one of its issues. I read it and when I understood it I felt a great joy
because I knew the reason for the eclipse and how the earth turns and
stands in the middle between the moon and the sun and the eclipse comes
about. In some other issues I read about the clouds and the cause of rain.
My inquisitiveness about the laws of nature grew and I desired to obtain
a book, the only one there was about the philosophy of nature in Arabic—
I mean the Kitab al-arus al-badi'a by as-Sududi, 51 which was very popular.
It so happened that some of the students of the Imperial Medical School
returned from Istanbul in order to conclude their studies in the College.
I got acquainted with one of them, Sam'an al-Hur!, 52 sone of one of
the notables of al-Kura (today Dr. Sam'an al-Huri). He came frequently
to our restaurant to eat since he was a stranger in Beirut. I was delighted
to get to know him since, in general, I had a strong inclination to associate
and to converse with the students of the colleges. I was convinced of their
superiority to all other human beings. When I sat together with one of
them, I looked up to him as a teacher. After Sam'an had visited me often
and I had become friends with him — he was an amiable companion —

50. See 12, n. 2.

51. MunagSid 36 reads here QasdudI, but clearly meant is As'ad Ibrahim as-

Sududl (1826-1906). He was a teacher at various schools, since 1866 at the Syrian
Protestant College. His Kitab al-arus al-badi'a fi 'ilm at-tabi'a appeared in Beirut in
1873; GAL III 339, Dagir III 616, Zaidan Ta'rih adab IV 200. Tibawi 181 has
As'ad Sadudi.

52. Sam'an al-Huri (d. 1921) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from the
SPG in 1882, worked as a physician in Beirut; Alumni 11.
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he felt my congenial reception and felt like disclosing to me his circums¬
tances. He told me about his determination to enter the College to learn
medicine. But he had no knowledge of the sciences which were required
prior to entering the field of medicine. He consulted me about the way
to study these fields and I explained to him that the best book was kitab

al-'arus al-badi'a. He bought it and brought it to me, complaining, "I do
not understand what I read. It is necessary that I learn again what I
learned in Istanbul in Turkish". So I began to read with him together
and to explain to him what he did not comprehend. In this way, I was
compelled to understand the topics very well myself. After a short while
he managed to study on his own — or perhaps he took a teacher to help
him. But I remember very clearly that I drew some benefit from reading
this book.

From that time on I began to question myself whether it was neces¬
sary for me to remain stuck with this job I had. I would not have minded
staying with it had it been conducive to my obtaining knowledge.
I felt my passing from one stage into another. I had reached the age of
sixteen. Until then I had considered myself weak and incapable, existing
only to emulate others, assuming that what occurred around me was
proper and I could only imitate it; and when I did not succeed in doing
so, I regretted my weakness. Now, however, I felt that I was an individual
with my own will, believing that most of what happened around me was
mostly wrong and that I was on the right and proper way. I felt myself
inadequate. This coincided with my entering the age of self-deceptions and
illusions. It is the age in which a youngster is overcome by conceit
thinking himself the smartest of all people and assuming for himself
an outstanding future. He blames the people for failing to appreciate him
according to his true ability. But the cowardice for which I had a natural
disposition usually mitigated my delusions.

During the first part of the time I spent at the restaurant I was
convinced that the people who wore bantalunat 53 were of higher intelli¬
gence, wider knowledge and better judgment than those wearing the

sirwal, 5i because most of them belonged to the educated people. But

53. The French word pantalon is recognizable. What is meant by this term are
Western-styled pants.

54. Siruial pi. saraivtl or sirwal pi. sardwil are the traditional Ottoman baggy trousers.
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when I began to open my eyes and read a little of the scientific principles,
this opinion of mine was somewhat weakened. I stopped being surprised
any more when people wearing the sirwal and the qunbaz 55 kept up with
those wearing pants and hats.

When my mother noticed my progress she helped me and reiterated
the attack against my father, demanding that he should take me out of
the restaurant. He did not oppose her. But the idea was that one had to
deliberate about the occupation which it was desirable to take up after
leaving. He believed that being a cook was the most profitable vocation,
if one's cooking became popular. He contradicted my mother very much
on this point since she vehemently criticized this vocation because of the
filth and work day and night.

Through Sawul, I had already made the acquaintance of many
of his friends among the commercial clerks in Suq at-tawila. I felt myself
strange and sordid amongst them, in spite of my delight about their
kind praise for me. Whenever I saw one of them in front of his desk,
the account book open before him, with the pen stuck behind his ear
his clothes and desk clean, then my heart started to beat with desire for a
similar position. Therefore, I mentioned to my parents when they were
deliberating what to do with me that I should work as a clerk in some
store in Suq at-tawila. They agreed with me. It required, however, the
study of double-entry bookkeeping, hisab ad-dubiya, to keep the books.
I told them that I would learn it. There lived at the time a famous
teacher of this art, by the name of al-Hawaga Hablb Sa'd. He gave
private lessons in his house to those wanting to learn double-entry
bookkeeping. I knew this and arranged to study with him. We agreed
upon 250 girs for teaching me this art, without, however, setting a time
limit. I payed the money and began to come frequently to the house of
the teacher. Several well-educated people also studied this subject with
him and I considered them to be better in studying because they came
from the schools. Not two months passed before I mastered the double
entry bookkeeping. I noticed that my teacher was very astonished about
this; I, in turn, was bewildered by his astonishment until I learned that
my colleagues who learned together with me had spent a month on it
already when I came and stayed for another month after I had left. I

55. A sleeved garment worn by men, open in front and held together by a belt.
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maintain that I had no merit beyond theirs other than endeavour,
because I acquired this knowledge out of my own desire, while they
were urged on to it by the wish of their fathers.

After I completed the studies, it only remained that I should join
one of the warehouses. One of the friends introduced me to the store of
al-Hawaga Garzuzi on Suq at-tawila. I agreed to come down to work for
him. I put on clean clothes as the clerks and accountants did and went
down to the store. My first task was the dusting of all the shelves. When
a customer came I was to help al-Hawaga Garzuzi to fetch the silk cloths
or other things for inspection by the customer. It happened that I spent
the first half day without anybody coming. I felt lonely being a confined
employee, while in the restaurant I had been my own master in full
command of affairs. I was dispirited and I could hardly wait for it to be
lunchtime so that I could ask permission to go to eat. I did not return but
went back to the restaurant.

However, I had acquired some independence of mind. I left the
sphere of blind submission and began to rely upon what appeared to me to
be contradictory to my common surrounding. Gradually, I dared to
criticize the talks and acts of others. I started to respect myself and my
opinion, the more so as the pride of the young man grew in me. I created
an attitude around which revolved my endeavours to raise my worthiness:
guarding over my conduct by avoiding obscene expressions and the
company of uneducated people and ceasing completely to make jokes.
Soberness dominated my talk and my deeds. So exaggerated was my
attempt to keep above any suspicion of adultery that I would not look at
a woman any more. I would not pass a street where people were
gossiping about one of the women residing there. My friend Sawul
and I had agreed together on this conduct. We became famous for this
amongst the Beirutis and they cited us as examples; parents would
mention it to their children so that they would imitate us. The more
praise I heard for this attitude, the more I clung to it. I am not ashamed
to declare frankly that I spent eight years in this dangerous environment
as I described it, but I emerged from it unblemished and clean — though
I do not deny that more than once I was close to faltering because of
so many temptations. In the beginning I had to control myself, then
it became an inner conviction with me.
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I wanted to read as much as my time permitted me. I courted the
educated people and when somebody famous in scholarship or journalism
came to me I would outdo myself in showing my respect. I would watch
every word he said and quote from him. If indeed one of them spoke to me
or was friendly with me, I considered this a great condescension on his
part; after all, he was a scholar or a writer and yet addressed one of the
common people, ahad as-suqa. Amongst those educated people who
frequently visited the restaurant was the Saih Ibrahim al-Yazigi. 56 He
wore the Arab sarawil and a North African fez. He impressed me very
much with the neatness of his clothes and the arrangement of his outfit.

Saih Ibrahim had attained great fame in the world of scholarship and had
many admirers. Occasionally he would come to take his lunch at my
place. It was his habit to come shortly after noon when I was alone. I
wondered how I could serve him best. By nature he was courteous and
agreeable. When he addressed me or joked with me I would remember
every one of his words and repeat them. I still remember how he once
had his lunch and left but had forgotten his glasses on the table. I followed
him, holding them in my hands and gave them to him, He smiled and
said, "I left my eyes with you, but no need to be worried about them; I
left my heart with you a long time ago and nothing has happened to it."
Another time he rose from the table giving me a big coin, I believe it
was a riyal in order that I should give him back the change after sub¬
tracting the price of the lunch. I reached for the drawer of the little
cash box to give him back the change and said, "In the name of Allah,
the Beneficent, the Merciful, Owner of the Day of Judgment." I pulled
out the drawer and pointing with his finger to the money he addressed
it, "Thee we worship, Thee we call for help!" I was delighted with this
pun and related it to many. 57 I was happy that Saih al-Yazigi was so
kind to me.

Amongst those was also 'Abdallah al-Bustani, 58 the teacher. I

56. See 6, n. 7.
57. Zaidan quotes here the first and the third verse of the first Sura, al-Fatiha.

Al-Yazigl answers with the fourth verse. Assumedly he changed the gender of "thee"
in Arabic from male to female, iyaki , instead of iyaka, thus making it clear that he is
referring to the money.

58. Abdallah al-Bustani (1854-1930), member of an illustrous Lebanese family.
Several generations of it were involved in the intellectual and literary revival of the
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benefited much from his talks about poetry and language. I once showed

him some verses that I had composed and he encouraged me even though

I knew that they were no good. He recited often to me from his gahili

poetry, much of which I memorized. During that time the people of Dair

al-Qamar happened to oppose Rustum Pasa 59 and to write against him.

Abdallah, the teacher, published in the Lisan al-hal 60 a dream in which he

alluded to the Pasa and his actions and in which he included many names

of the Iblis and the devils. I used to discuss this with him when we met.

Amongst them was also the teacher Ibrahim al-Kafruni, 61 and 62

I had subscribed to "al-Muqtataf" to read it. I boasted about the fact

that I was a subscriber to it and liked other people to know that I read it.

I wanted to embark on writing for it. I wrote an article, doing my utmost

correcting and embellishing it according to my abilities. I did not know

grammatical endings and forms but I wrote it from the heart, its topic

being a criticism of fathers who neglect the education of their young

children, because once they are grown up the opportunity for education

is lost. This was at the time my situation. I sent the essay to "al-Muqtataf"

in care of its director, Sahin Makariytis, 63 and I waited patiently for

the forthcoming issue. It appeared — and then another one and a third

one, but the essay was not published. I was amazed that it had not

been published since I believed it to be useful. After some months the

director of "al-Muqtataf" happened to come to me with some friends for

Arab world. 'Abdallah himself was interested in literature and was one of the first to

write a piece for the theatre in Arabic. He worked as a teacher of Arabic in various
missionary and government schools; Dagir II 193.

59. Rustum Pasa (1806-1895) Italian by origin he entered the service of the Otto¬
man Empire. After serving as the Ottoman Ambassador to Italy he was appointed in
1873 Mutassarif of the Lebanon in which function he served for ten years. The position

of Mutassarif or plenipotentiary, had been established for the Lebanon together with
Reglement Organique after the disturbances of 1858-1860. The Mutassarif had to be a
Catholic Christian and was directly responsible to the government in Istanbul; Zaidan
Taragim I 202 ff.

60. Lisan al-Hal, a semi-weekly journal founded in 1877 by Halll Sarkls in Beirut.

It eventually became a daily paper offering a melange of topics ranging from politics
over literature to agriculture; Di TarrazI II 27-33.

61. Ibrahim al-Kafrunl (d. 1896) obtained a B.A. from the SPC in 1873, taught
as an instructor in the preparatory school of the Medical School, 1880-1885, later
went to Egypt where he worked as a translator; Alumni 4, Catalogue 80/81-84/85.

62. sic in ms.

63. See 23, n. 37.
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lunch. We knew each other already from before. He greeted me and I
admired him for his modesty and friendliness. I ventured to find out
from him about my article and asked whether it had reached him. He
answered that it had reached him and that perhaps the next one would
be better than this one. So I understood that he did not publish it because
of its weakness. I took this as a lesson and my self-confidence regressed
to what it had been ten years ago. It did not at all enter my mind that
the manager of the newspaper treated me unfairly, as is the case with
most who write for a newspaper and their articles are not published. But
I was convinced after this that I would not insist on anybody publishing
my articles. I did not again write for any newspaper from that time on
until after I had studied sciences, entered the medical school and had
understood some of the subjects of medicine. Even then my writings
remained controversial, as will be mentioned below.

I began to think about ways that could help me to acquire know¬
ledge. My father had cast upon me the most important tasks of his
restaurant and its bookkeeping. I cooked, I shopped, I collected the
money, gave credit and settled the accounts. I became indispensible to
this place in order to keep it from falling apart, since my father did not
know how to write and had got used to depending on me and not trusting
anybody else.

All this I realized and waited patiently for an opportunity. My desire
to study had been augmented through my association with students from
the College. A large group of the medical students studied there but lived
•outside. Most of them were strangers and came to eat in the restaurant.
My friend Sam'an al-Hurl had entered this school, but he kept coming
back to us to eat and even brought some other students to us. They used
to socialize with me a lot. After the meal they would sit when we finished
serving food to the people, and we would talk and discuss and they would
discern in me an inclination for learning, or sometimes I would embark
upon a scientific discussion and they would hear talk from me that would
show my inquiry into this science the like of which they were not accus¬
tomed to from cooks or other lower artisans or vendors in those times. The
:number of students that came back to us increased and I was delighted
with them, not because of the gains I hoped to make from their meals but
because I enjoyed their conversation.
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Amongst those who visited my place frequently during that time
were Halll Hairallah, 64 As'ad Rahhal, 65 Hasan Nassar, 66 Bahus Hakim, 67
Sam'an al-Huri and others. They used to invite me to their festivities
which took place in the school after the exams and the distribution of the
diplomas. I listened to the public addresses and observed the successful
students, and I felt depressed because I was excluded from this. I would
not leave such a festivity without feeling low. I was rarely present at such
occasions without my friend Halll Sawul. He possessed a similar inclina¬
tion towards study and used to complain about his being tied down as a
watchmaker, just as I would complain about my confinement to the
restaurant. My companions would often notice my depressed mood and
ask me the reason. I would excuse myself and deny it. Only to Halll
I once said, "Shall there not come a day when I stand where these
speakers stand ?"

I also attended the festivities of the Sams al-birr association, which
was a chapter of the English Y.M.C.A. 68 It was a club filled with
educated people, most of its members consisting of students at the College.
Speeches and conferences were given there. I was, of course, friends with
some of its members from amongst the students of the College. They
encouraged me to join this association and I considered their encourage¬
ment a great favour. I became a member of its organization and believed
it to be a great honour, since I did not deem anything more valuable in.
this world than knowledge.

One of the marks the friendship with Sawul made upon my future
was the fact that he introduced me to Doctor Iskandar al-Barudi 69 who-
was then a student at the School of Medicine. I am greatly indebted to-
al-Barudl because it was he who placed me at the gates of knowledge
and prepared me for the world of culture. I met him through Sawul who-

64. IJalil Hairallah (1860-1899), born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from.
SPG in 1883, served as a medical officer with the Egyptian army in Sudan; Alumni 13.

65. As'ad Rahhal (1959-1927) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPC
in 1883; Alumni i3.

66. Hasan Nassar studied medicine at the SPC but did not graduate. No further-
information.

67. Bahus Hakim (1857-1897) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPC:
in 1883, worked in Lebanon; Alumni 13.

68. See 22, n. 28.

69. See 20, n. 25.
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was his friend. Iskandar was a member of the Sams al-birr association. His
was a lofty position because of his learning; he was popular and his opinion
was relied upon. In those days he was known as "Iskandar the Teacher"
because before entering the medical school he used to teach in some
schools. When he took up medicine the name stuck with him. The students
and teachers used to love him: they esteemed him highly and tried to
emulate his activeness and intelligence -— and Iskandar the Teacher, too,
of course, took an exalted position in my own heart. He became for me
the example of what an educated, diligent young man ought to be.

With all this I still increased my desire to study until I finally told
my father of my thoughts. He answered me, "Do what you think behoves
you!" But when my mother heard of my decision she almost lost her
senses out of happiness, and she encouraged me very much. However,
I did not find any way to leave the restaurant. My father believed that
my leaving would lead to closing the avenue to a livelihood for my family.
I considered what benefits I hoped for from the study of sciences. I
realized that the only profession I could take up was teaching. When I
graduated from College I would be able to teach at a salary of 200 to 300

girs, which at that time were worth quite a lot. But I reconsidered this

and began to think of a better way. It occurred to me that most of my
knowledge came from the medical students, and I said to myself, "Why
don't I study medicine? Once I have passed the period of my studies I
will graduate as a physician. From this profession I as well as my family
can make a living. I did not know what I needed to know before I entered
the study of medicine, other than the difficulties preventing me from
leaving my job. But with regard to this I was lucky enough to find a
good way out, namely during that year my father went into partnership
with his friend. Hanna az-Zaila c, a colleague of his. They joined in
opening an over-night hotel close to the theatre "Syria" and, together,
bought the necessary beds. This work was neither fatiguing nor did it
demand any knowledge of reading. They made me and the son of my
father's associate partners. His name was Gurgl, like mine. We knew
each other and had been companions since childhood. His father was
more convinced of my sedateness, my diligence in work and my con¬
siderate conduct than of that of his son. Therefore, he wanted to attach
him to me so that he might perhaps improve.
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We became partners for the restaurant underneath the hotel, which
our fathers had opened. This was a big cellar. In its place today is a plant
for chick peas, pistacio and assorted nuts, owned by 'Umar al-Mahmasanl.
About this noble man praiseworthy recollections will be mentioned later
in my story.

When I became independent in my work from my father and when
I had assured myself that I need not be concerned about his income if I
left him, I began to think about a way to realize my plans. I already had
many friends among the medical students. Very frequently they came to
me, and the desire to become one of their group had grown, even though
the work in our new restaurant meant a lot of profit. By way of illustration
I shall only mention that our neighbours would never sell anything before
we had sold out. We had a neighbour, Qaisar Gawls, who owned a
restaurant close to ours. He used to come to me towards evening, look
into the pots and if he found something in them he would exclaim, "We
would like to finish and get rid of our stuff; when are we going to make a
living for ourselves ?" Nevertheless, my mind was overcome by the quest
for knowledge through the study of medicine.

I had read parts of the book The Secret of Success which Dr. Sarruf
had translated into Arabic. 70 Vigor and zeal sprang up in me. I read,
as I said, some of it but was unable to finish the rest. Too great was the
enthusiastic impact it had upon me to read about the lives of men who
reached highest achievements by their own diligence and efforts and self-
reliance. Amongst them, barbers and shoemakers, servants, artisans and
maids who rose through their eagerness and vigilance to the station of
great people. If I read a few pages I would be so agitated that I could not
sleep any longer or be calm, and, finding myself tied down, pity would
overcome me and I would get depressed. So I would put the book aside
and till today I have not finished reading it.

When it occurred to me to attain knowledge by way of medicine,
for the sake of its material in addition to its ethical benefits, I related my
thoughts to my friend Sawul, who suggested, "Let's ask our friend al-
Barudl." So we joined him once in the Sams al-birr association and present¬
ed my idea to him: "If I wanted to study medicine, how much time and

70. See 12.
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money would be necessary for it?" He deliberated and looked at me,
finding my venturing upon such a ponderous issue unusual, and answered
me that the medical student has to learn the preparatory sciences and
that their study takes several years — not considering the English and
Arabic languages. I asked him about these preparatory sciences and he
explained, "They are natural philosophy, algebra, geometry, arithmetic,
lexicography, grammer and English. In these subjects the student takes
an examination on the day he applies for entering the first year. If he
passes he enters medicine. This takes four years if he passes all the exams,
and the orals. He then receives the diploma of the school." I found the
number of subjects distressing, of some I understood only a very few bits
and pieces. My elan to study, however, eased every difficulty for me. So
I asked him, "If somebody like me wants to study the preparatory
sciences, how much time would that take for him?" He answered, "If
they are taught at the College, it takes two years for a hardworking person.
After these two years many spend additional time studying and perhaps
even then do not pass the exams."

When he told me this I almost reversed my decision. But I had great
self-confidence, tiqa binafsi, with regard to the required steadfastness
and effort. So I enquired, "Is there not any way to study these subjects
outside the school in a condensed form?" "That is possible", he said,
"but you will need books, reports, practical exercises and no doubt the
necessary time for learning it will have to be spent. At home some have
recourse to teachers from outside to help them in their studies".

We were, at the time, just in the last days of the school year and the
school was about to be let out for summer vacations. So I said, "Don't
you think that if somebody made an effort he could learn these subjects
during the summer intercession and take the exams at the beginning of
the next school year?" He looked at me and laughed, scorning this idea,
"That is impossible. I know three students who spent two years learning
these subjects in the preparatory school and do not consider themselves
competent to take the exams, so they also study during this summer to
complete the requirements. So how would you manage not having learned
in a school and without any knowledge?!" "Let us try it", I said. "Try
it!" "On the condition", I added, "that Iskandar the Teacher shall be
my guide in pursuing these subjects", since I had observed him to be

12
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intelligent and having an efficient way of instruction. He answered,
"I believe I will not be in Beirut this summer. If I would stay here I would
give you as good lessons as possible". He said that in order to encourage
me even though he was not convinced of my ability.

Then I enquired about the necessary expenses for the school year,
and he told me that the fee was ten Ottoman lira for instruction only,
without meals and not considering books and other expenses. Even though
I knew that I did not possess a penny of this money, I was determined
to carry out my plan. I disclosed my idea to my father's partner and he
disapproved of it... 71 about the confession as to what were his intentions
and, shedding two tears, he complained, "You know that you are like my
son to me, nay, dearer to me than he is. It did not excape you how I tried
hard to establish a companionship between you and my son, because I
know your diligence to work. But now any hope for the betterment of my
son is lost!" What I heard from this old man grieved me and I expressed
my regrets to him. But I did not see myself able to go back on my decision,
even though I ventured upon an onerous and serious task. I consulted
with my father and he did not discuss it again. You should have seen my
mother's happiness when I came that evening and announced my decision
to her. She was exuberant and encouraged me strongly. She knew that
I did not own a penny to pay for the school and that I would not ask for it
from my father and that I was determined to pay myself for the school
by taking up some job, not knowing yet what it would be. She asked me
therefore, "How much is the fee for the first time, that is, the first instal¬
ment?" When I explained to her that it was seven Ottoman lira, she
told me, "I possess this amount, having collected here a penny there a
penny. I'll give it to you. Don't worry about it. Be diligent and rely upon
God!" The words of my mother moved me very much.

I began to consider what I should do for the future. One of my ideas
was to open an eating place in the neighbourhood of the school, since I
knew that many of the day students ate there in some restaurants. If
they would eat in my place, I would earn enough to pay for the school.
I agreed with my brother Mitrl, 72 who was then still young, that he

71. Illegible in ms.
72. See 29, n. 57.
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should take over the management of the place, and we both were
content with this arrangement.

But first of all I began to study the preparatory subjects under the
guidance of Iskandar the Teacher. During the first two weeks, I en¬
countered such difficulty that it almost dissuaded me from my decision,
since I did not understand completely the terminology of these sciences.
After this initial period, I came to consider this as easy. I would go every
day from our house in Asraflya to al-Barudi's dwelling in Ra's Beirut
to take a lesson — this was during the days of the summer in the afternoon
heat around three o'clock. Yet, I did not mind the discomfort and did not
know fatigue. I took many lessons in a short time. Somewhat more than
a month had passed when we had covered already the mentioned subjects
to the extent that they were required. My teacher wanted to continue
teaching me when he recognized my assiduity. After we had finished with
the requirements, he advanced with me beyond that. Once he praised
me for my efforts, and I did not comprehend that they should be called
"efforts".

So he told me about the students whom he had mentioned before,
who had studied for two years and were now repeating the same subjects
with the help of a teacher during the vacations: in spite of this one of
them had not even accomplished half of what I had. I thanked him for
his praise, which gave me confidence. He named the students for me
and pointed me out to his professors, one of them being Ya'qub Sarruf. 73
"I told my professor Ya'qub about you", he said, "and I would like you
to meet him." Until that day I had never met the teacher Ya'qub. We
once encountered him in the pharmacy of Murad al-Barudi and he intro¬
duced me to the teacher Ya'qub. I regarded him with great respect
because of what I had heard about his knowledge and virtue. When
professor Ya'qub addressed me with "Bravo, I heard about your hard
work from Iskandar the Teacher, and I am very pleased", his words
touched my ears like a tune of lovely music and encouraged me very
much.

When the first month of instruction had passed, I went to Iskandar
the Teacher to enquire about the fee, in order to pay him. He told me,
'The fee is due at the end of the period". When the time was over and

73. See 12 ; n. 2.
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the date of the exams arrived, I asked him again about the fee, but he
said, "Let us see about it after you take the exams." I understood from
this that he intended to take a fee only if I passed the examination and
entered the School of Medicine. When the day of the exams had come
and I took them and the professors had given me permission to enroll
in the Medical School. I hastened to the house of Iskandar the Teacher.
He was already on the look-out for me form the window, in order to see
me before I entered. When he spotted me, he waved to me with a ques¬
tioning gesture. I told him that I had passed the exam with success and
he was very glad. Entering his house I saw his delight, which was not less
than my own. Then I asked him about his fee, but he began to put me
off and declared, "My delight with your success is more than my pleasure
for money", and refused to take a fee. I decided, of course, to present it
to him anyway and perhaps compensate him later. But I will not forget
his merit and his affection nor that he helped me to take a great step
forward in my success. I confess that the greatest credit for my success
with so many lessons in such a short time goes to his excellent explana¬
tions. When I did not understand a geometrical, algebraic or natural
science problem, he would change the approach of explanation con¬
tinuously, until I understood it.

I also had drawn moral benefits from the association with Iskandar
the Teacher which were of great help for my future life. I learned from
him to be conscientious about time, muhafa^a 'ala 'l-waqt. I observed that
he was most conscienctious in putting his time to good use. The high
esteem in which I held him made him an example for me. Especially his
economizing attitude towards time amazed me. We would study some
lesson, and if he left me to do some experimental work by myself, which
would take two minutes, he used to turn to a book which he was in the
process of translating and would occupy himself with it. He would
translate two fines, or three, or a page, rather than sit idly while I was
finishing my work. I acquired this virtue from him and it was of great
use to me.

After I had studied natural sciences and mathematics I became
aware of myself and understood as if a veil was drawn from my eyes that
I had entered a new phase. I perceived in myself a faculty of deduction
and judgment. After I had imitated others in my movements and
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thoughts, venting statements and opinions only after I had heard some¬
body else doing so and thus imitating him, I now became master of my
own views on each issue. I began to form my own opinions and to express
independent views. The credit for this goes to the natural and mathe¬
matical sciences: they condition the mind to correct judgment based
on coherent reasons.

It was my good fortune that during the phase of imitation I did not
succeed in emulating my first friends in their vices. I spent a long time
amongst them, saddened by my incapability to emulate them. When I
met Sawul and his friends I found myself able to follow them, and I
imitated them successfully in their virtuous ways. Perhaps this is the
root of the saying, "Send your son to the market and see with whom he
associates". This contradicts the other saying, "Wicked company corrupts
good character". In my opinion, man is born with certain tendencies
and he will only be at ease in the company of those who are agreeable
to his tendencies. A youth who is corrupted in the company of educated
people has an innate inclination to corruption. He will associate with
virtuous men and not benefit from them, but when he meets evil people
he will turn to them and keep their company. Though I do not deny
the impact education has upon the rectification and improvement of
character, I do not believe that it changes the essence.

At the root of my success were my consciousness of time and perse¬
verance.

I woke up on Wednesday in 74 the year 1881 and I was one of the
students of medicine at the College, I could hardly believe that indeed
I had achieved this aspiration. I opened a shop near the gate of the
College to sell food stuff, and entrusted my brother Mitr! with it. I also
rented a room to live close to it. I operated the eating place for some
months, then I discovered that it did not fulfil my expectations and
abandoned it. So I devoted myself exclusively to studying. But it did
not take long before I took care of the second instalment of the fee: I came
across a boy to whom I taught Arabic. He was 'Abduh, the nephew of
Iyas al-Ganl — a man famous in Beirut — and he lived in his house close
to the College. I also did other odd jobs, using them to pay for the second
instalment and books.

74. Sic in ms.
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But for all my happiness about entering the College I kept seeing
myself as a stranger in it, as if I wore clothes cut for someone else. I still
was convinced that I was less intelligent and weaker in my appearance
than my companions, since most had spent years studying science and
had become familiar with it. They had fathers or guardians who carried
the burden of payments and other expenses for them, while I was the
only one who had to work to raise these funds. My class was that of the
freshmen, mubtadi', in medicine and consisted of nine students whom I
regarded with the same respect as all other students. My uneasiness
about this big leap from behind food dishes to the College prevented me
from associating with them. They, on the other hand, believed this to be
arrogance on my side. But only a few months passed before I mixed
with them and some of my bashfulness disappeared because I saw them
approaching me. I realized that with regard to our studies I was not less
intelligent then they. In spite of my preoccupation with many jobs,
seeking an income, I found myself equal to most. Indeed, when I came
to the College to enter a class in chemistry, or botany, or anatomy, or
Latin — those were the subjects in the first year of medicine ■—- it came
to the point that I would see them gather around me, be very friendly to
me and request that we should go over the lesson together. They would
listen intently to what I read to them from what I had understood of the
lesson. Some would ask me about things that had been difficult for them
and I would explain them. I noticed in the course of time I was no
different from them as far as intellectual abilities or anything else was
concerned. The poor opinion I had about my own intelligence vanished
from my mind. I began to notice congeniality on the side of professors
and students. They were amazed at my entering medicine and at my
ability to keep up with them in the studies in spite of my many jobs.
Iskandar the Teacher remained for a while there, and whenever he would
meet me he would exclaim jokingly, "You are now in the Medical
School, Gurgi!" as if he was astonished about this accomplishment.
This made me happy and I considered it as congratulation and praise.

My class consisted of Gurgi Kafrunl (died), 75 Ilyas Saba (died), 76

75. Gurgi Kafruni (d. 1896) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPG
in 1885, was an instructor there 1880/81; Alumni 16.

76. Ilyas Saba (d. 1888) born in Beirut, obtained M.D. degree from SPG 1885,
worked in as-Salt, Alumni 16.
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Halil Birbari (died), 77 and the Amir Sallm Sihab (?), 78 Atanasiyus
Saiqali, 79 As'ad Rasid, 80 Sallm Zaidan, 81 and 82 I also became
friends with the students of the advanced medical classes: Sam'an al-
Huri, Niqula Nimr, 83 and As'ad Rahhal from the senior year, saff al-

muntahi ; also Iskandar Barudi, the Teacher, Halil Hairallah, Ibrahim

Matar 84 , Ibrahim Tabit, 85 Ibrahim Salibi, 86 Antun Naufal, 87 and
Bahus Hakim from the junior year, saff al-mudrikin , and Hasan Nassar
and Amin Fulaihan 88 from the sophomore year, saff al-muhawwalin.
I also knew of the science students Na'um Suqair, 89 Iskandar Sahin, 90

77. Halil Birbari (d. 1899) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPG
1885, worked later in Muscat; Alumni 15.

78. Amir Sallm Sihab, born in Lebanon. According to Catalogue 81/82 18 he was
a class ahead of Zaidan. He obtained his M.D. degree from SPG in 1884 and worked
later in Ba'abda; Alumni 15.

79. Atanasiyus Saiqali studied at the SPC but did not graduate; Catalogue 81 /82 19.

80. As'ad Rasid (d. 1933) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPG in
1885. 1907-1920 served in medical corps of Egyptian army in Dongola, Sudan; Alumni
16.

81. Sallm Zaidan originated from Tyre, apparently no family relation of Gurgl
Zaidan. He studied at the SPC but did not graduate; Catalogue 81/82 19.

82. Sic in ms.

83. Niqula Nimr (1859-1906) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPG
1883. 1886-1893 served as surgeon in the Egyptian army; Alumni 13.

84. Ibrahim Matar (1863-1913) born in Beirut, obtained M.D. degree from SPG
1883, worked as physician in Beirut; Alumni 13.

85. Ibrahim Tabit obtained M.D. degree from SPC in 1883 lived in Beirut;
Alumni 14.

86. Ibrahim Salibi (born 1852) obtained M.D. degree from SPC 1883, worked

in Lebanon as a physician and writer. His articles appeared in al-Hilal and al-Muqtataf;
Alumni 14.

87. Antun Naufal born in Tripolis, obtained M.D. degree in 1883 from SPG,
went later to Egypt where he edited amongst other newspapers al-Fallah; Alumni 13,
d I T arraz ! Ill 26.

88. Amin Fulaihan (d. 1929) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPG

in 1886, worked as a physician at the English Missionary Hospital in Jaffa and later
Lebanon; Alumni 17.

89. Na'um Suqair (1863-1922) born in Lebanon. B.A. from SPG in 1883. He went
to Egypt in 1884, joined the Wolseley expedition of the British to Sudan, and later he
worked as a historian for the Sudanese Government. Author of various books; Alumni
14; D agir III 644.

90. Iskandar SahTn (d. 1921) born in Beirut, obtained B.A. degree from SPG in
1883, worked as an editor and emigrated later to Sao Paolo; Alumni 14.
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Gibra'il Haddad 91 and others; from the teachers of the School I also
knew Antun Haddad. 92 I experienced more and more friendliness and
kindness from my companions in the course of the weeks and months
and in particular towards the end of the school year, when the exams
drew closer and the talent of the students came to the fore. I used to hear
praise from them, which I took as a way of encouragement since I knew
that I did not have the leisure time to penetrate the lessons thoroughly. I
had no intention of being first. My interest was to acquire knowledge
and not to fall short of my peers. Then I realized that they esteemed me
higher than that, until some even insinuated once to me that I would
obtain the honours that year. I did not believe this, knowing there were
intelligent ones amongst my classmates. Some had studied most subjects
of the freshman class in the school of science before they embarked upon
the study of medicine. The most outstanding of them in intelligence, as
well as diligence, was GurgI Kafruni. He had friendly relations with the
chemistry teacher. He taught him Arabic. The said chemistry teacher,
Dr. Lewis, by name, was very precise in his teaching. In the beginning of
the year this exercised us very much, but then I soon understood his style
of instruction and comprehended the basic principles of chemistry until
I thought his method to be easy. I enjoyed chemistry immensely. When
I got to chemical analysis during the last half of the year I was greatly
amazed at it. When we would come to the laboratory and each would
stand before his shelf upon which there were tubes and burners and glasses
with material for examination, the professor would give each of us some
of the stuff he wanted analyzed. I used to be the first to analyze it and he
would smile at me and give me other special materials which I would set
out to analyze until my classmates finished analyzing the first stuff. I
would enjoy this greatly and till today I still am convinced that chemistry
is the most enjoyable and pleasant of all sciences.

Ever since I began to study the preparatory subjects I used to think,
every time I studied one subject, that this was the most enjoyable of all;

91. Gibra'Il Haddad (d. 1923) obtained B-A. degree from SPC in 1883, worked
for the Ministry of Interior in Egypt as Director of Public Security; Alumni 14.

92. Antun Haddad (1861-1924) obtained B.A. degree from SPG in 1882. He is
nowhere mentioned as a faculty member or instructor; cf. Catalogue 81/82 20, Alumni 12.
Perhaps Zaidan confused him with somebody else.
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such was my relation to natural and mathematical sciences. When. I
learned about chemistry, botany and anatomy I came to the conclusion
that these were better than the former sciences. Then, after I studied
physiology and pharmacology, I changed my mind, and considered them
the most gratifying ones — with the exception of chemistry. Till today
I am convinced that this is the most delightful of all sciences, because
through it man sees the world as he has not done before.

Anatomy, too, is very gratifying, because one learns how the human
body is composed. For these studies it was necessary to purchase the bones
of a human skeleton. Bones were rare because of the difficulties in getting
hold of corpses, since people refused an autopsy on the corpses of their
dead. Usually the College would procure corpses furtively, paying high
prices for them. The students would pass on the bones by purchase, and
it rarely happened that one had a whole skeleton with all its small and
big parts. I told myself that I would get a complete body. One day I was
informed that a man from the people in Ra's Beirut, had died and been
buried in a grave in the sand. I arranged with a friend that we would go
and steal him. We took along a man with his hoe to unearth and carry
the corpse. We went on the third or fourth day after the death had
occurred, assuming that the corpse would be in a coffin and it would be
easy to carry it away as it was. We went there after midnight like fright¬
ened thieves. We dug out several graves because we were mistaken about
the place of the grave we wanted — even though we had gone there
during day time to identify its place. Finally, we found him not buried
in a coffin. We carried away as many parts as we could, because the dawn
apprised us and we retreated in fear. Nobody from the College knew of
this except my friend. On the next morning the people noticed the opened
graves and accused the students of the College for this, but did not know
who did it.

I shall never forget a scene from the first year when they brought
in one day the corpse of rune year old boy, who had been buried the
preceding evening in the cemetery of Saint Mitrius in Asraflya. I did not
know that he was from there even though most of the inhabitants of that
quarter are our people and friends, because our house was there. When
the corps arrived in the College it was hoisted up secretly to a shelter
between the ceiling of the Medical School and the roof. We were
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summoned to attend the dissecting and I was sent up with the others. This
was the first time that I witnessed this procedure. I will always remember
the moment that the coffin was opened: the body was covered with
flowers and a smell of amber emanated because of the many leaves and
flowers. My look fell upon the body of this boy, and its sight made an
everlasting impression upon my soul. Till today, whan I smell the
smell of an amber leaf or its flower, the sight of this corpse appears
before me.

Dr. Wortabet, 93 the professor of anatomy, began to dissect the
corpse and divide it amongst the students of all classes. After two days
came the time for me to go home to see my folks — I used to go home
every Saturday staying until Sunday. When I arrived and greetings were
exchanged, my mother surprised me by saying, "Poor chap, the son of
so-and-so. He died and his body has been stolen. People say that the
College stole it." I pretended to know nothing of this, but I felt sorry
because this boy was a relation of ours.

The professor of Latin was Mr. Porter, 94 but during this year he was
preoccupied with something else, and the teacher Faris Nimr was com¬
missioned to teach it. I had met him once in his house before I entered
the College; some of my friends had introduced me to him. When I entered
the College, my only contact with him was during the lessons. The medical
students hated studying Latin because they did not find any pleasure in
it, and did not deem it valuable enough to justify the drudgery. At first
sight, I found its study difficult because my knowledge of the basic
principles of Arabic and English was not sufficient to be of help in under¬
standing the basics of Latin. Mastery of the basic principles of one lan¬
guage helps [to comprehend another one. But before some months had
passed I enjoyed studying it; I loved it and I perceived the satisfaction
of the teacher with regard to my progress.

93. Yuhana Wortabet (1827-1908) born in Beirut of Armenian origin, educated
by American missionaries. After 1860 he went to Edinburgh for medical studies. He
became a faculty member of the SPC Medical School in 1866. After English became

the teaching language at the SPG, his services were no longer required. He resigned in
1890. T ibawi passim, Zaidan Taragim II 232-237; Bibliography of AUB 338.

94. Harry Porter (d. 1923) came 1870 to Beirut as a professor of history at SPG.

He wrote various books on history, especially a history of Beirut; Bibliography of AUB
123.
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Our professor in botany was Dr. Post, 95 a scholar in this field. I
enjoyed the study of botany, especially physiology and dissection, on
account ofits inner order and underlying reason. In spite of his expertness,
activeness, and knowledge, Dr. Post was hot-headed and quick-tempered,
with an inclination towards vengeance. Therefore, the students thought
ill of him and he of them. What added to his distrust towards the students
was the fact that he was hard of hearing. When he saw a student move his
lips without being able to hear what he said, he assumed that he talked
badly about him. Therefore, his judgement about the knowledge of this
students in botany was not always objective. But I studied for the pleasure
I found in science, not because of obedience to the order of my father or
my two guardians, and I understood very well what I studied. If some¬
body finds himself in such a situation, he has no fear of failing.

When the time of the annual exams came nearer, the students began
to prepare for them. Especially for those who have no experience with it,
it is like the Day of Judgement. Most of my classmates had got used to
them in the school of science, but for me it was the first time that I took
exams in a big school. I could tell from the faces of some of my student
friends that they concealed something from me. Later I found out that
they were discussing in my absence as to who was going to obtain the
honorary degrees. They were divided into two groups: one believed that
I would get it, the other claimed [Gurgi] Kafruni would be the one.
The School of Science students entered the discussion. They took my side,

following the lead of the teacher Antun Haddad, since he was entrusted
with registering the students' grades. Usually he would extract their
average and he was the one to know best what the case would be. All
this happened without my knowledge, although later I remembered that I
was befriended by the teacher Antun and some companions, a point that
they found worth mentioning.

We took the written examination, each subject separately — with
the exception of anatomy. They would come back to it in the following
year, that is to say, they studied for two years and then would take an
exam in it in the alternating year. We were first examined in chemistry.

95. George Post (1838-1909) came to Beirut as a missionary-physician in 1863,
was since 1867 professor at the Medical School of SPC, wrote various textbooks of

medicine in Arabic; Tibawi passim, Tanim 303, Zaidan Taragim II 238-242.
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The procedure of the exams in the College was that the students would sit
in a great hall on chairs with tables in front. The professor would sit on
a bench observing all from there. The students would come in, carrying
only white paper and pens with them and sit down. The professor would
write the required questions on the big blackboard in front of the room.
He would request the students to write each question separately in his
notebook and write down the answer below it. Usually the questions
consisted of two sets: one obligatory part and a second part which the
student chose to answer or not. I used to answer all questions. Most
often I had finished my work before the others, because I wrote fast. I
must admit here to transgressions during these exams, which were caused
by my concern for some of my companions who, I feared, would fail in
chemistry or botany. I would write the answers down for them and throw
them from under the seat. I believe it helped them, especially in botany,
where the Doctor claimed that we had misunderstood the intention of

several questions and did not answer what was asked. Strangely enough,
we all had understood the intention of the question in the same way! He
insisted that he meant something else. He held us responsible for this
question and the grade average dropped so that the weak ones failed;
in such actions the students were united against Dr. Post. In chemistry
nobody failed as far as I remember. In spite of his exactitude in teaching,
Dr. Lewis did not rely upon wording and formulation. He usually knew
the abilities of each student even if the appearance was to the contrary.

In Latin, however, there was no chance of helping friends because
Professor Faris Nimr was very vigilant. No secret dealing of the students
in this respect would escape him, He seated us in a room where there
was for each of us a table and a chair along the walls, while he would
stand in the middle at a spot where he could observe each student. He
wrote the questions on the blackboard and we answered all of them. I
finished writing when the time was not yet over. I was embarrassed at
being the first to get up. I showed the exam paper over to Nimr and left
quickly in order to check in a book an expression which I believed I had
put down incorrectly and then changed it. I realized now that I had first.
written it correctly and then changed it into a mistake. I was sorry,
because it was the only mistake in the test. On the other hand, I thanked
God that indeed it was the only one.
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I began to walk up and down in the school hall expecting my
classmates. I was concerned about some of them because I knew their
weakness. Soon they came down together with the teacher Faris Nimr.
Outside the classroom no conversation had ever taken place between us,
but this time I saw him turning towards me and stretching out his hand
greeting me and shaking hands with me cordially exclaiming, "Congra¬
tulations, Zaidan, bravo! Your exam is outstanding!" This laudation
embarrassed me; I changed the subject and remarked, "I hope that none
of my classmates failed." He did not answer to this and left. Later I found
out that my grade was ten out of ten, which is a rare achievement, es¬
pecially in Latin.

The time of the commencement festivities on the last day of the
school year arrived. They make the distribution of the diplomas a cere¬
mony which the notables and educated people attend by special in¬
vitation. Speeches are given, while the dignitaries of the College sit in
their official robes on a bench in the front of the great hall of the church.
After the speeches are ended, the president stands up and calls the students
who earned their medical diploma or the B.A. — one after the other. He
hands it over to them and the people applaud. Then the professors stand
up and distribute the distinctions to those who scored great success in the
subjects they studied. I sat in the rear of the hall and, when the distribu¬
tion began, I noticed the School of Science students and some of my
classmates turn their faces towards me and laugh, until Dr. Lewis stood
up with a certificate in his hand calling my name, because I had won a
distinction in analytical chemistry. I did not see any other way out but
to come forward and receive it. I was overcome with embararssment while
the people were applauding — especially the students, as if they were
happy about their victory. I approached the bench, accepted the dis¬
tinction and returned, while the applause persisted. I looked on the
ground out of embarrassment. I heard some saying, "Don't go back,
wait for the second distinction!" but I did not take any notice of it.
I had not yet reached my seat when I heard Porter call my name: I
had won the distinction in Latin. I returned under continuous applause
and received it. I went back to my seat and almost vanished for em¬
barrassment, but my heart jumped with delight.

My friend GurgI KafrunI won the distinction in descriptive
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chemistry, which he deserved, since he was intelligent and diligent.
In botany nobody distinguished himself because the error upon which
Dr. Post insisted lowered the grades altogether, and one would only
win a distinction if one's grades were eight out of ten.

When the session was concluded, the students revealed to me what
they had been discussing in my absence, and I saw their happiness for
my sake upon their faces. I will not forget the happiness that I felt in this
meeting. It increased my application and perseverance in studying.
When the school openened in the following year, I transferred to the
sophomore class. Dr. Wortabet taught anatomy and physiology. Dr. Post
pharmaceutics, and Dr. William van Dyck, 96 the son of our professor
Dr. Cornelius van Dyck, had been appointed to teach tarabiyutiya, 97
or characteristics of drugs. This was a new science, introduced that very
year. I took a particular fancy to physiology, because it points out to
man the function of his vital parts such as digestion, respiration, circula¬
tion, etc., even though the above-mentioned science was still imperfect.
Our class distinguished itself from all preceding classes by the instruction
in tarabiyutiya.This is a beautiful science, the subject of which is the study
of the influence of drugs on the functions of the organs in the healthy
state. Dr. William van Dyck had compiled a well-organized book on this
subject. We were amazed at his way of instruction. He made his thoughts
clear to us and gave us description which showed his thorough under¬
standing of the subject matter. The cogitation of Dr. Wortabet in physio¬
logy was not as clear.

We passed some months of the year before the famous event occurred
in the College, during which the medical students unified and demanded
their rights. This was the first time that something like this happened in
the East.

This event resulted in the exodus of most of the students and their
scattering over the world, the change of future for some of them, and the
migration of many to Egypt or other places.

96. Munaggid 63 leaves a blank after William, though ms indicates clearly van
Dyck as the following word.

97. This word cannot be found in any of the new or older dictionaries. It

looks like an Arabization of therapeutics, though this would not fit the meaning Zaidan
gives it. Amongst the medical textbooks by G. Post there is included the title Tarabiyutiya
cf. Tanim 303. The book itself was not available.
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It consists of sections for science, medicine, theology and others.
The Americans had founded it in Beirut. Its head was the great Dr.
Bliss. 98 Of all its physicians, Dr. Cornelius van Dyck was the most
famous; he was the closest to the people, appeared most frequently in
the charitable institutions and displayed the strongest love for the Beirutis.
He was a minister, a physician and a professor. He would preach, heal
and teach, and receive for this the same salary as the other professors.
He was of noble character, magnanimous, generous, very charitable,
gentle and sociable. He gained great fame in Syria and the people loved
him. In the College he taught pathology and chemistry. Later, Dr. Lewis
took over the chemistry from him. The students adored van Dyck; they
praised his virtues, merits and kindness. The common people believed
that he was the founder of the College, so that some even called it the van
Dyck College. He did not claim this, but his fame prevailed over that of
his colleagues as a result of his capability.

It appears that this distinction created envy and caused disharmony.
An additional reason for this friction was the fact that Dr. van Dyck was
a liberal in thought and word and did not mind speaking out frankly
about things which his colleagues and others in the group of ministers
avoided discussing. Dr. van Dyck was a God-fearing man, his convic¬
tions being based on understanding and thought. He cared little for the
details and trivialities to which some religious zealots cling and which
have absolutely nothing to do with religion. But he held fast to the
essentials of the Christian religion, unmindful of its external aspects and
its superficialities if they contradicted the principles of science. When a
new theory of scientific thought appeared and presumably contradicted

98. Daniel Bliss (d. 1916) came as a missionary to Beirut in 1856. He was instru¬
mental in founding the SPG, whose first President he became; Tibawi 167, 168 et
passim, cf. also F. J. Bliss.
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these superficialities, he would nevertheless respect it and examine it from
the point of view of scientist as, for instance, the evolutionary theory and
similar theories of the philosophy of natural scientists. Perhaps here one
finds another reason for the estrangement between the Doctor and some
of his colleagues from the faculty of the College, especially Dr. Post.
When I entered the College in the year 1881, the faculty consisted of van
Dyck, Post, Wortabet, Lewis, Porter, Brigstocke 99 and Bliss, the chair¬
man. Lewis was a young man, liberal in thought and deed. He considered
the external religious pretensions unnecessary, even though they were
part of the rules of this College. He found it not objectionable to have
some wine on the table with his meal or to absent himself, for instance,
from prayer from time to time. In his liberal attitude he was very close to
Dr. van Dyck, in spite of the difference of age. Usually, when the faculty
criticized one of Lewis' deed, van Dyck would back him up. 100

When Darwin's theory made its appearance, Lewis gave a lecture
about it to the students. 101 In no regard did his lecture oppose religion.
But this view was altogether new and the men of religion thought it
contradictory to the fundamentals of Christianity. They considered this
speech a dark stain on Dr. Lewis and complained to the Board of Trustees
of the College in America. The Board compelled him to resign, firmly
intent on guarding the religious principle for the sake of which they had
established this school.

The acceptance of the resignation of Dr. Lewis occurred in the first
part of the year we are just discussing. The students loved Lewis and
respected him, especially since van Dyck liked him and was close to him.
But they used to hate Post, or at least did not like him, because of his
violent temper and his attacks against some of them in words and threats
for reasons that we mentioned already. The medical students sided with
van Dyck and Lewis. They decided unanimously to put forward a plea
and a demand to the school for the rights they were entitled to, one of

99. Ritchard W. Brigstocke (d. 1919) a British Missionary who taught at the SPG
from 1872-1882; Catalogue 81/82. Farag 77 spells Brickstock wrongly.

100. For a discussion of these tensions, see Farag , especially 77/78.
101. Lewis gave it in July 1882 as the commencement speech under the title

"Knowledge, Science and Wisdom". Text in English in Annual Reports 1866/67-1921/
22 251 ff. The Arabic text appeared one month after the speech was given in al-Muq-
tataf VII.
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them being that Dr. Lewis should be their chemistry teacher. Amongst
the promoters of this issue were Iskandar al-Barudi, the teacher, and the
late Salim Guraidin!. 102 They did this to help Lewis and to please van
Dyck. They had agreed to protest and I was amongst the protesters.
Perhaps more than the others I followed here the lead of al-Barudl,
convinced that he was doing the right thing -—• just as every student is
convinced by his teacher. He was one of the most active and zealous
students, frequently visiting van Dyck's house and that of Faris Nimr and
Ya'qub Sarruf. They, too, were, of course, siding with the students,
because they highly esteemed the capability of Dr. van Dyck who support¬
ed them in every literary project especially with regard to their magazine
"al-Muqtataf". It was he who had prompted them to found it and he did
not spare any effort in tutoring them and helping them in literary matters.
He was indeed a living lexicon which they made use of for whatever
questions they encountered, or they would look up his writings pertaining
to the subjects and he would guide them to their sources — not to speak
of teaching and other things. They respected his opinion and supported
his views. Their hearts were with the students in this action. But their
own good demanded from them neutrality, since they were teaching at
the College, even though deep down they were hostile towards the
faculty because the latter had not appreciated their capability in terms
of promotion and did not pay them the salary they were entitled to.
There was much respect and love for the owners of "al-Muqtataf" in
the hearts of the students, especially among the younger medical students.
This was a help for the unanimous agreement of the medical students
on their demands. In the beginning, the more advanced of the science
students participated in this — especially Gibra'Il Haddad, Na'um
Suqair, and As'ad Kalargl. 103 They attended the first exploratory
sessions with the medical students, but then they withdrew, advised by
the medical students, lest they should fail and because no benefit
would accrue them from this affair.

102. Salim Guraidlnl born in Lebanon obtained M.D. degree from SPC in 1883;
Alumni 13.

103. As'ad Kalargl Karam (born 1865) obtained a B.A. degree from SPC in
1883, worked later as a correspondent in N. Africa; Alumni 14.

13
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But the movement with which the students of the College came to
the fore is worth recording because it started a new awakening amongst
the students of the schools in the East. The merit for this is again due to
the education in this very college, since it educated its students towards
freedom of thought and speech and accustomed them to individual
freedom and equality of rights, so much so that a student would complain
about his teacher to the faculty, ' umda , if he thought that he had over¬
stepped the proper limits in his conduct. The faculty would establish
his right even if he was the weakest student. This spirit distinguished this
school from the schools of the East and had a great impact upon the
education of the mind of the Syrians during this Nahda. It was this educa¬
tion which enabled the medical students in this year to complain to the
faculty because they were convinced of the correctness of their act.
The protest of the medical students:

The medical students learned that Dr. Lewis had resigned as of the
first of December 1882. Some knew of the dispute between him and the
rest of the faculty, it became public knowledge amongst the rest of the
students and they decided to protest and boycotted the College on
Monday, December 4th. There were 45 students, all medical students.
They held their first meeting in one of the halls of the Prussian Hospital. 104
All were acquainted with each other and accustomed to meetings
in the college itself and in the Society Sams al-birr , and some of
them in the Freemasons. This helped them towards solidarity and
order in their actions — even in their first session, mentioned above.
They began to organize their meeting into the form of a society for which
they elected a temporary chairman, a speaker, a secretary and a treasurer
with the following results: GurgI Zaidan, Chairman, Iskandar [al-]
Barudi, Secretary, Halil Sa'ada, 105 Speaker, G-abar Haddad 106 from

104. The Prussian Hospital was founded in 1861 by the Prussian Order of St.
John. The staff of the Medical School of the SPC undertook the medical charge, while
the Kaiserwerth deaconesses did the nursing; Richter 202.

105. Halil Sa'ada (d. 1934) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPG
in 1883. He worked for at-Tablb, lived in Egypt, Sao Paolo and since 1914 in Buenos

Aires. Besides as a physician he worked there also as a correspondent for the New York
Times; Alumni 13, di Tarrazi II 57.

106. Sic in ms. Certainly meant here is the aforementioned Gibra'il Haddad.
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sciences, Speaker, As'ad Kalargi from sciences, Speaker, GurgI Baz, 107
Treasurer, Fa'iz Sihab, 108 Assistant Treasurer, Antun Milan, 109 Second
Secretary, Ibrahim Salibi, Reporter, Communicator, Messenger of the
absent students. They did this so that their sessions would be organized
and their discussions recorded.. I was not appointed Chairman of this
session because of any particular merit, indeed I was one of the youngest
students present. But they established the chairmanship nominally so as to
keep order in the session and so that each would speak when it was his
turn or after asking permission. They elected me because there was no
rivalry between me and any of the students. There was nothing here that
called for disagreement or grudges. I was far removed from any issues and
was always strongly inclined towards conciliation. I never quarrelled
with anybody, even if he wronged me—till this day this has remained my
nature. However, they used to elect a special chairman for each session
and no importance was connected with this chairmanship. I only men¬
tioned it for the sake of establishing the facts.

This discussion in this session principally revolved around the
problem of unity and in another session a statement was put down upon
which each student, one after the other, had to give an oath in the
following manner, "I swear by God and by my honour to remain faithful
to the commitments upon which we decided in this session and to persist
faithfully with the group until the end."

Each one gave the oath separately and signed his name beneath
the text of this oath in the minutes of the session, which were then in
the hands of the Secretary and which are now with me.

In the first session an appropriate course of action was discussed:
The talk centred upon a protest against the departure of Dr. Lewis before
the end of the year, and upon an inquiry as to who was going to replace
him — this was of interest to us since we trusted his work and we had
entered the school while he was the professor of chemistry in it. They,

107. GurgI Rustum Baz (1861-1956) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree
in 1883 from the SPC, worked as medical health officer in Beirut, published a book
about the history of medicine and various articles; Alumni 13.

108. Fa'iz Sihab (d. 1923) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPC in
1886; Alumni 17.

109. Antun Milan (d. 1899) born in Lebanon, obtained M.D. degree from SPC
1883, worked as a physician for the municipality of Nablus; Alumni 13.
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the students, seized the opportunity to strengthen their protest and put
forward demands about issues from which they had been suffering.

Firstly: The diploma of the College was not sufficient qualification
to practise medicine in the Ottoman Empire. Without exception its
graduates had to go to Istanbul and to take an exam before a committee
of professors from the Imperial School of Medicine. The examinations
were difficult, because they were detailed. The student would be ques¬
tioned about every subject separately in consecutive sessions. These exams
had been held until that year in Arabic, which was also the teaching
language for the students in the College. The students underwent great
agony and frequently they would fail or be delayed in their exams and
reconsider or abstain altogether from practising this profession. This
problem became even more complicated by an announcement, which the
College received that year, saying that the examinations of the medical
students in Istanbul would not be acceptable any more in Arabic but
would take place in Turkish or French. The students raised an outcry
when they heard the news. They began to talk about it in an address to
the faculty of the school and they took this opportunity to put forward a
demand.

Secondly: The committee in Istanbul examined the students of the
College in subjects which the College did not teach them, for instance
zoology, pathological anatomy, histology and others.

Thirdly: You saw already that the diploma that the College issued
did not relieve them [the students] from the exams in Istanbul and were of
absolutely no use to them besides confirming that its owner attended the
courses of four years and took the necessary exams. These exams, however,
were very onerous: each professor examined the students of his class
through a short oral exam in the subject that he taught. Frequently,
the element of surprise would cause some of them confusion, they would
forget the answers and fail the exams. That happened even to many of the
bright students, for instance, Nikula Nimr and As'ad Rahhal, in our days.

They appointed a committee to write down these demands, together
with the protest against the departure of Dr. Lewis. But first they sent a
terse statement in which they apologized to the faculty, explaining what
made it necessary for them to suddenly boycott the courses. This was its
text:
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"Considering the present circumstances we are not able at the
moment to study and to attend classes. We have other problems which
we will present to you at another time. May God protect you."

They sent this statement with a delegation which was directed
not to make any statements without permission of the group.

On December 6th, i.e. on the following day, the faculty ' umda,
issued in the Medical School a statement of the following content — after
having issued already one before, demanding the return of the students
to their classes:

"The professors of the school have noticed with great regret the
persistence of the medical students in absenting themselves from their
classes and boycotting them. They, [the professors], have no other recourse
but to admonish them, [the students], a last time and if they don't follow
the advice this time they will be subject to punishment according to the
school law."

But we were busy formulating the protest and the other demands
in a committee of ours consisting of Halil Sa'ada, Ilyas Saba, Ilyas
Zahar, uo and Iskandar [al-]BarudI. They wrote a protest and a petition.
These are their two texts:

Text of the petition concerning the demands from the faculty of the
school:

"We came to study medicine in your school with known professors
under fixed conditions according to established rules. We pay money
and go to great trouble in order to accomplish what is demanded of us
always fulfilling our duties. Meanwhile, it happened that some of the
terms under which we entered have been abrogated in spite of the fact
that the relations between us and you are defined by these terms and no
others. Some have already been abrogated and we are afraid that all
might be abrogated. We found ourselves greatly disturbed and stayed
away from the required classes because:

1) We entered on the condition that our exam in Istanbul would be
held in the language in which we study. Now you have informed us
that this has been abolished and we cannot take the examinations

110. Ilyas Zahar (d. 1918) born in Sidon, he was enrolled as a medical student at
SPC in 1881 & 82; Catalogue 81/82 20.
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in this language hereafter. Your diploma has become of no benefit
to us with regard to Istanbul.

2) We entered on the condition that our professors would be Dr. van
Dyck, Dr. Wortabet, Dr. Post, Dr. Lewis, Dr. William van Dyck
and Dr. Brigstocke. This condition also has been abrogated in a
strange fashion the like of which has not been heard of — by dis¬
missing one of you from the school while we are in dire need of him,
and we worry about the remaining ones.

3) Your diploma, which we attain with our money and effort has no
more validity for our government than the required certificates
which we obtain with the annual examination. What is the need then
to make it dependent upon the intolerably onerous final exam ?

As far as our exam is concerned, we demand a limitation, either by
•confirmation of your diploma by our government or by easing of
our exam in Arabic here. Promises and hopes for the future do no
satisfy us because our forbearance last time taught us what makes
this demand necessary. We don't know anybody besides you to whom
we should put forward our demands in this affair.

As far as our teachers are concerned, we came to study only with
well-known professors, and for us the school consists of nothing else
but these professors. We have learned of the sudden dismissal of our
distinguished Dr. Lewis in the middle of the year. You did not
notify us of what is happening before we entered the school. We
entered the school and completed our requirements with regard to
fees and studies based on the assumption that Dr. Lewis would be
our examiner in chemistry, signing, as he does, our certificates in
medicine and pharmacy and instructing us in all the subjects related
to them. Why is it that you repeal all this without informing us before
our enrolment? If we hear in the middle of our work about the
dismissal of one of our teachers, what prevents then the dismissal of
another one tomorrow and a third one after a month ? We demand
to know who teaches us chemistry and who signs our certificates.

As far as the diploma is concerned: if you make it official and ac¬
cepted by our government, we are ready for the meticulous exam that
you hold, with all its difficulty and seriousness; but, if it is only a
declaration with regard to our knowledge and information, it should
be made evident, so that we may be known in Istanbul. There is then
no need to destroy us with exertion, coercion and the great hardship
which we endured last year when preparing for the examination. We
are in danger that one of us is asked a simple question [the answer to]
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which does not come to his mind in the moment of his confusion and
fear and you decide to withhold your diploma from him, even though
he deserves it. In case this diploma is of no other use, according to
our government, than that of the required certificates, we demand its
abolishment and the limitation to the required certificates, or an
easing of the examination affair — a facilitation which would only be
in accordance with the value of the diploma. We suspend our studies
while waiting for your answer."

(signed by all the students of medicine and pharmacy)

This is the text of the protest lodged against the dismissal of Dr. Lewis:

"We will only attend instruction by well-known professors. For us
the school consists of nothing else but the very professors, and we do not
recognize for this school any other responsible authority, mudabbir, but
them. We have indeed learned that some of you are the cause, undermin¬
ing the support of our professors. You have decided in favour of dismissing
the pious, distinguished Dr. Lewis, accusing him of having offered some
wine at the table to which he had invited some Westerners. But we know
that he does not deserve such affront and slander of the truth; accusing
him of not fulfilling his duties in teaching. That is an outright lie. We,
to whom his teaching duties are related, know better. He is more conscien¬
tious in his duties than anybody else. He is further accused of making a
statement on behalf of the blasphemous ideas of Darwin in his last speech.
Nobody who understands his speech and who knows his proper conduct,
his virtuous ability and strength as the head of the students' organization
of the College and the head of our religious collegiate association, 111
and as leader in charitable activites, will agree with this. You have
restrained this distinguished and God-fearing man completely. His
esteemed position was not respected and the fact that he served our school
and our country twelve years, devoutly and sincerely, was not acknow¬
ledged. You have a period of a year at least to wind up his affairs before
he leaves his work. You have not informed us as to what happened before
our enrolment this year. We enrolled and completed our requirements

111. These two organizations could not be verified. Gam'iyat abnd'i 'l-madrasa
should not be confused with the Alumni Association which was founded in 1910;
Penrose 128, but perhaps it was a precursory organization.
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with regard to fees and studies on the assumption that he would examine
us in chemistry and sign our diploma and instruct us in all the related
subjects. Why is it that you repeal all this without informing us before
our enrolment at the beginning of the year ? If you put the blame on some
people in America, would it not be you who are the slanderous informers ?
If you say, "Not all of us," would it not be some of you? And you know
best upon whom to put the blame. If we hear now in the middle of our
studies only that one of our professors had been suddenly dismissed, what
is there to prevent us from hearing after two days of the dismissal of
somebody else and after a month of a third ? What is to be done ? We
lodge the most severe and strongest protest against those who caused
this upheaval and we demand to know who is our professor now and who
will sign our certificates, and, if there is nobody, what course of action
is to be taken ?

(all the students signed this protest)

We sent the protest and the demands with a delegation, which
presented them to the faculty on December 6th, 1882. The answer
reached us on the following morning. This is its text, signed by Dr. Bliss:

"Our most honourable Children,
Your document reached the faculty, 'umda, and, after considering it,

we answer it as follows:

First: With regard to your examinations — several months ago we
established a committee to look into this. The committee determined
a change in this matter and this is now the subject of discussion. Once the
problem has been settled, we will let you know. No doubt it will be
satisfactory to the faculty of the school and to you.

Second: With regard to your examinations in Istanbul — You are
certainly aware that we have made the greatest efforts and are still
exerting ourselves in this matter and that is the utmost you can demand
from us.

Third: With regard to the dismissal of Dr. Lewis from the School — we
can understand what chagrin it causes you and we agree with you that
you have the right to be notified. But we do not see how this gives you the
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right to absent yourselves from your classes, as you have done during the
last two days. We hope you will be assured of our paternal love for you.
December 5th 1882. 112

Signature

When the answer of the faculty reached the students they convened
on December 6th 1882 under the chairmanship of Ibrahim Matar to
study it. After deliberation, they appointed a committee to respond to it.
The following script was formulated and presented to the group. After
some amendments it was accepted. This is its text:

"Venerable Sirs, may you live long,

After the proper salutations, we remind you that we have already
written about things which we consider more important than our study
requirements and our presence in the College. You answered one point,
but took no notice of, or reacted upon, the rest which for us is of immense
importance. We are, therefore, still waiting for a clear answer, free of all
ambiguity and deferment. We asked you to tell us how you decided to
handle the exams in Istanbul — we did not receive an answer. We
demanded from you the appointment of a professor for us as examiner in
chemistry and analytical chemistry — neither did we receive an answer
to this. Now we reiterate the demand.

1) Clarification of your determination for clear-cut action related to
the exams in Istanbul, as, for instance, the sending of a special
representative, or an action of no less value than the sending of a
representative. We want to know who is the representative, and
when he will go. Patience does not bear fruit for us as it did not for
our predecessors. Exaggerated slowness is of no use whatsoever for us,
considering that some of us are ready to go to Istanbul upon finishing
here.

2) We demand the appointment of a professor for descriptive and analy¬
tical chemistry, for geology and natural sciences either by conciliating
the venerable Dr. Lewis, our professor, so that he remains here until
the end of the year if the hindrance was on his side, arranging what is
necessary for him to stay if the objection was yours; or by informing
the American Board of Trustees by telegraph, if the objection was
theirs; if not, whom are you going to appoint?

112. Sic in ms. It should be at least the 6th of Dec.
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3) We also demand an assurance that the professors who are presently
on hand remain in their teaching positions at least until the end of
the freshman year. We demand to be taught mechanical chemistry,
geology, microscopic dissection and to be given training in practical
surgery; those are the subjects required of us in Istanbul. Hoping
that you are aware how much filial respect we have for you.

The signatures

In this session the members insisted on the duty of each student
or member to be presented at the sessions. Whoever was absent was to
be fined one megidi for each absence. They also ruled that the talk should
be calm, and whosoever talked vehemently was not to speak any more.
The discussion in this session revolved around persistence for demands
of unity. One of the members, Iskandar al-Barudl, was appointed to
enquire of everyone separately concerning his firmness and if, in case the
faculty accepted our demands and contemplated proceedings against
one of us, we would remain resolutely together until any harm was
removed from that person. Everyone answered individually in the
affirmative and they pledged to each other to remain steadfast and
persistent until the end.

They re-convened in the afternoon, and in that session they took
the above-mentioned oath; every single one bound himself by oath.
They then discussed many things. In the meeting on the following day,
the seventh of the month, they considered bringing their case to the
Board of Managers, lagnat mulahazat al-madrasa, which is the highest
committee, al-umda al-ulya , and consists of missionaries scattered over all
parts of Syria for missionary and other work. Their names were men¬
tioned : Mr. Crawford, 113 Damascus; Mr. Dale, U4 Zahle; Mr. More, 115
Jerusalem; Mr. Metheny, 116 Latakia; Mr. March, 117 Zahle; Dr. van

113. G. Crawford (d. 1906) arrived 1857 in Syria, worked with Irish Missionaries
in Damascus until 1905; Faris , 353.

114. G.F. Dale (d. 1886) worked in Zahle where he had arrived in 1872; he
belonged to the Board of Managers 1880-1884.

115. Noel Temple More was British Consul in Jerusalem since 1863; Tibawi
British Interests 140.

116. D. Metheny, missionary in Latakia. No further information.
117. F.W. March, missionary in Zahle since 1873. Faris 354.
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Dyck, Beirut; Dr. Brigstocke, Beirut; Mr. Bird, 118 Abiyeh; Mr. Nixon, 119
Beirut; Dr. Post, Beirut; Dickson, 120 Beirut; Dennis, 121 Beirut; Eddy, 122
Beirut; Jessup, 123 Beirut. 124

A committee was formed to check the names of this Board, 'umda,
and to verify their addresses so that a decision was made as already
mentioned. Then another committee was appointed to write the appeal.
This is its text:

"The school has come to a standstill for reasons which you know,
if you want to. Since its welfare concerns you and us all, we ask you to
look into its affairs with all possible speed. Friction has occurred between
the members of our faculty and we do not consider them able to correct
the situation. Because of this we turn to you, hoping that you will look
into our affair seriously and promptly, because school will remain in¬
terrupted until you have investigated it."

All signed it and passed it on to the committee that had been
designed to present it to the members of the Board of Managers, ' umdat
al-madrasa al-ulya. The students prepared copies and distributed them all
over the City, presenting it to those whom they were able to see (amongst
them Brigstocke, Dennis, Eddy and others) and receiving a positive
response from them. The students assembled on this day, this being the

118. W.W. Bird (d. 1902) worked in Beirut since 1853; F aris 354.
119. James Nixon, Esq. Lived in Beirut and belonged to the Board of Managers

from 1880-1883; cf. Catalogue 80/81-82/83. M una6gid 81 and F aris 336 have both
Nelson. Ms clearly gives Nixon. During these years no Nelson was on the Board of
Managers.

120. J. Dickson at the time British Consul in Beirut; Catalogue 81/82.
121. J. Dennis, American missionary, came 1869 to Beirut. He became Dean of

the Theological School in the SPC. He published several books on missionary activities
abroad. He became one of the main opponents to E. Lewis after the latter's speech
about evolutionary theory. In the ms. his name appears as Enis and, apparently, he
also signed a letter to al-Muqtataf as J. Enis; cf. Faris 354, T ibawi 201, 246, 283.

122. W. Eddy (d. 1900), American missionary, came to Beirut 1852; F aris 54.
123. H.H. Jessup (d. 1910), American missionary, came to Beirut 1856. He was

instrumental in buttressing the doctrinary inclinations of the SPG in later years; T ibawi
130, H.H. J essup Fifty Years in Syria, N.Y. 1910.

124. In addition to the people mentioned here the following belonged also to
the Board of Managers: D. Bliss, President of the Board; J.T. Edgar, U.S. Consul,
Beirut; G. Lansing, Cairo; W.M. Thomson, Beirut; C.J. Hardin, Tripoli; T.S. Jage,
British Consul, Damascus; G. Mackie, Beirut; John Hogg, Egypt; S. Jessup, Tripoli;
Catalogue 82/83.
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sixth meeting of the association. In this session they deliberated, notifying
the dignitaries of the City and its people of rank about their situation.
Several delegations were apppointed, each of which went to one of the
important people, amongst them Mr. Mott, 125 Rustum Pasa, the British
and American Consuls, the teacher Butrus al-Bustani, the Italian
Consul, Yusuf Bey 'Araman, the Prussian Consulate, Salim Sihada, 126
the French Consulate and the American school mistresses. 127 So they
went to all these people exposing the injustice, from which they suffered,
and those usually encouraged them, approving of their freedom of
action, and wishing a just treatment for them.

As for the faculty of the school, a committee was appointed to
receive their answer to the latest communication of the students. I was a
member of it. They stated that they would answer us orally through the
teacher Ya'qub Sarruf, in an unofficial manner. The teacher Ya'qub
reasoned with us and said that he was not charged with this, but talking
for himself, he advised us to return to classes temporarily while the Board
of Managers, al-umda al-ulya, was convening from all parts of Syria to
investigate the case. The return was decided and a committee formed
to announce to the faculty of the school that we were returning tem¬
porarily until we would see the verdict of the Board of Managers. The
students continued to meet as one united association discussing their
demands. A committee was appointed to write the text of the complaint
which they submitted to the Board of Managers, while it was convening.

The students met in another session on December 10th, which was
presided over by Rasid Qabalan. 128 The complaint was presented here
as the committee had written it down. After modifying and editing it in
consecutive sessions, the last of which was held on Wednesday the 13th,

125. Mott (d. 1906) British missionary, came to S. Lebanon 1855 moved to Beirut
1861.

126. Salim Miha'il Sihada (1848-1907) born in Lebanon of Greek Orthodox
origin, co-founder of al-Cam'tya al-ilrmya as-sunya in 1868 and its later re-organization
al-Magma' al-ilmi as-sarqt about 1880. He also taught at the School of the Three Doctors
D agir III 614, Z aidan Taragim II 230.

127. Meant probably are Miss Nellieh Gurrah and Miss Eliza Everett, who
became head mistress in 1868 of the Female Seminar in Beirut; Tibawi 179.

128. Rasid Qabalan (1858-1917) born in Lebanon, he obtained the M.D. degree
from the SPG in 1886; Alumni 17.
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in the anatomy room, it was decided that the text of the complaint
should be as follows:

"Revered Sirs,

After salutations we remind you that, in the middle of all our studies,
we are suffering great distress: all of a sudden there were internal events
in the school, which surprised us and disturbed us very deeply. This pre¬
occupied us and we were ignorant as to how and in what direction the
situation at our school would develop. We were no longer able to study
and to work. So we wrote a letter to our faculty saying that in view of the
disturbances in which the school found itself we have reached the point
where we cannot study and recite our lessons any more. We mentioned
also that we were determined to present to our professors a detailed
statement. On the next day we submitted the following two messages:

(then follows the text of the statement and of the protest)

The faculty responded to us with the following:

(text of the answer of the faculty)

So we wrote them this: (text of the letter)

Whereupon they wrote us the following: (text of the letter)

When we realized that our faculty was in such shape that it would
be impossible for us to obtain our right, we notified you without delay,
since we know that you are the managers, mudabbiriin , who would be
interested to look into this whole affair, and who are concerned with the
success of our school and the welfare of its students. We presented to you
our demands, which we had already presented to our faculty, and we are
adding the following:

Does our faculty have the right to dismiss a professor before the end
of the year without appointing a replacement for him; or is this not
disadvantageous to the students who are hampered considerably by
remaining for a time without a teacher? This is the situation in the
subjects of chemistry and analysis, upon which the freshman medical
students depend for their first two years and the pharmaceutical students
for their second.
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What are we to do with the new chemistry book, a large part of which
we have studied and for which we paid? It is still in the press and
Dr. Lewis is not given the opportunity to finish it, even though it is a
book necessary for the study of chemistry — we have paid its price and
we have nothing in our hands to study from.

We have turned to you, Excellencies, trusting that you will exa¬
mine the affair exactly and not disregard the truth even if it is sought
by such contemptible people as us, because the truth is from God,
and he who loves God follows the path of truth, makes it plain and
speaks it. We beseech you to examine our appeals and look into our
demands. If you so desire, appoint a committee to investigate this with
all possible speed. In this way you will have been of benefit to our
school and will have treated its students with justice, and will have
served the truth as any pious and God-fearing man does. This is what
is needed; with respects."

(this is followed by the signatures)

This appeal was written on a long piece of parchment to which
we furnished our signatures. On Saturday, December 16th, on the
evening of which day the Board of Managers, 'umdatu 'l-idara al-'ulya,
was going to convene in order to investigate the problem, the students
assembled and decided to add an appendix to the appeal, conveying a.
complaint against Dr. Post, claiming that he was the cause of these
problems. They were prompted to this action when they learned of his-
rapid efforts with the members of the Board, al-umda al-ulya, who arrived
from outside, to convince them that the students were rebelling and to-
turn their opinion against the students. The majority decided to submit
a complaint against him and we wrote on the back of this appeal the
following complaint:

"Revered Sirs, who are interested in knowing the truth and our
opinion. After salutations we suggest that there is no doubt in our minds
that we are obliged to present to you an explanation of what caused
the vexation and disturbance in the recent times. We say, dear Sirs,,
you are familiar with the natural irascibility of Dr. Post and you are
aware to what such a characteristic leads. We hear, therefore, that:
outsiders complain — complain bitterly —• about his conduct with
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them. 129 We have experienced the Tightness of this complaint ourselves.
His severe behaviour towards the students, who were here before us, and
towards us, injures our dignity gravely. We feel disturbed and mortified,
and we loathe our studies. The disturbance has led all the students to
complain about this to the faculty of our school some months ago. We
began to realize that all the calamities by which we are surrounded
presently in our school originate from him. We took the precaution to
turn to the revered principal of our school, whom we used to respect as a
father. We had observed him taking the side of the doctor and defending
him. After it became evident that it was the President who engineered the
dismissal of our beloved and respected professor, the distinguished Dr.
Lewis, we arrived at the conclusion that the original source of our diffi¬
culties was Dr. Post. We have proof of this, which we will make public
upon demand. The President participated with him in this and we,
therefore, become worried; our mind is restless and we do not know how
we can put up our demands to our faculty and obtain satisfaction.

Here we would like to explain what we have not clearly explained
to our faculty and in our preceding petition: our silence about the
present teacher in chemistry is not a result of our acceptance of him but
of our present adherence to the law. We demand from you the teaching
of scientific pharmacology for the pharmaceutics students who presented
to the faculty two letters and did not receive an answer to them, and also
the teaching of pharmaceutical chemistry, which our predecessors studied
with Dr. Lewis. If proof is required from us for the above, we will

129. Muna 66 id edition. 85 differs here slightly from Faris 340. Muna 66 id relies
here on the ms. while Faris used the original letters sent to the Board. Zaidan had

copies or transcripts of all the correspondence between the students and the College.
He relied on these transcripts when writing his autobiography (see 183). It is likely
that slight variations of the formulation entered Zaidan's transcripts when he made
them in the first place. In any case of such variation we have adhered to the version

of the ms. In this case MunaS&id 85 following the ms. writes here:

, ^*1* bŝ .|*7> sj Ijjc J j 1 I % >j LT

while Faris 340 has:

i I ".j J o ^Sv'" I ^^ ^
•

this, however, again varies slightly from the formulation in the original letter which is:
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corroborate it before the commission which you appoint for this
purpose. In any case we wanted to make clear what is in our hearts.
May God lengthen your life."

All the students signed this complaint with the exception of Iskandar
Dabbak 130 and Halil Sa'ada; they had betrayed their comrades and
returned to the school, and a third student used a similar excuse; we mean
Ilyas Saba, who excused himself saying that he would like to consult with
Dr. Wortabet because he was his tutor.

I will never forget our fear on that above-mentioned Saturday
evening while the Board of Managers, al-umda, was assembled in the
great hall of the College. It served in those days as the church, but now
has been converted into the reading room. We were circling the school in
expectance of the conclusion of the session. From some of its members
we learned at least about the course of the affair, if not the complete
verdict. Their session was long and drawn out. Bits and pieces of news
reached us from some people stationed close to the hall to the effect that a
dispute was blazing and a quarrel arose. Around nine or ten o'clock in
the evening we saw the members leaving, each mounting his carriage and
going his own way. We sent a couple of people to the house of van Dyck
to obtain some information. We learned that the Board, al-umda, was
divided into two sections in the course of the deliberation, specially with
regard to the complaint about Dr. Post. Dr. van Dyck was assigned the task
of reading it aloud, because of the ease with which he read Arabic. Before
he had read two lines, one of those present got up and demanded that he
should be silenced because it contained a personal defamation. Others
objected that this was a complaint to them. A vote was taken and the
majority opposed the reading of it. This troubled van Dyck and the fair-
minded members, amongst them Nixon and Brigstocke. The discussion
then revolved around the other demands and it was decided that the
regular faculty of the school,' umdatu'l-madrasa al-asliya, should be charged
with looking into them, inspite of their being our opponents. Should
this be the highest degree of justice in judgement? They were driven
by national fanaticism, at-ta'assub al-ginsi , and contempt for the Arabs,
abna' al-arab, as if the latter were overbearing towards them when they

130. Iskandar Dabbak (1855-1899) born in Damascus, obtained his M.D. degree
from SPG in 1884; Alumni 14.
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raised their voices to complain about the American, professors and in spite
of the fact that it was the latter themselves who had taught them indi¬
vidual freedom and moral courage.

When Dr. van Dyck realized this, he opposed the decision and
demanded that a committee be appointed to look into the demands of the
students and to examine what they had to say. If they were wrong they
should be sentenced accordingly but, if that was not the case, justice
should be done to them. But nobody heeded his remarks. It was learned
that the faculty had decided to expel the students from the school and
re-admit only those who withdrew their names and retracted their
complaint. Van Dyck objected to this, saying that if they insisted upon
this decision, he did not want to be one of those pronouncing this unfair
judgement, and he left the session infuriated. I had seen him mounting
his carriage, his face red with rage.

On Monday, December 18th, the faculty, 'umdatu 'l-madrasa, affixed
an announcement to the blackboard in the hallway of the School of
Science with the following text:

"In accordance with the decision of the managers, mudiriin, of the
Syrian Protestant College and in accordance with their verdict the
students, who presented an improper petition with regard to some
professors on December 16th, 1882, are suspended from the College
and the Prussian Hospital for one month. After that only those will
return who have withdrawn their names from the petition and proclaim
their obedience to the rules of the school. For the enforcement of this,
the faculty of the school announces hereby the names of those students
upon whom the mentioned verdict has been passed. But the rest of the
students return to the classes as usual."

(This was followed by the names of the students found on the
complaint).

The above-mentioned complaint was furnished with the names
of all except six students. Two, Dabbak and Milan, had been afraid,
Saba asked Wortabet for permission, as has been mentioned above.
Atanasiyus Saiqali quit with some excuse, as did two others, Antun
Naufal and Habib Kahil. m When this announcement was published

131. Habib Kahll, born in Damascus, obtained his M.D. degree from SPG in
1883; Alumni 13.

14
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only Dabbak and Antun Milan returned, then Saba, and all had antici¬
pated that for obvious reasons. Halll Birbarl returned, even though
he had been one of those who had signed the petition. But Saiqali,
Naufal and Kahil — even though they had not been present — stood fast
by the demands still the end and never returned to the school.

When the announcement was made, those who had put it up believed
that in no time the students would rush to have their names taken off and
to excuse themselves. But they struck upon admirable steadfastness on
the part of the students, who did not pay any attention any longer to the
school. The latter, however, were aggravated by this tyrannical verdict
and wrote a condensed letter to the managers of the school, which they
followed up with a strongly worded letter which they made the last
communication with them. This is the text of the first letter:

"We point out that we have submitted to you an account of the
occurrences in this school and we complained to you with regard to our
disaffection and our problems and demanded that you look into this and
investigate it, but we never received a written answer from you. But we
saw on the school announcement board a statement signed by the faculty
which appears to be an ordinance against us, barring us from the school
and the Prussian Hospital for a month because we presented a petition
dated December 16th, in which something concerning some of the
professors is stated. The publication of this verdict does not mention the
crime that we have committed nor the law according to which the above-
mentioned verdict is permissible. Finally, we don't see any investigation
or investigators of the matters which we presented with regard to some of
the professors. We hope you will let us know whether this verdict is yours,
what the reasons are for which we deserve such a sentence, and according
to which regular law this sentence has been issued. We are barred from
the School, the Hospital and the dining hall even though we paid money
for it all. We consider ourselves wronged and God forbid that you should
commit an injustice! We regard it our right to demand from you the
reason why you locked us out without any evident crime. We hope for
a reply from you upon this communication in the shortest time possible.
Salutations."

After some days, without an answer, we wrote the following state¬
ment:
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"Distinguished Sirs, may God let you remain for ever in the realm
of justice. After salutations required by dignity, we address you in the
hope that in your wisdom you will hold your judgement of these words
until after reading them and examining them. Sirs, it would not have
occurred to any intelligent Syrian nor to the sons of the College, your
students, that distinguished people like you, who belong to the Land of
Freedom, bilad al-hurriya, America, would pass a verdict upon a matter
without prior investigation, and upon demands and complaints, before
having any knowledge of them, that you would refuse to listen to the
demands of young people who do not reveal any signs of recklessness in all
they are doing but request in all their demands only the truth. Did you
retaliate against us because we demanded an assurance that our learned
and distinguished professors will remain with us for the whole term, which
is required for us? Do you consider this demand a crime? Or did you
decide to expel us from the school because we requested those subjects
which our Exalted Government, may God strengthen it, ordered us to
study ? Or are you accusing us because we told you how very much we are
interested in planning our diploma in such a fashion that they are ac¬
ceptable to our Sublime Government? Or was our crime that we ex¬
plained to you what caused us to present this matter and to appeal about
it to you saying that we have a complaint about the judgement of our
faculty because one of its members is biased and another one has such a
natural disposition that we cannot trust either of them in obtaining
our demands. We told you that we have verification for all this. Did you
effect the dropping of our appeal after detailed investigation ? How was it
permissible that you passed a judgement upon us without hearing our
petition? Did you appoint a committee to investigate as we demanded
and as all laws and rules demand of you ?

Sirs, we thought that submitting our demands to distinguished
Americans like you and throwing ourselves before God-fearing people,
who come to our country proclaiming that they served the truth and
the good, and that turning to their open arms to settle our problem
would be sufficient to obtain what we requested and to relieve us from
all that troubles us. Therefore we returned to our classes and fulfilled
all our obligations towards each of the professors of the school in reverence
and respect. While we were absorbed in our school duties, having cast
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our burden upon you and having presented our demands and complaints
to you, you arrived from various parts of the country and we took your
coming as a good omen. You convened on December 16th, and our hearts
were reassured that your meeting would put an end to all problems,
making arrangements for each demand. Yet, why on earth did we see
you in the one session that you had, when our demands reached you and
at the time when they were read to you, why did you rush and hurry to a
verdict, following the wishes of the faculty of our school, to expel all the
students who had signed the petition for one month and to permit the
return of anybody who wants to only after withdrawing his name ? You
did not listen, you did not investigate and you were not patient as we had
been. The President of our school began to dismiss, to threaten, to order
and to become violent. Upon his order ropes were brought from the
market and our effects and belongings were tied together and he ordered
the servants to prevent us from taking what was ours. He dismissed us
from the mensa. When we saw all this and looked at those actions our
hopes were frustrated and our souls suffered from shock. We obeyed to the
fullest and surrendered completely, saying there is no power and no
strength save in God and the just amongst his servants. We gave our
rights and our complaints a look and your verdict and your lack of
investigation another look. Some of you have addressed us orally during
the period of expulsion admitting that you did not look into the matter
and did not pass judgement after examining it, and that you did not
consider the meaning of the statement that we presented. One of you
has suggested shortening the time of our lock-out on the condition that
we withdraw our names. We told him that we are amazed about this
method, as we are amazed about the conduct of the members of the
administration towards us. What did we do wrong that we are punished,
what crime did we commit? How are we to withdraw our names from
a statement which we believe it is our right to make? Every thinking
person amongst the local and the foreign people is convinced of this.
Then it was said that the faculty would agree that we would withdraw
our petition on condition that we would submit a statement of regret
signed with our names. But we want to ask your Honours some questions
before we sign and if the answers are satisfactory we will do as you say
and wish:
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1) What is the crime that we committed that we deserve such punish¬
ment for it and which law permits this ?

2) Do you confirm the professors, whom we met when we enrolled,
until the completion of our studies or will you coerce some of them
to leave the school?

3) Did you decide to teach the subjects that our Exalted Government
demands from us and which you do not teach us and did you appoint
teachers for the mentioned subjects?

4) Did you take a greater interest than before in arranging the diploma
so that our Government will be satisfied with it ?

5) Did you arrange anything that will relieve our worries concerning
our studies, that makes our professor, Dr. Post, change some of his
characteristics and that convinces us that the President of our
school has designs against us ?

6) Is it true what we heard that some of you are convinced that we will
return to the school and withdraw our names and repent for having
demanded our rights and keep quiet about the claim for our material
and moral loss and damage-drawing this conclusion from the treache¬
ry of Iskandar Dabbak (whom we call "Arnaut") and Antun Milan
(whom we call "Softy") and Halll Birbarl who has not yet been titled
appropriately. Is it true that you believe the people of the East,
abna' as-sarq, to be in such conditions as to justify this conduct which
you have displayed towards them, and that all the medical student
are like Arnaut, Softy and Birbarl? We hope for information from
you regarding all these questions, even if it would be damaging for
you. •

How can we put down our names according to your wishes if you
do not answer to this ? With all this we see you as the cause of all our loss
and damage in our right. This is indispensible, with all due respect to
your Honour.

(the signatures)

This is the last that we wrote to them. But the faculty had appointed
in the period between its warning and this letter Dr. Wortabet as a
mediator in order to-conciliate us in a way that Wortabet thought would
be satisfactory to us. But we did not find anything else in it save taking
off" our names. To be precise, one day when most of the students had gone
to their home towns and nobody was in Beirut besides me, Iskandar al-
Barudl and a few others, Wortabet sent for us to come to his house. After
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a long introduction, which was meant to prove his good intention in this
mediation, he said that he had convinced the faculty of a method through
which we could be reconciled with them without withdrawing our names
from this petition. We asked him what this may be: he drew his hand from
his pocket, pulling out a written paper, and said "You only have to sign
this paper." We enquired what it was and read it. This was it:

"We regret any word or expression which occurs in our last letter,
that implied a lack of respect to his Honour, Dr. Post, and for that reason
we withdraw this petition."

We found this grotesque since we did not perceive anything other
than what had been worded in the announcement. Dr. Wortabet began
to prove to us that it was considerably weaker than that, because the
whole secret lay in the word "imply", i.e. we had not intended any insult
with our letter but it had implied an insult. However, we were not con¬
vinced by his talk and returned.

The faculty tried another approach to conciliate the poor amongst
the students. It was known that I paid the school fees only with difficulties.
Salih SalibI, the accountant of the school, sent for me and met me in the
house of Ibrahim SalibI. He began to insinuate to me that if the reason
for my not returning to the school was a lack of money, the President
would not take anything from me. I gave him an answer that revealed
the adherence to the principle with all the vehemence which a young man
claims for himself, and he went away. This was our last instance of contact
with the Americans and we began to concern ourselves with our future.

This was of greater consequence for my future than for that of all the
others. I had entered medical school providing for myself by my own
labour. I had hoped that once I entered the third year I could perform
simpler treatments in our quarter and could pay back some of the money
by which I had been supported. Then, when I could obtain my diploma
at the end of the fourth year, I could start officially with a practice and
earn my bread. But all my hopes were related to completion of the medical
studies.

When we left the school in this manner, I felt as if the thread of my
hopes had been cut, and that my effort had become useless. But I had
already decided to finish my medical training in Qasr al-ainl School in
Egypt, relying upon a letter which we received then from its director
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through the mediation of Hawaga Mulhim Sakur (today Sakur Bey).
He was the president in Cairo of the English schools in Faggala. Amin
Fulaihan, 132 one of us medical students, wrote to him. He was a student
of the junior year coming from Sakur's town, £Ain Zahalta. He enquired
in case some students would come from Beirut to finish their medical
studies in Qasr al-aini, whether their exams would be accepted and they
would be admitted to the appropriate class after their exams. The answer
came that they would be admitted to the exam and each would be
assigned to his appropriate class.

The medical students who did not return to the College divided
into two groups. On the one side the students of the last and final class,
on the other all the rest of the classes. The final year students completed
their studies with van Dyck at his home. They were furnished with very
strong recommendations for Istanbul from the representatives of important
centres in Syria so that the government accepted the exams, even though
they were not in possession of the diploma of the College. It had been
replaced by a certificate from a medical commission composed in Beirut
for the examination of the students after they had finished their studies
under van Dyck. The above mentioned commission had been constituted
under the chairmanship of Murad Bey, 133 the Medical Officer of Beirut,
with Dr. van Dyck, Dr. Lewis, Dr. Abu TagI, Dr. Za'ni, 134 Dr. Brig-
stocke and Dr. Wortabet. The commission met at Dr. van Dyck's home
and gave them an official exam and issued each of them with a printed
certificate similar to that of the rest of the schools. Luckily their exam
was accepted in Istanbul and they received their diplomas from Istanbul.
They practise medicine today, some in Syria and some in Egypt or else¬
where. Amongst them were Dr. Iskandar al-Barudi in Beirut, Dr. Ibrahim
Sallbi in as-Salt, Dr. Bahus al-Hakim (passed away), Dr. Gurgi Baz
in Dair al-Qamar, Dr. Salim Guraidlnl (passed away), Dr. Antun
Naufal in Cairo, Dr. Habib Kahll in Egypt, Dr. Ibrahim Matar in
Beirut, and Dr. Ibrahim Tabit (today in Paris).

132. Muna66id here has erroneously Ibn Fulaihan.

133. Murad Bey al-Barudi was at the time the medical officer, haklmbasi, of Beirut
FahmI 657.

134. No additional , information could be found about Abu Tag! and Za'nx.
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The other part consisted of those of the other classes. They gave up
all hope of making progress outside the framework of the College, and
some returned to it. Especially my classmates. All of them returned except
me and Atanasiyus Saiqali, head of division in the Office for Public
Works. From the freshmen most returned, only Yusuf Zahlut 135 re¬
mained, who has now become a famous lawyer, and Nasib Sibil (com¬
mitted suicide in America). From the junior students, only Amin Fulaihan
remained, as far as I remember. Perhaps Hasan Nassar also remained.
He resigned himself to what he had learned or returned and completed
his studies. I don't remember. 136

I and Fulaihan decided to go to Egypt to complete our medical studies
in the school there, relying on the letter in our hands from the director
of the Ministry of Education and upon the help of Hawaga Mulhim
Sakur. When the medical commission for the examination of senior
students, and of some of the junior medical students,was appointed, it was
announced that those of the sophomores and freshmen who wanted could
take an exam for pharmacy and would receive a diploma of pharmacy.
I still have it, even though I never intended to work as a pharmacist.

When Fulaihan and I decided to travel to Egypt in order to finish
our medical studies, we began to concern ourselves with the necessary
preparations. I saw to it to furnish myself with recommendations from
some of the holders of higher office in Syria to the Hidiw 137 or the head
of the Medical School, who was then 'Isa Bey Hamdl ( cIsa Pasa). I went
to Damascus and obtained a reference from the commander of the fifth
orta 138 for the head of the Medical School, and a letter from the Patriarch
of Antakia (Mitwayus) for the Patriarch of Alexandria (Agablyus). 139

135. Yusuf Zahlut, no information available. He is not even registered as a student
in the College Catalogue during these years.

136. He did not return to the College. Interestingly all the above are mentioned

in Alumni 13 as having graduated in this year. In Catalogue 1883/84 and 84/85, their
names are not mentioned amongst the graduates. Only in 1913 did the faculty decide
to include those who had taken the government examination with the help of C. van

Dyck in 1883 as alumni of the College.

137. Title of the ruler of Egypt, Taufiq (1879-1892).

138. I.e. the Fifth Army of the Ottoman Empire.

139. It is not clear to whom Zaidan is referring with these two names. The Diction-
naire d 'Histoire III 700 indicates Hierothee as Patriarch of Antakia from 1850 to 1885,
ibid. II 367 gives Sophrone IV as Patriarch of Alexandria from 1870-1899. We are
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I also wanted to take a recommendation from the Governor of Syria for
the Hidiw, but he excused himself on the grounds that there were no
relations between him and the Hidiw. My friend Fulaihan obtained a
letter of recommendation from Rustum Pasa, the Mutasarrif of Mount
Lebanon, for the Hidiw, pointing out that Syria had the right to send some
of her people, abna'iha , to study medicine on Qasr al-aini free of charge,
since the days of Ibrahim Pasa.

When the time of the journey drew close I realized that I was lacking
the most important requirement, i.e. the money for the trip. I did not
have anything, and I was not going to ask my father, knowing how parsi¬
monious he was, since he was the head of the family and had to support
it by his exertions. But we had a neighbour next to our restaurant by the
name of Misbah al-Mahmasani, 140 who made roasted chick peas and
sweetmeats. I had befriended him and had maintained good neighbourly
relations with him. I found him to him to be sincere and good natured, so
much so that I usually heeded his advice. I do not know how he was
aware or observed that I was travelling to Egypt without being provided
with any money for the expenditures of the first days in Egypt — until
I would enter the medical school. Since once we entered it, all the ex¬
penditures for food and all living costs would be taken care of by the
school. But when he heard of this he called on me that very day. He
advanced gradually in his talk until he forced me to surrender and I told
him the truth. He stretched his hand out and gave me six guines, ginihat,
saying; "Take it, if it is not enough, I will give you more." I took it and
thanked him. I added it to what I had prepared for the journey. I shall not
forget this generosity of his. I, therefore, sent it back to him with As'ad
al-Hass, who was leaving Egypt for Syria, as soon as I had taken up a
job — that is to say one year after this time.

We travelled to Egypt in October 1883, which was the year following
the year of 'Urabl. 141 Egypt was hit by cholera, which brought rapidly
spreading death. We did not believe that the cases of death had become
fewer and the quarantine would be lifted by the time of our journey.

indebted for this information to Pere Anawati and Pere Jomier from the Institut
Dominicain des Etudes Orientales, Cairo.

140. Mentioned on p. 164 as 'Umar al-M.

141. See 33, n. 1.
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We went on an English merchant ship, which was the first ship going
to Egypt after the quarantine that year. This was the first time that I had
travelled by sea. I suffered from seasickness of all kinds, not to mention
the smell of the ship, which was a merchant ship carrying sheep and cattle,
and not to mention the smell of the dung hills. It was our good fortune
that the ship's course was straight from Beirut to Alexandria.

We reached Alexandria in the morning. I remember my view of it
from the sea — it was the first city after Beirut that I saw from the sea.
How great was my consternation when I went down to the city and
roamed through its markets with all the traces of fire and destruction
that took place in the time of the 'UrabI events still evident. I had seen
the heart-breaking sight of the buildings of Mansiya as piles of heaped
up stones unlike the traces of the ghastly fire. We stayed in a small hotel
close to Mansiya for several days. When we moved on to Cairo, I and
my friend Fulaihan, alighted at one of the inns which were rather rare in
those days. We rested some days while my companion searched for his
compatriot, al-Hawaga Mulhim Sakur. We learned that his place was
in Faggala, where the English schools are today. We went to him and
he treated us with all honour and hospitality. He exerted himself in
order to fulfil our wish. He made us ride in carriages, spent time with
us in interviews and assistance. We went from ministry to ministry,
from administration to administration — he was on our side. But,
unfortunately, we did not succeed in what we had in mind. The reason
for that was that

The End.
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Cairo, Nov. 12, 1908

My friend,

After writing the last page I received your letter from the 9th of the
month, and I was very pleased. How nice to receive your letters con¬
tinuously; indeed, it is almost half as good as seeing you.

Your decision to learn Turkish made me very happy. It is the
language of our government; after the gloom of tyranny has been
dispersed, after knowledge has prevailed over ignorance and after the
constitution has been proclaimed, our time has come to demonstrate to
the other nations that we are a living nation who know to gather and to
unite and that we help our Government with our tongues, pens and words.
The election of our friend, Sulaiman al-Bustani, 1 for instance, is one of
the victories of knowledge over ignorance. The rise of the committee of
Union and Progress 2 and its victory over the old despotic party, is a sign
of the prevalence of knowledge over ignorance, because the men of that
party were ignorant, greedy and despotic people, while the members of
the committee of Union and Progress are all philosophers, poets and
educated people. The former shed blood, the latter avoid it. The
victory of al-Bustani's party in Beirut is a proof for the supremacy of
knowledgeable people. That is the only hope for the realization of
the constitution. Indeed, the educated youths are the hope of the

1. Sulaiman al-Bustani (1856-1925) born in Lebanon. Poet, writer, journalist,
and translator of the Iliyad into Arabic. He was elected 1908 as representative of Beirut
to the Ottoman Parliament. Later he became a member of the Senate and was made
Minister of Trade in 1913. During World War I he went into exile to Switzerland
because of his opposition to Young Turk policies; Dagir II 189, d! Tarrazi II 159 ff.

2. Committee of Union and Progress formed itself towards the end of the 19 th cen¬
tury as an underground opposition to the regime of Abdiilhamid II. Most of its
members were exiled but continued their agitation from Europe. After the Young
Turk Revolution it became the main political instrument for the Ottoman policies of
the Young Turks, Berkes 325-337 et passim, Lewis 194 ff.
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nation, al-umma. It is to be hoped that they will guard over the freedom

which they obtained with the constitution. I cannot tell you how great

my joy about this is.

I told your Uncle Mitrl to send you all the novels — those that are

part of the series and those that are not — and to give me the invoice.

You will continue to collect the money and keep it with you as I told you

before. [Mrs.] Yasmin will deposit for you the tarbush and the jam with

the pharmacy Matar. I wrote to you that she will leave it with the son of

our aunt, Lutfallah Sabbag; ask for it from him. I sent you in the last

letter some French Oriental stamps. If you can use them, do so, if not

return them together with some Ottoman stamps. We have none right

now. If we get any I shall send them to you. Regards to the teacher

Gabr Dumit. 3 Tell him that I received his letter and thank him...

Greetings.

GurgL

Cairo, Jan. 7, 1909
Dear Emile,

I received your two last letters on the fifth of the month. Today is

our Christmas. 4 Visitors are coming continuously and since the morning

I have been on my feet. Nevertheless, I do not want the mail to leave

without having written to you. We shared your happiness about the

visits and the decision of the kind Lady Miliya. You did well to mention

all kinds of food, because our ladies like to talk about this subject. I sent

you some newspapers, but the Islamic newspapers are still not appearing.

Perhaps today they will come out for the first time. Enclosed is a letter

from your Uncle Mitrl. At the occasion of the feast I called upon many

friends and they all asked me about you. Tell me your grades in algebra

even though I believe that you will have no problems. Sufficient proof of

this is your statement "I think I am in the clear". This thought is for us

tantamount to confirmation, because usually you understate your own

case.

3. See 24, n. 41.

4. i.e. the Greek Orthodox Christmas.
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I wish you a happy Christmas and pray for your success and progress
and that you may continue to enjoy health and well-being. Concerning
your question whether we accept subscribers even after the beginning
of the year, the answer is that nothing prevents the subscriber to start in
any month. But for the subscriber himself, it is most desirable to subscribe
at the beginning of the year of "al-Hilal", i.e. at Oct. 1, so that he should
have all parts of the serialized articles — as you know very well. But as
from our side, there is no objection as to when the subscription starts.

Asma is angry with you because you sent in the last two letters two
postcards to Sukri. They are not written to her, and you do not even
mention her, even though she loves you very much and would sacrifice
herself for you, tamut fika. Write her a special letter. I have asked her
just now to write to you but she said, "He will not answer to the letter
I write!"

Your mother is preoccupied with visitors and has not the time to
write to you. If it was not for my agility, hiffat al-ka'b, I would not be able
to write this. But I did not want to change my habits. Give Professor
Gabr [Dumit] my best regards and to all the other friends. The men¬
tioned bundle of newspapers will be sent with this together. It reached
me from Paris on behalf of Iskandar Mutran. 5 You will understand,
when reading it, that the Arabs or Syrians are the ones who started the
break-away from the Turks, even though the Turks approached them
amicably. They [the Arabs] fear them, are on their guard against them
and think badly of them. I consider publications like these damaging to all
the Ottomans, al- l utmaniyun. These activities express only their perpet¬
rator's desire for empty fame. They do not care whatever the sequence
of their actions should be. It is my opinion that the Syrians and the other
Ottoman elements, al-anasir al-'utmaniya, ought to think only in terms of

5. Probably Rasld Mutran, brother of Nadra M. from a Greek Orthodox
landowning family in central Syria. Rasld Mutran founded in 1908 in Paris a Comite
Central pour la Syrie which openly demanded autonomy for Syria and appealed for
European intervention. See M. Hartmann "Der Islam: 1908" MSOS XII (1909) 56.

In December 1908, a petition was circulated in the Middle East written by Rasld
Mutran in Paris in which he demanded a "Comprehensive measure of self government"
for Syria but' 'it met with no favourable response... except a counterproclamation signed
by eight or ten leading Muslims in Damascus protesting against the circular sent from
Paris, disapproving of Mutran's conduct and calling him a traitor to his country..."
Times (London), April 13, 1909, p. 6.
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Ottoman unity. As for administrative independence, al-istiqlal al-idari,
there will come some other time for it. It will become a necessity at a
suitable time, i.e. after the Ottoman people, al-umam al-utmamya, have
progressed and have learned their rights and duties, and after the political
viewpoints have changed in Europe. At this moment division is only
harmful.

My regards and may you be in good health for the sake of your
loving father.

Gurgi.

Cairo, Oct. 12, 1910
Dear Emile,

In this letter you will read quite some news which will amaze you.
The details you will read in the newspapers. But they will not provide the
full truth. I am referring to the university question. I had written to you
already in my last letter about the fear of some people here that in my
lectures some sentence or passage may emanate from me which some
illiterate Muslims might understand as an insult or offence and that they
might publicize it for the sake of disturbance or something of that kind.
Some people fear a rumour may spread that the university intends to
demean Islam and that then the interest of the wealthy to support it will
diminish. As I told you, I assured the people that I would avoid every¬
thing they were worrying about. But on the very day (Thursday) "al-
Mu'ayyad" published a report that the university felt it to be improper for
a Christian to be the professor for Islamic history and had, therefore,
decided to replace me and to compensate me — as you will find it written
in "al-Mu'ayyad" and other papers enclosed in this letter to you. On
the same day a reporter from "al-Ahbar" 6 came to me and asked me
whether the news of my dismissal were true. I told him that I had no
information about it. He wrote down his interview with me and you
will find it in "al-Ahbar" of Friday. Through all this I realized, however,
that the administrative board of the university was discussing the subject.

6. Al-Ahbar, daily newspaper founded 1896 by Saih Yusuf al-Hazin; di Tar-
raz! IV 170.
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In view of the fact that Ibrahim Pasa Nagib 7 was the one to promote
my appointment and the first to talk to me about it, I thought it right
to go to him and to ask him not to defend me, because I am in no need
of this work. My tasks are already too many as to permit it, and I would
not want to inconvenience him. So I went to his house and learned that
he was in a special meeting of the university, I understood that the meet¬
ing had not yet finished and I went home, expecting a decision. Then I
deemed it right to go back again to Ibrahim Pasa Nagib to explain my
thoughts to him. He might have finished with the meeting and I would
hear from him what happened. I found him at his home at noon. I told
him that I had come to plead with him not to exert himself on my behalf
because I was in no need of this position. He said the discussion concerning
me got heated and that he had been on the verge of resigning — similarly
also 8 Pasa. The appeal was then postponed to another time. To my
question he answered that the majority was against us and that the univer¬
sity had decided to compensate me and that it had sent a delegation to
me to conciliate me and to apologize to me. I returned home. The
delegation had been there already while I was absent. So I sent a message
that it should come at four o'clock in the afternoon. I waited for them
and they came. They were four: 'Abdallah Bey Wahhab, 9 Murqus Bey
Hana, 10 'All Bey Bahgat u and Luzyana Bey. 12, They said that two
others were coming but were late. I welcomed them. One of them began

7. Ibrahim Pasa Nagib, he had various positions in the Egyptian administration.
Since 1908 he was on the General Committee for the Establishment of the Egyptian.
University, later he was vice chairman of the administrative committee of the univer¬
sity; Budair 24.

8. Illegible in ms.
9. No information available. Not mentioned in Budair.
10. Murqus Bey Hana, born 1872 in Egypt of Coptic origin. Studied in France

1892-98, served in the government of Egypt, then opened a lawyer's practice.
Since 1905 member of the National Assembly, protagonist of women's education.
He collaborated with Mustafa Kamil, later became a member of the Wafd party and
eventually Minister of Public Works. Since 1906 member of the General Committee
for the Establishment of the Egyptian University, since 1908 on the administrative
committee, later he taught at the university. Fahmi 212-219.

11. 'All Bey Bahgat (d. 1924) Member of the administrative committee of the
university since 1908; Budair 61, az-ZiriklI , 2nd ed., V 74.

12. Sic in ms. Here is meant the lawyer Luznlya Bey of Jewish-Egyptian back¬
ground. He was since 1908 on the General Committee, on the administrative committee
and the program committee of the university; Budair 24, 25, 61.
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to apologize that, in view of the sentiments of the uneducated Muslim
common people, the university thought it proper to turn to a Muslim
professor to lecture about the history of Islam. That was the essence of
their talk and I answered them that it did not matter for me to resign
from this position because my other tasks did not leave me any time. From
the beginning I had accepted the proposition only with hesitation and
out of the desire to serve the fatherland, watan — as I had been told
[was the case]. At the time I had been pleased that the university had
dared to engage in something that nobody else had dared — I mean the
religious tolerance it showed in choosing a Christian to teach the history
of Islam. The news had already spread amongst my friends and I had
heard praise of the university especially concerning this aspect. I would
now resign from lecturing about the history of Islam with great ease.
However, I would never accept to come back to it even if I was paid
2000 guineas. There was no doubt in my mind that there would be much
written about the reasons of my joining and the manner of my resigning
from the university. Should I declare that the reason for my leaving was
the fact of my being Christian ? This was of no interest for my own sake
but I was concerned about the name of the university that it might not
sink in the esteem of the people to a point of an accusation of fanaticism.
Certainly there would be a way to guard over its reputation.

It must be admitted that the purpose of the address of the delegation
was to conciliate and satisfy me. The delegates swore that every single one
of the members of the commission, regardless of differing political and
religious affiliation, agreed that I was the only person suited for this
position and subject. In short, the discussion between us stretched over
two hours and I left nothing unsaid. They believed my words and even¬
tually asked me for a solution to this problem. I told them the best would
be if they proposed to me to teach a subject other than Islam and I would
then refuse. The disrepute of this would be less. When I told them this
they seized upon it and asked, "But, truly, you would like to offer another
subject. Which one would you like?" I answered, "Choose what you
want and propose it to me. If it is agreeable to me. I will accept it."
So they left with the understanding that the administrative board of the
university would convene today and would inform me as to what the
final decision was.
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True is the saying, "Do not hate anything, perhaps it is for the
better". 13 Indeed this commotion was a benefit for me in every aspect,
especially inasmuch as the newspapers discuss the question. The rashness
of "al Mu'ayyad" in what it wrote intensified the attack upon the uni¬
versity. They had felt small in front of me since the man of truth is master
— especially when I told them that I had been the first to oppose openly
my appointment claiming that I am a Christian and that there are
amongst the Muslims persons suited for this subject. But they had not
agreed and had taken a wrong decision. I am pleased by the event and
I tell you so. It is obvious that they will propose to me to give a class in
Arabic literature and history before Islam, or in philosophy of history or
something similar. I am inclined to accept under the condition that the
number of lessons be less because I am not prepared for them. Your
mother would like me to refuse. But since I saw you being happy about
this professorial position, I decided to accept teaching a course other than
the history of Islam. The truth is that any other subject is easier for me
than this history in view of the troubles which I fear will occur — es¬
pecially after I have observed how people are full of envy and fanaticism
against me because I as a Christian teach the history of Islam. I believe
you will agree with me on this.

I have taken your time with my explanations but I know you would
like to know the details that nobody else but you will know. I wrote you
in a few words what passed between me and the delegation, although
they requested me to keep our discussion secret until a final decision is
made by the board today. They are deciding as to what to write to me and
this evening I will get their answer containing the new proposal. It is
likely that I will accept it but on the condition that the number of classes
will be reduced, instead of 40 only 30 or 20. The reason for this is that it
will demand preparation in addition to the time spent preparing the
course in the history of Islam. Today's result will be better than the
earlier one. We have obtained publicity, reklam , and benefit.

13. Zaidan writes here:

L3 V

He probably was referring to the Surat al-baqara 216.

pfO u!
"It may happen that you hate a thing which is good for you."

IS
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Everybody here is content and people in the markets, at gatherings
and in the clubs speak of nothing else but Zaidan and the university, as
to what happened and will happen. This has created fervour and a solid
defence amongst many, because the university erred in accepting me
and then changed its decision for the only reason that I am a Christian®
The moral of it all is "Do not hate anything, it may be for the better".

Asma yesterday made an attempt in Arabic composition and she
excuses herself for her weakness. When she did it I found many mistakes
in it. But I realized that she has an inclination for composition like you
and I encouraged her to continue writing.

I end now with kisses and greetings.
Gurgi.

Cairo, Nov. 10, 1911
Dear Emile,

Today your uncle went down to the printing press; thanks to God,
he ha s recovered. I have returned to my work on the [book The History of]
Literature in [the Arabic] Language. It seems that this part of the book will
be longer than the preceding one, because it will contain the learning
and literature of the Abbasid period. This is the most important period
in our history, from 122 — 606 A.H. I want neither to cut short the dis¬
cussion of it nor do I want to leave [part for the third volume. I believe
that, therefore, the present part will be voluminous.

Enclosed is a bank cheque in your name for twenty guineas. We here,
thanks to God, are all happy and hope for you the same. Nothing is of
interest to the people here except the news from the war. 14 They hope
very much for an Ottoman victory, regardless of the fact that it is a distant
hope. But God is almighty. In any case I may mention for what the
Ottomans are being praised; they are showing firmness, courage and
independence. Nothing better can be expected under the circumstances.
It is not unlikely that they will defeat the Italians, even if it takes a while.

14. The Italian invasion ofBengazi and Tripoli 1911/12 and colonization of these
Ottoman provinces.
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Proof of their judiciousness and high-mindedness is that they were able
to send the elite of their commanders into Tripolis at a time when the
approach from the sea was closed off. This Enver 15 publishes in Bengazi
pamphlets against the Italians. This Rahman!, Niyazi and Nisat 16 and
other members of the Ottoman Army goad the Arabs towards unity
with as-Sanusi, 17 who is now in Bengazi — all this shows their high-
minded aims. May God grant them eventual victory. If this war ends in a
defeat of the Ottomans, it will pain me very much; it would grieve me
to see the aggressor triumph. If you could see how your brother SukrI is
a loyal supporter of the Ottoman cause. Reading the newspapers keep
him from his homework. He wakes up in the morning and asks about the
news and reads them. When he comes home at noontime I usually have
prepared for him some newspapers of interest to him regarding news
about the victory of the Ottomans. At noontime he will, rather than
repeating the questions of the morning, ask for the whereabouts of the
newspaper. If he reads any news of Ottoman victories, he will sing out
in joy. He begins to praise the courage of the Arabs and proclaims that
the Europeans, al-afrang, despise the Arabs, but they should come and
see the Arabs or read about their history and contributions to civiliza¬
tion, etc. Frequently meetings are organized in school to discuss which
side is victorious: the Arabs or the Italians. I am truly happy about his
support of the Ottomans. This is what his patriotic duties demand. I
wish to God that the Ottoman Government emerges triumphant from this
war and gains thereby [?] an important position amongst the other
governments. But I digressed from the personal to the political. Today
at four o'clock your uncle Ibrahim is going to Alexandria to bring his

15. Enver Pasa (d. 1922). Graduate of the War College in Istanbul. He joined the
Young Turks and participated in the revolution 1908. 1913 he was made Minister of
War. Together with Gamal Pasa and Tal'at Pasa he held virtually dictatorial powers
until the collapse of the Ottoman Empire in 1918. Lewis 221.

16. Ahmad Niyazi. Attended the War College, became a member of the Young
Turk movement and played a decisive part in the Young Turk Revolution in 1908;
Lewis passim. Nisat one of the Ottoman Officers Abbot 89.

17. A descendent of Sidi Muhammad as-Sanus! (1791-1859) founder of the puri¬
tanic Islamic religious order as-Samisiya in Cyrenaica. During the 19th century the
order, spread all over Tripoli. When the Italians occupied Tripoli in 1911-12 they met
with unexpected resistance from the population, whose religious fervour let them main¬
tain their loyalty to the Ottoman Caliph; Ziadeh passim.
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cousin to her home. He will return Monday morning. He charged
Mulhim to take his place in the office and no doubt I, too, have to go
there for this purpose. Before that I have to go to the printing press to
substitute for your uncle Mitri since I ordered him to go every day
at two o'clock to the oases because of the pure air there.

In short, I end this letter with a kiss and greetings.

Your father,
Gurgi.

Cairo, March 28, 1912
Dear Emile,

I received your letter just now. It came on time, i.e. Thursday morn¬
ing. I am very pleased that you enjoy good health and benefit from your
being President of the Society. No doubt this is to your benefit. It is of
use for the future because the Society resembles a constitutional govern¬
ment and a political or commercial society. Above all I am pleased with
your patience. This is also, as you know, my approach in associating
with people. I believe that the most forgiving people are the wisest —
to a certain limit, of course. It seems that the president still wants to
employ you for teaching and you did well to refuse. Surely you explained
to him your decision in the light of [your] service to the school in other
aspects. It is indeed true, that serving the Syrian Protestant College is a
service to the whole nation and a service to freedom and the constitu¬
tion, because it prepares people for it.

I was astonished about your enquiry for the third time about the
name of the German book. I answered you already twice — and this is
the third time — that the title which you asked for is vague. The name
of the author must be specified or the topic of one of the book's sections
must be narrowed down in order to search for it. Then we can send it
to you. Yesterday we received a note from your friend. He asked for the
letter from the school (I think it is Suwair) concerning the subscription
to "al-Hilal". He also remarked that he had asked you to enquire about
the German book and did not receive any answer, and I will write him
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that we cannot buy the book without specification of the author and a
very good description of the subject of the book.

I read "al-Manar" and saw, what you, too, saw. Grief prevailed over
all other feelings in me. Not because this foolish criticism had any in¬
fluence upon me! Indeed, the station of "al-Hilal" is too lofty as to be hit
by such tasteless slander. But I was grieved by the deterioration of the
character of our writers to such a level, that even from an-Nu'mani, the
greatest scholar of India, emanate phrases that even the rabble would be
ashamed to use. With all this we were friends for twenty years and our
relations were amicable. When I read his criticism I wrote him a letter,
reproaching him in very strong terms. A copy of it you will find enclosed.
Return it to me after you have read it, so that I can save it! Don't you
think that he deserves such severity? As for the owner of "al-Manar" ^
he is excused by his exasperation with "al-Hilal", the success of our
books, our fame and with the proposition of the university, that I should
teach. I think the last issue that angered him was the letter of Prince
Muhammad 'All 18 to me in which he praises my work and which was
published in "al-Ahram" 19 without my suggestion. And 20 affected
the envious people. All this does not interest me either. But it weakens
my determination to exert myself in the service of this nation, umma,
the history of which was lying dead. I brought it back to life and I indeed
say without boasting it was I who revived the Arab literature by what I
wrote and by the influence my books had upon the envious feelings of
the writers, inducing them to compete. Before the appearance of "al-
Hilal" nobody mentioned the history of Islam. Those who composed
works about it copied only from the ancient authors. Today they begin
to write in a reflective and explanatory manner. All this they got from
my works. They tried to imitate me in writing historical novels about
Islam and were unsuccessful. The first to fail was the owner of "al-
Manar" 21 since he announced already seven years ago that he had

»

18. Prince Muhammad 'All, born 1872, brother of 'Abbas II. He studied in

Switzerland and travelled widely. He belonged to the same Free Mason Organization

as Zaidan. He supported and directed various welfare and learned societies in Egypt.
FahmI 95 ff.

19. Al-Ahram, first major daily newspaper in Egypt, founded in 1876 in

Alexandria by the Syrian immigrant, Salim Taqla; d! Tarrazi IV 215.

20. Illegible in ms.
21. i.e. Rasid Rida.
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•asked Saih 'Abd al-Hamid Zuhrawi 22 (who was then in Egypt) for help
'to compose a series of historical novels about Islam because "nobody'
had written about this subject in Arabic"!! Regardless of the fact that my
novels fill his library and he has read all of them. If this did not change
his irritation, how can we blame him that his vexation increased when
he started with this project and did not even finish the first novel. Other
deeply envious people strove for this and intended to obliterate the light
of truth even though it shines like the sun. There are other examples of
their intent to extinguish this light. There is a certain Muhammad
Mas'ud 23 — one of the Muslim writers of the old school, owner of a
newspaper, and now employed in the office of press and information.
He began to be interested in translating Le Bon's book about the history
of Arabic civilization into Arabic. When he announced his decision, the
Islamic newspapers and others began to encourage him. Some began
even publishing eulogies full of lies, namely, that no book dealing with
Arab and Islamic civilization was available in Arabic. They also regretted
that none of the Arab writers was encouraged to write on this subject
in spite of its importance. Therefore, Muhammad... Mas'ud is forced to
translate this topic from the French. Imagine this delusion and how
it proves the extremity [of their position]. But Dr. Fayyad Bin al-Iskandar
wrote to the newspaper "al-Ahali", 24 which had published this praise,
pointing out the existence of my book TcHrih at-tamaddun al-islami, and
reproached the newspaper for this eulogy. His letter was published.

Some days later I met the above-mentioned Muhammad Mas'ud.
After greeting him I enquired about his book and he told me that he
was now busy printing it. I asked him, "Why did you leave us open to
rebuke and criticism with your translation of this book from the French ?
Would it not have been preferable that you yourself write a book about

22. 'Abd al-Hamld az-Zuhrawi (1871-1916) born in Horns, in 1902 went to

Egypt where he worked for al-Mu'ayyad and al-Garlda. 1909 he became representative
of Horns in the new Ottoman Parliament. 1913 he presided over the first Arab Congress
in Paris. He was a member of the Decentralization Party and wrote about Islamic

reform and Arab nationalism. He was executed in 1916 by the Ottoman government

in Syria; Dagir II 427, Di T arrazi III 28.
23. Muhammad Mas'ud (1872-1940) born in Egypt, was a writer, translator

and journalist. As a friend of 'All Yusuf he worked for al-Mu'ayyad. Later he edited
various magazines and newspapers; Dagir III 1206.

24. Al-Ahali. Newspaper founded 1894 by Isma'II Pasa Abazah; d I Tarrazi
IV 168.
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this topic, especially since you often told me that you were engaged in
such a project even before me?" Can you imagine his answer? He
claimed that if he translated if from the French he would increase the
trust of the public in the presented material. At this point I shouted at
him, "Until when [shall we indulge in] this cowardice and weakness.
If you say that, how about the others ? Why don't we ourselves write
about this topic? We are the people most capable [to deal] with it. This
book of mine, even though its author is an Easterner, has been translated
by the Europeans and others into five languages, and others of my
works have been translated." He did not utter a word in response and
went away embarrassed. 25

I have prolonged my talk about this subject to you and actually
it is not so important. I have broached the subject in response to your
question. Rest assured that the cunning of the envious people makes us
only firmer and more successful. The nation, al-umma, however — and I
mean its educated members — appreciate our work and its true value.
I have encountered groups of them during all this time at different
occasions. They all laud my work and challenge all the critics. One
educated man told me, "Don't get angry, my friend, if some irascibles
do not know the value of your work and do not recognize it. Jean-Jacques
Rousseau said that the seed of science bear fruit ondy after a hundred
years have passed." I told him that I enjoy already, thanks to God, the
fruit of my past travail and that I see the literary fruits in the contempora¬
ry intellectual movement.

If it was not for the praise and the truthful recognition which I have
heard from some educated people, I would have given up writing about
Islamic topics and turned to more general subjects. In any case my
determination to engage in this subject is weakened. I shall direct my
energy to other general or Syrian topics and the like, preferably about
society and other sciences. We shall discuss this when we see each other.

As for the money, I have sent for a cheque to be issued for ten
guineas, if it comes in time I shall put it in this letter.

I am longing very much to see you and we, left behind here, pray
for your and are proud of you.

Gurgl.

25. Illegible in ms.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

A. THE WORKS OF GURGI ZAIDAN

Gurgi Zaidan was a most prolific writer. His published works
include various studies on history and literature, twenty two novels and
twenty two years of his monthly magazine "al-Hilal", which he authored
almost exclusively himself.

Since, with very rare exceptions, his works are not available in
European languages it seems worthwhile to give short outlines of content,
to describe the organization of material and to discuss the sources upon
which Zaidan drew. Two of his projects, to wit, the historical novels and
the magazine "al-Hilal" seem of special importance. The interest in
them arises not from their volume, which is considerable, but rather
from the appeal they had for the Arabic reading public, and the popu¬
larity they enjoyed. It would be difficult to underestimate the role they
played in popularizing knowledge, be it of Arab history or of matters
concerning modern civilization. Generally speaking they contributed
greatly to the development of a taste for secular literature amongst Arab
readers. From these points of view their impact was certainly greater
than that of the scholarly works Zaidan put out.

1. Scholarly Studies

Zaidan's first efforts as an author were directed towards scholarly
works. From the beginning two topics attracted his special attention,
history in general and the history of language and literature in particular.
His first three books that deal with historical topics appeared between
1889 and 1890.

In his Ta'rih al-masuniya al-amm he attempted to correct the mis¬
conceptions of ignorant people about the Freemasons. Zaidan used for
his work the standard European works about Freemasonry and the
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information he gathered from former heads of lodges in Syria, Egypt
and Palestine.

Taking similarity of phenomena in history as a proof of their related
continuation throughout history rather than as a sign of similar human
needs and social circumstances, Zaidan was able to trace the precursors
of Masonry to the Egyptian Pharaohs and to date its definitive organiza¬
tion to the time of the Roman king Numa Pompilius.

The Ta'rih misr al-hadit was primarily addressed to the Egyptian
student. The book was indeed later used as a textbook in schools. 1 Rather
arbitrarily Zaidan declared that the history of Egypt after the Muslim
conquest was the richest period of Egypt's history and, therefore, the
worthiest to describe. This was the period he meant by Ta'rih misr al-hadit.
He, therefore, restricted the description of pre-Islamic Egyptian history
to a summary of some seventy pages and gave roughly six times the space
for the Islamic period. The first edition of this work was organized strictly
according to the sequences of rulers and governments. In the enlarged
second edition, which appeared twenty-two years later, Zaidan added
topical chapters concerning social and economical questions, such as the
reforms of Muhammad 'All or the Nahda of the Arab world.

The ambitious project of a "general history", at-Ta'rih al-'amm,
never got beyond its first part, which included "the history of the ancient
and modern kingdoms of Asia and Africa". The treatment of this vast
subject is very unbalanced or, to be more exact, rather culture-centric.
In the section about Asia some fifty pages deal with the history of Biblical
times, relying for its narration exclusively upon the Bible itself. Some
pages are given to the Persian and Chinese empires and some more
to the first appearance of Islam. A timetable of the most important events
from the Tower of Babel to Beirut's being made a vilayet in 1888 concluded
this part. The part of Africa consisted of two pages of general introduction
and a 120-page history of Egypt from its beginnings to the present.

Again, the main purpose was to provide a textbook in an easily
understandable style for schools in this case. Each chapter was followed
by a questionnaire. With the help of these questions the student could
check his comprehension of the preceding chapter.

1. Letters, Madrasat al-qada' as-sar'i to Zaidan, Cairo July 2 1910.
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During the following ten years Zaidan's preoccupation with his newly
founded magazine seems to have left him time only for some hasty
compilations dealing with the history of different Western nations.
Amongst other publications we find also one of rather dubious value
about physiognomy, iIlm al-firasa, which relies heavily upon the works
of Lavater and Samuel Wells 2 from whose books he even took most of
his illustrations.

By 1900 the work for "al-Hilal" had been better organized and
settled into a certain routine. Since 1901 Zaidan eliminated the issues of
August and September and distributed to his subscribers each year one
of his scholarly works as a substitute. The books mentioned in the follow¬
ing were all originally distributed in this fashion. These new arrangements
permitted Zaidan to return to his interest in history and literature. His
scholarly endeavours in these fields were from this time on almost- ex¬
clusively concentrated upon the Arabs and their civilization.

In the years 1901-06 he published the five volumes of his Ta'rih
at-tamaddun al-islami. The five volumes deal roughly with the following
subjects: 1) history of political and military institutions from pre-Islamic
times to the fall of the Abbasids and general political history of that time;
2) finances, taxes and wealth of the caliphs, the state and the cities;
3) Arabic and non-Arabic branches of knowledge and science, and the
impact of non-Muslim sciences upon the Islamic culture; 4) political
history including the Fatimid dynasty and the "Second Arab Period",
meaning the petty states in the Fertile Crescent which rose after the
Seljuq Turkish unification of the empire had broken down. This volume
also includes some sociological and ideological aspects of the Umayyad
and Abbasid periods. 5) Cultural aspects and social structure of the
Muslim empire until the fall of the Abbasids.

Zaidan had made during the preceding years many preliminary
studies for this work which were often published in essay form in "al-
Hilal". The composition of his historical novels had made it necessary

2. J.K. Lavater (1741-1799). a Swiss clergyman who played a certain role as a

patriotic author against the French. He became famous for his Physiognomische Frag¬
ments in which he tried to establish a scientific relation between facial structure and

•character. S.R. Wells (1820-1875) was the editor of the Phrenological Journal and

Life Illustrated. He also wrote a book dealing with the relations between physical
features and psychological characteristics.
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for him to familiarize himself with the historical background. More
inspired by Western scholarship than by the traditional Muslim his¬
toriography, Zaidan attempted to write a history organized according
to subject matters using systematically nonliterary evidence and critical
comparative investigation of sources to establish the veracity of the
historical account. According to his own statement, Zaidan read more
than a hundred books for the subject, and he named twenty-five Arabic
and seven Western sources. 3 The work was called a History of Islamic
Civilization but in reality, as one can see from the above list of contents, it
concentrated upon that period of Islamic history in which the Arab
element prevailed or at least was visible in the person of the Abbasid
Caliphe. That the Arabs and not the other people of Islamic civilization
are Zaidan's main concern, was also shown by the fact that two years
later he published a book, al-'Arab qabla 'l-islam, in which he tried to
stretch Arab history back to the time of Hammurabi.

Another book, this time dealing with the very recent history of the
Middle East, was compiled by Zaidan in 1907, Taragim masahir as-sarq

ft'l-qarn at-tasi' 'asar. The vitae of more than one hundred personalities,
are collected here. The first part of the book contains the biographies
of the members of the family of the Hidiw, kings and rulers of the East,
commanders, ministers and administrators. The second part concen¬
trates upon founders of the Nahda — publishers and journalists, men of*
science and adab, and poets. The large majority of the people dealt with
are Arabs, but some Westerners of importance for the cultural history
of the Near East in the 19th century are mentioned; prominent teachers,
of the Syrian Protestant College and French advisors to the government
of Muhammad 'All. The inclusion of three Japanese and Chinese per¬
sonalities, though somewhat deplace here, constituted probably an attempt
to include all of Asia as part of the one entity called "East". The book
remains till today a valuable source for biographical information especially
for Egypt and Syria in the 19th century. But in spite of his precocupation
with history Zaidan never lost his interest in Arabic language and litera¬
ture, the historical aspect of which remained of decisive importance for
him. In 1904 he published TcCrih. al-luga al-arabiya bi'tibariha ka'in hayy
kadi' linamus al-irtiqa'. It is an elaboration on his very first work al-Alfaz;.

3. Ta'rlh at-tamaddun IV 14.
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al-arabiya wa'l-falsafa al-lugawuja which had appeared nineteen years
earlier. In the first book he had made the attempt to describe in evolutiona¬
ry terms how language developed from animal sounds into the abstrac¬
tion of speech. In the second book the emphasis shifts to the development
of Arabic itself.

By far his most important contribution in the field of the history
of Arab literature in its widest possible meaning, is his Ta'nh adab al-luga
al-arabiya, the four volumes of which appeared during the years 1910-
1914. Early essays on the subject had already been published by Zaidan
in "al-Hilal" during 1894-95. Zaidan believed that he was the first to
have coined the expression ta'nh adab al-luga 4 and defined it as a general
intellectual history, Geistesgeschichte, including not only literature but all
branches of learning and knowledge in the sciences and humanities
considering their history as the basic explanation for the reasons of the
rise and the fall of a nation. Zaidan considered European scholarship to
have been the first in setting a pattern for the writing of such intellectual
histories. He himself was the first to make the attempt to produce some¬
thing equivalent in Arabic. Quite clearly Zaidan made great use of
Nicholson's and Brockelmann's works. Probably very much of the biblio¬
graphical information and some of the biographic information were taken
more or less directly from Brockelmann's Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur.

But while Brockelmann's interests were predominantly of a bio¬
graphical and bibliographical kind, Zaidan wanted both to introduce the
Arab readers to their cultural and literary heritage within its proper
historical context and to give his readers a tool with which to help them¬
selves continue their education in this subject. Thus, these four volumes
constitute a mixture of a collection of cultural-literary essays and an
encyclopaedia of names of writers, poets, philosophers, historians, theo¬
logians, scientists, etc.

The general periodizing of literary history along political events
into a pre-Islamic, early Islamic, Umayyad, several Abbasid, a Mongol
and an Ottoman period is more or less the same as Brockelmann and
Nicholson offered it. But Zaidan subdivided the pre-Islamic period into a
first and second period of ignorance, gahitiya. In the first the codifi¬
cations of Hammurabi and the Book ofJob were cited as the first evidence

4. Ta'rlh adab I 8.
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of Arabic culture. The second gahiliya covers the period usually de¬
scribed as pre-Islamic to which much space is given in Zaidan work.
Already here he considered it appropriate to introduce special sections
for sciences, such as medicine, veterinary medicine, meteorology, etc. In
striking contrast to the extensive discussion of Arabic literature and
culture during the pre-Islamic period, Zaidan did not need more than
a dozen pages to deal with the period of early Islam until the rise of the
Umayyads. After talking about the Umayyad period mainly in terms of
its poets and poetry, Zaidan dealt at great length with sciences, literature,
theology and philosophy during the reign of the Abbasids, which period
he subdivided into four sections. He introduced this part with a short
survey of Greek, Persian and Indian literature and culture and their
impact on the Islamic culture. Throughout all parts of the book each
section is opened with an introduction giving the general historical and
social background. A list of the most important people during the par¬
ticular period and their works follows. Here, of course, Zaidan lacked the
comprehensiveness of Brockelmann's work, but for the people Zaidan did
mention in these lists he often gave more detailed information.

For the Western reader familiar with the works of Brockelmann
and Nicholson, the first three volumes of this work offer relatively little
additional information. The fourth volume constituted Zaidan's most
original contribution to the study of the history of Arab literature and
culture. It deals with the modern period under the impact of modern
Europe, a period which is hardly mentioned in Brockelmann's work
and in Nicholson's book on a few pages only.

Zaidan dealt with the phenomenon of the Arab Nahda of the 19th
century by describing all those factors that in his opinion constituted the
cause and the means for this new development. The following institutions,
their development and their representatives seemed to him of importance:
schools; printing press; journalism; scientific, literary and other cultural
societies; libraries, European oriental studies; the translations from
European languages into Arabic and, finally, all that had been orginally
written in Arabic prose or poetry during this time. Again, much of the
material that Zaidan compiled in this volume is today, sixty years later,
outdated, but together with L. Cheikho's works in this field, it remains
one of the most important Arabic sources on the literary and intellectual
life of the Arab world in the 19th century.
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Still engaged in composing this work, Zaidan published in 1912 a
book on ethnology, Tabaqat al-umam, the title of which he took from
Sa'id b. Ahmad al-Andalusi's book written in the 11th century. But as
far as its content is concerned, it is a close adaptation of Keane's The
World's People. The book dealt with the scientific description of all people,
their physical appearance, their habits and mores, their intellectual
development, and their arrangement on a scale of human development
and evolution starting with the Negro on the lowest and the Caucasian
on the highest step of development.

The subject of this book might indicate a certain shift of Zaidan's
main interest during his last years away from Arab and Muslim matters
towards universal subjects, and from history to social sciences, an impres¬
sion which is corroborated by the change of topic and section in the last
volumes of "al-Hilal".

Zaidan's voluminous studies of Arabic history and literature are
today of little scholarly value. Much of their content was an adaptation
of the works of Western orientalists. Already his contemporaries were
aware of many mistakes and superficialities in his works. The main merit
of these works at the time was to have introduced Western scholarship
and concepts to Arab historical studies. In our context works have been
used mainly as a primary source to extricate Zaidan's concepts of Arab
national identity and of his historical consciousness. Two works, however,
should be excluded from the above judgement. The fourth volume of
his Ta'rik adab al-luga al-arabiya and his two volumes of Taragim masahir
as-sarq fVl-qarn at-tasi' 'asar, provide till today valuable information
about the Arab Nahcla movement in the nineteenth century.

2. The Magazine "al-Hilal"

In September 1892 Zaidan launched probably the most important
project of his career — the magazine "al-Hilal", the Crescent. In the
opening statement for the magazine he explained the reasons for the
choice of the name: to indicate the monthly appearance of the magazine;
to gain the blessings of the Ottoman Crescent wich is the symbol of the
Ottoman Empire and to imply by comparing it to the waxing moon the
intention of the magazine to grow like the moon towards a full, strong
light.

16
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He proposed organizing the content of the magazine in five sections:

1. A section of the most famous events and the greatest men which
would give him a free hand to choose any subject from history and
discuss it in the magazine.

2. A section for articles. Articles would be written either by him or
other contemporary writers.

3. A section for novels in which he wanted to serialize historical novels
as "examples of the habits of the Easterners and their history accord¬
ing to their taste, void of foreign events and expression".

4. A section of monthly events which would bring news summaries
from the best newspapers concerning the world and especially
Egypt and Syria.

5. A section of selected news, eulogies, criticism. This section would
mainly deal with contemporary literature. 5

The magazine was to appear in monthly issues of about forty pages,
but the composition of the magazine was not to be as rigid as this plan
may suggest. Zaidan noted in the opening statement that it would be a
main task of "al-Hilal" always to please the readers and to cater to their
wishes. This would demand many changes over the years. In the third
issue of the first year he added a new section for "Letters to the Editor".
Bab al-murasalat, usually dealing with general topics such as women's
rights. From the second year on "al-Hilal" appeared twice monthly,
its size somewhat reduced. During this and the following year the section
for novels did not appear but was reintroduced in the fourth year and
became a great success. A new section was added in the second year,
"Questions and Suggestions", Bab as-su'al wa'l-iqtirah, in which Zaidan
wanted to answer the letter from his readers who asked him about prac¬
tically any subject, and by no means always concerning topics dealt
with in the magazine itself. New also in the third year was the section
"Scientific News", Ahbar 'ilmiya, dealing with scientific discoveries,
inventions and technology in general.

Until its tenth year "al-Hilal" offered these ten sections with great
regularity. The size of each issue varied between 32 and 40 pages. The
last two issues of each decreased in size and were often combined. From
the ninth year onwards only twenty issues of "al-Hilal" were published.

5. I 1-2.
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Between the tenth and fourteenth year (1901-02/1905-06) a whole
range of new sections was introduced. Some disappeared again soon,
such as the "Section of Kings and Rulers of the East", Muluk as-sarq wa-
umara'uhu, which was continued only for three years. Others appeared
somewhat irregularly such as the "Health of the Family", Sihliat al-'a'ila,
the first section of which was written predominantly by authors other than
Zaidan himself; or "wonders of Creation", ' Aga'ib al-mahluqat, which
probably emanated from the scientific news but brought mainly curiosa,
such as the man with the longest beard in the world, or the habits of
kangaroos. Of rare appearance were the sections "The Circumstances of
States", Ahwal ad.-d.uwal, and "Strange Habits", Gara'ib al-adat. Only
the section for "New Publications", Matbu'at gadida, introduced in
volume X appeared in each issue. In the same years two existing sections
were slowly phased out: "Monthly Events" and "Eulogies and Criticism".
With the beginning of volume XIII in October 1904 the magazine
appeared only once monthly ten months a year with about 80 pages to
each issue.

Size and frequency of the sections remained very unbalanced.
With the doubling of space per issue almost all the sections mentioned
were presented with some regularity. Probably because of Zaidan's
occupation with the Young Turk revolution and its meaning and impli¬
cations, most sections faded away again beginning with volume XVI
(1908-09). During the next three years the magazine usually consisted
of one main article which in most cases analyzed the background of
contemporary events followed by one or two articles of general interest
not assigned to any particular section. The only sections that were re-,
gularly given space were "New Publications", "Scientific News" and
"Questions and Suggestions". Only in volume XXI did a greater variety
of sections, for instance "Health of the Family", "Wonders of Creation",
return. Anew section "Social News", Ahbar al-igtima'iya , appeared rather
frequently; demographic information, technological events that were
of impact upon society, and developments in society were reported here.
In volume XXII, the last one that Zaidan himself published, he attem¬
pted a basic reorganization of the magazine, which was enlarged to 96
pages. A large part of each issue was reserved for articles on various topics
which were not put under a specific section. Almost all the other sections
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which had been partially neglected appeared again in each issue, but
usually very little space was assigned to them.

Not only size and frequency of the sections varied, but throughout
the years their content and emphasis changed. Perhaps one of the most
interesting sections in that respect was "Monthly Events". It was intended
as a summary of the most important news of each month, condensed
from daily newspapers. This section started with the very first issue of the
magazine. It is noteworthy what the section was usually subdivided into
Egyptian, Syrian and foreign events. The latter, Harigiya, dealt with
European news; also often found there was a subdivision for Japanese
and Chinese news. More important, Zaidan published the events from
other parts of the Ottoman Empire under the heading of foreign events.
Political and cultural news were reported, ranging from the opening
ceremony for a new railway line to a visit of a Russian naval unit in
Toulon, and from the printing of new stamps for the Ottoman mail to
earthquakes in Greece. Reports from the royal court were regularly
included in the Egyptian news. Also, news from the Eastern churches
found their place here. Included sometimes were news from the world
of sciences until they found their own section in volume III.

During the first eight years or so the trend towards cultural and
social news was emphasized more and more. Often the "Monthly Events"
consisted of one or two lenghty articles about a person or a certain
issue. The section lost increasingly its "news" character. From volume
VI the "Scientific News" appeared before the "Monthly Events", while
the former increased in size, the latter decreased. Eventually it appeared
only irregularly, and in volume XIII, even though the size of the issues
had been doubled, it was not mentioned any more. Only nine years
later in the last year of Zaidan's editorship did the same section reappear,
focused more than ever on news of general cultural and social relevance.

Of central importance in terms of size and placement seemed to be
the section of "Most Famous Events and Greatest Men", which was
always the first part of each issue and, with some exceptions in volumes
V and VI, also provided the subject for the cover picture of the issue.
This section appeared with great regularity during all 22 years, with the
exception of volumes XI to XIII where it was repeatedly replaced by
the section "Kings and Rulers of the East", which in fact could be part of
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the former. In the last years the name of the section was dropped, but
the front article kept the same character. Because of its importance and
its very wide range of possible topics, this section seemed rather represen¬
tative of the spirit of the magazine and worthy of being investigated
somewhat more closely as to characteristic trends and developments of
"al-Hilal".

The usual ratio between articles dealing with topics or people from
the Western world (almost exclusively Europe) and articles dealing
with the East (predominantly the area of Islamic culture) appeared
to be between 1: 4 and 2: 3 in each volume; only once was there no
article dealing directly with the West at all: volume XVII (1908-09)
which was filled with the events of the Young Turk revolution. Twice
Western topics constituted slightly more than half of all the articles.:
volume IX which deals with the Boer War in South Africa, and volume
XVI which at the eve of the Young Turk revolution brought out ex¬
tensive articles about the French Revolution and the war of independence
of the American colonies against England.

Two-thirds of all the articles were built around a person, his actions,
inventions, or thoughts with some expose of the historical, scientific or
intellectual context in which he appeared. Even in articles which con¬
tained, for instance, the general description of a country, the title of the
article would usually mention the ruler of the country, and a considerable
part of the article would dwell on the personal history of the ruler and
his private life. But a clear trend can be seen over the course of time that
an increasing amount of articles were built around a subject matter
rather than using the life description of an outstanding personality as
the main structure of an essay.

Of the roughly one hundred articles dealing with the West, fourteen
took their subject from antiquity (mainly from Greek culture) and only
five dealt with the European Middle Ages. Three of those articles, the
articles about Charlemagne, Richard the Lionheart and Frederick II
had clear relevance for the Islamic world. Obviously the European
Middle Ages were of no interest to Zaidan. By far the largest space taken
by the articles concerned the modern West.

About two hundred articles dealt with Islamic countries and culture.
One-quarter of them pertained to the classical period of Islam. By far
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the majority of these articles appeared in the first half of the 22 volumes.
Here, as with the articles concerning Western topics, we may recognize
a predominant interest in modern times, a trend which even increased
with the years.

The non-Islamic Eastern cultures were fairly evenly represented
with one to two articles in each volume and with an exceptional accumu¬
lation of articles in volume XI and XII after Zaidan introduced the
new section of "Kings and Rulers of the East", declaring the need for a
more balanced knowledge of European as well as Eastern states and
governments. In the first volumes the emphasis was on old Near Eastern
cultures such as Pharaonic Egypt, the Ghaldaeans and Assyrians. Later
"al-Hilal" was mainly interested in non-Western, non-Islamic cultures
of contemporary importance, such as China, Japan and India.

In spite of Zaidan's marked interest in modern times, he did not
consider it as the task of "al-Hilal" to report about the current political
events or to give pronounced political opinions concerning such events.
He was mainly concerned to give in these articles a general historical
background to such events and persons as caught the headlines of the
daily newspapers. Good examples of this kind of journalism can be found
in volume IV (1897-98) with articles about the Sudan, its geography,
its people, its history at a time when its re-conquest was in full swing;
or in volume XVII (1908-09) which dealt in its main articles exclusively
with the Young Turk revolution, the history of the Ottoman Empire
and constitutionalism in other Eastern countries. Very often the main
article would also have as a topic a famous person either on the occasion
of his death or when he was involved in important contemporary
events.

The magazine "al-Hilal" remains an invaluable treasury of in¬
formation about contemporary society and about Zaidan himself.®
Not only does it give somewhat of a chronology for the develop¬
ment of Zaidan's concept and ideas but Zaidan here is also much more
outspoken, as far as his own opinions are concerned, than in his scholarly
studies.

6. An index to al-Hilal is being prepared by the American University in Beirut.
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3. Historical Novels

Altogether Zaidan wrote 22 novels, 7 only one of which Qihad al-
muhibbin, is a novel about contemporary society. All others are called by
Zaidan historical novels, riwaya tcHrlhlya. He started out with al-Mamluk
as-sarid in 1891, a novel taking place in Egypt and Syria in the time of
Muhammad 'AIL Two more novels set in a comparatively recent his¬
torical background followed. The fourth historical novel, Armanusa,
the second to be serialized in "al-Hilal", turned to classical Islamic
history. While writing this novel (1895-96) the idea occurred to him to
encompass the whole Islamic history from its beginning in a sequence
of novels. 8 Zaidan held fast to this project and after writing in 1896-97
a novel dealing with Muslim history before the conquest of Egypt, he
continued to publish every year, serialized in his magazine, another
historical novel, each dealing with a consecutive period of Islamic history.
Thus he covered in seventeen novels from 1895 to 1914 Islamic history
from its beginnings until the time of the Ayyubid rule in Egypt. Only
once did Zaidan interrupt this chain when he offered his readers a novel
in 1910-11 about the Young Turk revolution.

The clumsiness of the plot in Zaidan's novels and the tediousness
of their descriptions are not only the result of a lack of tradition and
experience in novel writing in Arabic literature, but they are even more
a sign that Zaidan's ambitions were mainly that of an educator and
historian rather than that of a novelist. A certain set of persons appear in
most of his plots. There is the hero and the heroine, a young girl well
educated and intelligent, who is in love with the hero. She is supported
and protected by an equally well educated and intelligent mother. A
totally devoted male or female servant generally completes the list of
representatives of the good element. On the evil side we find usually the
father of the girl who is cruel, uneducated and tyrannical and tries to
force his daughter to marry the villain of the plot, who does not love the
girl but wants to marry her for his own personal advantage. This checker-

7. Some sources indicate 23 novels. This error occurs when an English historical

novel about Muhammad 'All, translated and published by Zaidan, is counted among
his own novels; see for instance Hasan 98, B adr 95, GAL Suppl III 190, which may¬
be the source of the mistake.

8. V 24.
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board of relations is not always necessarily the same, but the clear-cut
division between the evil and good elements is always there. In. extension,
these elements are affiliated loosely with historical personalities and events
which may belong to either side but remain usually in the background. 9
Sometimes, however, a historical personality will be actively involved
in the plot. 10 The personalities of the characters of the narrative
remain one-dimensional and stereotyped. We do not find any develop¬
ment of character in the course of the narrative. Psychological analysis
is lacking. The good element is pitted against the evil element. In order to
set the action of the narrative into motion and to compensate for the
lack of psychological motivation and development Zaidan had to in¬
troduce elements of intrigue, conspiracies, secrets, confusion and coin¬
cidences. We find similar plots with variations in each novel providing
in general happy ending in which the good vanquishes the evil.

No attempt has been made here to evaluate the literary function
and value of Zaidan's novels in the development of the modern Arab
novel. It should only be pointed out that until today the novels are widely
read in the Arab world and that they go continuously through new edi¬
tions. Their popularity was even greater in Zaidan's own time.

4. Unpublished Material

In addition to the published works of Zaidan there exists a collection
of his private papers, which is now in the archives of the American
University in Beirut. The collection contains the manuscript of a history
of Ottoman Egypt, Misr al-utmanlya which he had prepared as a lecture
course at the Egyptian University in 1910; several notebooks which
Zaidan used for his own research, the manuscript of his autobiography,
which has been discussed in the introduction to the translation and
finally a multitude of letters to and from Zaidan. A large part of these
letters consists of business correspondence concerning the publication of
books or exchanges with European scholars. Especially to be mentioned
here is a set of some 125 letters written by Zaidan to his son Emile between

9. For instance Saladin in the novel Salah ad-din al-ayyubi or 'UrabI and General
Gordon in the novel Asir al-mutamahdi.

10. For instance Abdiilhamid in the novel Al-inqilab al-'utmani takes an active

part on the evil side.
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1908 and 1912, while the latter was studying in Beirut at the American
University. These letters provide insight into the personality of Zaidan,
his relations with his family, his feelings about contemporary events, his
social life and his relations with other members of the educated class
in Egypt. The few letters chosen here for translation are not necessarily
the most representative for the general tone and content of the corres¬
pondence with Emile, but are particularly relevant for the subject of
this study.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ZAIDAN'S WORKS

We have always indicated here the year and place of the first editions.
If another edition has been used in this study the quoted edition is given
in parentheses. There exist some collections of articles of Zaidan which
originally appeared in "al-Hilal" and were published posthumously as
books. Those books are not mentioned here.

a) Works on History

Ta'rih al-masuniya al-arnm Cairo 1889
at -Ta'rih al-amm Cairo 1890

Ta'rih al-yunan wa 'r-ruman Cairo 1899
Ta'rih ingiltera Cairo 1899
Ta'rih at-tamaddun al-islami 5 vols. Cairo 1901-1906 (1958, ed. Mu'nis,

Husain). Vol. IV transl. into English by D .S. Margoliouth Zaidaris
Umayyads and Abbasids Leiden 1907. For quotations from this volume
its English translation has been used.

al-Arab qabla l-islam Cairo 1907 (n.d. ed. by Mu'nis , Husain)
Misr al-utmaniya unpublished ms. in the collection of unpublished papers

' atAUB.

b) Works on Language and Literature

al-Alfaz. al-arabiya wa'l-falsafa al-lugawiya Beirut 1886 ( al-Falsafa al-
lugawiya ed. by Kamil , Murad, Cairo 1969)

Ta'rih al-luga al-arablya bi'itibariha ha'in hayy hadi' linamus al-irtiqa' Cairo
1904 ( al-luga al-'arabiya ka'in hayy ed. by Kamil , Murad Cairo 196?)

Ta'rih adab al-luga al-'arabiya 4 vols. Cairo 1910-1913 (196? ed. by Daif,
Sauqi)
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c) Works on Other Sciences

Muhtasar gugrafiyat misr. Cairo 1891
Tabaqat al-umam Cairo 1912
'Ilm al-Jirasa Cairo 1901

d) Bibliographies

Taragim masahir as-sarq fil-qarn at-tasi' 'asar 2 vols. Cairo 1907 (1922)

e) Autobiography

Mudakkirat gurgi zaidan ed. by Munaggid , Salah ad-Din, Beirut 1966
"al-Madrasa al-kulliya second part of the Autobiography, ed. and

annotated by Faris , Nabih Amin in "al-Abhat" XX (1967) 323-255

f) Magazine

al-Hilal vol. I - XXII (1892-1914). References to this Magazine are
indicated in the footnotes only by volume number and page.

g) Novels

In this study the latest edition, Cairo 1966, has been used.
al-Mamliik aS-sarid Cairo 1891
Asir al-mutamahdi Cairo 1892
Istibdad al-mamalik Cairo 1893
Gih.ad al-muhibbin Cairo 1893

Armanusa al-misrlya Cairo 1896
Fatat gassan 2 vols. Cairo 1897/98
'Adra' qurais Cairo 1899
17 Ramadan Cairo 1900
Gadat Karbala' Cairo 1901

al-Haggag ibn yusuf Cairo 1902
Fath al-andalus Cairo 1903
Sari wa-'abd ar-rahman Cairo 1904
Abu muslim al-hurasani Cairo 1905
al-Abbasa uht ar-rasid Cairo 1906
al-Amin wa 'l-ma'tnun Cairo 1907
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'Arus fargana Cairo 1908

Ahmad ibn tulun Cairo 1909

'Abd ar-rahman an-nasir Cairo 1910

al-Inqilab al-utmanl Cairo 1911

Fatat al-qairawan Cairo 1912

Salah ad-din al-ayyubl Cairo 1913

5agar ad-durr Cairo 1914

h) Unpublished Papers

Collection of unpublished papers in the archives of the American
University of Beirut. Letters that are to be found in this collection have
always been referred to in this study as Letters.



B. SECONDARY SOURCES

Looking at the secondary sources dealing with Zaidan and his
work one is struck by the relative scarcity of such sources. A rather curious
work should be mentioned here first, which appeared during the lifetime
of Zaidan. It is called Riwayat al-batalain. The author behind the pseudo¬
nym Dak has been identified as Nasib 'Abdallah Sibil al-Lubnani, who
apparently was a classmate of Zaidan. 11 He set out to write a novel, the
two heroes of which are Gurgi Zaidan and Gordon Pasa, who was killed
in Khartoum by the troops of al-Mahdi. We can only guess why the
author chose to juxtapose the life of these two persons in one book.
Indeed throughout the novel the two figures are brought into no relation
whatsoever. The purpose was obviously to write two morally edifying
biographies, which could serve as examples for the reader. As far as
factual information is concerned, the book neither adds to nor contradicts
the information of the autobiography. Only the description of Zaidan's
travel to the Sudan is missing from the autobiography. Zaidan himself
never mentioned this book by Dak and we do not know his opinion about
it.

Soon after the death of Gurgi Zaidan his son Emile published a
collection of essays about his father which are strictly eulogistic. Also in
al-kitab ad-dahabi published for the 50th anniversary of the magazine
"al-Hilal" one finds only articles of laudatory character. Of similar

11. 'Isa Iskandar al-Ma'luf identifies Dak as Nasib 'Abdallah Sibil al-Lubnani,
al-Ma'luf p. 474. He calls him a friend of Zaidan and claims that he wrote this novel

in co-operation with Salim Sarkis. Zaidan mentions in his autobiography a Nasib Sibli
as one of the fellow students participating in the strike of the Syrian Protestant College,
see p. 204. The letters of protest sent on Dec. 13 and 16, 1882, by the students to the

faculty of the SPC were signed also by a Nasib 'Abdallah, cf. facsimiles of the two
letters in Faris , 330, 346. For the discussion of the strike at the SPC see p. 17-24. It

seems highly probable that the Nasib Sibli of the autobiography and the Nasib 'Abdal¬
lah of the letters are identical with the Nasib 'Abdallah Sibli al-Lubnani, whom

Iskandar Ma'luf mentions. Nothing more is known about this person other than that
he lived later in the U.S.A. where he committed suicide, see p. 204.
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quality are a number of articles that appeared after his death. Laudatory
in character they usually contribute nothing but a factual biography of
Zaidan. The most complete list of articles until 1956 is to be found in
Yusuf A. Dagir's Masadir ad-dirasa al-adablya, II, 442-448.

Alman Arasili's article is restricted to a discussion of the historical
novels and limited in its analysis by its Marxist approach. Boudjemeline's
paper is of a very narrow literary scope.

Tahir at-Tanahi's essay Gurgi Zaidan appeared in a collection of
biographies of self-made men and he dwells lengthily on this aspect of
Zaidan's life without, however, providing any critical treatment of the
subject.

Three books published between 1966 and 1970 show a reawakened
interest in the person of Zaidan in the Arab world. They are written by
Guzlf Harb, Muhammad 'Abd al-Ganl Hasan and Anwar al-Gundi. All
three books are of apologetic character and totally unanalytical in their
approach. Only G. Harb is somewhat more critical in his evaluation.
But he tries to establish Zaidan as a wholesome, unblemished represen¬
tative of Arab nationalism. In the same group should be mentioned a
recent doctoral dissertation from the University of Cologne by Hamdi
Alkhayat. The author identifies too much with the subject of his study.
The result is an uncritical apology with a considerable number of mis¬
takes.

Two Ph.D. dissertations have recently been written in the U.S.A.
about Zaidan. The first was written by this author. The present study
emanates partially from this dissertation. The second thesis is by L. Ware.
His is an anlytical study, which relies heavily on the unpublished letters
(with the exception of the last mentioned two dissertations, no other
study seems to have made use of Zaidan's unpublished papers) of Zaidan
and on his novels. Ware's emphasis is on a psychoanalytical approach
to the person of Zaidan. This method is certainly legitimate. But we have
hesitated to make much use of it because we feel it to be severely limited
by the amount of psychologically relevant information that can be
gathered about people who lived in the past. Even such insights as the
letters and the autobiography give us are more often than not wide open
to differing interpretation.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SECONDARY SOURCES

The sources are quoted in this study by the name of the author only.
If more than one work by the same author has been used, the additional
works are quoted by the name of the author and the beginning of each
title.

AbI RasId , Hana: Da'irat ma'arif al-masuniya. 2 vols. Beirut 1961.
Abbot, G .F.: The Holy War in Tripoli. London 1912.
Alkhayat , Hamdi: Gurgi Zaidan. Leben und Werk. Cologne 1973.
Alumni Association Beirut: The American University of Beirut. Directory

of Alumni 1870-1952. Beirut 1953.
AmIn , Ahmad: Gurgi Zaidan al-mu'arrih wa 'l-adib. In al-Kitab ad-dahabi.

Cairo 1942.

Antonius , George: The Arab Awakening. New York 1964.
Arasili , Alman: Gurgi Zaidan wa 'r-riwaya at-tdrihiya fi 'l-adab al-arabi',

transl. from the Russian by Yunis , Muhammad. Baghdad 1969.
Badr , 'Abd al-Muhsin Taha: Tatawwur ar-riwdya al-arabiya al-hadita.

Cairo 1963.

Barthelemey , A.: Dictionnaire Arabe-Frangais. DialectesdeSyrie. Paris 1935..
Beroue , Jacques: L'Egypte: imperialisme et revolution. Paris 1967.
Bliss , F.J. ed.: The Reminiscences of Daniel Bliss. New York 1920.
Blunt , W.: Secret History of the English Occupation of Egypt. London 1906.
Boudjemeline , Mohamed L.: La vie et Vmuvre litteraire de Djirdji Zaydan.

Mdmoire de Diplome d'Etudes Superieures. University de Paris 1960.
Brockelmann , Carl: Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur. 2 vols. Leiden

1943, 1949, 3 supplement vols. Leiden 1937-1942 (Quoted as GAL).
Budair , Ahmad 'Abd al-Fattah: al-Amir Ahmad Fu'ad wa-nas'at al-gami'a

al-misriya. Cairo 1950.
Burton , Richard L. Transl.: The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night.
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